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1. Introduction
1.1 Linguistic challenges
August 9, 1890. After about two months at sea, the ship Prins Willem II arrives in the harbour of
Paramaribo, Suriname. Aboard are twenty-six men, fourteen women and two children from Java,
Indonesia, who are about to set foot on the mainland of Suriname, their home for the coming
years. They have been recruited from the Dutch East Indies, present day Indonesia, by order of the
Dutch colonial government to work on the plantations for the next five years (Hoefte 1998: 221).
More people will follow on September 2 (one man, one woman), September 20 (thirty-one men,
fourteen women), October 13 (two men) and November 24 (one man) of that year (Ismael 1949:
30), and the immigration will continue up until 1939. In their new homeland, the Javanese laborers
will face numerous challenges, not least of all a linguistic one. Although the mother tongue of most
of these immigrants is Javanese (an Austronesian language), the group is not linguistically
homogeneous: there are also speakers of Sundanese and Madurese among them, and moreover,
the speakers of Javanese do not all speak the same variety. In Paramaribo, and later on the
plantations, they will encounter languages totally new to them, which they do not understand.
During the journey at sea, they have probably already heard some Dutch, and later on the
plantations they will hear Chinese and some Indian languages spoken by the other contract
laborers, as well as Sranantongo (often shortened as Sranan), an English-based creole, the lingua
franca of Suriname. Some of the Dutch in charge of the immigrant workers might have picked up
a bit of Malay, the lingua franca of the Dutch East Indies, but this is not understood by the
immigrants from Java. Speaking only Javanese, how will they be able to communicate with the
overseers on the plantations, and their fellow laborers, who have come from British India and
China? What will be the consequences of this multilingualism for the language of the Javanese?
Will it be maintained, changed, or replaced by the other languages?
Flash forward to more than one hundred years later, in the year 2017. A sentence uttered by
a young speaker of Javanese in Suriname:
(1)

Ènèk

tyah

wédok

n-jikuk

hamer

terus

vaas-é

di-broko1

EXIST

child

female

AV-take

hammer

then

vase-DEF

UV-break

‘There’s a girl who takes a hammer, then the vase is broken.’ (JVN-20170401-SJ-57-40117F-clips)

1

Note on transcription conventions: Sranantongo words are underlined (unless the utterance is in
Sranantongo), Dutch words are double underlined (unless the utterance is in Dutch). In Sranantongo, an
apostrophe at the end of the word represents a vowel which is not pronounced in fast speech (e.g.tapu > tap’).
An underscore represents hesitation or self-repair.
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This utterance contains different bits of interesting information. First of all, we see the influence
of the contact languages here, in the shape of borrowings: hamer ‘hammer’ and vaas ‘vase’ from
Dutch,2 and broko ‘break’ from Sranantongo. They are, however, integrated in a very Javanese-like
structure: the word vaas takes the Javanese definite suffix -é, while Sranan broko takes the Javanese
undergoer voice prefix di-. This sentence evokes questions about what happened to Javanese
during the 127 years since it has arrived in Suriname. To what extent has Javanese been
maintained in Suriname, and is it still similar to the Javanese spoken in Indonesia? In what ways
is the Javanese language in Suriname permeated by Sranantongo and Dutch? Is the influence of
these languages limited to loanwords as in this example, or is there also a deeper, more structural
influence?
This thesis aims to retrace aspects of the linguistic development that the Javanese of Suriname
have undergone, and how this has influenced the way their language, Surinamese Javanese, is used
nowadays.3 Undoubtedly, the isolation of the language from the homeland has left traces in
modern-day speech. This divergence is already clear on the lexical level: Vruggink’s dictionary
(2001) shows that the lexicon of Surinamese Javanese is full of loans from Dutch and Sranantongo
(with different levels of linguistic integration). But has the grammar of the language also changed?
If so, have these changes been caused by language contact? How are different domains of the
language influenced?
When talking about language contact, people usually refer to the phenomenon of lexical
borrowing, which can be considered to be one of the most visible and perhaps most widespread
forms of language change through contact.
But changes are not limited to just words in a case of language contact. Perhaps less obvious
in daily life, but equally fascinating is the influence that grammars of languages can exert on each
other. Numerous studies have shown that cross-linguistic grammatical transfer can occur in
situations of multilingualism (e.g. the existence of linguistic areas, Thomason 2001: 99).
There are many ideas about multilingualism and language contact, of which some are
misconceptions, often based on emotions rather than objective judgments. Some people see
multilingualism as a psychological handicap (Thomason 2001: 32). Lexical borrowing is something
that people often even see as a threat to language survival. In general, many people are worried
about what will happen to their languages in multilingual environments, which is indeed a
relevant question in this day and age. One of the aims of this thesis is to contribute to the
2

Vruggink (p.c.) notes that the same word vaas is also used in Sranantongo, and might have entered
Surinamese Javanese through Sranantongo. This is perhaps a more likely scenario, considering the earlier
contact of Surinamese Javanese with Sranantongo (see Chapter 2), but since I have no way of verifying this, I
assume for now that it is a borrowing from Dutch.
3
Note on the language name: this language or variety has been referred to as for example Indo-Surinamese,
but I find this term inappropriate because of possible confusion with the Indonesian language. Therefore, I
choose to refer to the language as well as the community with the commonly used term Surinamese Javanese.
See also the section on name of the language in 3.11.
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knowledge on these issues, by investigating the situation of Javanese in Suriname, an immigrant
language spoken for over one hundred years.
This chapter is structured as follows: section 1.2 is a description of the overall research
objectives of this book, in the form of research questions. Then, 1.3 is dedicated to the description
of the general processes underlying language contact and change, and 1.4 describes some
important principles and constraints determining language change. Section 1.5 gives an overview
of the most commonly found types of contact effects. Then, section 1.6 presents my working
hypotheses, 1.7 gives a summary and 1.8 is the reading guide for the rest of the book.

1.2 Research aims and questions
As described in the previous section, the main aim of this book is to establish the linguistic
development of the Javanese spoken by the immigrant laborers in Suriname. Lexical changes, in
the form of borrowings, have already been established widely, by among others Vruggink (1976;
1985a; 1987; 1989; 2001), Setrowidjojo & Setrowidjojo (1994) and Samidin (2012). Borrowings
have been extensively prominent in Surinamese Javanese from a very early stage, as is exemplified
by the conclusions of Vruggink’s thesis (1976), where he examines recordings made by G.E. van
Wengen in 1961-1962:
This aspect [borrowings] turns out to be the most specific for the Javanese of these
recordings. A relatively great amount of the Dutch and English borrowings in it are
unknown on Java. An exception is formed by the Malay borrowings that occur there as
well. These are generally known on Java and are – perhaps in some regions more than
others – frequently used. In contrast to Javanese on Java, there are no words from
Indonesian found in our material.4 (Vruggink 1976: 87)
Remarkably, Vruggink speaks about English borrowings here, and not about Sranantongo. Quite
possibly, some of the borrowings he attributed to English were actually of Sranantongo origin,
since no scenario with direct contact with English is very plausible at this time in the historical
context of Suriname. The cited English borrowings are broken, klemsel (from clamshell); store and
wings. Even if these words are not found in Sranantongo dictionaries in these forms (broken could
be related to Sranantongo broko), all of these words are probably taken from the context of the
bauxite industry, where Sranantongo was the lingua franca (Vruggink, p.c.), and may have
included English loans. Later on, he does recognize the influence of Sranan in the form of

4

My translation, original: “Dit aspect blijkt het meest specifiek voor het Javaans van deze opnamen. Een vrij
groot aantal daarin voorkomende Nederlandse en Engelse leenwoorden zijn op Java onbekend. Hierop vormen
de daarin ook voorkomende Maleise leenwoorden een uitzondering. Deze zijn in het algemeen wel op Java
bekend en worden – wellicht in de ene streek meer dan in de andere – vaak gebruikt. In tegenstelling tot het
Javaans op Java komen in ons materiaal geen woorden uit de Bahasa Indonesia voor.”
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borrowings. In 1985, he states that “[t]he present [Surinamese Javanese] has, as mentioned, a large
amount of Sranan borrowings.”5 (Vruggink 1985a: 57)
Concerning the grammar of Surinamese Javanese, Vruggink postulates that it is not very
different from Indonesian Javanese: “From a grammatical point of view Surinamese Javanese and
Indonesian Javanese are largely the same.”6 (Vruggink 2001: xxxix) However, the question is to
what extent this is true. Research on languages spoken in an immigrant context (heritage
languages) has shown that there are often small, but clear differences, for instance in the frequency
distributions of certain constructions or in the parameters used for example in gender marking
(e.g. Moro 2016; Irizarri van Suchtelen 2016). Since there has been no systematic grammatical
investigation of Surinamese Javanese and comparison with Indonesian Javanese to date, the
question to what extent the two grammars are still “largely the same” remains unanswered.
This thesis aims at filling this gap by performing a systematic comparison of different
grammatical patterns in Surinamese Javanese and Indonesian Javanese. This brings us to the
following central research question [I], and sub-questions [II] and [III]:
[I]

Has Surinamese Javanese diverged from Indonesian Javanese?

[II]

If so, how are these divergences manifested on the levels of morphology, syntax and

pragmatics?
[III]

Which factors account for these divergences?

I will now turn to discuss the relevant processes and scenarios of language contact in Surinamese
Javanese.

1.3 Scenarios and processes of language contact
In this section, I will list the most important scenarios and processes which may be relevant for
contact-induced change in Surinamese Javanese. The following topics will be discussed: the
concept of heritage languages, cross-linguistic influence, acquisition effects, language shift and
maintenance, borrowing and code-switching, and leveling/koineization.

1.3.1

Heritage languages

A new field within the study of language contact, which is very relevant for the case of Surinamese
Javanese, is the research on heritage languages and heritage speakers. The most widely used
definition of heritage speakers is that of Valdés (2000): “individuals raised in homes where a
5

My translation, original: “Het huidige S.J. kent, zoals gezegd, een groot aantal Sranan leenwoorden.”
My translation, original: “In grammaticaal opzicht komen het SJ en het Indonesisch Javaans in grote lijnen
overeen.”
6
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language other than English is spoken and who are to some degree bilingual in English and the
heritage language.”, where ‘English’ can be read as ‘the majority or dominant language’. Looking
at the second part of the definition, I would want to focus on the formulation ‘to some degree
bilingual’. This formulation acknowledges the huge variability that exists among heritage speakers,
also noted by for example Benmamoun et al. (2013: 134). This variability makes it hard to get a
grip on the phenomenon of heritage languages, but is at the same time absolutely crucial for
understanding the dynamics within speakers. One cannot speak about heritage languages without
speaking about variation. As we will see, this notion is especially appropriate in the case of
Surinamese Javanese.
Some terminological clarification is necessary for the remainder of this thesis: here, I will use
the terms ‘heritage language’ to refer to the Javanese as spoken in Suriname, which is considered
to be the ‘recipient language’ of change in this study (since I do not study the possible influence of
Javanese on the contact languages). Both Dutch and Sranantongo are referred to with the terms
‘dominant language’ or ‘majority language’, and can be seen as the ‘source language’ or ‘donor
language’ of linguistic change. Javanese as spoken in Indonesia is referred to as the ‘baseline’ or
‘homeland’ language, even if it also shows quite some internal variation, as we will see in the next
chapter. Both groups of speakers should be seen as ‘native’ speakers, since a native language “is one
that is acquired from naturalistic exposure, in early childhood and in an authentic social
context/speech community” and does not presuppose monolingualism or dominance (Rothman
& Treffers-Daller 2014).
Benmamoun et al. (2013: 132) state that the term heritage speaker usually refers to speakers
of the second generation, whereas the first generation speakers are referred to as the original
immigrants. This already raises the problem of how to delimit the concept of heritage speakers: if
this definition is taken too narrowly to only include very fluent speakers who have learned the
language at home from birth and speak it with their parents, one runs the risk of excluding
speakers which are potentially very interesting. In the case of Surinamese Javanese, as we will see
later, this issue is highly relevant, since the speakers of Javanese nowadays range from the second
to fifth generation after immigration, and they do not always learn the language at home with
their parents. One frequently cited manner of acquisition is with the grandparents, who often
function as the caretakers of children. It is important not to exclude these speakers from the
analysis a priori, and at the same time to take into account the specific biographical factors.
Heritage speakers have been recognized as important in linguistic studies, because they
represent a kind of speaker that bridges the gap between L1 and L2-speakers (Benmamoun et al.
2013: 131). They are L1 speakers in the sense that they start learning (or at least overhearing) the
minority language from a very young age, but L2 in the sense that they are usually dominant in a
different language (in this case the majority language). Therefore, studying heritage speakers can
help to investigate the role of speaker variables, such as the relation between age of onset and
resulting language competence, as well as the role and nature of linguistic input that leads to
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native-like competence. On the linguistic side, it can shed light on the relative vulnerability or
stability of linguistic structures, as well as disentangle the effect of incomplete acquisition from
that of direct transfer from contact, by discovering patterns found among heritage speakers. Some
domains in which divergences from the baseline are found are the subjunctive in Spanish
(Potowski et al. 2009), differential object marking in Spanish (Montrul & Bowles 2009), finite
subordination in Turkish (Onar Valk & Backus 2013), aspect encoding in Dutch Ambon Malay
(Moro 2016), resultative constructions in Dutch Ambon Malay (Moro 2016) and case and gender
assignment in Russian and Spanish (Polinsky 2006; Polinsky 2008; Alarcón 2011; Irizarri van
Suchtelen 2016).
One of the challenges within heritage language studies is how to account for the observed
variation among heritage speakers. This is often done by correlating this variation with other
linguistic factors and/or biographical factors. Linguistic factors include manifestations of fluency
or proficiency such as speech rate and lexical proficiency (Benmamoun et al. 2013: 135).
Biographical factors include information about the simultaneous/sequential bilingualism,
frequency of use of both languages, to whom and when the languages are spoken etc. These latter
factors are crucial in the specific case of Surinamese Javanese, since there is a complex interaction
between not two, as in most heritage language cases, but three different languages; Javanese, Dutch
and Sranantongo. The dynamics of three languages interacting have not yet been studied in detail,
and may be hypothesized to be decisive for the outcomes in heritage speakers. In this study, I will
therefore pay special attention to biographical factors, most notably in Chapter 5 on locative
construction, Chapter 8 on voice and the synthesis of all results in Chapter 9. The notion of and
processes related to heritage languages and speakers will be relevant for all chapters.

1.3.2

Cross-linguistic influence

When a person knows multiple languages, such as in the case of heritage languages but also in
other cases of multilingualism, evidence suggests that these are not stored as isolated entities in
the speakers’ mind, but that there are porous boundaries between them, leading to mutual
influence (Thomason & Kaufman 1991; Appel & Muysken 2005; Alferink 2015). This crosslinguistic influence can be defined as “the influence of a person’s knowledge of one language on
that person’s knowledge or use of another language” (Jarvis & Pavlenko 2008: 1). This definition
entails that the transfer takes place inside the mind of an individual, and therefore requires
individual multilingualism. However, this influence can then spread throughout the language
without all speakers having to know the contact language themselves.
Cross-linguistic influence can result in linguistic change, which can be divided into
synchronic change (at one time) versus diachronic change (change through time/history).
Synchronic change includes loan translation, code-switching and borrowing, and presupposes
active bi- or multilingualism on the part of the speaker showing the changes. Diachronic change
includes lexical (integrated borrowings) and structural change (Winford 2003: 2). This type of
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change does not necessarily presuppose active knowledge of the source language on the part of the
speakers, because they can take over these features from other speakers.
Possible outcomes of cross-linguistic influence are convergence (with the contact language),
divergence

(from

the

baseline

language),

consolidation,

pattern

change

and

reanalysis/complexification (see section 1.5). In this thesis, cross-linguistic influence is seen as a
direct influence from the source language into the donor language (in this case dominant language
into the heritage language), which presupposes some degree of isomorphism between the
phenomenon attested in the heritage language and a similar structure in the dominant language.
Cross-linguistic influence is relevant for all chapters of this book, but especially in Chapter 6 on
multi-verb motion constructions and Chapter 7 on transfer events, both of which are explained
as cross-linguistic transfer from Sranantongo.

1.3.3

Acquisition effects

As mentioned in section 1.3.1, heritage speakers often switch from the heritage language to the
dominant language after entering school. This switch is considered to interrupt the acquisition of
the heritage language, and the question is how this interruption affects the overall result of the
acquisition process.
This interruption of acquisition of the heritage language usually happens at a young age,
before the grammar is considered to be ‘complete’ (i.e. at the level of homeland/monolingual
speakers). It is therefore often referred to as incomplete acquisition, meaning that “an individual
fails to learn the entire system of a given language” (Polinsky 2006: 194). However, evidence
suggests that it is not just arbitrary bits and pieces of a language that remain in the heritage
speakers’ mind, but that it constitutes a full-fledged linguistic system, since even this reduced
language is still subject to constraints (Polinsky 2006: 194). This does suggest that we should be
careful to use the term ‘incompleteness’ too easily, since there is is still a ‘complete’ system in place.
In fact, it has been argued that the term ‘incomplete’ is too evaluative, and that it should be replaced
simply by ‘different’ (Kupisch & Rothman 2016). In this thesis, I will use the term ‘incomplete’ not
in an evaluative way or to suggest a lack of a linguistic system altogether, but simply to indicate
that the grammar has gone through a different developmental due to the specific acquisition path.
In some linguistic domains, heritage speakers show the same kind of processing problems as
child language speakers. This has been shown for examples for passives in Russian, and was
explained as a result of simplified processing strategies found also in child language speakers
(Benmamoun et al. 2013: 151). This may suggest that heritage speakers rely more on strategies
that are acquired at an early age and are typically found among homeland child speakers. In order
to identify effects due to incomplete acquisition, the heritage speakers’ grammar should be
compared to that of “monolingual or fluent bilingual speakers of the same age, cognitive
development, and social group” (Montrul & Bowles 2009: 363). Linguistic elements which take a
longer time to acquire, such as the subjunctive (Potowski et al. 2009 for Spanish), differential
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object marking (Montrul & Bowles 2009 for Spanish) and case and gender assignment (Polinsky
2006; Polinsky 2008 for Russian; Alarcón 2011 for Spanish) are usually more vulnerable in heritage
language contexts. Incomplete acquisition can manifest itself in reduction, reanalysis or both (e.g.
morphological simplification in Alorese, Moro in press). One of the ways of testing for acquisition
effects is by looking at the age and manner of acquisition: simultaneous (the two languages
together) versus sequential (one after the other). It has also been shown that the age of acquisition
is significant for the attained completeness of the grammar (Moro 2016).
Incomplete acquisition should not be confused with language loss or attrition, which implies
a completed acquisition but subsequent loss of linguistic features. To disentangle the influence
from attrition from that of incomplete acquisition, one should ideally do a longitudinal, crosssectional study with different speaker age groups, including the original immigrants. Since the
immigration of the Javanese into Suriname is not very recent (the last immigrants arrived in 1939),
it is very hard if not impossible to find first generation immigrants. Since I did not focus specifically
on finding these speakers, this study is not equipped to examine this issue.
Another phenomenon related to acquisition is the influence of the specific kind of input that
heritage speakers receive: this is often reduced, in the sense that there is no schooling in the
language, and that use is often restricted to informal (home) contexts. This influence is for example
observed in the use of different prepositions in Ambon Malay, where heritage speakers of the
second and third generation use prepositions from Tangsi Malay, a non-standard language variant
spoken in the barracks, which have been passed on by the first generation (Moro 2016). Not only
the type of input, but also the amount of input plays a role: because of low exposure or low
availability of the heritage language, the speakers will develop their own individual characteristics.
In this thesis, acquisition effects will be discussed in Chapter 7 on transfer events and Chapter
8 on voice, specifically in relation to the undergoer voice prefix.

1.3.4

Shift and maintenance

The patterns of language use of individual heritage language speakers are embedded in the patterns
of language use of the community as a whole, which can be caught under the terms language
maintenance and language shift, a set of terms from the work of Fishman (1964). Language
maintenance refers to a situation which is more or less “stable, with both (or all) languages being
maintained” (Thomason 2001: 9). Language shift is seen as the case when a language “is given up”
and can be contrasted with “normal historical development” where a language “changes gradually,
is transmitted through generations and peers, and exhibits regular internally motivated sound
change” (Thomason & Kaufman 1991: 10). This shift is often preceded by a stage of asymmetrical
bilingualism (Thomason 2001: 9), where the minority language is “negatively stigmatized”
(Thomason 2001: 226).
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In a situation of language maintenance, the traditional or in this case heritage language
continues to be spoken. It is seen as the recipient language of linguistic change, and moderate to
heavy lexical and structural influence from the donor/dominant language can be observed.
In the case of shift, the traditional language is eventually left behind, and speakers shift to the
dominant language. Intermediate stages show heavy structural and lexical borrowing (e.g.
Aikhenvald 2012). But importantly, in a shift scenario the agent of change is the traditional
language (the direction of influence is traditional → dominant during the time when the shift is
not yet complete), whereas this is the other way around in a maintenance scenario (dominant →
traditional). In this thesis, however, I will not look further into influences from Javanese into
Dutch and Sranantongo, even though there is also some evidence for a shift scenario in Suriname.
Factors favoring maintenance are usually identified as number of speakers and institutional
support (Thomason 2001: 22), although this is not necessarily true for Suriname, since the history
of Suriname “shows that the size of an ethnolinguistic group is not an exclusive indicator of
language use and maintenance” (Yakpo et al. 2015: 179). Dutch and Sranantongo “exert influence
on the other languages in a non-reciprocal or unbalanced way”, even if the original numbers of
speakers were not necessarily greater than that of Sarnami or Javanese. They “provide lexical items
and grammatical structures to the other languages of Suriname and to each other, and by this
process act as agents of change and targets of convergence and language shift” (both Yakpo et al.
2015: 181).
Factors promoting shift include urbanization and industrialization (Thomason 2001: 22).
These processes have been playing an increasing role in Suriname since the end of WWII (see
Chapter 2), which may predict greater language shift. However, urbanization is not always
connected to a greater degree of language shift:
Thus, whereas small rural groups may have been more successful in establishing
relatively self-contained communities which reveal language maintenance through the
preservation of traditional interaction patterns and social structures, urban groups,
exposed to interaction in more fragmented and specialized networks, may reveal more
conscious, organized and novel attempts to preserve or revive or change their
traditional language.” (Fishman 1964: 53)
Despite this reservation, it is clear that “[t]he urban environment does facilitate change.” (Fishman
1964: 53) It is therefore an empirical question whether the urbanization in Suriname has really
driven language shift, although there are many suggestions that it has. Thus, Surinamese Javanese
seems to show evidence of maintenance as well as shift, which will be described more elaborately
in Chapter 2.
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Borrowing and code-switching

In a situation of multilingualism such as with a heritage language, one of the very direct visible
effects is the use of borrowings and code-switching. Code-switching can be defined as “the use of
two languages at the same time in one situation” (Appel & Muysken 2005: 27). Intensive codeswitching is usually found with speakers who are very fluent in all languages, such as only the fully
bilingual Puerto Rican speakers in Poplack (1980). Functions of code-switching can be referential
(when no equivalent is available in the other language), directive (involving specific participants
or interlocutors), expressive (emphasizing a mixed identity), phatic (marking a change in tone),
metalinguistic (comment on the languages involved), or poetic (puns, jokes) (Poplack 1980; Appel
& Muysken 2005).
Code-switching can be studied from different perspectives. For example, one can look at the
types of code-switching. This has been done often on the basis of the place where code-switching
occurs: either at the edge or periphery of the clause (e.g. with exclamations or discourse markers),
called emblematic or tag-switching; between sentences, called inter-sentential switching; or
within a sentence, called intra-sentential switching or code-mixing (Appel & Muysken 2005: 118).
Another classification can be made by looking not at the position of the switch, but at the
grammatical structure of the code-switches themselves: one can for example distinguish between
insertion, alternation and congruent lexicalization (Muysken 2000). Insertion is the case when a
single constituent from language B is inserted into a structure from language A (‘matrix language’).
When it concerns a single word, also called a ‘nonce borrowing’, it can be difficult to distinguish
from integrated borrowings, elements from language B which have in fact become part of the
linguistic system of language A. This difference can be made by comparing usage frequencies in
large-scale corpora (Yakpo & Muysken 2014: 106). This has been done for example by Poplack,
Sankoff & Miller (1988: 55), who looked at the frequency across speakers, where an item which
was not frequent within any speaker was considered a nonce borrowing/code-switch. Alternation
occurs when a constituent from language B follows a constituent from language A, and vice versa.
In this case there is not one clear matrix language. Congruent lexicalization is argued by Muysken
(2000) to be found in cases where language A and B share structural patterns and
constituents/words are inserted more or less randomly in this shared structure. In this case, it is
often not possible to ascribe constituents to one of the languages. This is more common in
languages which are typologically similar (e.g. in the mixing of national languages and dialects).
The three types are not mutually exclusive, but one type is usually dominant within one speaker
or conversation.
Another type of approach involves the study of structural constraints: where and how can
code-switching occur? Regarding the possible position in the sentence, one of the hypotheses is
that it should be at a place where the word order in both languages is the same (linearity) and
between items which are not dependent on each other, such as an article and noun (dependency)
(Appel & Muysken 2005: 123). In practice however, these constraints are not absolute, since there
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are always counterexamples. Related to this is the idea of ‘triggering’, where items which are
ambiguous (e.g. bilingual homophones or proper names) can trigger a switch to the other language
(Clyne 1967).
The study of social constraints then explores the reasons why speakers switch, and whether
there are for example relations to the topic of conversation, the interlocutors, and the attitudes
towards the different languages. This approach is particularly relevant in the case of Surinamese
Javanese, since the switch language can often be related to the speakers and interlocutors, and
related to for example gender and age. Code-switching in Surinamese Javanese will be discussed
in section 2.7 and Chapter 9.

1.3.6

Leveling/koineization

In immigration contexts such as that of the Surinamese Javanese, speakers often come from
different regions, and thus speak different dialects. When these dialects come into daily and close
contact with each other in the country of arrival, a process called ‘leveling’ or ‘koineization’ can
take place. This dialect contact, or neutralization of regional differences, is related to the relative
compactness of the new geographical area (Kerswill 2003: 212), which makes it impossible for
speakers to organize themselves according to their dialectal origin and therefore necessary for
them to interact and communicate with each other. This was certainly the case in Suriname, where
speakers from different parts of Java were housed together on the plantations. For more detail on
the origin of the speakers and their varieties, see section 2.2.3.3.
The word koineization comes from koiné, a term originally used to denote the variety of
Greek that was used as the lingua franca of the whole eastern Mediterranean (Siegel 1985: 358).
This original koiné “comprised features of several regional varieties” but was “reduced and
simplified in comparison” (Siegel 1985: 358). Nowadays, the term koiné is used in two ways: a
regional koiné refers to a regional lingua franca or the standard, e.g. High German or Literary
Italian, to which several dialects have contributed; an immigrant koiné refers to a displaced variety,
“the language that developed as a result of several dialects being transported to a new
environment”, e.g. Italian American (based on different Italian dialects) or in the case of Suriname,
Sarnami (the language spoken by descendants of contract laborers from British India, based on
different Bhojpuri dialects) (Siegel 1985: 359). It can be defined as “the stabilized result of mixing
of linguistic subsystems such as regional or literary dialects” (Siegel 1985: 363). Marhé (1985, cited
in Yakpo et al. 2015) claims that there is dialectal variation in Sarnami, similar to the Bhojpuri
dialectal variation, but Yakpo et al. (2015: 179) show that many speakers use these supposedly
regional characteristics interchangeably within the same text, and that it is the result of
koineization.
One of the characteristics of koinés formed in an immigrant community is that they have
become the mother tongue of their speakers, whereas this is not necessarily the case with a koiné
used as standard language or lingua franca (Gambhir 1981: 183 in Siegel 1985: 362). Most authors
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agree that the definition of a koiné should comprise that it has features of several dialects/varieties,
but the simplification/reduction which was a characteristic of the original koiné does not
necessarily form a part of it: in fact, a nativized koiné as often found in immigrant communities
can even be “elaborate in terms of stylistic and social variation” (Gambhir 1981: 183 in Siegel 1985:
363). One of the processes operating in the formation of a koiné or new-dialect formation is mutual
accommodation (Kerswill 2002: 200), which has as its prerequisites typological proximity and
mutual intelligibility (Yakpo & Muysken 2017: 15).
In this thesis, koineization will play a role in Chapter 3, the comparative grammar of
Javanese, where I show that the grammar of Surinamese Javanese shows signs of being a mix of
different Javanese dialects.

1.4 Principles and constraints
Given these broader scenarios and processes, I will now discuss the constraints that these processes
are specified by, and that play a role in hypothesizing about the type, direction and amount of
language change. These can be subdivided into 1) the language-internal constraints, such as
transparency and saliency; 2) language-external constraints of length and intensity of contact and
social variables such as power relations; and 3) cognitive constraints, localized in the speakers’
minds, notably entrenchment. Especially the language-external factors of length/intensity of
contact and social factors have been little studied in the context of heritage languages.

1.4.1

Language-internal constraints

The characteristics of the language features under study can have a decisive impact on the direction
and amount of change that occurs. One of these linguistic features is transparency. Transparency
refers to “a one-to-one correspondence between units of expression and units of form” (Langacker
1977:110) or, more simply, “a one-to-one relation between meaning and form” (Leufkens 2015:
2). As one of the factors determining difficulty, it has been linked to the survival of features among
heritage speakers, i.e. the more transparent, the more likely features are to survive (O’Grady et al.
2011). Transparency has also been referred to as isomorphy, regularity, iconicity or simplicity, and
is to be opposed to optionality and ambiguity. Forms that are not transparent are also called opaque
or indeterminate. An example of a non-transparent feature is case marking in Korean, because it
depends on many non-overt features (e.g. animacy) and is therefore more vulnerable in heritage
speakers (O’Grady et al. 2011: 228).
Transparency has been recognized as a predictor for the direction of linguistic change by
Langacker (1977) and Lightfoot (1979), and as an explaining factor in the formation of creoles by
Seuren & Wekker (1986). Transparent features are expected to be favored in a situation where
mutual intelligibility might be threatened, such as in L1 and L2 acquisition, but also during
language contact and thus in the heritage context (Slobin 1977). This can be related to the
‘learnability’ of transparent features.
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Next to transparency, the principles of saliency and markedness play a role in the probability
of surviving linguistic change, as they are related to entrenchment (see 1.4.3). Saliency refers to
the degree of perceptual optimality of a feature, which is defined as the adequacy of overt forms
“to convey the desired information to the listener” (Langacker 1977: 105) and has also been linked
to the survival of linguistic features in heritage speakers (O’Grady et al. 2011). I would argue that
this is because a higher degree of perceptual optimality goes hand-in-hand with higher
intelligibility, which is under pressure in these situations, as mentioned above.
Markedness on the other hand refers to some degree of ‘rarity’ in the typological sense: it
refers to features which are cross-linguistically rare or infrequent. The general claim is that the
more marked a feature is, the less learnable it is. In heritage contexts, marked (dialectal) forms
tend to be avoided, if heritage speakers do not share the same social and geographical background,
as in the case of leveling/koineization (Aalberse & Muysken 2013: 9). In internally motivated
linguistic change, the direction is usually that a marked structure (e.g. SOV order in an otherwise
SVO language) becomes more frequent and thereby less marked (Thomason & Kaufman 1991:
22). In language change through shift, marked features in the target language (to which the
speakers shift) are less likely to surface in the contact variety, since they are harder to learn
(Thomason 2001: 76). This plays a role especially in creole genesis, which will have less marked
features than other languages. An example is the fact that in most creoles, syllables have CVstructure, which is typologically the least marked or most frequent syllable type (Thomason 2001:
169).
In this thesis, transparency and saliency play a role in Chapter 8 on voice.

1.4.2

Language-external constraints

Other predicting features of the direction and amount of change are located outside of language.
An example is the length and intensity of contact. The influence of length of contact entails that
the greater the time-depth, the greater the likelihood of change. As for intensity of contact, the
more intense the contact between languages, the greater the likelihood of structural interference
(Poplack & Levey 2010: 399), because of more extensive bilingualism The two factors may be
linked: the deeper the time-depth, often the more intense the contact will be. Social factors
determining the intensity of contact and thus the likelihood of interference are the number of
speakers (the smaller the recipient language, the more it will be influenced by the donor language)
and the socio-economic pressure (the more socio-economic dominance of the donor language, the
more influence the recipient language will undergo) (Thomason 2001: 66).
These factors have not been studied in much detail in the context of heritage languages, since
the situations often offer little comparability. Suriname however, offers the ideal research
environment for studying exactly these factors, since there are not one but two contact languages,
with different degrees of contact intensity and length, as is described in Chapter 2. Contact with
Sranantongo started earlier and was more intense in the beginning, while contact with Dutch
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started later. In terms of intensity, contact with Dutch seems to be on an equal level nowadays.
These factors therefore play an important role in this study, and in this study I will try to
differentiate the influence of both languages as much as possible. In short, more (structural)
interference is expected from Sranantongo because of the longer contact, as will be argued in
Chapters 6 on multi-verb constructions and 7 on transfer events. Influence from Dutch is expected
to be more limited to borrowing and code-switching because of the shorter time depth, as will be
shown in Chapter 9.
Social factors determining the outcome of contact include attitudes towards languages,
language prestige and power relations between the speakers of different languages. They are
related to the intensity of contact as described above. Attitudes towards languages develop from
attitudes towards a certain ethnic or social group, which are then equated to their language, and
subsequently generalized over all the speakers of that language (Appel & Muysken 2005: 16). The
more positive the attitude towards a language, the more likely that it will remain to be spoken.
This is often related to power relations and prestige: the more powerful and/or dominant the
speakers, the more prestigious a language or variety is and the more positive the attitudes towards
that language. Note that being powerful does not necessarily entail being dominant in terms of
number of speakers: a language can be powerful but have less speakers, and thus be less dominant
in the society at large. Minority languages, which are often not standardized and/or modernized,
usually have low prestige, although their speakers do not necessarily have a merely negative
attitude towards them (Appel & Muysken 2005: 34).
In Suriname, these social factors play an important role; Dutch is usually seen as the more
prestigious language (since it is used in education) in comparison to Sranantongo. Speakers will
therefore sometimes intend to not mix with Sranantongo, or try to appear as monolingual in
Dutch as possible in research contexts (Yakpo & Muysken 389). This may lead to researchers
underestimating influences from Sranan onto the other languages (such as Surinamese Javanese),
even if it is obviously an important, widely spoken language. Prestige and power relations also
played an important role in the position of Surinamese Javanese, especially vis-à-vis Dutch: since
Dutch was seen as the language of development and power, Surinamese Javanese has been
stigmatized and became less used as a language of socialization, a point I will elaborate on in
Chapter 2. This has certainly contributed to the decline in the number of speakers, and to the
promotion of shift and thereby more language contact.

1.4.3

Cognitive constraints

Besides these language-internal and external factors, there are also factors which are somewhat in
between, at the level of the speaker’s mind. One important notion predicting the survival or
appearance of a linguistic feature is entrenchment. Entrenchment refers to “the degree to which
the formation and activation of a cognitive unit is routinized and automated” (Schmid 2012: 119).
The cognitive unit refers to a linguistic unit, be it a word or a construction or linguistic schema.
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This notion assumes a more pattern driven approach to language than for example generative
approaches.
The level of entrenchment increases with frequency of encountering (not of the unit per se,
but of the unit with that specific meaning) and recency of encountering. Entrenchment is an
important factor in contact-induced change, since structures that a speaker encounters in the
contact language(s), will become more entrenched and subsequently have a higher probability of
surfacing in the heritage language. In this way, it makes positive predictions about language change:
it predicts the phenomena that will stay or appear in heritage languages. It has been used to explain
the preference for finite subordination in Dutch heritage speakers of Turkish (Onar Valk & Backus
2013) and for progressive construction in Dutch heritage speakers of Spanish (Irizarri van
Suchtelen 2016). In this thesis, entrenchment plays a role in the restructuring of motion event
descriptions in Chapter 6 on multi-verb motion constructions.

1.5 Effects of language contact
Given these different principles and constraints, I will now briefly discuss the concrete types of
outcomes or effects of language contact, starting with reduction/loss/simplification, convergence
to the contact language, consolidation and reanalysis. Finally I will discuss another important
distinction between types of change, which is between changes of matter and changes in pattern.

1.5.1

Reduction/loss and simplification

One of the ways in which contact-induced change can manifest itself is in the form of reduction
in frequency or even the loss of a linguistic feature, which is a type of simplification. Simplification
can be defined as a case where the multilingual or heritage variety shows “in some way less
specificity in at least one of the monolingual [baseline] varieties” (Alferink 2015: 16). It is often
related to transparency, since it is usually the non-transparent features that are the most vulnerable
to reduction or loss, explained by the fact that they are harder to learn (section 1.4.1). The types
of reduction distinguished by Alferink (2015) are: 1) drop of specificity/convergence of shared
meaning, 2) less diversity/variability in the baseline languages and 3) overextension of
grammatical features, following the pattern of the dominant language.
One type of simplification or loss due to cross-linguistic influence, which would also fall
under the category of convergence, is when the absence of a certain feature in the dominant
language is transferred into heritage language, such as the absence of differential object marking
in English into heritage Spanish (Montrul 2010). Other examples of features that are often
simplified or reduced in heritage contexts are case marking (O’Grady et al. 2011 for Korean;
Polinsky 2006 for Russian) and gender marking (Polinsky 2008).
Simplification in Surinamese Javanese will be described in Chapter 5 on locative
constructions and Chapter 8 on voice.
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1.5.2

Convergence

Convergence can be defined as the increase of “(partial) similarities at the expense of differences
between the languages in contact” (Weinreich 1954 in Yakpo et al. 2015: 165). I consider
convergence to be the result of cross-linguistic influence rather than as the process itself. The more
narrow definition of linguistic convergence, which Yakpo et al. apply in their analysis, is “the
adaptation of an element in language A to match the scope and distribution of an element of
language B that is perceived to be its functional equivalent” (Yakpo et al. 2015: 165). This
phenomenon, where bilinguals copy the distribution or frequency from one language to the other,
has also been referred to as “frequential copying” (Johanson 2002). This frequential copying usually
entails overgeneralization of a minor pattern in the affected language (“an element in language
A”), to imitate the distribution of a similar construction (“functional equivalent”) in the dominant
language.
In this thesis, Chapter 5, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 will describe frequential convergence in
the areas of locative constructions, transfer events and motion events.

1.5.3

Stability/consolidation

Apart from changing, it is also possible that a linguistic feature remains stable or even gets
consolidated because of language contact. Stability refers to the situation where a feature that is
characteristic of both the homeland and heritage variety, is retained in the heritage language
(Aalberse & Moro 2014: 141). In case of consolidation, a linguistic structure which is already
present in the heritage language is reinforced by similar structures in the contact language. This
might for example result in a higher frequency of an originally less frequent and more marked
structure. Examples from the Surinamese context are the use of prepositions at the cost of
postpositions in Sranantongo, and the consolidation of the continuative construction in Sarnami,
both under the influence of Dutch (Yakpo et al. 2015; Borges et al. 2014). Stability, which is the
case when the frequency of a structure remains stable, will be discussed in Chapter 8 on voice.

1.5.4

Reanalysis

A further type of change occurs when a grammatical element in the heritage language is analyzed
differently by heritage speakers: reanalysis. It can be defined as “a mechanism which changes the
underlying structure of a syntactic pattern and which does not involve any immediate or intrinsic
modification of its surface manifestation” (Harris & Campbell 1995: 61). Reanalysis can result in
both complexification and simplification of the linguistic feature in the heritage language. In the
case of reanalysis, the material is provided by the heritage language and the structure by the
dominant language, since there is no “immediate or intrinsic modification of [the] surface
manifestation”. The outcome of reanalysis is also referred to as contact-induced
grammaticalization. An example in the Surinamese context is the reanalysis of Sranan ini ‘inside’
as a preposition instead of a noun, in parallel with its cognate in in Dutch (Yakpo et al. 2015).
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Heine & Kuteva (2005: 80) distinguish the following stages in grammatical reanalysis:
semantic extension (to new contexts), desemanticization/semantic bleaching (loss of meaning),
decategorialization (loss of characteristic morpho-syntactic properties) and erosion/phonetic
reduction. Moro (2016: 19) adds obligatorification as a final stage: the increase in frequency of a
form. Heine & Kuteva assume that in order to observe contact-induced grammaticalization, a
considerable time depth is needed, although some cases of contact-induced complexification have
been observed in more short-term heritage settings. Examples are the use of the verb yapmak ‘do’
in Dutch Turkish on the model of Dutch (Backus et al. 2011), and the use of the existential verb
ada as a present tense marker in Dutch Ambon Malay (Moro 2016). Reanalysis can also go the
other way around, from the heritage language into the dominant language: it has been observed
that Turkish speakers of German use evidentiality markers in their German (Treffers-Daller, cited
in Aalberse & Muysken 2013: 10)
In this thesis, Chapter 6 on motion serial verbs involves a type of reanalysis (semantic
extension of V2 lunga, used with a wider range of V1s).

1.5.5

Matter vs. pattern change

In identifying and classifying contact-induced changes, it is important to distinguish between
changes or borrowing of matter and changes or borrowing of patterns. Matras and Sakel (2007)
distinguish between these two types: matter borrowing or change refers to the replication of
“morphological material and phonological shape”, whereas pattern borrowing or change involves
only replication of “the organization, distribution and mapping of grammatical or semantic
meaning” without the phonological form of the source language. Matter borrowing, which is often
equated with borrowing in general, is described in 1.3.5.
Pattern change is also linked to phenomena authors have referred to as “calquing”,
“metatypy”, “grammatical replication”, “rule borrowing” or “relexification” (Yakpo & Muysken
2014). Pattern replication is closely related to contact-induced grammaticalization, since this is
usually closely modeled on the contact language grammar. However, not all pattern replication is
contact-induced grammaticalization (it can be nonce borrowing) and not all grammaticalization
is pattern borrowing (it can occur independent of the contact language). Pattern change plays a
role in Chapter 6 on multi-verb motion constructions and Chapter 7 on transfer events in this
thesis.

1.6 Explanatory hypotheses
In this section, I will give an overview of the most relevant linguistic working hypotheses on the
interaction between contact scenarios, constraints and outcomes in a heritage context. Which
properties of the linguistic systems are responsible for the precise type of change encountered? I
will make use of three hypotheses: the Interface hypothesis, the Vulnerability or Alternation
hypothesis and the Explicitness hypothesis.
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Interface hypothesis

One of the explanations for changes in heritage languages, assuming a generative model of
language, has been the idea that phenomena that are at the interface of different components of
language, such as pragmatics and syntax, are especially vulnerable to change in a contact situation
(e.g. Sorace et al. 2009; Sorace 2011).
This hypothesis has been criticized for lack of delimitation: the most important notion of the
hypothesis, the notion of ‘interface’ itself, is not defined a priori. In this way, the hypothesis can
be considered to be formulated in a circular manner, since it is built upon the phenomena that are
observed and that it wants to explain. The problem with defining an interface, is that almost every
aspect of language can be said to pertain to multiple ‘interfaces’ (Montrul 2011: 592). Because of
the generative assumptions of this model, it might seem incompatible with the notion of
entrenchment, which assumes a more cognitive model. However, I see these two as
complementary: whereas the Interface hypothesis formulates ‘negative’ expectations about what is
difficult for heritage speakers, and what might disappear or be reduced; the notion of
entrenchment makes ‘positive’ predictions, about the features that might appear or become more
frequent in the heritage language.
The Interface hypothesis plays a role in Chapter 8.

1.6.2

Alternation and Vulnerability hypothesis

These hypotheses assume that in the cases of variability in the heritage language, bi- or
multilingual speakers will be more likely to select that construction in their heritage language
which is also present in the dominant language. Variable constructions are therefore more
vulnerable to change, which is mostly observed as a change in frequency, with an increase in
frequency of the construction which is shared by both languages.
The Alternation hypothesis was first formulated by Jansen et al. (1981) in the context of L2
acquisition, to describe the patterns found in the Dutch of Turkish and Moroccan immigrants:
“when the target language offers an alternation between two patterns […], a second language
learner will tend to overgeneralize the pattern existing in his or her first language” (Jansen et al.
1981: 315). In this study, this involved word order: Dutch allows both verb final and verb second
order, but the preference of the immigrant speakers differed depending on their mother tongue:
Turkish speakers will prefer verb final order, whereas Moroccan speakers will prefer verb second
order. Thus, the cross-linguistic influence will depend on the overlap that is already present
between the languages in contact.
The Vulnerability hypothesis focuses on heritage languages, and claims that there is a
continuum of constructions from categorical to variable, and that “those distributions in the
variable end of the continuum will be subject to cross-linguistic influence, whereas those that are
on the categorical end of the continuum will not” (de Prada Pérez 2018: 3). The reason behind this
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is related to learnability: variable phenomena are harder to acquire, and therefore more vulnerable
to cross-linguistic influence.
An example of change in frequency because of variability is the preference for or
overgeneralization of finite subordinate clauses in Dutch Turkish, since this construction is also
found in Dutch (Onar Valk & Backus 2013). Other examples explained by variability or alternation
is the case of resultative constructions in Dutch Ambon Malay (Moro 2016), or subject expression
in Spanish (de Prada Pérez 2018).
The Vulnerability/Alternation hypothesis plays a role in Chapter 5, 7 and 8.

1.6.3

Explicitness hypothesis

One of the things which is under pressure in a contact situation, is intelligibility. The linguistic
insecurity of the speakers, which leads to fear of not being understood correctly, results in the need
for explicitness. The Explicitness hypothesis predicts that “[heritage] speakers will tend to select
structures from the [heritage language] in their production which convey the intended meaning
explicitly” (Aalberse & Muysken 2013: 16). It was observed by Polinsky (2012) that heritage
speakers ‘have trouble with unmarked or minimally marked forms’, i.e. absence of overt marking
or perceptual salience. This is the case for example in heritage speakers of Russian, who use more
overt nominals and full lexemes in place of a null copy in reference tracking (Polinsky 2006).
In this thesis, Chapter 8 on voice will show that heritage speakers produce more overt
subjects, which is explained by the need for explicitness.

1.7 Summary and overview
In this chapter, I have discussed the relevant processes, principles and outcomes involved in
language contact and change, as well as working hypotheses that will be used in this thesis to
describe and explain the phenomena observed in Surinamese Javanese. As for the processes, the
overarching scenario is the heritage language scenario, which may involve processes of crosslinguistic influence, specific acquisition effects, shift and maintenance, borrowing and codeswitching and koineization. The principles constraining these processes can be linguistic, i.e.
transparency and saliency of linguistic elements; social or external, such as length and intensity of
contact and individual speaker factors (age, network, place of origin), as well as cognitive, i.e.
entrenchment of certain linguistic items or schemas. The effects of these processes, constrained
by the principles, can surface as reduction/loss, convergence to the contact language, consolidation
or reanalysis. They can take the form of matter or pattern change. The working hypotheses used
in this book to explain the contact phenomena are the Interface hypothesis, which assumes
elements acting at different interfaces or levels of language to be more problematic for heritage
speakers; the Alternation or Vulnerability hypothesis, which assumes variable phenomena to be
more vulnerable to change; and the Explicitness Hypothesis, which assumes heritage speakers to
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adhere to the principle of explicitness. Table 1.1 presents the observations made above in a more
systematic manner, relating them to the different chapters of this thesis.
Table 1.1: Overview of contact effects and hypotheses in this thesis.
Levels
Morphology
Syntax

Pragmatics

Effect
Simplification
Pattern change
Simplification
Convergence
Contact-induced
grammaticalization
Simplification
Pattern change
Stability

Hypotheses/constraints
Vulnerability/alternation

Vulnerability/alternation

Explicitness hypothesis
Interface hypothesis
Saliency
Transparency

Chapter
Transfer events (7)
Multi-verb motion (6)
Locative constructions (5)
Locative constructions (5)
Transfer events (7)
Multi-verb motion (6)
Voice (8)
Voice (8)
Voice (8)

1.8 Guide to the book
The following chapters of this book can be divided into two main parts: background information
in Chapter 2 to Chapter 4 and case studies in Chapter 5 to Chapter 8. The background starts with
an overview of the history of the Javanese in Suriname in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the
grammar of Javanese, and how Surinamese Javanese fits within the Javanese varieties. Chapter 4
is an overview of the methodology for all the case studies of this book.
Chapter 5 to Chapter 8 are then dedicated to several case studies of Surinamese Javanese.
They all make use of one theoretical framework, laid out in this chapter, and the same
methodology and data set, described in Chapter 4. The reader will find some overlap between the
different chapters, which will facilitate separate reading of the chapters. The four linguistic topics
have been selected to illustrate a wide range of linguistic domains, which have hardly been studied
for Surinamese Javanese: morphology (voice and transfer events), syntax (locative constructions,
multi-verb motion constructions, transfer events and voice) and pragmatics (voice), but also codeswitching (concluding chapter). The results will be mostly analyzed quantitatively, with the use of
statistic methods where applicable.
Chapter 5 examines locative constructions in Surinamese and Indonesian Javanese. Javanese
has the possibility of using a simple construction (consisting of a general preposition + Ground)
or a complex construction, in which the position is specified by a noun (general preposition +
prepositional noun + Ground) to express spatial relations. This chapter shows that whereas
Indonesian Javanese baseline speakers have a preference for complex constructions, the
Surinamese Javanese heritage speakers use simple constructions more frequently. This change is
classified as a case of simplification, which is a common type of change among heritage speakers.
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The overgeneralization of the general preposition nang is explained by the fact that the general
preposition nang is widely applicable and functionally and phonetically equivalent to Sranantongo
na. The loss of the prepositional noun is seen as a result of the fact that it has no equivalent in
either of the contact languages, as well as that every type of spatial configuration requires its own
prepositional noun, which makes it complex to acquire for heritage speakers. It is shown that the
individual speaker variables age, generation, place of residence and network play a role in
explaining the usage of simple versus complex locative constructions in Surinamese Javanese. The
simple constructions are used more frequently by speakers who are younger, of a younger
generation, living in the urban area or have a less Javanese-speaking network. This confirms the
idea that (the amount of) language contact plays a decisive role in this linguistic change. Since the
difference is already visible among older speakers (i.e. speakers who are assumed to have had less
language contact overall), it is assumed that it is change that has been going on for a longer time,
probably under influence of Sranantongo.
Chapter 6 focuses on multi-verb motion constructions in Surinamese Javanese, i.e.
constructions which express ‘direction away’, expressed by V2 lunga ‘go away’. The study shows
that these constructions are both more frequent as well as used with more different V1s in
Surinamese Javanese than in Indonesian Javanese. The frequency change is a pattern change, a
result of cross-linguistic transfer from Sranantongo, in which multi-verb constructions to express
‘direction away’ are very frequent. The extension of the usage contexts to more V1s is a form of
semantic extension, the first stage of contact-induced grammaticalization. This is caused by
entrenchment of the schema motion verb + away, which exists in both Dutch and Sranantongo.
The meaning of the constructions is also different: whereas the directional element in Indonesian
Javanese never refers to the causee alone, this is frequently the case in Surinamese Javanese.
Finally, some preliminary observations are made with respect to the possible development of a
parallel construction expressing ‘direction towards’ with V2 teka ‘come’, modeled on the
Sranantongo multi-verb constructions with V2 kon ‘come’.
Chapter 7 is a study of the expression of transfer events in Indonesian and Surinamese
Javanese. Indonesian Javanese has an alternation between Directional Object constructions (DO,
the man gives the woman the book) and Prepositional Object constructions (PO, the man gives the book
to the woman) to express transfer events. In Indonesian Javanese, speakers prefer PO constructions.
It is shown that in Surinamese Javanese, there is a change both in terms of frequency as in
morphology. In terms of frequency distribution, the Surinamese Javanese have higher frequencies
of DO, Two Predicate constructions and undergoer voice constructions. The increased usage of
DO and Two Predicate constructions is explained as a result of both the variability in the baseline,
which makes a phenomenon harder for heritage speakers, as well as direct cross-linguistic transfer
from Sranantongo, in which these constructions are also frequent, as is shown in the data. The
increased frequency of undergoer voice constructions can be explained by its formal simplicity and
high frequency in the input, and is thus related to the specific acquisition path of heritage speakers.
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In terms of morphology, Surinamese Javanese speakers overgeneralize suffix -i, where -ké would
be more appropriate. This is explained by the fact that there is variability in the baseline, which
makes speakers prone to overgeneralize one of the suffixes. Suffix -i is the most likely candidate
because it is associated with the widest range of meanings, whereas -ké is more marginal.
Chapter 8 is an exploration of the use of voice in Surinamese Javanese and Indonesian
Javanese. It focuses on three aspects: frequency of actor and undergoer voice and its relation to
discourse factors (i.e. givenness of arguments), morphology and the use of overt subjects. The
results show that Surinamese Javanese speakers diverge from Indonesian speakers on all these
aspects. Overall, the frequencies of actor and undergoer voice are the same in both groups, but
Surinamese Javanese are less sensitive to the discourse factor ‘givenness’, meaning that they score
closer to the mean. There is also an effect of age: younger speakers in the Surinamese Javanese
group tend to use more actor voice clauses. Surinamese Javanese speakers also use more zeroaffixation, and are less variable in their use of suffixes, meaning that they use less different variants
both as a group and individually. The general undergoer voice prefix di- is overgeneralized at the
cost of accidental passive marker ke- in Surinamese Javanese. In terms of subject expression,
Surinamese Javanese speakers have a tendency to express the subject, whereas Indonesian Javanese
speakers prefer subject ellipsis. A correlation analysis shows that most of these variables are
related: speakers who use more A-clauses also use less prefixation and suffixation, meaning that
there is a new type of speaker emerging.
Finally, Chapter 9 is dedicated to the summary of the findings of the previous chapters, and
relating them to each other as well as to other factors. Measures for linguistic fluency and measures
of code-switching are also taken into account, as well as speaker related factors. The results show
that there is a relationship between fluency measures on the one hand, and measures of codeswitching on the other, meaning that speakers who are less fluent also code-switch more. A cluster
analysis shows that the speakers of Javanese can be divided roughly into Surinamese and
Indonesian speakers on the basis of the linguistic variables Simple locative, Multi-verb motion, DO
construction, A-clause, Zero prefixation, Zero suffixation and Subject expression. Most of these linguistic
variables show some correlation to the code-switch measures, in which the measure for codeswitching to Dutch is the most strongly correlated. Of the speaker related factors, Age, Generation
and Network are the best predictors of language change. The chapter ends with directions for
further research.

2. The Javanese community in Suriname: history and
sociolinguistic profile
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a concise overview of the sociolinguistic situation of the Javanese population
of Suriname, and highlights issues that are important for understanding the development and
current situation of the language. As the sociolinguistic profile is mostly based on my personal
experiences with the community during my fieldwork trips, complemented with literature, it by
no means pretends to give a complete sociolinguistic description of the Surinamese Javanese
population. I start this chapter with an historical overview, which is structured chronologically,
in 2.2 with a summary in 2.3. Section 2.4 is dedicated to the most notable observations that I made
during my fieldwork, between 2014 and 2018 (for a full description of the methodology, see
Chapter 4). Then section 2.5 gives an overview of the contact that Javanese had with Sranantongo,
and 2.6 does the same for Dutch. Section 2.7 presents findings on borrowings and code-switching.
Finally, section 2.8 gives the overview and summary.

2.2 Historical overview
This historical overview will focus mainly on the events relevant for the Surinamese Javanese
community, and will touch only lightly upon the general history of Suriname. Fascinating as it is,
it has been described more thoroughly in many other publications, to which the interested reader
is referred. I have divided the historical overview into four periods relevant to my own account,
for which motivations will be given in the relevant sections. I start with a short description of the
Surinamese situation before the beginning of Javanese indentured labor in section 2.2.1. Then
section 2.2.2 gives a description of the largest part of the indentured labor period, from 1890 to
1933, which marked a shift in colonial policy in this period towards maintaining heritage cultures.
The period from 1933 to 1945, the end of WWII, is covered in section 2.2.3. Section 2.2.4 is
concerned with describing the period from 1945 up until the Independence in 1975, and finally
section 2.2.5 explores the most important developments in the period from 1975 up until 2014,
the beginning of my fieldwork.

2.2.1

1600-1890: Plantation colony

The start of European colonization in Suriname was laid in 1650, when an English expedition to
‘the Guyana coast’ led by Lord Willoughby landed on the Surinamese coast and settled there. In
1667, Suriname was taken over by the Dutch and officially traded for New York (NieuwAmsterdam). Since then, it has been part of the Dutch state, with only a short interruption between
1804 and 1816, when the English regained control (van Lier 1977: 15). The English influence in
the beginning is still notable in the Surinamese linguistic landscape: although English did not
remain the principal language of the colony, the present vocabulary of Sranantongo, the creole
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Figure 2.1: The location of Suriname in South America (Source: Wikimedia Commons, Suriname
in its region, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Suriname_in_its_region.svg).

developed on the plantations, is estimated to have around 75% of its lexicon derived from English,
similar to other Surinamese creoles such as Saamaka and Ndyuka (Borges 2014: 15). Surinames
geographical location is shown in Figure 2.1.
Under the colonial regime, the main source of revenue in Suriname was the production of
coffee, sugar and other plantation products. The workers on these plantations were enslaved
Africans, most of whom originated from West Africa, and their descendants (for a full overview
of the origins of the slaves see Borges 2014: 18–22). The lingua franca on the plantations was
Sranantongo, an English-lexifier creole developed as a means of communication from as early as
the mid-seventeenth century. After the abolition of slavery in the Dutch colonies in 1863, there
was still a ten year period of ‘State supervision’ (Staatstoezicht), in which most of the former slaves
had to continue to work on the plantations. Eventually, in 1873, when they were finally set free,
the majority decided to leave the plantations, and so the main basis of Surinamese economic
development was threatened. Since most of the surrounding regions had already abolished slavery
by the mid-19th century, the Dutch had anticipated on the lack of workers and had started
transporting indentured laborers from China in 1853. This took place only on a very small scale,
however (van Lier 1977: 135). Since this immigration was soon forbidden by the local
government, the Dutch turned their attention to British India. Between 1873 and 1916, a total of
34,304 immigrants from British India were brought into Suriname, of whom 22,681 eventually
did not return to their former homeland and formed the Surinamese ‘Hindustani’ community
(Hoefte 1998: 63). However, this arrangement was not sufficient for the Dutch government for
several reasons (Derveld 1982: 24): first of all, the arrangement depended on the relationship
between the Dutch and British governments, which meant that a continued and stable supply of
workers could not be guaranteed. Secondly, the immigrants remained British citizens, and in the
case of a conflict between a contract laborer and an employer, the laborers were always allowed to
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lodge a complaint with the British authorities, who could then overrule the employer. Finally,
lodging costs and medical expenses were very high, and the British Indian laborers seemed to be
of a ‘rebellious’ nature, which led to some violent conflicts between 1874 and 1910 (van Lier 1977:
163). For all of these reasons, the Dutch government shifted focus towards one of its own colonies;
Indonesia. Its main island, Java, was overpopulated, and so the transfer of Javanese laborers to
Suriname might cut both ways for the colonial government.

2.2.2

1890-1933: Javanese immigration

Between 1890 and 1939, a total of 32,962 Javanese contract laborers were shipped into Suriname
(Hoefte 1998: 61). They were recruited in Java, by private agents, and the Dutch government had
little control over this process. This led to problems and abuses: many Javanese contract laborers
later declared that they were ‘tricked’ into agreeing to go to Suriname, and that they were promised
gold, land and women in abundance (Hoefte 1998: 52). Some even claimed the use of magical
powers and that they were enchanted in order to go to Suriname. All of this shows the
disappointment of many recruits about life in Suriname, and the stories are often remarkably
similar to those of British Indians (Hoefte 1998: 52). Even until recent times, these stories were
still told in the Javanese community (Grasveld & Breunissen 1990: 26).
The contract signed by the laborers spanned a period of five years, after which in theory they
would be free to go back to Java. In practice, this did not happen in the majority of cases. After the
end of the contract, the laborers were offered a 100 guilder subsidy to stay and give up their right
of return to Java. Even for those who did not accept the subsidy, it was often not possible to return
to Java, since there was no boat to return with (Grasveld & Breunissen 1990: 49). This was
probably one of the main reasons why of the contract laborers, only around 7,500 returned to Java
before the Second World War (Borges 2014: 5).
With regard to the composition of the group of Javanese contract laborers, it can be said that
most of them were individuals coming to Suriname without family members, mostly of very young
age (Waal Malefijt 1963: 87). Quite crucially, the number of men far outnumbered the number of
women. Perhaps because of the sense of insecurity that was caused by this lack of potential
biological family members, as well as the long stay in the depots at the place of embarkation
(Hoefte 1998: 50) and the long journey at sea, the system of jaji developed (from Hindi jahaji
‘shipmate’, Hoefte 1998: 242). In this system, people formed very close ties with others who were
on the same boat, and regarded them as their family members (Waal Malefijt 1963: 87). This was
expressed by the use of kinship terms, suffixed with jaji (e.g. pak-jaji ‘father jaji’).
After arriving in Suriname, the contract laborers were housed on the plantations, usually in
housing units separate from other ethnic groups. When working on the plantations however they
did come into contact with other ethnic groups that worked there, such as Creoles (descendants
of enslaved Africans), (Hakka) Chinese, and British Indian laborers (the common designation in
Suriname for these immigrants and their descendants is ‘Hindustani’, which is the term I will use
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to designate this community). The main language of communication between these different
groups was Sranantongo, and it is very likely that the Javanese also started speaking this language
very quickly, out of practical necessity (Suparlan 1995: 94; St-Hilaire 2001: 1008). It is difficult to
say how fluent they were at that time, but observations among the first generation of immigrants
at a later point in time showed that their command of Sranantongo was probably not very high
(Vruggink 2001: xxvi). Suparlan (1995: 94) states that the first generation spoke “broken”
Sranantongo. Later generations born in Suriname started speaking Sranantongo more and more,
and Sranantongo was commonly used in conversations among Javanese born in Suriname
(Suparlan 1995: 95). The acquisition of Dutch was at that time not considered necessary, since it
was not used in daily activities or during the contact with other groups. When Dutch was used in
communication with government officials and superiors on the plantations, this was mediated by
interpreters (Suparlan 1995: 94).
It is likely that a number of the Sranan loanwords which are nowadays considered nativized
in Surinamese Javanese (adapted to Javanese phonology and/or used with Javanese morphology)
already started entering the language in the contract labor period, since many of them are
connected to the natural habitat or technology and tools, semantic fields which were obviously
important for the communication on the plantations (Yakpo 2015).
Compulsory education had been officially introduced in Suriname as early as 1877, for all
children between age seven and twelve. Education was free of cost and given in Dutch, the official
language. However, the educational policy was “characterized by instability”, so it was certainly
not the case that all children went to school (Hellinga 1955: 12). Even if Javanese parents were in
theory obliged to send their children to school, they were often not actually forced to do so,
probably because of the fact that Javanese children were being employed on the plantations, which
was necessary because of poverty (Suparlan 1995: 51). Between 1901 and 1935, the percentage of
the population that went to school increased from 9.3 to 15.3% (Hellinga 1955: 16). It is not
entirely clear how these numbers relate to the relative proportion of Javanese going to school,
although is it is very likely that the percentage was lower, extrapolating the general tendency
shown in Hellinga (1955).
As for the language of education, as said this was supposed to be Dutch. Initially, there were
still some schools led by the Moravians or Roman Catholic mission, the so-called Bushland
Schools, where education was conducted in Sranantongo (Hellinga 1955: 17). This language was
however soon banned from educational contexts. Later, there would be some experiments with
Javanese-language schools (see 2.2.3.3). The ultimate goal of the educational policy at the time was
that all inhabitants of Suriname, regardless of their origin, language or culture, would receive the
same education, which would then ideally lead to a shared culture and society. This educational
policy testifies to the existence of an assimilation policy in the West Indies, as opposed to the East
Indies colonies of the Netherlands, where more emphasis was placed on the preservation of the
original culture and language (van Lier 1977: 142). The difference in policy between the two
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colonies is shown clearly in the following quote from the Minister of Colonies of 1928, according
to whom the goal of education in Suriname was the following:
“[…] a different one from that in the Dutch-Indies, in the sense that in the latter
region retention and development of the own language, habits and customs have
been a prevailing element in upbringing and education, while in Suriname there
is a consistent aim at the merging of all races, including the Javanese, into a single
Dutch linguistic and cultural unity.”7 (van Lier 1977: 143).
This assimilation policy was not only expressed in mandatory Dutch education, but also in the
application of existing Dutch marital laws upon Javanese and Hindustani immigrants. All of this
found its explanation in the fact that during that time the region was not perceived as a colony,
but rather as a ‘colony settlement’ (volksplanting), inherently aiming at the creation of one single
community (Ismael 1949: 135). However, this policy was about to change radically.

2.2.3

1933-1945: End of indentured labor

2.2.3.1

Settlement patterns

The assimilation policy described above was by no means commonly accepted, and often heavily
criticized by members of the Dutch parliament. These members considered the possibility to retain
their own customs and culture an important right of the Javanese and Hindustani community.
When governor Kielstra came to lead the colony in 1933, this policy started to change, its first
step being the recognition of marriages of Hindustanis and Javanese which were conducted
according to Islamic or Hindu law. The breach with the assimilation policy was further
demonstrated by the introduction of so-called desas (desa is Javanese for ‘village’), the village
communities.
These desas or dorpsgemeenten (Dutch for ‘village communities’) were founded in 1936,
following the policy and ideology of governor Kielstra. Kielstra believed in a corporatieve staat
(‘corporative state’), where “by maintaining separation, different ethnic groups would live
peacefully side by side”8 (Grasveld & Breunissen 1990: 61). The essential point within this plan
was that the Javanese were to live together, separate from other groups, in their own desa. These
village communities were organized according to a traditional Javanese structure, and were led by
7

My translation, original: “eene andere is dan die in Nederlandsch-Indië, in zooverre dat in laatstbedoeld
gewest behoud en ontwikkeling van eigen taal, zeden en gewoonten een allesbeheerschend element bij
opvoeding en onderwijs vormt, terwijl in Suriname juist consequent wordt aangestuurd op de samensmelting
van alle rassen, ook het Javaansche, tot een Nederlandsche taal- en cultuurgemeenschap”
8
My translation, original: “met instandhouding van apartheid, bevolkingsgroepen vreedzaam naast elkaar
zouden co-existeren”
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a lurah (village elder). Going beyond encouraging the preservation of the group cultures, the
governmental policy was aimed at avoiding assimilation between different ethnic groups
altogether (Berg et al. 1993: 28). The organizational structure was meant to tighten the communal
bond between the Javanese immigrants, in that way making them feel more at home in Suriname,
so that they would hopefully settle permanently and contribute to the Surinamese economy as
small farmers (van Lier 1977: 159). Kielstra’s policy was therefore combined with the immigration
of farmers from Java in 1939, 990 in total (van Lier 1977: 146; Hoefte 1998: 60). This separate
development policy has played an important role in the maintenance of the Javanese language, and
the little influence that other languages, especially Dutch, had in the early stages.
It is likely that Kielstra’s policy of separate development contributed to the formation of
Surinamese society characterized by “groups differing along race, language, religion, customs and
habits, economic understanding and economic acting”9 (van Lier 1977: 12). The economic layers
of society largely coincided with ethnic groups, among which there was little contact. There was
no ‘Surinamese identity’, and the different groups held on to their own culture; the Javanese of
Suriname “lived life as they had known it in Java” (St-Hilaire 2001: 1008), since they lived in
Javanese enclaves.
In 1935, almost at the end of the indentured labor period, 54% of the Javanese small farmers
rented land on a gouvernements-vestigingsplaats (‘governmental plant site’), 31% on a private
plantation and only 3% owned their own land (Grasveld & Breunissen 1990: 51). This low number
of land owners was caused by the growing costs of buying farmland, since many plots of land had
already been sold to the Hindustani community, who had come to Suriname earlier. In 1950, the
Surinamese population consisted of 204,561 persons in total, of which the Javanese formed 17.6%
(35,949 persons) (van Lier 1977: 8). At the end of their indentured labor contract, many Javanese
continued working on the plantations: 32.8%, as opposed to only 3.9% of the Hindustanis.
2.2.3.2

Societal participation and contact with other groups

Participation of the Javanese in Surinamese politics and society was still very limited before World
War II. Of the 34,000 Javanese in total living in Suriname, only 62 persons had the right to vote,
since there were minimum requirements as to income and educational level (Grasveld &
Breunissen 1990: 86). Because of the low number of Javanese that were qualified to vote, the
Javanese community was highly underrepresented among the Statenleden (members of the
Government Council). In order to remedy this, in 1936 it was decided that from now on four out
of thirteen members of the Government Council would be appointed by the governor, instead of
being elected (van Lier 1977: 146).
In the period of contract labor and directly after, the Javanese community did not have a lot
of contact with other groups and the larger Surinamese society (Derveld 1982: 27), and there was
9

My translation, original: “groepen verschillend naar ras, taal, godsdienst, zeden en gewoonten, economisch
inzicht en economisch handelen”
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very little assimilation (van Lier 1977: 11). The Javanese and Hindustani population especially
attached a high value to the maintenance of their own culture, whereas the creole population
identified slightly more with ‘Dutch’ culture (van Lier 1977: 12). In 1933, many of the (former)
contract laborers still perceived of their stay in Suriname as in some way temporary, even those
who had accepted the subsidy they received when giving up their right of return. This was not out
of economic motivation: there were enough employment opportunities at the plantations, and
those that worked as small farmers earned well with the harvest of rice, while the sustenance costs
were relatively low. But despite this economically comfortable position, the Javanese population
did not feel at ease among the other ethnic groups of Suriname. They felt that the somewhat
competitive situation between the groups was at conflict with their peaceful nature, where aiming
at harmony was one of the highest ideals (van Lier 1977: 279). Another factor contributing to the
feeling of unease was the way they were perceived by other groups, who looked down upon the
Javanese, and associated them with being involved in gambling, criminal activities and
prostitution (Derveld 1982: 30). It is very well possible that the low societal participation of
Javanese was both a consequence of and reinforced by these negative stereotypes among other
groups, which in turn might have led to the maintenance of the Javanese culture and language.
De Waal Malefijt (1963: 30) states that “not one single informant ever told that he remained
in Surinam because he liked the country”. She also analyzes the Surinamese Javanese community
as internally very coherent and having a high degree of in-group solidarity, enhanced by the sense
of being ‘tricked’ into coming to Suriname as a contract laborer, which was a story told on and on
(Waal Malefijt 1963: 31). This internal cohesion led to little contact and solidarity with other
groups and with Suriname as a whole. Most Javanese still referred to themselves as Javanese or
Indonesian, and still regarded Indonesia as their homeland, to which they longed to return.
2.2.3.3

Linguistic practices

Little is known about the exact linguistic practices of the early immigrants, but it is certain that
they spoke different dialects and possibly even different languages, apart from Javanese (such as
Malay, Madurese and Sundanese), since they came from different regions on Java. Most probably,
the Javanese language did not win out as the main language of communication directly, since in
1904 it was reported by the missionary Voullaire that “in Suriname there were 6265 ‘EastIndonesian’ immigrants, among whom were Javanese, Sundanese and Malay, who each spoke their
own language” (Gooswit 2002a: 91).10 With regard to the origin of the contract laborers, most
sources agree that the vast majority came from Central and East Java, where mostly Javanese was
spoken, whereas a smaller part came from West Java, where mainly Sundanese was spoken
(Vruggink 2001; Gooswit 1994; Waal Malefijt 1963). Vruggink (2001) calculates that around 90%
originally came from the two major regions, with 70% from Central, 20% from East Java and 10%
10

My translation, original: “in Suriname 6.265 “Oost-Indische” immigranten woonden, waaronder Javanen,
Sundanezen en Maleiers, die elk hun eigen taal spraken”
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from West Java. This was confirmed by my own survey of the records of 15,709 contract laborers
(around half of the total) in the immigration archives (NationaalArchief 1999), which showed that
as many as 66% originated from Central Java, 19% from East Java, 1% from either East or Central
Java and only 4% from West Java. For the remaining 10% I have not yet been able to specify their
region of origin, since the province stated in their record could not be identified.
Of the different languages spoken by the original contract laborers, only Javanese survived in
Suriname up until the present day: there is no record of any Malay, Sundanese or Madurese being
spoken for at least the last 30 years (Vruggink 2001: xxiv). These languages probably disappeared
quite quickly. In his description of the Javanese spoken by some of the original immigrants,
Vruggink (1976: 9) attributes some specific phonological characteristics of one speaker to
influence from Sundanese, the mother tongue of this speaker. However, the fact that the Javanese
of this Sundanese speaker overall does not differ greatly from that spoken by the other (native)
speakers, seems to suggest that he did speak Javanese daily. Combined with the observation that
no traces of Sundanese or other languages from Indonesia are found in Surinamese Javanese, and
that it was only spoken among the generation of former contract laborers (Vruggink 2001: xxiv),
I assume that these languages disappeared rather quickly, probably not even being transmitted to
the next generation born in Suriname.
One of the most salient aspects of the Javanese language is the system of speech levels. The
Javanese system is among the most complicated in the world, and has been widely studied as a
unique linguistic phenomenon (Conners 2008: 36). The difference between the levels lies mostly
in the lexicon; the grammar is largely the same (although some affixes may also be different). In
Indonesian Javanese, the lexicon can roughly be divided into four types of words, ranging from
most informal to most formal, which are associated with different speech levels: ngoko, madya,
krama and krama inggil (Vruggink 2001: xxxi). The most basic distinction in speech levels is
between ngoko (informal) and krama (formal), whereas madya is somewhat in between. The
highest level, krama inggil, consists of words which should only be used to refer to other people.
The distinction on the word level is only relevant for a set of around 500 lexical items, which
belong to the most frequent in everyday speech (Arps et al. 2000: 32). The rest of the Javanese
lexicon consists of so-called ‘neutral’ words, which do not differ for speech level. The choice of
speech level mostly depends on the relative position of the interlocutors, where the one with a
higher position (e.g. defined by age or status) may speak ngoko, while the interlocutor must answer
in a higher speech level, e.g. krama or madya. In Indonesia, this system has become very
complicated, and the choice of correct speech style is sometimes very difficult to make. This system
of speech levels came along with the immigrants to Suriname, but since there was much less
internal hierarchy among the Javanese than in Indonesia, the most important social delimiter
became age. More on the speech level system in Suriname can be found in 2.4.3.
The concentration of former Javanese laborers on the plantations and in the desas, and the
limited assimilation to the Surinamese society led to a high maintenance of Javanese language. For
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a long time, it was the only language spoken at home, and most children did not come into contact
with Dutch before entering school. Once at school, this lack of knowledge of the Dutch language
caused a problem for school children, since education was conducted exclusively in Dutch, and the
Javanese children had difficulties understanding the teachers. Most teachers were multilingual and
understood Sranantongo and some even knew Sarnami (the language of the Hindustani
community) to some extent, but very few knew Javanese (Waal Malefijt 1963: 142).
There have been some instances of Javanese used in schools, but usually on a very small scale.
In 1939, there was an official experiment with Javanese village schools using Javanese as a language
of instruction (Hellinga 1955: 15), but it is unclear what happened to them, and probably they
were not very successful. In 1946, there were still some desa schools, where the lessons were given
in Javanese (Ismael 1949: 137). In the 1950s study on educational practices, there is one
mentioning of a provisional school in Domburg providing lessons in Javanese (Hellinga 1955: 92).
In part because of the increasing number of pupils going to school in Dutch, the knowledge
of the Dutch language as well as of Sranantongo (because of interethnic contacts) within the
Javanese population considerably increased between 1940 and 1950, as Van Lier (1977: 10)
observed that “[m]any members of these groups [Javanese and Hindustani] are trilingual, since
besides their own language they also speak Sranantongo and Dutch.” 11 With respect to the first
generation immigrants, whose knowledge of Dutch was very limited, Vruggink (2001: xxvii)
concludes that “their children learned Dutch much better.”12 This, combined with the upcoming
urbanization and increased participation of Javanese in politics and society, led to the third and
fourth generation being more and more multilingual, which would be boosted even more by the
end of the Second World War and subsequent urbanization.

2.2.4

1945-1975: Urbanization and emigration

2.2.4.1

Urbanization and schooling

During the Second World War, the bauxite industry developed more and more, which led to
migrations towards the towns of Moengo (East Suriname), Paranam and Onverdacht (south of
the capital Paramaribo). During this time, urbanization towards Paramaribo also took off,
although in 1950 only ten percent of the Javanese lived in Paramaribo (Grasveld & Breunissen
1990: 5). In 1964 this percentage had increased to almost twenty percent (Derveld 1982: 32). This
growing urbanization was mostly at the expense of the Commewijne and Saramacca district, in
which the Javanese population decreased by about half (Mangoenkarso 2004: 5). Even though the
Javanese population increased from 35,949 in 1950 to 48,463 persons in 1964, their relative size
in Suriname decreased from 17.6% to 14.9% in that time. This was mainly due to the high birth
rate in the Hindustani community, whose numbers almost doubled between the two censuses
11

My translation, original: “Vele leden van deze groepen zijn drietalig, omdat zij naast de eigen taal en het
Negerengels ook het Nederlands spreken.”
12
My translation, original: “[h]un kinderen leerden veel beter Nederlands”
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(from 63,770 to 112,633) and who made up 34.7% of the Surinamese population in 1964, almost
surpassing the Creole population (35.5% in 1964) (van Lier 1977: 297).
Urbanization led to an increasing importance of the other languages Sranantongo and Dutch,
since the neighborhoods where Javanese came to live where much more multi-ethnic (Wolfowitz
1991: 31). This urbanization led to a difference in linguistic practices: whereas “[u]ntil 1945,
multilingualism was stable in Suriname” (St-Hilaire 2001: 1010), after 1945 “traditional patterns
of multilingualism began to erode”, because of more inter-ethnic contact (St-Hilaire 2001: 1011).
These traditional patterns refer to the fact that in earlier times, Dutch was spoken only by a
relatively small elite.
In 1950 however, only around ten percent Javanese went to school, on an average of fifteen
percent for the whole population (Hellinga 1955: 16). It was also reported that “[i]n the rural
districts most of the old people use their own language” and therefore children “find it difficult to
cope with the medium of instruction at school, which is Dutch” (Hellinga 1955: 17). In 1964, when
people were asked for their ‘best language’, Dutch was reported as the best language of only 7.1%
of Javanese, versus an even lower number of 1.5% for Sranantongo. The majority of 91.2% claimed
Javanese to be their best language, which was higher than the 84.4% of Hindustanis claiming
Sarnami (their heritage language, based on different Bhojpuri dialects) to be their best language,
indicating a high level of language maintenance among the Javanese (St-Hilaire 2001: 1011). Even
if Dutch was the main language of education, it was clear that “even among those groups who
receive instruction, Dutch is in general insufficiently known” (Hellinga 1955: 61). Hellinga
explains this partially by the fact that not all schools taught in Dutch exclusively. In fact, the
children’s mother tongue was frequently used by teachers, not only for “addressing the children”
but also “for elementary instruction” (Hellinga 1955: 25).
Over the years, the percentage of Javanese children that went to school kept increasing, and
in the early 1970s Suparlan observed that “most of the children go to school” (Suparlan 1995: 106)
in contrast to the older people, of whom many “did not go to school when they were children”
(Suparlan 1995: 108). In school, the children had to speak Dutch, but the language used with their
classmates was usually Sranantongo, showing the overall importance of multilingualism (Suparlan
1995: 107).
2.2.4.2

Growing participation, labor and class division

For a long time, there was very little social mobility within the Javanese community, with
practically no intellectual elite. Van Lier (van Lier 1977: 9) describes how in Suriname “the social
layers largely coincide with the ethnic groups”13. The highest layer consisted mostly of the Dutch
officials, who were often in Suriname only temporarily, as well as a small portion of the Creole
population. The middle layer was formed by light as well as darker skinned Creoles, and had in

13

My translation, original: “de sociale lagen voor een groot gedeelte met rasgroepen samenvallen”.
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recent years been supplemented by a small number of Hindustanis, while the lower layer consisted
mostly of darker skinned Creoles, Hindustanis and Javanese. The Amerindian population and the
Maroons lived relatively isolated in the interior. In 1946, the Javanese ‘elite’ only consisted of one
teacher, two teacher assistants, five interpreters, one assistant interpreter, four police officers,
three nurses and some low status officials as well as village elders (lurahs) (Ismael 1949: 136).
Van Lier (1977: 10) describes the division of labor in Suriname between 1940 and 1950 as
follows: Javanese and Hindustani inhabitants are mostly working in agriculture (plantations and
small farming), whereas the Creole population mostly works in industry and fulfills most of the
white collar jobs. According to data from 1964, only around 6% of Javanese had an intellectual or
administrative occupation, as compared to approximately 30% of the Creole population and 8% of
the Hindustani population. Instead, the majority of Javanese (61% of women, 87% of men) had low
schooled jobs in the domains of agriculture, fishery, industry, mining and traffic (Derveld 1982:
32). However, in the years after rapid developments can be seen in the division of jobs among the
Javanese, and in 1971, already 24.9% of women and 11.2% of men worked in the intellectual or
administrative section, while the percentage of women working in agriculture had declined from
50.4 to 14.9% (Mangoenkarso 2004: 7).
Related to the division of labor is the division in socio-economic classes, which Suparlan
(1995 based on field data from the early 1970s) connects with patterns of language use. Regarding
lower-class Javanese, in daily conversation Sranantongo was used more than Dutch, especially in
mixing patterns: when younger Javanese (born and grown up in Suriname) spoke to older people
in Javanese, they had a tendency to mix with Sranantongo, but not with Dutch (Suparlan 1995:
102). Even in the urban environments, Sranantongo was still more dominant, since “Dutch is
heard only occasionally” (Suparlan 1995: 108). However, most of the lower-class Javanese could
speak “broken Dutch”, either picked up at work or from their children (Suparlan 1995: 108). This
was different for middle-class Javanese: among this group knowledge of Dutch was more common
and widespread, and sometimes it was even used as the language for speaking with the children
(Suparlan 1995: 116). The middle-class Javanese considered Dutch an important language to
advance in life, since it was seen as “the language of higher status” and of “achievement” (Suparlan
1995: 117). But even for these middle-class Javanese, knowledge and use of Sranantongo was
considered necessary out of “practicality” (Suparlan 1995: 117).
The beginning of the shift towards other languages than Javanese was already noticeable
during the 1970s. Many parents started raising their child in Javanese until the time it went to
school, when they tended to switch to Dutch as the home language. Therefore, many speakers
born in the 1960s were only passively competent in Javanese (Suparlan 1995: 119). As for social
classes, the middle-class was more directed towards Dutch, the lower class more towards
Sranantongo, but in both classes Javanese was mostly maintained. In the upper class, different
patterns were found: there were people who were able to speak Javanese perfectly, including
krama, but there were also some who did not speak any Javanese at all (Suparlan 1995: 124). Even
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if Javanese was still considered an important language to them (e.g. for businessmen whose clients
are Javanese), they tend to conduct most of their daily conversations, even with other Javanese, in
Dutch with some Sranan. Culturally, they identify less as strictly Javanese, but it appears as if they
“want to become like the Dutch” (Suparlan 1995: 126).
Related to this changing usage of the Javanese language, Suparlan (1995: 102) also notes a
beginning of the loss or conflation of speech levels in the early 1970s, when he found that “many
[of the older Javanese] were disappointed that the younger Javanese tend to speak to them in plain
Javanese instead of in Javanese krama”. When younger speakers did know krama words, they had
usually picked them up from overhearing them on the radio, rather than having learned them
from their parents (Suparlan 1995: 102).
2.2.4.3

Return to Java

Even after years of living and working in Suriname, many Javanese still did not feel at home and
were longing to return to Java, despite the fact that most had given up their right of return. This
return ideology becomes more manifest in the 1930s, among others with the rise of Anton de
Kom, a Surinamese anti-colonialist writer. De Kom had many followers among the Javanese,
because they believed that he would let them return to Java free of cost. Rumors were even spread
that the plantations would be closed and that the ships were already waiting, which led to a huge
influx of Javanese farmers and plantation workers towards De Kom’s place of residency
Paramaribo, and much unrest within the Javanese community, who went as far as ascribing
messianic properties to him (van Lier 1977: 279). This collective ‘enchantment’ was not broken
until February 1933, when De Kom was arrested and the protests for his liberation were violently
suppressed (van Lier 1977: 282).
The independence of Indonesia from The Netherlands in 1945 further awakened the pride
of their ‘home country’ in the Surinamese Javanese, and their hope of returning. This identification
with Indonesia is apparent from the fact that around half of the Surinamese Javanese population
chose to take on the Indonesian nationality, when they had to choose before the Surinamese public
elections of 1950 (Gooswit 1994: 179). According to other sources, this percentage was even as
high as 75% (Cosijn-Mitrasing 1997: 146).
In the 1950s, these feelings developed into the so-called mulih nJawa (‘return home to Java’)
movement and ideology. The culmination of this movement was the departure of the Langkoeas
in 1954, a ship with which 1,014 Javanese returned to Indonesia. At the time of departure, it was
already clear that the returning migrants could not settle on Java, since the island was still heavily
overpopulated. They were instead offered a plot of land in Sumatra, near Tongar, which was still
uncultivated. The Surinamese migrants had to work very hard in order to build their houses and
create a livelihood, and many of them were in some way disappointed. The letters they sent back
to their family in Suriname were therefore not very positive. The original plan was that the
Langkoeas would only be the first ship of many, but it would remain the only one, while somehow
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the money that was raised for the return of the other Surinamese Javanese was lost. Apart from
being highly disillusioned, many Surinamese Javanese were also financially ruined by this, since
many of them had sold all their belongings and had paid their trip on one of the next ships in
advance. Until then, many Javanese had still dreamt of going back to Indonesia, but from this time
on this became less and less important. However, in 1973 still around 20% of all Javanese living in
Suriname had Indonesian nationality (Derveld 1982: 31; Grasveld & Breunissen 1990: 87). Since
these inhabitants did not have the right to vote, this brought about even less societal participation
of the Javanese in Suriname, and reinforced their sense of isolation within Surinamese society
(Waal Malefijt 1963: 184).
2.2.4.4

Emigration to The Netherlands

In anticipation of the independence of Suriname, many Surinamese Javanese emigrated to the
Netherlands in the early 1970s, fearing for ethnic conflicts which might follow the independence,
and the possible eventual dominance of the Creole population in Suriname (Mangoenkarso 2004:
3; Grasveld & Breunissen 1990: 94). When Suriname gained its independence in 1975, emigration
to the Netherlands continued for many years. This led to a Dutch diaspora of 20,000 to 25,000
Surinamese Javanese nowadays, almost half the size of the Javanese population of Suriname itself.
This migration has created a “transnational social space”, since relatives still maintain close bonds
between Suriname and The Netherlands in the form of sending mail and packages, keeping contact
through e-mail and telephone, and actual visits (Yakpo et al. 2015: 172). This might on the one
hand have caused a reinforcement of Dutch in Suriname (since it is the main language of
communication of their family members in The Netherlands), as well as contributed to the vitality
of Sranantongo in the Surinamese Javanese community in The Netherlands as a visible heritage
language, thus altogether promoting multilingualism in Surinamese Javanese speakers.

2.2.5

1975-2014: After the Independence

2.2.5.1

Increasing integration

At the end of the 1970s, Van Lier (1977: 302) concludes that the Javanese are still the least
integrated group in Suriname: “[o]f all the ex-immigrants, the Indonesians have adapted least
adequately to Suriname.”14 However, he also observes some positive developments within the
Javanese community: whereas in 1940, the Javanese still had the highest crime rates among all
ethnic groups, in 1977 these had rapidly decreased to a level beneath some of the other groups.
Van Lier also discerns some signs of ‘mental’ development among the Javanese, with the members
of this group behaving “more freely” (vrijer) and “more self-assured” (zelfverzekerder) (van Lier
1977: 302).

14

My translation, original: “Van alle ex-immigranten hebben de Indonesiërs zich het minst adequaat aan
Suriname aangepast.”
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In the early 1980s, Hagoort & Schotel (1982) observe that the Javanese language is much less

in use among the Javanese population of Paramaribo, and that in many households the language
is being given up in favor of Dutch. According to them, it seems like the Javanese are much less
attached to their group language than the Hindustanis and Creoles, and that the Javanese language
is losing ground, especially in Paramaribo. In writing, the Javanese school children had a better
command even of Sranantongo than of Javanese. Since Javanese was not a written language in
Suriname, in my opinion not too much importance should be attached to this fact. Overall
however, it does seem to signal the beginning of a trend of giving up Javanese in favor of Dutch
as a home language (which had already started in the previous decades among the high-class
Javanese), and Sranantongo as a language of interethnic communication, which I will come back
to in the next few paragraphs. This movement away from Javanese towards Dutch as a home
language was also observed by Wolfowitz (1991: 31), where “in all the urban families [that she]
visited there was a systematic effort being made to raise the younger children using Dutch rather
than Javanese”. This was however different in the rural areas, where “one still heard Javanese
almost exclusively” (Wolfowitz 1991: 31).
This urban trend away from Javanese was confirmed in the early 1990s, by the results of a
1992 survey, since “[l]ess than half of all urban Javanese continue speaking Javanese as the primary
language” (St-Hilaire 2001: 1012). It is mostly Dutch, and to a lesser extent Sranantongo which
“exert considerable assimilative pressure on the Javanese.” (St-Hilaire 2001: 1012). The (urban)
Javanese seem to have given up their language more rapidly than other groups, in favor of both
Dutch and Sranantongo: Javanese is spoken by 45.3% of Javanese whereas Sarnami is spoken by
69.7% of Hindustanis. Dutch is spoken by 37.8% of Javanese, and Sranantongo by 14.6% (de Bruijne
& Schalkwijk 1994: 15). The latter seems to be preferred by the young urban population, while the
former is used more among high-class Javanese, and as a language of socialization in Javanese
families (St-Hilaire 2001: 1013).
According to the 2004 census, Javanese was the fifth most spoken language in Surinamese
households (behind Dutch, Sranantongo, Sarnami and Maroon languages), being the first
language in 5.6% of all households, and the second language in 5.5%. More recent numbers (2012
census) reveal that in Paramaribo, Javanese was spoken in 5.2% of all households (of all ethnic
compositions), and only in around one third of these cases, it was the first language spoken. In the
Wanica district, Javanese was spoken as either a first or second language in 13.1% of all
households. Unfortunately, there was no data for the other districts, but I would expect for
instance the Commewijne district to have a much higher presence of Javanese as a householdlanguage, because there are still quite a few traditional Javanese communities on the former
plantations and desas.
In a 2015 survey of linguistic practices among school children, Javanese was cited as a
language in the repertoire by around 13% of children (n=1555). It was more frequently cited as an
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L2 or L3 than as an L1, indicating the ongoing language shift and replacement by Dutch as the
language of socialization (Léglise & Migge 2015).
2.2.5.2

Cultural and linguistic awareness

One of the first formalized attempts at improving the status of the Javanese culture and language
in Suriname was the founding of ‘de Pionier’ (the Pioneer) at the end of the 1970s (Hoefte et al.
2010). This association was the predecessor of VHJI, the cultural association for Surinamese
Javanese which would be founded in 1985 (see section 2.4.4). One of the activities for promoting
Javanese language and culture was the publication of the magazine Riwayat, of which two issues
appeared (Bosari et al. 1987; Amatali et al. 1989).
The first linguistic research on Surinamese Javanese was done in the 1980s within the project
‘Taal en Taalgedrag als functie van de multilinguale Surinaamse samenleving’ (Language and
language behavior as function of the multilingual Surinamese society), embedded in the University
of Suriname. Between 1980 and 1984, the project members of the Surinamese Javanese
department conducted and recorded numerous interviews with first generation Javanese
immigrants in Suriname. This research led to several publications: the magazine Cikal (Sarmo et
al. 1982; 1983; 1983; 1984), multiple articles in Oso (Vruggink 1985a; 1985b; 1987; 1989; 1990;
1991), narratives (Siswowitono 1983; Asmawidjaja 1983; Kartowidjojo 1988) and a dictionary of
Surinamese Javanese (Vruggink 2001).
Other linguistic work on Surinamese Javanese has been done by SIL (Summer Institute of
Linguistics), whose main goal is to enable people to read the Bible in their own language (Field
notes 20140522). Besides producing a New Testament translation in Surinamese Javanese, they
have also published a series of story books in Surinamese Javanese in the 1990s (Ralim 1991;
Karijoredjo 1995; Wongsosemito 1996; Karijoredjo 1998), in order to make people acquainted
with the written form of their own language. For this goal, they had to gain knowledge about the
vocabulary and grammar of Surinamese Javanese. One of the former contributors to SIL in
Suriname, Antoon Sisal, continues the study and propagation of Surinamese Javanese in the
JATAS institute, by providing news, information and language courses on Surinamese Javanese.

2.3 Interim summary
Table 2.1 below gives an overview of what I deem the most important events/characteristics of
each period, and the consequences these had for the three languages Javanese, Sranantongo and
Dutch, as used in the Surinamese Javanese community.
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Table 2.1: Historical development of Surinamese Javanese community and socio-linguistic
consequences.
Period
Indentured
labor
Independent
development

Characteristics
Housing on
plantations
Desa-structure
Isolation

Javanese
High level of
maintenance
High level of
maintenance

19451975

Urbanization

Schooling
Societal
participation

Still
maintained,
but begins to
be under
pressure

1975now

After
Independence

Emigration to
NL
Use of Dutch as
household
language

Under
pressure in
city,
maintained in
districts

18901933
19331945

Sranantongo
Certain extent of
bilingualism
Communication
with other
groups
Communication
with other
groups

Communication
with other
groups as well as
in-group,
widespread
bilingualism

Dutch
Few words
Few words,
some
schooling
More
bilingualism
in higher
class, some
use as
household
language
Widespread
bilingualism
among
younger
generations

2.4 Current situation
In this section, I will describe the situation of Surinamese Javanese language and culture on the
basis of my fieldwork between 2014 and 2017. Whenever possible, I have tried to substantiate
observations or claims with references to my fieldwork notes (given as ‘Field notes
YYYYMMDD’).

2.4.1

Geographical spread and variation

According to the 2012 census, the Javanese made up 13.7% of the Surinamese population (73,975
people in total). The largest group (44.5%) lives in Paramaribo, followed by Wanica district, whose
main town is Lelydorp (21.8%). By far the most ‘Javanese’ region is the district of Commewijne,
where almost half of the inhabitants (47.2%) are Javanese. Regarding people who claim to speak
Javanese, a school survey by Léglise & Migge (2015: 30) shows that it is mostly spoken by school
children in the Paramaribo area and in the districts Para, Wanica and Commewijne. Quite
surprisingly, around 30% of children in Paramaribo say to use Javanese for some interactions, but
only 1% claims it as their L1, 20% as L2 and 10% as L3-L5. In Nickerie, just over 10% reports
speaking Javanese, which matches up with self-identification ethnicity numbers from earlier
surveys, suggesting that ethnicity and language identification/maintenance are closely related
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(Léglise & Migge 2015: 32). Javanese is not claimed by any of the children in Brokopondo, Albina
and Moengo.
As could be expected, in the more urban areas people use Javanese a lot less, since they come
into contact with many other ethnic groups. They then usually use Sranantongo or Dutch as their
main language of communication. The communities where Javanese is still being used, also by
younger people, and which were often mentioned by different informants, include the districts of
Commewijne, Saramacca and Nickerie, where there are still some traditional Javanese
communities (kampongs or desas). Within the districts closer to the capital, the Wanica and Para
district (south of Paramaribo), these traditional communities are based mostly in Lelydorp,
Domburg and Koewarasan. In Commewijne, Javanese is mostly still spoken in Tamanredjo, and
on former plantations such as Meerzorg, Mariënburg and Rust en Werk, which originally housed
a lot of Javanese contract laborers. According to many informants Rust en Werk holds an
exceptional position among these plantations, since Javanese is still widely being used, even by the
young and people of non-Javanese origin. Outside of Suriname, there are also Surinamese Javanese
speaker communities reported to be in French Guyana, and Aruba (Field notes 20140416), but
these appear to be quite small (probably limited to one or two families).
Not much work has been done so far on possible dialect variation within Surinamese
Javanese; I have found no explicit references of this in the literature. However, there do seem to
be possible dialectal differences between the different places in Suriname where Javanese is
spoken. With regard to regional linguistic variation, I rely solely on anecdotal evidence from
informants, who told me for example that the accent of Javanese as spoken in Nickerie is quite
different (Field notes 20140428), and that there are more borrowings from English due to the
closeness to British Guyana. Another informant told me that in the region of Moengo, Javanese
uses relatively more loanwords from Sranantongo (Field notes 20140515). This could possibly b
beecause it is the language used in the bauxite industry.

2.4.2

Language usage and attitudes

Not only overall societal bilingualism, but individual multilingualism seems to be the norm in
Suriname: in the survey by Léglise & Migge (2015: 24), 65% of primary school children said that
they speak at least three languages, and only 1% reports being monolingual. These languages are
not distinct, separated entities in the children’s minds, but rather they ‘interrelate and interact’
(Léglise & Migge 2015: 25).
Most of the Surinamese Javanese nowadays speak at least two other languages: (Surinamese)
Dutch and Sranantongo. Regarding acquisition, most respondents in my study say that they have
learnt Dutch at school and often also at home from early childhood, and Sranan is described as a
language they have learnt 'in the street' or at school with their peers (often from a later age).
Informants often indicate that their language choice is very much dependent on the interlocutor,
and most of the time they report 'mixing' languages within one conversation with a single
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interlocutor. It is hard to find out exactly what this 'mixing' means, but some informants told me
that they for example make certain jokes in Javanese (Field notes 20140525), or insert fixed
expressions in Sranan. Dutch is seen as more of a 'serious' language (20140525), and seems to serve
as the ‘framework’ or language of departure for most conversations (supported by the fact that
people say to ‘insert’ certain parts in other languages). However, caution should be taken when
drawing conclusions from these descriptions, considering the high prestige of Dutch, which might
lead respondents to over-represent it.
There is also an association of emotion with language: Sranan is often seen as more
'powerful', when using expressions or telling stories (tori) for example. However, some informants
also told me that Javanese can be more emotional in the sense that it 'moves' them, when used in
a (religious) song for example (Field notes 20140505). When Javanese is spoken, it is typically used
with grandparents, a pattern confirmed by the survey by Léglise & Migge (2015: 42). If it is used
with parents, this is usually done with the mother, and usually in conjunction with Dutch. It is
rarely used as a language of interaction with peers, at least by the younger speakers. These patterns
are “indicative of a rupture of intergenerational language transmission” (Léglise & Migge 2015:
42).
One phenomenon which has played an important role in the development of the Javanese
language in Suriname, and which has led many Javanese to give up their native language in favor
of Dutch, is the stigmatization of the Javanese culture and heritage. In the past, speaking Javanese
or speaking with a Javanese accent was often associated with societal backwardness (Field notes
20140429), whereas speaking Dutch was associated with intellectuality and social progress (Field
notes 20140505), and development (Field notes 20140514). This association has also been
observed in survey data by Hunley & Bowie (2001), who observe that 19.44% of women and
11.76% of men feel that “good Dutch language skills indicate intelligence”. Dutch is also
traditionally more associated to urbanized areas, whereas the countryside, where more Javanese
and Sranantongo were spoken, was considered to be ‘underdeveloped’, and its inhabitants ‘less
intelligent’. This association between language and development led people to feel that the
Javanese language and culture was ‘something to be ashamed of’, and children feeling ‘inferior’
when speaking it at school for example (Field notes 20140505, Field notes 20140523, also
confirmed by many speakers when asked about the situation of Surinamese Javanese). This
association also held for Sranantongo. However, the situation seems to be changing again, bit by
bit: Léglise & Migge (2015: 14) report that “Sranantongo and other formerly denigrated languages
are more widely used in the public domain (e.g. advertising, radio)”. As for Sranantongo in the
media, I did find that there are quite some television shows using it regularly, for example the daily
discussion programme M’Manten Taki (‘Morning Talk’) on STVS (Surinaamse Televisie Stichting)
and I also noticed it in some street advertisements. For more information on Javanese-spoken
media, see 2.4.4.
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Another conviction which has played an important role in the decrease of Javanese mother
tongue speakers was the widespread belief of parents that speaking Javanese with their children at
home would impede the children’s command of Dutch. Since Dutch was the language of school
and most working environments and thus necessary to reach any significant position in society,
this has led many parents to give up Javanese as the language of socialization. Instead, more and
more parents started speaking Dutch at home with their children (Field notes 20140505), a trend
I already described in the previous historical sections. Even though this view is now being more
and more opposed by academia, and multilingualism is even promoted by the Surinamese
government itself (see Kroon & Yagmur 2012), I have still come across it quite sometimes,
especially in the less well-educated, more rural areas. A lot of especially young people name this as
one of the most important reasons for their decreased command of Javanese: parents do not
transmit the Javanese language to their children anymore (Field notes 20140508).
According to one of my informants, Johan Sarmo, who contributed heavily to the
Surinamese Javanese dictionary (Vruggink 2001), the language of the Hindustanis (Sarnami) is in
a better position, because it is more intertwined with religion than in the Javanese community
(Field notes 20140412). In spite of the fact that the Hindustanis are split between Islam and
Hinduism, the majority adheres to Hinduism, which leads to religious and linguistic homogeneity.
Overall, I have often encountered the view that the language of the Hindustanis (Sarnami) is more
vital than Javanese, as an example of what would be the ideal scenario for Surinamese Javanese
(Field notes 20140419). This was illustrated for example by anecdotes about the Hindustanis
speaking Sarnami even when non-speakers were present, as a sign of taking pride in the language,
which was regarded as something positive that Javanese should do as well (Field notes 20140505).
Hindustanis were said to be less ashamed of their language (Field notes 20140508). Javanese were
seen as 'lagging behind' in their efforts to preserve their language as compared to the Hindustani
community, who for example organizes a lot of language courses according to my informants
(Field notes 20140607).
One very specific example of the changing attitude and culture among the Javanese of
Suriname, often given by the elderly, was that of the way in which people used to pay respect to
the elderly when passing them in the street. If a young person on a bicycle passed by an elderly
person walking, the younger person always had to get off his/her bike and ask for permission to
move past that person on the street (Waal Malefijt 1963: 141). Even if this custom is not in use
anymore since a long time, it was still frequently cited by informants and thus apparently very
salient example among different speakers. One of the reasons mentioned by informants why it has
disappeared is because the Surinamese society is more 'egalitarian' than the Indonesian one (Field
notes 20140602, see also paragraph 2.4.3). The literature also mentions that Javanese children in
Suriname were raised with less strict regard for ‘politeness’ (Waal Malefijt 1963: 140).
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2.4.3

Speech styles

Related to this politeness in language is the system of speech levels, as described in 2.2.3.3. Even
in Indonesia, there is a decline nowadays in the use of the more formal speech levels because of
the complexities of this system, where speakers tend to use more Indonesian if they are unsure
about the correct choice of speech level (Vruggink 2001: xxxiii). In Suriname, this system has
become simplified, and only a distinction between ngoko and a higher speech level (a conflation of
madya, krama and krama inggil) has generally remained (although one might occasionally find
speakers with knowledge of more levels). In Suriname, this higher speech level is commonly
referred to as basa, which is an abbreviation of basa krama, and literally means ‘speech’ or ‘language’.
Ngoko is considered to be the standard speech level, also between interlocutors of different age or
status (Wolfowitz 1991; Vruggink 2001; Waal Malefijt 1963). Basa is mostly only still used by
older speakers, or in official settings. Another difference is that in Surinamese Javanese, words
from krama inggil (the highest speech level) can be used by speakers to refer to themselves, whereas
this is not allowed according to the rules of Indonesian Javanese. Among other reasons,
Surinamese Javanese is therefore often considered by Indonesian speakers to be quite ‘rough’ (Field
notes 20140424).
The loss of the more formal speech levels may be due to different factors. First of all, most of
the Javanese contract laborers were from the countryside, with little to no formal education, who
may have had very little knowledge of high Javanese (Waal Malefijt 1963: 140, Field notes
20140424). However, this does not seem a very likely explanation, since all Javanese speakers,
including farmers were supposed to know krama to some degree, and to use it in conversations
with higher placed individuals. The other explanation that de Waal Malefijt (1963) as well as
Wolfowitz (1991) gives is that the Surinamese society is more egalitarian than the Indonesian one,
and that status differences within the Javanese group play a much less important role, since all of
the contract laborers were of approximately the same social background. This appears to be a more
likely explanation, which also fits a similar observation in Sarnami, namely the loss of honorific
distinctions within the pronominal and verbal system as compared to the Indian source languages
(Yakpo & Muysken 2014: 117). Another explanation could be the acquisition path: Javanese
children usually learn ngoko first (as I observed in my interviews among Indonesian Javanese) and
are more explicitly instructed in krama at a later stage (Uhlenbeck 1978: 300). Since in Suriname,
the acquisition is often interrupted (as explained in 1.3.3), it is more likely that this second part of
acquisition will disappear.

2.4.4

Javanese-spoken media and cultural institutions

Javanese is being used quite a lot in Surinamese media, and interestingly, its overall use seems to
be increasing. However, in the variety of Javanese spoken in the media, the prescriptive influence
from Indonesian Javanese is striking. This may be at such a level that the Surinamese listeners do
not even understand it anymore. There are four Javanese radio stations in Suriname: Garuda,
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Bersama, Mustika, and Pertjajah, associated with the political party Pertajah Luhur. I was able to
visit the first three stations.
Garuda was founded in 1996, and offers both radio and television. It claims to be the first
Javanese speaking medium. Presenters are free to choose their own language between Dutch,
Sranantongo and Javanese, and they can also mix different languages. Since according to the
director, it is very hard to find good television presenters who speak both Dutch and Javanese
well, and there are hardly any Javanese spoken productions available, only one television program
is completely in Javanese. Most programs on the radio are in Javanese. When they are spoken in
Javanese, this is usually in the ngoko (informal) speech style, except for obituaries, which are in
krama (Field notes 20140526, see paragraph 2.4.3 for an explanation of speech styles). There are
also many Indonesian and Malaysian films broadcasted on television, which are spoken in
Indonesian or Malaysian and not in Javanese. Interestingly, many of my informants wrongly
identified the Indonesian and Malaysian spoken in these films as some kind of ‘high’ or ‘deep’
Javanese. According to the director of Garuda, in these cases the focus is on the message and
character of the film, which appeals more to Surinamese Javanese than for example American
productions would (Field notes 20140508). Reportedly, the presenters of Garuda often use words
from the Indonesian Javanese dictionary or Indonesian loanwords for modern concepts such as
former minister (bekas minister), whereas normally in Suriname, speakers would use either a
Sranantongo or Dutch word for these concepts (20140522).
Bersama radio station was founded in 1997, and claims to use 75% Javanese and 25% Dutch.
Here too, presenters are free in their language choice. However, they try to avoid the use of
loanwords from Dutch and Sranantongo. According to the director, they try to speak as
'Surinamese Javanese' as possible. The main goal is to provide the Javanese community with news
and entertainment, and for Bersama it is important to continue speaking and transmitting the
Javanese language. On this radio station as well, some attention is being paid to Indonesian in the
form of a three hour language course broadcasted every week (Field notes 20140613).
The third radio station, Mustika, is described by its director as a multilingual station. When
presenters speak Javanese, this is always in ngoko, and they are expected to make a conscious effort
to use as many Javanese words as possible, and to exclude loanwords. However, programs intended
for teenagers or commercials can be in Dutch. Mustika produces its own television shows, such as
the news, but it also broadcasts a cooking show provided by the Indonesian Embassy (Field notes
20140618).
The most important cultural center of the Surinamese Javanese is Sana Budaya, founded in
1990 by VHJI (Vereniging Herdenking Javaanse Immigratie ‘Association for the Remembrance of the
Javanese Immigration’), by among others the artist Soeki Irodikromo (Field notes 20140514). The
huge terrain was apparently built with the help of gotong royong (the principle of ‘mutual
assistance’). At Sana Budaya, different cultural activities are being organized and courses are
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offered in for example pencak silat (Javanese martial arts), Javanese dance, Javanese music, ceramics
lessons, and also Javanese language courses.
The traditional Javanese wayang play (shadow puppet theatre) is still being performed in
Suriname. In the contract labor period, wayang plays were an important source of entertainment,
because “there was nothing else” (Field notes 20140514). Nowadays, when a wayang play is being
performed, it is almost never exclusively in Javanese; Dutch and Sranantongo are used as well, in
order to make it understandable and thus more appealing to the non-Javanese speaking youth
(Field notes 20140416). The only Surinamese dalang (wayang puppet player) at the moment of my
fieldwork was Sapto Sopawiro. However, word had it that a young Surinamese Javanese had just
left for training as a dalang in Solo, Java (Field notes 20140415, 20140416).

2.4.5

Religious institutions

Within the Javanese community, the different religious institutions use Javanese in different ways.
The Javanese immigrants were mostly Muslims, and most of them still are, but there have also
been quite some conversions to Christianity. Within the Surinamese Javanese Muslim
community, two main groups are generally distinguished: the westbidders (‘west prayers’), who
pray in western direction, which was the tradition on Java; as opposed to the oostbidders (‘east
prayers’), who pray in a north-eastern direction, which is the direction in which the holy town of
Mecca lies from Suriname. In general, the westbidders maintain some more traditional religious
or animist practices (devoted to spirits), stemming from the traditional ‘Javanist’ religion, whereas
oostbidders promote a more strict adherence to Islam. With regard to language use, it seems that
westbidders are more prone to use Javanese than oostbidders, for whom Arabic plays a bigger role
(Field notes 20140607).
Christian churches often use more Dutch or Sranan than Javanese, since they do not promote
themselves as strictly Javanese institutions, and are open to all ethnicities. One exception to this is
the Dian congregation, which specifically focuses on the Javanese community and uses Javanese
often in sermons and songs. The Javanese language is also used in the local EBG church
(Evangelische Broedergemeente, the descendants of the German Moravians or Hernhutters) in
Domburg, where there is still a very vital Javanese community. Interestingly, even in the churches
where Javanese is used a lot, it is always mixed with other languages, and never used exclusively,
not even within a single song. The language level used is mostly ngoko, contrasting with the
observation of Gooswit (2002b: 293), who stated that during the time of missionary activities, for
a traditional Javanese it was an ‘insult’ to speak about God in the ngoko level, and therefore
missionaries had to be able to use more elevated speech levels. However, according to the founder
of the Dian congregation, ngoko is the most widely spoken and understood speech level in
Suriname, so that using krama in church would be very unnatural and would make the service
inaccessible. Reportedly, the PUAS church located in Paramaribo also holds sermons in
Surinamese Javanese (Field notes 20140515), but I was not able to check this personally.
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One of my informants, a pastor of an evangelical (EBG) congregation, told me that he
deliberately uses Javanese in order to appeal to the Javanese community, since Christianity has
traditionally been associated more with the ethnic groups of Creoles and Dutch (Field notes
20140505). This is also the goal of the Bible translation project in Surinamese Javanese of SBG
(het Surinaams Bijbelgenootschap), a work in progress, in which representatives from different
denominations work together (Field notes 20140505, Field notes 20140515). The language style
chosen for this translation will be somewhere in between ngoko and krama, so as not to be
offensive, but still remaining understandable for Surinamese speakers.

2.4.6

Linguistic judgments and proper Javanese

Surinamese Javanese speakers are very aware of their (in)ability to speak what they call ‘pure’
Javanese, and are often ashamed of mixing their languages. During my fieldwork, I always tried to
make clear to my informants that I was not interested in the ‘pureness’ or ‘correctness’ of their
language, and that they were free to use (words or phrases from) other languages in their
descriptions as well, if that was more natural to them.
Especially older people are of the opinion that the younger generation does not speak proper
Javanese, since the young mostly speak Sranan and Dutch among themselves (20140529). It seems
that the emphasis on 'proper Javanese' makes the youth even more insecure and has a reverse effect
(Samidin 2012: 29). It leads to even less use of the Javanese language and more switches to Dutch
among the young:
If a young person is in the company of elderly people, he or she usually tries to say
something polite in Javanese. If this does not follow the right pronunciation or
stress, the elderly often disapprove. They think that the young should be ashamed
of not even being able of speaking their own heritage language fluently. 15
(Samidin 2012: 29)
This experience was confirmed by one of my informants, who also felt insecure when trying to
speak Javanese, because of the disapproving reactions of usually older speakers (Field notes
20140419). Many children and younger Javanese have a very limited vocabulary, and only know
words such as 'sleep' (turu) and 'eat' (mangan) (Field notes 20140415). According to the younger
generation, Javanese children are not being encouraged to ask a lot of questions about their culture
and language, and when they ask a question which could be interpreted as critique, the response
is not always friendly (Field notes 20140429). Some of my informants even reported that the
Javanese language was used by parents or other elders as a 'secret' language for the children (Field
15

My translation, original: “Als zo’n jongere in het gezelschap van wat oudere mensen verkeert, dan probeert
die meestal iets beleefds in het Javaans te zeggen. Gebeurt dat niet volgens de juiste uitspraak of klemtonen,
dan wordt die al gauw veroordeeld door de ouderen. Die vinden dat jongeren zich moeten schamen als ze hun
eigen cultuurtaal niet eens vlot kunnen spreken.”
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notes 20140429). All of this in combination with the stigmatization of multilingualism has
contributed to a decrease in transmission of the language from one generation to the next (Field
notes 20140508).
On the other hand, many of the people I asked were also optimistic about the future of the
Javanese language (Field notes 20140415, Field notes 20140505). They saw a renewed interest in
the Javanese language among the young, which leads them to taking language courses for example
(more information about that below). Most young people however only become interested in their
language when they get slightly older (Field notes 20140419). Informants often believed that the
language will not disappear entirely, even if it will be spoken by less people (Field notes 20140602).
An example of the interest of the younger generation in Javanese language is the popularity of
(Surinamese) Javanese pop music, such as Maroef Amatstam, Mantje Karso, Cheuk-A-Lam and
others (Field notes 20140426).

2.4.7

Metalinguistic awareness

Related to the importance of pureness in Javanese language is the metalinguistic awareness that
many speakers have, especially of the differences between Indonesian Javanese and Surinamese
Javanese. This especially holds for speakers who have been on holiday to Indonesia or are in
contact with Indonesian culture, for example through the internet and films (Indonesian films are
broadcasted on the Surinamese channel Garuda, see 2.4.4). For most speakers, the differences are
felt to be mostly on the lexical level (Field notes 20140515, Field notes 20140522). Indonesian
Javanese is said to use more words from Indonesian, whereas Surinamese Javanese uses more
words from Dutch and Sranan (Field notes 20140522). People are very much aware of the usage
of loanwords in their own speech, especially after a visit to Indonesia or after they have been in
touch with an Indonesian speaker of Javanese. This is exemplified by the following quote from
Soeki Irodikromo, a Javanese artist who stayed in Indonesia for several years (Gooswit 1990: 79):
I looked like them physically, only I had been born in Suriname, and spoke a
strange sort of Javanese according to the people there. I did not notice it myself,
but the people there noticed that I sometimes used strange words. These were the
Sranantongo words that had come into my speech unnoticed. Then they said:
Soeki, sorry, stop. What does that mean? Oh, I said then, that was a piece of
Sranan and then I corrected it.16

16

My translation, original: “Uiterlijk leek ik op hen, alleen was ik in Suriname geboren en sprak een raar soort
Javaans volgens de mensen daar. Ik merkte het zelf niet, maar de mensen daar merkten dat ik soms rare
woorden gebruikte. Dat waren de Sranantongo woorden die ongemerkt in mijn taalgebruik waren geslopen.
Dan zeiden ze: Soeki, sorry, stop even. Wat betekent dat nou weer? Oh, zei ik dan, dat is een stukje Sranan en
dan verbeterde ik het.”
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Soeki confirmed this story when I spoke to him personally (Field notes 20140514). One of my
other informants told me that after she had visited Indonesia, she started to speak more
consciously and ‘correctly’. In her case this meant replacing the Dutch and Sranan loanwords by
their Javanese equivalents (Field notes 20140515).

2.4.8

Contact with Indonesia, Indonesian Javanese, and Indonesian

As some people told me, the perspective on Surinamese Javanese as compared to Indonesian
Javanese can roughly be divided into two 'sides': the one side views the Javanese as spoken in
Suriname as a separate variety, with its own development and properties that can be taught in its
own right. The term ‘Surinamese Javanese’ is explicitly used to denote this variety. Within this
view, the language is seen as dynamic, and the use of loanwords is considered to be natural. The
proponents of this view do however often stress the importance of standardization of this variety
(Field notes 20140522).
On the other hand, there are those who emphasize the importance of keeping the Javanese
language ‘pure’, and of diverging as little as possible from Indonesian Javanese. The proponents of
this view consider the influences of Dutch and Sranantongo undesirable (Field notes 20140607).
For them, mutual intelligibility with Indonesian Javanese is of utmost importance, in order to
ensure the continued communication with the ‘motherland’, through the internet for example.
This communication with Indonesian Javanese, as they argue, creates “new impulses” which are
important in order to keep the language vital, since not many Surinamese speak it as a mother
tongue anymore (Field notes 20140607, Field notes 20140428). Therefore, they also adhere to
Indonesian spelling (see relevant section), and have teachers coming directly from Indonesia to
give language, dance and gamelan lessons (at the Indonesian Embassy; Field notes 20140428).
Indonesian Javanese is considered the ‘mother tongue’ (Field notes 20140429). Most of them see
the development of Javanese in Suriname as a process of continued losses from this mother tongue,
such as the loss of the higher speech levels (Field notes 20140607). Most importantly, the language
courses which are given for example by the Indonesian Embassy strongly rely on this Indonesian
Javanese ‘standard’ (Field notes 20140609).
As also mentioned in paragraph 2.4.4 on Javanese-spoken media, Indonesian plays a role as
well. Reportedly, many people want to learn Indonesian instead of or next to Javanese (Field notes
20140419), since this is the lingua franca of Indonesia nowadays, which they still somehow feel
related to. This is evidenced by the interest in Indonesian language courses at the Indonesian
Embassy, and the popularity of Indonesian-spoken films on Javanese TV channels such as Mustika
and Garuda.

2.4.9

Gender and language

Even if most of the Javanese can speak both Sranantongo and Dutch (apart from Javanese), use of
these languages is not distributed randomly. One of the factors that it is connected with is gender:
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very roughly speaking, Dutch is more connected to ‘female’ speech and Sranantongo more to ‘male’
speech. This leads to the observation that male speakers tend to use Sranantongo more frequently
while female speakers use more Dutch. This has been observed in survey data among both children
and adult speakers (e.g. Léglise & Migge 2015; Hunley & Bowie 2001). Hunley & Bowie (2001)
show that both men and women have a preference for using Dutch in ‘formal’ situations, although
the preference is slightly stronger among women. In casual situations (with friends, family or
inter-ethnic communication), male speakers prefer to use Sranantongo, while female speakers
prefer Dutch. Léglise & Migge (2015: 44) observe that more boys than girls indicate Sranantongo
as their L1 or L2 (4.5% and 23% of girls versus 7% and 37.5% of boys). This is explained by the
alignment of the associations of Sranantongo with peer solidarity and forthrightness as local
norms of boyhood/masculinity.
Women are often seen as the carriers of the heritage language, Javanese, as well as
emphasizing Dutch. The following quote from Suparlan describes the language use of a Javanese
mother in the early 1970s:
In bringing up her children she will stress acquisition of Western-Dutch culture
traits and the Dutch language, because she believes that those are the attributes of
modern people and the vehicle for achieving progress and well-being.
Nevertheless, she will use some Javanese words and etiquette with her children.
(Suparlan 1995: 68)
The role of gender during linguistic data collection in Suriname has been recognized by Yakpo &
Muysken (2014), who observed that participants tend to use more Sranantongo in a multilingual
setting, when the interviewer is male. This was also confirmed during my data collection, both
implicitly and explicitly (statements during the interviews, people giving meta-linguistic
comments in Dutch etc). Although this gender difference is certainly not to be taken as a one-toone correspondence, there is certainly a tendency for conversations with male participants to be
conducted Sranantongo, while female participants tend more towards Dutch. This leads me to
assuming that my informants might have tended more towards Dutch than they would naturally
do when they were being interviewed, first because of my Dutch nationality and use of the Dutch
language (in which I conducted most of the interviews), and furthermore because of my gender.

2.5 Contact with Sranantongo
Sranantongo is an English-lexifier creole spoken in Suriname, and is a member of the Surinam
subgroup of the Atlantic English-based creole languages (Adamson & Smith 1994: 219). It
developed as a means of communication on the plantations from as early as the mid-seventeenth
century. Nowadays, it is spoken by virtually the whole population of Suriname as a first or second
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language, and frequently used as a means of communication between different ethnic groups. As
discussed in the historical overview, the Surinamese Javanese started speaking Sranantongo to
some extent from the very beginning of the indentured labor (Suparlan 1995: 94; St-Hilaire 2001:
1008). Even if bilingualism probably really took off from the second generation of immigrants
onwards, it has always been an important language, and the first generation already took over
quite some words from Sranan, related for instance to tools used on the plantations, the natural
environment or basic social vocabulary (Yakpo 2015). Throughout the historical development,
usage of Sranantongo within the Javanese community has remained relatively stable, mostly as a
means of interethnic communication, but also as a language used among Javanese themselves,
usually with peers.
Recent numbers show that Sranantongo remains to be widely spoken in Suriname: under
school children, it is claimed to be in the repertoire of 79%, even though only 6% claim it as their
first language. The low degree of L1 and monolingual Sranantongo speakers testifies to its
previously mentioned function as a language of interethnic communication, or “linking language”
(Léglise & Migge 2015: 26). It is always part of a greater multilingual repertoire. Sranantongo is
claimed to a lesser degree overall than Dutch, and the children often had to be prompted to
mention it, which is indicative of the lower social prestige and the idea that it is to some degree an
“implicit or habitual language” (Léglise & Migge 2015: 29). In my own fieldwork, I also came across
this view. Informants often did not mention Sranantongo at first when asked for the languages
that they speak. When asked about Sranantongo explicitly, they often replied in a way that showed
they considered being able to speak Sranantongo as totally self-evident, making statements about
it being such an easy language to learn. In line with the previous descriptions, it was often
characterized as a language of interethnic communication, but not usually identified as an in-group
language of a specific group (for instance creoles).
As for its social functions, Léglise & Migge characterize it as a “language of peer solidarity”,
which is less frequently used with older generation (Léglise & Migge 2015: 40). This is however
not a strict classification, as shown for instance by the case of an eleven-year old Javanese boy from
Commewijne, who uses Sranantongo as a linking language with his father and paternal
grandparents, in conjunction with Javanese (Léglise & Migge 2015: 36). This usage of the language
with peers and friends, especially at school, was something that was also frequently mentioned by
my respondents, as well as the function of linking language with other ethnic groups. This
association with peers was also shown by the way that respondents had acquired Sranantongo:
usually this was said to have been at school, with their friends. The self-reported age of acquisition
ranged considerably, from four to fifteen years old, and there was almost no one who said to have
been learning and speaking Sranantongo since birth.
Sranantongo was also frequently mentioned as a language used at work, often with coworkers or clients who do not speak or understand Dutch very well. One other situation that was
frequently cited in the interviews was the usage with shop owners: Surinamese shops are often
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run by relatively recent immigrants from China, who do not have a very tight attachment to
Suriname and the Dutch language. This is because legally speaking, it is relatively easy for them to
settle in Suriname, and they often consider it as a starting point for settlement in other parts of
the region (for instance the United States). Because of this idea of temporality, their children often
do not go to school in Suriname, but are sent to China to live with family. Apart from Chinese,
these shop owners or workers usually only speak (a perhaps limited form of) Sranantongo, which
shows its important status as the Surinamese lingua franca. In my interviews, Sranantongo was
not frequently mentioned as a language used with older generations, apart from some exceptions.
It was often linked more to male speech than to female speech, as mentioned above in section
2.4.9.
Even if individual bilingualism is not stable throughout life (considering the usually late start
of acquisition), community bilingualism with Sranantongo among the Javanese has been more or
less stable throughout time, location and social class. This is seen from the fact that it has been
mentioned from the early days in descriptions by Ismael (1949) and Suparlan (1995), and that
Sranantongo is used throughout all social classes, and competence in it is even today considered
to be self-evident. In my interviews, I did not observe striking differences between respondents in
the city and the districts with regard to their competence, manner of acquisition and usage
frequency of Sranantongo. Even if many sources report the lower prestige vis-à-vis Dutch, which
may lead to Sranantongo being less used, there is in my view no real competition between these
languages, since they have always been used in different domains and for different functions. In
fact, Sranantongo even seems to be regaining some terrain in for instance advertisement and the
media (see 2.4.2). Relative to Javanese, the domains in which Sranantongo is used have remained
quite stable: at school, with peers and with people who do not speak or understand Dutch. Because
of their interethnic character, these are situations in which Javanese would usually not be a viable
alternative. This is different with Dutch however, as we will see in the next section.
Examples of Sranan words that were frequently encountered in the corpus are planga ‘plank’,
tiki ‘stick’, busbusi ‘forest/bush’, swampu ‘swamp’, gotro ‘gutter’, soso ‘only’, but also discourse markers
such as no ‘right’ or ey ‘hey’. Code-switches are usually expressions such as mi gado ‘my god’.

2.6 Contact with Dutch
Dutch has been the official language of Suriname since colonial times, and has remained so after
the Independence in 1975. Being the official language, it is used as the language of schooling (since
1877), of most media and advertisement, of most business and working environments and of the
government. The Dutch spoken in Suriname has developed into a unique variety, mainly because
of influences from Sranantongo on phonology, lexicon, morphology and syntax, and is usually
designated as ‘Surinamese Dutch’ (Bies 2008), as opposed to ‘European Dutch’ spoken in The
Netherlands (Borges et al. 2017: 329). It is important to distinguish the variety of Dutch spoken in
Suriname from Dutch as spoken in The Netherlands and Belgium. Surinamese Dutch is an
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ethnolect of Dutch (De Kleine, 2007; Muysken, 2013; Muysken 2017), and was first mentioned at
the beginning of the 20th century by Van Ginneken (1913; cited in Muysken, 2013). Its basis is
European Dutch from The Netherlands, with strong substrate influences from Sranantongo
(Muysken 2017: 289), and possibly influences from second language acquisition processes
(Muysken 2017: 291). Most studies on Surinamese Dutch focus on the domains where deviations
from European Dutch are found: its lexicon and semantics. Studies investigating possible syntactic
differences are yet scarce, but Muysken (2017) provides a list of distinctive syntactic features of
Surinamese Dutch.17
In this thesis I will simply use ‘Dutch’ to refer to the language that has been in contact with
Surinamese Javanese, since at this moment there is no reason to assume that the varieties differ
significantly in the grammatical domains relevant for the case studies; these domains have not
been signalled as distinctive features of Surinamese Dutch in a recent description by Muysken
(2017 and sources cited therein). Furthermore, it is unclear to what extent Surinamese Dutch was
already a distinctive variety at the time of the start of language contact with Javanese in Suriname.
For forming the hypotheses in the case studies, I will base myself on sources on European Dutch,
since this variety has been most extensively described. For the comparisons in the case studies, I
will also use corpus data on Surinamese Dutch that I collected. Whenever differences between the
Dutch varieties in the relevant domain have been studied or observed in the data, this will be
indicated in the relevant chapters and sections.
As described in the historical overview in 2.2, the contact with and thereby influence of
Dutch has been changing over the years. In the initial period of indentured labor, it was not
deemed necessary to speak Dutch, since conversations with higher officials were usually mediated
by an interpreter. Some Javanese did pick up some words to raise their social status, but
competence in Dutch remained relatively low until around the end of the Second World War, due
in part to the low rate of school attendance among the Javanese. Even when more children
attended school, it was often reported that they had problems with the Dutch used in schools
because of their linguistic background (Hellinga 1955: 17). For a long time, Dutch was only
common among a relatively small ‘elite’ or higher-class Javanese.
In the period following the Second World War, knowledge and use of Dutch slowly spread
into the middle-class of Javanese (Suparlan 1995: 116). At the end of the 1970s, Wolfowitz (1991:
31) observes a trend among especially urban Javanese families to use Dutch as a language of
socialization, a trend that has been growing ever since, culminating in a high percentage of
Javanese now claiming Dutch as their L1, regardless of social class.
In Suriname overall, Dutch is overwhelmingly claimed to be in the repertoire of school
children: 99% of them can speak it, and 65% claims Dutch to be their L1 (Léglise & Migge 2015:
17

These include the frequent non-realization of function words er ‘there’ and expletive het ‘it’, overuse of
demonstrative deictics as determiners, overgeneralization of common gender, and verb-medial (rather than
verb-final) word order in subordinate clauses.
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26 although they have some doubts about how accurate this number is). Dutch has different
functions throughout the country: it is in the repertoire everywhere, but is most widely claimed
as an L1 in Paramaribo and western Suriname (Coronie, Nickerie). In other parts of the country,
it is more used as an L2, and serves as a “linking language”, a function occupied by Sranantongo in
many other areas (Léglise & Migge 2015: 29). Instead, in these areas Sranantongo and other creoles
or Maroon languages seem to be used more and more in the domains that used to be more Dutch.
This dichotomy of usage of Dutch between the urban and other areas is in their view a case of
multiple causation: on the one hand, people in the areas outside of the capital probably had little
access to education and therefore to Dutch, because of problems such as lack of teachers and
training, as well as teacher strikes. On the other hand, stigmatization of the inhabitants of the rural
parts by townspeople might have in turn led to negative attitudes towards the people living in the
capital, and thus to the language attached to them, Dutch (Léglise & Migge 2015: 39–40).
In my interviews, I also came across this dichotomy: respondents in the capital and in places
close to it (such as Lelydorp) usually reported a higher proficiency and more frequent usage of
Dutch than those in the districts (especially Commewijne). Even if the rate of proficiency in
Sranantongo remained quite stable through the regions, it was common for inhabitants of districts
such as Commewijne to rate their proficiency in Sranan as higher than in Dutch, whereas this was
uncommon for inhabitants of more urban areas, and in fact often was the other way around (Dutch
rated higher than Sranan). The start of acquisition of Dutch is usually either from birth with (one
of) the parents, or from the age of entering primary school, around four or five. However, it does
occur quite frequently that even those speakers who have acquired it from birth, rate their own
proficiency as low. This is probably related to the high level of meta-linguistic awareness, and the
sense that there is a real ‘standard’ for Dutch, since emphasis in school is very much laid on this
correct standard (which is usually European Dutch). This is of course different for Sranan, where
most speakers claim a higher competence without much hesitation (with some exceptions of
course). It is frequently cited as a language used inside the family, usually with the children, as well
as spoken in school or at work. The fact that so many speakers claim using it as the language of
socialization with their children shows that Javanese and Dutch are in competition in this domain.
Bilingualism in Dutch is therefore not stable: it has increased throughout the years, spread more
through the social classes, and is more common in the urban areas.
Frequent insertions from Dutch in the corpus included coordinators and adverbs such as en
‘and’, want ‘because’, plotseling ‘suddenly’. Code-switches into Dutch occurred when expressing
meta-linguistic comments or doubts, such as ik weet [word] niet in het Javaans ‘I don’t know [word]
in Javanese’ or ik noem het [word] ‘I call it [word]’.

2.7

Code-switching

One of the most salient aspects of multilingualism in Surinamese Javanese is frequent codeswitching. Even if the topic is too large to address in a complete way in this thesis, I feel that it is
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appropriate to give a short description of it, for the reader to get some impression. After all, codeswitching can be “seen as a principal cause of contact-induced change and convergence” (Yakpo &
Muysken 2014: 119), and is thus very relevant for understanding the changes described in the
following chapters. As shown by Yakpo & Muysken (2014), code-switching and mixing is very
common in Suriname, which they describe as “conventionalized linguistic practice” in Sarnami
(Yakpo & Muysken 2014: 119). This usually involves code-switching between three languages in
the Surinamese situation: Dutch, Sranantongo and another language, in this case Sarnami or in
the case of this thesis, Javanese. The data of the case study on code-switching in Sarnami showed
that there was an inequality of Dutch and Sranantongo, and that Dutch was most used as a source
language for switches. This was explained by the recording context, which, being perceived as a
more formal situation, probably favoured Dutch. The most frequently switched single words are
nouns, adverbs and clause linkers.
Here I will report on a case study that I carried out to explore the topic of code-switching.
The results will be analyzed quantitatively, and I will describe the general tendencies that were
found, and the most important preliminary conclusions and questions for further research.
The case study concerns the recording of an interview about a historical event in the
Surinamese Javanese community: the remigration of a group of about 1,000 Javanese from
Suriname to Indonesia in 1954 with the ship Langkoeas (see section 2.2.4.3). There were three
main speakers, all female: MaAt (SJ-30-86F), who was interviewed by ElAt (MaAt’s daughter, SJ30-401-51F) and HeWi (a friend of the family, SJ-58-44F).18 The present author was also present
during the interview, but did not participate in it. The interview was recorded in Lelydorp (district
Wanica). Of the 1.5 hours in total, 33 minutes were transcribed and annotated for analysis.
For the categorization of the code-switches, I distinguish between single-word and multiword code-switches. The distinction between single-word and multi-word is among others
motivated by Poplack, Sankoff and Miller (1988). Multi-word is defined as “sentence fragments
which remain morphologically and syntactically unadapted to recipient-language patterns”
(Poplack, Sankoff and Miller 1988: 53). In my study, I took a broader definition of multi-word
fragments, which included all words of the same language which are uttered in a sequence, i.e.
with no word from another language intervening (mixed code-switches between Sranantongo and
Dutch were thus counted separately). Every non-native element was coded as single-word or
multi-word.
The overview of single-word switches for every speaker is given in Table 2.2. These switches
were counted as tokens.

18

Since MaAt and HeWi were not part of the basic corpus and the studies in other chapters, their speaker
codes do not include socio-linguistic information.
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Table 2.2: Source languages of single- word switches in Interview Langkoeas.
Sranan (% of all
tokens)
25 (1.1%)

Total tokens

MaAt

Dutch (% of all
tokens)
62 (2.8%)

ElAt

32 (7.2%)

8 (1.8%)

447

HeWi

33 (5.4%)

9 (1.5%)

613

2257

As is clear from the table, MaAt uses the least single-word switches of all speakers, for both
languages. As for the division of languages, it is clear that for all three speakers, Dutch is the main
source language for insertions or borrowings, and provides the majority of single-word switches.
However, there is a difference in the relative proportion of Sranantongo items, which is higher
for MaAt, the older speaker (almost 29% of all switches is Sranan, versus 21% for HeWi and 20%
for ElAt).
An overview of multi-word switches is given in Table 2.3. None of the speakers uses
Sranantongo as a source language for multi-word switches. MaAt again shows the least switching
and HeWi the most.
Table 2.3: Multi-word switches (cases) in Interview Langkoeas.
Dutch

Sranan

Total tokens

MaAt

5

0

2257

ElAt

9

0

447

HeWi

13

0

613

To understand more about the way code-switching is used by these three speakers, I looked into
the single-word switches in more depth, dividing them according to linguistic category. Table 2.4
gives the frequencies of the different word categories found in the Dutch single-word switches.
The distribution of categories is different between the speakers: for MaAt, single-switches in
Dutch are limited to nouns, names and a few verbs and adjectives, while ElAt and especially HeWi
show a much broader range of categories, where HeWi even uses words of almost all categories.
The categories of single-word switches to Sranantongo are given in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.4: Word categories of Dutch single-word switches (tokens) in Interview Langkoeas.
MaAt

ElAt

HeWi

Noun

34 (54.8%)

10 (31.3%)

7 (21.2%)

Adjective

4 (6.5%)

0

1 (3%)

Verb

2 (3.2%)

0

1 (3%)

Adverb

0

1 (3.2%)

5 (15.2%)

Conjunction

0

6 (18.8%)

7 (21.2%)

Preposition

0

7 (21.9%)

4 (12.1%)

Complementizer

0

0

1 (3%)

Determiner

0

0

1 (3%)

Interjection/particle

0

6 (18.8%)

4 (12.1%)

Name

22 (34.9%)

2 (6.3%)

1 (3%)

Numeral

0

0

1 (3%)

Abbreviation

0

0

0

Total

62

32

33

Table 2.5: Word categories of Sranan single-word switches (tokens) in Interview Langkoeas.
MaAt

ElAt

HeWi

Noun

9 (36%)

2 (25%)

4 (44.4%)

Adjective

1 (4%)

Verb

1 (4%)

Adverb

9 (36%)

1 (11.1%)

Interjection/particle

3 (12%)

1 (11.1%)

Name

2 (8%)

1 (11.1%)
6 (75%)

2 (22.2%)

Conjunction
Preposition
Complementizer
Determiner

Numeral
Multiple
Abbreviation
Total

25

8

9
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Here, the picture seems to be the other way around: now MaAt is the speaker with the widest
range of categories, of which the most frequent ones are nouns and adverbs. ElAt shows the least
variability, using only nouns and verbs, and HeWi is close to MaAt in variability.
In sum, this case study shows that there are various factors to consider when studying codeswitching in Surinamese Javanese, such as the difference between single-word and multi-word,
and the different behavior of word classes. It is essential to look at the distribution of the different
contact languages, since these behave differently. This is not unexpected, considering their
differential history of language contact with Javanese (see 2.5 and 2.6). In fact, studying the
differences in code-switching behavior between these languages may offer more insights into the
way contact may have developed over the years (by looking for example at which categories
assume a deeper, longer contact, and which could be classified as recent loans).
Another important factor to consider is speaker variation, and how this can be related to
biographical factors. For example in this study, the factor age turned out to be important: it was
shown that there is a consistent difference between on the one hand the younger speakers (ElAt
and HeWi) and on the other hand the older speaker (MaAt). The older speaker uses less singleand multi-word switches overall, relatively more from Sranantongo, and is also more variable in
terms of word categories in Sranantongo than in Dutch. This suggests a longer and more profound
contact with Sranantongo, and less proficiency in Dutch. This is in line with the description given
in the historical overview, where Sranantongo was assumed to have been in contact with Javanese
earlier, and Dutch to have had more influence on younger speakers.

2.8 Summary and conclusions
This second part of the chapter discussed the current socio-linguistic situation of the Surinamese
Javanese. Nowadays, the Surinamese Javanese are usually trilingual, and many of them have given
up the Javanese language as a household language in favour of Dutch, especially in the urban areas.
Javanese is still frequently spoken by and to older people, in religious and cultural institutions and
celebrations, and as a daily language in the less urban regions. An important difference in the
contact situations, which will be relevant for this thesis, is the differential time depth of contact
with Dutch and Sranantongo. Contact with Sranantongo started earlier, and has remained more
or less stable in terms of intensity. Older generations have similar knowledge of Sranantongo as
younger generations, if not slightly more, as was shown by the case study of code-switching in the
last section. Contact with Dutch on the other hand, has quickly intensified over the last years,
through increased schooling and societal participation of the Javanese, and contact with family in
The Netherlands. Therefore, younger generations speak Dutch more frequently and more
fluently, as shown by the case study in code-switching, where the younger speakers switched to
Dutch more frequently, both in absolute and relative terms.

3. Sketch grammar of Javanese
This chapter provides an overview of the most important grammatical characteristics of Javanese.
It is based on different sources and varieties: when no specific source is indicated, the description
is based on grammatical descriptions of Indonesian (Standard/Central) Javanese. However, now
and then these descriptions will be supplemented by data from my corpus on Indonesian and
Surinamese Javanese. This will be in cases where relevant differences with Surinamese Javanese
or between the different dialects (East and Central) have been observed. On the basis of these
comparisons, I will try to make a first attempt at classifying Surinamese Javanese among the
Javanese dialects. This section is therefore not meant to give a complete grammatical description,
but aims at giving some idea of the basic structure and grammatical components of the Javanese
language, and the position of Surinamese Javanese within them.

3.1 Classification and dialectology
Javanese is spoken on the island of Java, Indonesia. While the official language of Indonesia is
Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia), Javanese is the most widely-spoken regional language of Indonesia,
with a total of about 84.3 million speakers worldwide, of whom most live in the central and eastern
areas of Java (Simons & Fennig 2018). Other speaker groups are found in New Caledonia, Sumatra,
Malaysia, Papua and Suriname. The Javanese speakers themselves call their language basa Jawa
‘Javanese language’ or cara Jawa, literally ‘Javanese manner/way’. Javanese belongs to the
Austronesian language family, and falls under the Javanese subgroup of the Malayo-Polynesian
branch (Simons & Fennig 2018). This Javanese subgroup includes five languages in total, under
which two varieties of Javanese spoken outside of Indonesia: Surinamese Javanese, the variety
under study in this thesis and New Caledonian Javanese. The other two languages of the Javanese
subgroup are Osing and Tengger, both spoken on Java. The grouping of Javanese has been a
matter of dispute. Should it be grouped together with Malay, Sundanese and Madurese, or are
these three languages more closely related to each other than to Javanese? (Nothofer 2006: 114)
The geographically neighboring languages of Javanese are (numbers of speakers as found in
Ethnologue (Simons & Fennig 2018) included in brackets): Sundanese (34 million), Madurese (6.8
million), Betawi (5 million), Osing (300,000), Tengger (80,000), Peranakan Indonesian (20,000)
and Badui (20,000). With its 69 million speakers on Java, Javanese comprises more speakers than
all other languages together.
The language is traditionally divided into three main dialects: Western Javanese, Central
Javanese and Eastern Javanese (Nothofer 2006: 113; Hoogervorst 2009: 10; Krauße 2017: 7). This
is also illustrated in Figure 3.1. There are not many detailed studies that divide these main dialects
into sub-dialects, and most work has been done on the Western and Central Javanese dialect
(Nothofer 1980; Nothofer 1981). The Central Javanese dialect of Surakarta and Yogyakarta is
generally accepted as Standard Javanese (Dudas 1976: iv). Apart from Western, Central and
Eastern Javanese, Krauße (2017: 8) proposes a fourth group of ‘Mixed Javanese’, under which he
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Figure 3.1: Map of Javanese dialects (Hatley 1984: 24).

classifies the Javanese spoken in Papua, New-Caledonia and Suriname. As this sketch, and the
coming chapters, will show, Surinamese Javanese seems to be indeed a mix of different dialect
properties (from mostly Central and Eastern Javanese).
Speakers of Javanese in Indonesia are mostly Javanese-Indonesian bilinguals, since
Indonesian is the national language and the language of education, media, literature and the
government. Speakers use the Javanese language amongst themselves in daily life, and in Javanese
ritual ceremonies. It has no official status but is recognized as a regional language. Javanese is
taught at schools as a subject, but is not used as the language of instruction. Javanese is written in
a syllabic alphabet based on an Indian script (Aksara Jawa). Written Javanese is taught at schools
and universities, but in practice the script is barely used by its speakers, only by scholars (Salindo,
2009).
The first version of this grammar sketch was written for a class on Fieldwork Methods at
Leiden University in 2012, based on a speaker of Eastern Javanese. This data set consisted of a total
of 381 sentences, distributed over elicitation sessions and narratives. If no specific reference is
given, the examples come from this data set. I have now supplemented this sketch with data and
descriptions from other references as well as corpus data collected for this study of speakers from
Central Java and East Java and Suriname (for an overview of Indonesian Javanese speakers see
section 4.4.3, for an overview of all the corpora see 4.6).

3.2 Phonology
This section will present the Javanese phonemes. The generally recognized consonants of Javanese
can be found in Table 3.1 (based on Ogloblin 2005; Nothofer 2006).
Most of the stops come in homorganic pairs. The distinction between these pairs is in fact
not voiced/voiceless, but rather described as stiff/slack or heavy/light, of which the ‘voiced’
member is in fact also voiceless, but followed by a breathy vowel (Fagan 1988; Blust 2013: 190).
The distinction between dental-alveolar /t, d/ and retroflex /ʈ, ɖ/ (Arps et al. 2000: 25; Ogloblin
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d
n
s
l, r

Glottal

‘Voiced stop’ b
Nasal
m
Fricative
Approximant w
Liquid

Velar

t

Palatal

Voiceless stop p

Retroflex

Alveolar

Dental

Labiodental

Bilabial

Table 3.1: Javanese consonants.

ʈ19

c

k

ʔ

ɖ

j
ɲ

g
ŋ
h

y

2005: 615; Robson 1992: 10; Vruggink 2001: xiv) deserves special attention. These retroflex
phonemes have been traced back to Proto-Malayo-Javanic, the ancestor of Javanese and some
related languages (Nothofer 1975). However, the distinction seems to be in the process of
disappearing in Surinamese Javanese, where the consonants appear to be on the way to merger
into a dental stop. This has been noted by Vruggink (2001: xlv), and further explored in a study by
Irene Ossi Widyastuti and Zainur Rofiq (reported in Villerius 2017a). The exact status of these
phonemes and how they are affected by language contact remains a topic for further investigation.
The Javanese vowel phonemes are represented in Table 3.2 (based on Ogloblin 2005).
Table 3.2: Javanese vowels.
Front
High

i

Mid

e
ɛ

Low

Central

Back
u

ə

o
ᴐ

a

There is some discussion about the status of vocal phonemes in Javanese: Nothofer (2006)
proposes a system of only six vowels (i, e, ə, a, u, o), with allophonic rules to explain the alternation
of [e] and [o] with [ɛ] and [ᴐ]. However, these rules turn out to not always make the correct
predictions concerning the appearance of these vowels; hence I rather treat /e, o, ɛ, ᴐ/ as separate
phonemes.
The pronunciation of the phoneme /a/ is subject to allophonic rules, which actually differ
between the different dialects (Hoogervorst 2009; Krauße 2017). In Western Javanese, /a/ is

19

In the Javanese spelling used in this thesis, the retroflex stops are represented as th and dh respectively.
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retained in all contexts, hence kanca ‘friend’ is pronounced [kaɲcaʔ], and kancané ‘his/her/the
friend’ is pronounced [kaɲcane]. In Central Javanese, /a/ becomes [ᴐ] in word-final open syllables
and penultimate open syllables where a following open syllable has /a/; hence kanca is pronounced
[kɔɲcɔ]. In case of suffixation, /a/ is retained; e.g. kancané is pronounced [kaɲcane]. In Eastern
Javanese, the rule for raising in free words forms is the same as in Central Javanese; hence kanca
is pronounced [kɔɲcɔ], but the [ᴐ] is kept in combination with a suffix: kancané becomes
[kɔɲcɔne]. In this respect, the phonology of Surinamese Javanese in my corpus mostly resembles
that of Central Javanese: kanca is pronounced [kɔɲcɔ], and kancané is pronounced [kaɲcane].20

3.3 Word classes
Word classes in Javanese, as in many other Malayic languages, are not easily identifiable, since
there is quite some flexibility between classes. In symmetrical voice languages, to which Javanese
belongs, “the syntactic distinction between nouns and verbs is often somewhat less clearly
delineated in that word-forms which semantically appear to be verbs easily and without further
morphological modification occur in nominal functions and vice versa” (Himmelmann 2005: 127).
Examples in Javanese are words that can be used as adjectives and intransitive verbs, such as cilik
‘small/be small’, without displaying differences in syntactic behavior (Ogloblin 2005: 599). Despite
this flexibility, it is still possible to make a rough distinction between open (verbs, nouns, adjectives
and adverbs) and closed (pronouns, demonstratives, prepositions, auxiliaries) word classes, which
is described below.

3.3.1

Verbs

Verbs describe an action or event, and are the head of verb phrases, in which they function as
predicates, and give semantic roles to their arguments. Verbs in Javanese are not inflected for
number or person, but their distinguishing morphological characteristics are that they can take
prefixes for voice and valency changes (section 3.7) and imperative suffixes (section 3.8). They can
be modified by tense-mood-aspect markers (section 3.3.8). Verbs can be monovalent (intransitive)
as in (2) or bivalent (transitive) as in (3); trivalent (ditransitive) verbs are usually formed by means
of an applicative suffix.
(2)

tikus-é

turu

mouse-DEF

sleep

‘The mouse sleeps.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-49-C-55F-stories)

20

It was noted by Vruggink (p.c.) that the pronunciation [kɔɲcɔne] also occurs in Suriname. Since I did not
come across this form in my corpus, I would assume that it is at least less common, but it may be a sign that
the phonology of Surinamese Javanese is more mixed than it may seem here.
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(3)

arek

lanang

person

iki

n-jukuk

eskrim

DEM.PROX

AV-take

ice.cream

‘This boy takes an ice cream.’ (JAV-20160419-IJ-15-E-63F-clips)

3.3.2

Nouns

Nouns refer to entities, and function as arguments in Javanese. Nouns are the head of a noun
phrase, and can be combined with adjectives, demonstratives, numerals and definite/possessive
suffixes. I will come back to most of these possible combinations in the section 3.5.2. Nouns in
Javanese are not inflected for number or case, although reduplication can add a plural meaning,
see 3.4.2.

3.3.3

Adjectives

In Javanese, adjectives can appear in two positions: as the predicate in a main clause, or as modifier
of the noun (following the noun in that case) (Robson 1992: 43). There has been some discussion
about whether Javanese really has a class of adjectives distinguished from verbs (Schachter 1985,
cited in Conners 2008: 91). It is true that there is some overlap between the classes of adjectives
and verbs (e.g. they can both act as predicates in a clause without extra marking, because Javanese
does not have copula). However the distributional arguments given to conflate these categories in
Riau Indonesian by Gil (Conners 2008: 102) do not apply to Javanese as far as I know: adjectives
cannot be modified by auxiliary TMA-words. In fact, I consider as adjectives the class of words
that can appear as modifiers of a noun without use of the relativizer sing, which is necessary with
verbs, e.g. bocah sing mlaku ‘a child that is walking’ versus bocah cilik ‘small child’ (see also the
discussion on direct versus indirect modification in Vander Klok 2013).

3.3.4

Adverbs

The class of adverbs can be distinguished on the basis of their morphology as well as their syntactic
behavior (Vander Klok 2012: 38). Morphologically, all words that have prefix sak- ‘one.QUANT’,
such as sak-iki ‘now litt. one.QUANT-this’ and suffix –(n)é (homonymous but unrelated to the
definite suffix) such as tenané ‘really’ are adverbs. Syntactically, they can appear sentence-initially
as well as in between the subject and verb, and most of them can also appear sentence-finally.
Some of the most important monomorphemic adverbs are listed below (Robson 1992: 81–83).
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Table 3.3: Overview of most frequent non-derived adverbs.
Adverb
wingi
sésuk
mengko
biyèn
bésuk
kerep
terus
suwé
tau
adoh
cedhak

3.3.5

Meaning
‘yesterday’
‘tomorrow’
‘shortly’
‘formerly, once’
‘later on, in the future’
‘frequently’
‘directly’
‘long’
‘ever’
‘far’
‘near’

Personal and possessive pronouns

Below is an overview of the pronouns of some Javanese varieties and speech styles (for a
description of these, see 2.2.3.3). It turns out that the Surinamese Javanese pronominal paradigm
patterns mostly with Central Javanese ngoko. Plural in pronouns is usually not expressed in a single
pronoun, but expressed in phrases such as aku kabèh ‘I all’, awaké dhéwé ‘we (lit. body the.own)’
(Ogloblin 2005: 598) or arèk-arèk ‘ they (lit. child~RED’). Another strategy to indicate plurality is
to place padha ‘same, alike’ in front of the predicate. The only monomorphemic plural pronouns
are kita ‘1PL’ in Javanese krama and kalian ‘2PL’ in Eastern Surabaya Javanese, which are both
borrowings from Indonesian.
In Surinamese Javanese, I frequently find the variant aédhéwé for awaké dhéwé, which is also
found in the dictionary of Surinamese Javanese by Vruggink (2001). The phonetic reduction of
this form possibly indicates that it is on the way of becoming more grammaticalized. In Table 3.5,
I give the frequencies of the most frequently used pronouns. Even if this corpus is not necessarily
representative of pronoun use (since it is only elicitations/descriptions and no conversations), I
think it is still remarkable how much more frequently the second person pronoun is used in
Surinamese Javanese. Possibly, this indicates a change in progress, where pronouns are being less
avoided in Suriname, in line with the contact languages. this is consistent with my own
experiences in the field, where the second person pronoun was commonly used, even if I also
heard comments that it might be considered impolite.
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Table 3.4: Overview of pronouns in Javanese varieties.21
Surinamese
Javanesea, b

Central
Javanese
ngokoc, d

Central
Javanese
kramad

Central
Javanese
krama inggild

Eastern
Javanese
(Surabaya)e(Kr
auße
2017)(Krauße
2017)(Krauße
2017)

1SG
2SG

aku
kowé

aku
kowé

kula
sampéyan

dalem
panjenengan

aku
kon, awakmu

3SG

dhèké, dhèwèké,
dhèwèkné,
dhèkné,
botyahé, wongé
awake dhéwé,
aédhéwé,

dhèwèké

piyambakipun

panjenengané,
panjenenganipu
n

dhèké, dhèkné,
wongé, arèké

awake dhéwé

kita

awake dhéwé

2PL

kowé (kabèh)

kowé kabèh

sampéyan

3PL

dhèké, dhèwèké,
dhèwèkné,
dhèkné, wongé

dhèwèké

kon kabèh,
awakmu kabèh,
kalian
wongé, dhèké
kabèh, arèkarèk

1PL

Table 3.5: Frequency of pronouns in corpora of Surinamese and Indonesian Javanese (occurrences
/ 1000 words).
Pronoun
aku
kowé
dhèké
dhèwèké

Surinamese Javanese
2.37
4.03
0.68
0.44

Central Javanese
1.71
0.89
0.22
0.06

Eastern Javanese
7.24
0.03
0.24
0.03

Suffixes -ku, -mu and -é (-né with vowel-final stems) express possessive of first person, second
person and third person, respectively. Suffix -é also expresses definiteness. This paradigm is fully
productive in Indonesian and Surinamese Javanese. There is some discussion about whether to

21

References: a = data collected for this thesis, b = Vruggink 2001: xlv, c = Robson 1992: 33, d = Ogloblin
2005: 598, e = Krauße 2017.
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consider these forms as clitics or suffixes (e.g. Krauße 2017 regards them as enclitics; whereas
Ogloblin 2005 regards -é as suffix, and -ku and -mu as enclitics; Hoogervorst 2009 regards them
all as suffixes), but since they are most commonly referred to as suffixes in the literature, and more
research is needed to determine their exact status (see also Vander Klok 2012: 101), I treat all these
morphemes as suffixes here.

3.3.6

Demonstratives

There are four different demonstrative pronouns in Javanese: iki ‘DEM.PROX’, iku/kuwi ‘DEM.DIST’,
and kaé ‘that over there. They can be used as free-standing arguments as well as cliticized to a noun
phrase, as in (4) and (5) for iki and iku respectively. They can also be used to refer to the whole
scene/verb phrase as in (6).
(4)

Iki

wortel

nèk

cara

jawa-né

DEM.PROX

carrot

COMP

language

Java-DEF

‘This is called “wortel” in Javanese.’ (JAV-20160410-IJ-29-C-74F-clips)
(5)

Arèk

lanang

iki

ng-angkat

èmbèr

isi-né

banyu

child

male

DEM.PROX

AV-lift

bucket

contents-POSS

water

‘This boy lifts a bucket filled with water.’ (JAV-20160419-IJ-15-E-63F-clips)
(6)

Iki

weruh

anjing-é

ng-oyak~oyak~oyak

DEM.PROX

see

dog-DEF

AV-chase~RED~RED

‘Here (I) see the dog continuing to chase.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-49-C-55F-frogstory)
The difference between kuwi and iku is that kuwi is more colloquial than iku, which is more literary
(Robson 1992: 37). According to Hoogervorst (2009: 17), iku is more archaic than kuwi, and the
difference in usage nowadays is regional: kuwi is Central Javanese and iku Eastern Javanese. This
regional difference is confirmed by the usage frequency of these variants in the corpus: for Central
Javanese, kuwi is much more frequent, while this is the other way around in Eastern Javanese.
Surinamese Javanese seems to be most similar to Eastern Javanese in this respect.
Table 3.6: Frequency of demonstratives in corpus (occurrences / 1000 words).
Demonstrative
iki
iku
kuwi
kaé

Surinamese Javanese
29.51
11.72
2.63
0.82

Central Javanese
20.02
0.87
17.38
0.82

Eastern Javanese
16.83
22.45
2.99
0.09
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3.3.7

Prepositions

In Javanese, the class of adpositions is formed by prepositions. The members of this class cannot
stand on their own, but must always take a complement in order to form a prepositional phrase.
The most frequent prepositions are:
Table 3.7: Prepositions in Javanese.
ning/nèng/nang/menyang/ana ing/ing/(n)dhèk
teka/seka/saka/sangka
karo/kambèk/mbèk

LOC (at/direction towards)

‘from’
‘with/by’

Table 3.8 gives a comparison of the frequencies of the locative prepositions, expressing direction
towards/at and direction from. It seems that Surinamese Javanese patterns mostly with Central
Javanese in the expression of ‘direction towards/at’, since it does not use Eastern Javanese (n)dhèk.
However, the typical Central Javanese expression ana ing is not used either. Instead, the general
locative preposition nang/nang/nèng is overgeneralized. As for direction from, Surinamese
Javanese does not use either seka or saka frequently, but has a preference for its own variant sangka.

Table 3.8: Frequency of locative prepositions in corpora (occurrences / 1000 words).
Preposition
ana ing
ing
ning/nèng/nang
menyang
(n)dhèk
teka22
seka
saka
sangka

Surinamese Javanese
0.97
0.73
40.50
3.03
0.06
0.09
2.48

Central Javanese
4.06
1.67
27.4
0.14
0.20
0.52
5.01
0.36
-

Eastern Javanese
0.03
1.33
21.45
0.09
8.7
2.02
0.48
1.21
-

More on locative constructions and motion constructions can be found in Chapter 5 and 6.

22

Note that the corpus did not allow to differentiate occurrences of teka as a verb ‘to come’ from teka as a
preposition. However, I expect these differences to level out between the varieties.
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Auxiliaries

Tense, Modality and Aspect in Javanese are expressed by means of auxiliaries. This class is related
to adverbs in the sense that they can both occur in between the subject and verb, however,
auxiliaries are in a fixed position, and cannot occur sentence-initially or sentence-finally as adverbs
can (Robson 1992: 81). An overview of the most important auxiliaries expressing Tense, Aspect
and Modality is given below (based on Villerius 2017b).23
Table 3.9: Overview of auxiliaries in Javanese.
Category
Tense
Aspect
Modality

Type
Future
Progressive
Perfect
Epistemic ‘must’
Epistemic ‘may’
Irrealis
Deontic ‘may’
Deontic ‘must’
Ability

Auxiliary
arep/bakal
lagi
wis
mesthi
mungkin24
bakal
éntuk/olèh
kudu/perlu
(b)isa/inter

In a previous study on TMA-marking in Surinamese Javanese (Villerius 2017b), it was found that
in terms of the forms, these are largely the same between Surinamese and both varieties of
Indonesian Javanese, except for the fact that Surinamese Javanese does not use Eastern Javanese
future marker (k)até, and almost never the progressive marker lagi. This prevalence of lagi in
Indonesian Javanese may be reinforced by its existence and use in Standard Indonesian, usually
with the meaning ‘again’, but occasionally also expressing the progressive (Sneddon et al. 2010:
205). Another form not encountered in Surinamese Javanese (with the exception of one speaker)
is mungkin, which may be explained by the fact that it is a loan from Indonesian (Vander Klok
2012: 132). Modality of ability is expressed by the in Indonesian Javanese unknown form inter,
which comes from pinter ‘smart’. The loss of the initial consonant is likely parallel to the formation
of isa from bisa. Future marker arep is frequently used as a prospective marker instead of a future
tense marker in Surinamese Javanese, a difference explained by language contact with

23

Note that this overview was based on Villerius (2017b), and that other interpretations are possible. E.g.
Vruggink (p.c.) has suggested that progressive aspect in Indonesian and Surinamese Javanese may be indicated
by the auxiliary word isih ‘still’ (variants ijih, ijik). This is however not a function described in the references
on which I based this overview, and I have therefore not included it here.
24
A borrowing from Indonesian which is used in Indonesian Javanese dialects such as Paciran Javanese
(Vander Klok 2012: 132).
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Sranantongo and Dutch, since these languages both have a grammaticalized difference between
future and prospective aspect.

3.4 Word formation
3.4.1

Affixation

Javanese does not have inflectional suffixes, but there are some derivational suffixes. Most of these
have a function related to voice and valency, and will be discussed in the relevant section. Other
affixes are listed below:
The prefix pe-/pa- derives nouns from nouns or verbs, usually in combination with suffix -

-

an, e.g. ajak ‘invite’, pangajak ‘invitation’ (Ras 1985: 174). In combination with suffix -an (see
below), it can express the instrument of action from a verb, e.g. gorèng ‘fry’, penggorèngan
‘frying pan’ (Uhlenbeck 1978: 75). In my corpus of Surinamese Javanese, it is not productive
(i.e. not used with loans), and only found in some words in one speaker, who spent some
time living in Indonesia (e.g. pemandangan ‘scenery’ from memandang (loanword from
Indonesian) ‘watch’ and peturon ‘bed’ from turu ‘sleep’).
The suffix -an (-n for stems ending in a vowel) has a wide range of functions, depending on

-

the class of the stem (Ras 1985: 105; Vruggink 2001: lxi–lxii). Attached to a noun, it can derive
a verb with the meaning ‘to do/be busy with X’ (e.g. kendurèn ‘ritual meal’, kendurènan
‘organize a ritual meal’) or ‘to wear/use X’ (e.g. bantal ‘pillow’, bantalan ‘use a pillow’). Attached
to a verb, it remains a verb and can express reciprocity (often in combination with
reduplication, e.g. omong ‘speak’, omong-omongan ‘speak to each other’,), or ‘do X without a
purpose/with nonchalance’ (e.g. (n)jagong ‘sit’, jagongan ‘just sitting’). It can also derive a noun
from a verb, for instance the instrument of action (e.g. timbang ‘weigh’, timbangan ‘scale’) or
the object of the action (e.g. pangan ‘eat’, panganan ‘food’). Attached to an adjective, it can
mean ‘have a tendency to X/be X by nature’ (e.g. isin ‘shy’, isinan ‘be shy by nature’). It is also
often used in combination with prefixes: with prefix pe- (see above) to derive nouns from
verbs, and with prefix ke- to derive an adversative passive (see Chapter 8). This suffix is very
frequent in Surinamese Javanese.

3.4.2

Reduplication

As many Austronesian languages, Javanese uses reduplication to express a range of meanings. In
full reduplication, roots or complex stems are copied entirely, as in wong-wong ‘people’. Full
reduplication can be accompanied by a vowel change, e.g. mlaku ‘walk’, mloka-mlaku ‘walk around’.
Reduplication can be used with nouns, in (7), to express diversity/plurality (arèk-arèk); combine
with a suffix to derive a verb (bal-bal-an) (Ras 1985: 120), or express an attenuative meaning (Blust
2013: 304) as in (8).
(7)

ana

arèk-arèk

ki

dulinan

bal~bal-an

EXIST

child~RED

DEM.PROX

play

RED~bal-AN
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‘These children (collective) are playing a ball game.’ (JAV-20160426-IJ-28-E-59Mstories)

(8)

ana

bapak-bapak

karo

ibu-ibu

lingguh

ana

ing

méja

EXIST

RED~man

with

RED~woman

sit

EXIST

LOC

table

‘Some (kind of) man and some (kind of) woman are sitting on the table.’(JAV-20160331IJ-40-C-23M-clips)
With verbs, reduplication can express reciprocity of the action as in (9) (with suffix -an) and
intensity/iterativity as in (10). According to Ogloblin (2005: 597), repetition of prenasalization
depends on the initial stem phoneme. When the stem is consonant-initial, nasalization and
prefixation precedes reduplication, and thus the nasal in this case is repeated, as in (10).
(9)

Ana

wong

papat

salam~salam-an

EXIST

person

four

RED~greet-AN

‘There are four people greeting each other.’(JAV-20160331-IJ-49-C-55F-clips)
(10)

Bocah

mau

bengok~bengok

kirik-é

uga

n-jegog~n-jegog

child

just.now

RED~call

dog-DEF

also

RED~AV-bark

‘The child keeps yelling and the dog keeps barking.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-16-C-53Ffrogstory)
When the stem is vowel-initial, as in example (11), reduplication precedes affixation/nasalization,
and the prefix is not repeated. The undergoer voice prefix, as in (12), is never repeated.
(11)

Kirik

isih

ng-oyak~oyak25

dog

still

AV-RED~chase

‘(the) dog still keeps chasing.’ (JAV-20160407-IJ-52-C-29M-frogstory)
(12)

Di-undang~undang

ana

ing

kebon

UV-RED~call

EXIST

LOC

garden

‘In the garden, (he) keeps being called.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-16-C-53F-frogstory)
With adjectives, reduplication expresses intensity as in (13) or plurality. The sentence below could
for instance also mean ‘these trees are big’, but from the context in this case, it is clear that there is
only one tree (the image described shows only one tree).

25

Isih ‘still’ may be interpreted as a progressive here, as suggested by Vruggink (p.c.), see footnote 23.
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(13)

Iki

wit

gedhé~gedhé

DEM.PROX

tree

RED~big

‘This is a very big tree.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-33-C-77F-clips)
In Surinamese Javanese, reduplication is used roughly in the same way (i.e. full reduplication, root
reduplication and vowel changes) and expresses the same range of meanings. The only type that
is barely found in Surinamese Javanese is the type illustrated in (8), where reduplication expresses
some kind of resemblance (attenuative). Furthermore, reduplication overall seems to be used
relatively less: 1236 occurrences (81,300 words total) against 1911 occurrences in the Indonesian
corpus (82,400 words total). This may be because the Surinamese Javanese prefer other
constructions for meanings expressed by reduplication, noted for instance by Yakpo (2015) for the
reciprocal. In Surinamese Javanese, this is frequently expressed by means of a reciprocal adverb
(Dutch elkaar or Sranan makandra) at the expense of reduplicated verbs. On the other hand,
reduplication is still frequent, even with borrowings and in young speakers, as in (14).
(14)

Kabèh

sing

di-groeten~groeten

all

REL

UV-RED~greet

‘All that are greeted.’ (JVN-20170328-SJ-49-502-27F-clips)
This could suggest a case of opposite language pressure: on the one hand, since Dutch does not
employ reduplication, there would be pressure for the usage frequency to go down, but on the
other hand, since Sranan does have reduplication, there could be reinforcement through contact.
One hypothetical scenario would be that this reinforcement would be limited to the functions that
overlap with Sranan (i.e. intensity and repetition, which are more related to plurality), which
explains why I did not find many cases of the attenuative function in Surinamese Javanese. This is
a case for further investigation.

3.5 Phrases
3.5.1

Constituent order

The word order in main clauses in Javanese is SVO:
(15)

Aku

m-angan

apel

iku

1SG

AV-eat

apple

DEM.DIST

‘I eat that apple.’ (JAV-20160423-IJ-11-E-22F-stories)
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Javanese is a head-initial language, meaning that the head precedes its complements, e.g. wit gedhé
‘tree big’ (noun phrase), gedhé banget ‘big very’ (adjectival phrase) and ning toplès ‘LOC jar’
(prepositional phrase).

3.5.2

Noun phrases

As stated earlier, noun phrases are headed by a noun, which is followed by the modifier. Noun
phrases can be modified by an adjective (e.g. wit gedhé ‘tree big’), a demonstrative (e.g. wit iku ‘tree
DEM.DIST’), or the determiner/possessive suffix -é (allomorphs –né), which makes the noun phrase

definite or possessed (e.g. omahé ‘his house/the house’).
Noun phrases can be relativized by using the relative pronoun sing. The subject as well as the
object of the main clause can be relativized as the subject of the relative clause. Relativization is
also frequently used to introduce a complex verb phrase as the subject of the clause.
(16)

Lha

sing

n-duwé

kodhok

mau

malah

kagèt

EXCL

REL

AV-have

frog

just.now

even

frightened

‘Now the one that had the frog is even frightened.’ (JAV-20160405-IJ-25-C-32Mfrogstory)
The form sing alternates with jing and ling. In Indonesian Javanese, sing is used almost exclusively
(949 occurrences, against 2 occurrences of ling). In Surinamese Javanese, sing is the most frequent
(944 occurrences), but ling is also quite frequent (152 occurrences). The form jing, which is said to
be ‘Yogya slang’ (Robson & Wibisono 2002) also occurs 33 times in the Surinamese corpus.

3.5.3

Verb phrases

In verbal phrases, the verb acts as the predicate of the clause. The default word order is SV(O).
Locational complements follow the verb in intransitive clauses:
(17)

bocah

mlayu

ana

ing

dalan

child

run

EXIST

LOC

street

‘A boy runs on the street.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-16-C-53F-focuspictures)
In transitive clauses, the subject precedes the verb, which is followed by the object, and then by
other complements.
(18)

wong-é

iki

ng-gawa

penthung-é

kasti

person-DEF

DEM.PROX

AV-carry

stick-DEF

kasti

‘This person carries a kasti (ball game) stick.’ (JAV-20160419-IJ-15-E-63F-clips)
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The existential verb ana (variants onok/ènèk/ènèng) introduces a participant or event unknown in
previous discourse (the event is usually in progressive aspect).

(19)

Iki

ana

wong

mlayu

DEM.PROX

EXIST

person

run

‘This is a man running.’ (JAV-20160421-IJ-46-E-71M-focuspictures)

3.6 Negation
The different negators of Javanese are given below.
Table 3.10: Negators in Javanese.
Negator
Negated
constituents

ora / (ng)gak
Verbal predicates
Adjectival predicates
Prepositional
predicates
Verb phrase

dudu
Numerals
Adverbs
Nominal predicates
Personal pronouns
Proper names

aja
Imperatives

The negator ora or its regional variant (ng)gak is used to negate verbal predicates, as in in (20), and
adjectival predicates as in (21).
(20)

Murid

iku

ora

ng-gawé

PR

student

DEM.DIST

NEG

ACT-make

homework

‘The student didn't do his homework.’
(21)

Kucing-é

ora

gedhé

cat-DEF

NEG

big

‘The cat is not big.’
It can also be used with prepositional predicates in (22) and verb phrases, as in (23):
(22)

Aku

ora

nang

pantai

1SG

NEG

LOC

beach

‘I was not on the beach.’
(23)

Q:

Dhèké

ng-gawé

PR

ora?

A:

Ora
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3SG

AV-make

homework

NEG

NEG

Q: ‘Did they do their homework?’ A: ‘No.’
Negator dudu can be used to negate (nominal) predicates, as in (24):
(24)

Dudu

lemah

tapi

kali

NEG

land

but

river

‘It is not land, but a river.’ (JAV-20160421-IJ-46-E-71M-frogstory)
Negator aja is used to make negative imperatives, as in (25):
(25)

Meneng

waé

kowé

aja

bengok

be.silent

just

2SG

NEG

bark

‘Just be silent you, don’t bark.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-49-C-55F-frogstory)
Below, I give the overall occurrence of the different negators in the variants of Javanese in my
corpus. Surinamese Javanese patterns with Central Javanese: ora is more frequent than (ng)gak.
The negator dudu is very infrequent overall, but seems to be even more infrequent in Surinamese
Javanese, considering that this is the biggest corpus.
Table 3.11. Frequency of negators in Surinamese Javanese and Indonesian Javanese corpora
(occurrences / 1000 words).
Negator
dudu
ora
(ng)gak
aja

Surinamese Javanese
0.02
8.13
0.55
0.28

Central Javanese
0.40
9.03
0.44
0.38

Eastern Javanese
0.21
3.05
8.10
0.06

3.7 Voice and valency
Javanese is one of the ‘symmetrical voice languages’ (Himmelmann 2005: 112) and has prefixes
indicating actor voice and undergoer voice, none of which is the basic form. For a complete
overview and description of the voice system, see Chapter 8 on voice.
-

The prefix N- (nasal, surface forms ng-, m-, ny- and n-) is used for actor voice, and is fully
productive. It is used with verbs. It is very frequent in Surinamese Javanese, and also applied
to loanwords.

-

The prefix di- expresses undergoer voice with third person actor. It is fully productive and
mostly used with verbs, but can be used with adjectives as well. It is very frequent in
Surinamese Javanese.
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Prefixes tak- and tok- (variant mbok-) express undergoer voice with first person and second

-

person actors, respectively. They are frequent in Surinamese Javanese.
The prefix ke- (k- for stems with initial vowel) expresses accidental undergoer voice or

-

‘accidental passive’ (Uhlenbeck 1978: 71), and is fully productive. It is used with verbs. It is
still used in Surinamese Javanese, although there are some changes in progress, such as that
it is used less in favour of general undergoer voice-marker di- (see Chapter 8).
Suffixes -i, -ké and -na are associated with a range of mostly valency-increasing operations. One of
the functions of suffix -i is to form the causative (e.g. resik ‘clean.ADJ’, ngresiki ‘clean.VERB’). The
suffix –(a)ké is used among others to introduce a benefactive argument (e.g. tuku ‘buy’, tukokké ‘buy
for someone’). The suffix -na is the Eastern Javanese variant of -ké. For a description of the other
functions of these suffixes, see Table 7.1 in 7.2.1.1.

3.8 Imperative
Suffix -a (variant -na) is used with verbs, to express the imperative (Vruggink 2001: lx) as in (26)
or the ‘irrealis’ (Arps et al. 2000: 510) as in (27). I have not come across this suffix in my corpus.
(26)

Omong-a!
talk-IMP
‘Say (it)!’ (Vruggink 2001: lx)

(27)

Tuku-a

kaé

dhuwit-ku

cepet

entèk

buy-IRR

that

money-1SG.POSS

quickly

finish

‘If I would buy that, my money would be finished quickly.’ (Arps et al. 2000: 510)

3.9 Verb combinations
3.9.1

Subordination

Complement clause subordination is signalled by means of the complementizer yèn or its
colloquial variant nèk/nak ‘if, when, that’. This complementizer can be used with both affirmative
as in (28) and negative main clauses as in (29).
(28) ndarung
and.then

ngerti

yèn

omah-é

kodhok

ana

ing

pinggir

kali

know

COMP

house-POSS

frog

EXIST

LOC

side

river

‘And then he knows that the frog’s house is one the riverside.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-35-C78M-frogstory)
(29)

Dhèwèké

ora

ngerti

nèk

manuk-é

ana

ing

mburi-né

3SG

NEG

know

COMP

bird-DEF

EXIST

LOC

back-POSS
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‘He doesn’t know that the bird is behind him’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-18-C-38F-frogstory)

3.9.2

Serialization

In Javanese, verb serialization can be used to express motion events or resultatives. An example of
a resultative construction is given in (30):
(30)

arèk

wédok

iki

ny-uwèk

klambi

dadi

loro

child

female

DEM.PROX

AV-tear

cloth

become

two

‘This girl tears a cloth in two.’ (JAV-20160419-IJ-15-E-63F-clips)
For an overview of multi-verb constructions in motion constructions, see Chapter 6.

3.10 The classification of Surinamese Javanese
As shown in section 2.2.3.3, the majority of the contract laborers originated from Central-Java,
and thus spoke some Central Javanese dialect. It would therefore be expected that Surinamese
Javanese would be most similar to Central Javanese. In this very preliminary comparison, this
prediction is borne out to some extent: the two varieties are similar in phonology (lowering of /a/
only in non-suffixed contexts), pronouns (kowé instead of Eastern Surabaya Javanese kon), TMAauxiliaries (arep instead of (k)até for future tense), applicative suffixes (-i instead of -na) and
negators (preference for ora instead of (ng)gak). However, the demonstrative system is clearly
modeled more on the Eastern Javanese system: the distal demonstrative is most frequently
expressed with iku, instead of Central Javanese kuwi.

3.11 Name of the language and orthography
The Javanese as spoken by the contract laborers and their descendants in Suriname has been
referred to with the terms Caribbean Javanese or simply ‘Javanese, Suriname’ (Simons & Fennig
2018). The most commonly used term in the literature is the Dutch ‘Surinaams-Javaans’ or its
English equivalent Surinamese Javanese. This is the term I will use when designating the language
in this thesis, as to be opposed to Indonesian Javanese, which can in turn be divided into Eastern
Javanese, Central Javanese and Western Javanese, divisions which will be made explicit when
relevant (see also 3.1). Giving a distinct name to the Javanese spoken in Suriname is important in
order to emphasize that it is truly a separate variety from Indonesian Javanese in its own right. In
the filenames of the recordings, I distinguish between Surinamese Javanese and Indonesian
Javanese by the use of the prefixes ‘JAV’ (for Indonesian Javanese) and ‘JVN’ (for Surinamese
Javanese), following the abbreviation system of Ethnologue (2018). In some figures and tables, the
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reader might also find the abbreviations ‘IJ’ for Indonesian Javanese and ‘SJ’ for Surinamese
Javanese.
In order to distinguish the two varieties, they are represented in slightly different
orthographies. For Surinamese Javanese, I adhere to the official Surinamese Javanese orthography
also used by Vruggink (Vruggink 2001: xli). This orthography is largely similar to that of
Indonesian Javanese, and includes the use of diacritics for distinguishing the vowels /e/ (é) and /ɛ/
(è), which is optional in Indonesian Javanese (Ogloblin 2005: 594). The main difference between
the standard Javanese orthography and Surinamese orthography is in the representation of /c/,
which is c in the standard and ty in the Surinamese system. This was done in order to approach
the orthography of other Surinamese languages (Vruggink 1990: 39). The other difference is that
retroflex consonants in the Surinamese Javanese orthography are simply represented as t and d,
and not differentiated from non-retroflex consonants. This is the only case where I choose to
follow the Indonesian Javanese spelling, and write them as th and dh respectively, in order to
represent the pronunciation as completely as possible. For Sranantongo and Dutch examples as
well as insertions from these languages in Javanese examples, I use their standard orthographies.

new page

4. Methodology
This chapter will describe in detail the methodology that I employed to collect the data to be used
in the coming chapters. It also describes some of the choices that I made and the dilemmas I faced
in this research project.

4.1 Research design and fieldwork
In the study of heritage language, the challenge is to identify developments in the language since
the moment that it left the homeland. Ideally, this would be done by investigating the heritage
language as it was spoken in the homeland at the time of migration. However, historical sources
on heritage languages are often scarce and when they exist, are usually based on the
standard/written language. This creates problems for comparability, since these sources then often
do not match the dialectal background of the speakers. Therefore, in this study I have chosen to
use a method which approaches this ideal, historical approach the most closely: comparing
modern-day data from heritage speakers to homeland speakers. This method, the so-called
‘transnational research design’ is recommended by Aalberse & Muysken (2013: 11) for the study
of heritage languages. It entails that data are collected in the country of residence (of the heritage
speakers, in this case Suriname) as well as in the country of origin (Java, Indonesia), specifically in
the regions of origin of the immigrants (East- and Central-Java), to match the dialectal background
of the heritage speakers. This design is preferred over an approach which uses written grammatical
descriptions, because these are often based on the written language and do not correspond with
the heritage language, which is usually only spoken.
Some possible problems with this approach, which make the comparison less neat, are
differences in language dominance and literacy between the groups of speakers (homeland
speakers are usually more dominant and literate in the language), possible differences between
homeland and baseline speakers in terms of socio-economic background, as well as the fact that
the modern-day homeland language may have undergone changes of its own. This latter problem
is certainly something to keep in mind when gathering data in Indonesia, since Standard
Indonesian has become the official language of Indonesia after the departure of the contract
laborers to Suriname, and virtually all Indonesian speakers of Javanese are nowadays bilingual in
Standard Indonesian. When relevant, these problems will be addressed in the chapters concerned.
Before going on fieldwork, I planned two pilot sessions in The Netherlands, one with a
speaker of Indonesian Javanese in Leiden, and one with a speaker of Surinamese Javanese in The
Hague. In this way, I could practice the elicitation procedure and recording, and make some final
adjustments. These recordings were not analyzed further. The data on Surinamese Javanese were
collected during three fieldworks trips: April-June 2014, August-September 2016 and MarchApril 2017. The goals of my first fieldwork trip in 2014 were two-fold: first and foremost, my goal
was to get to know the country, the Surinamese Javanese community and their culture and
customs, and to build up a network. The other main goal of my fieldwork was to collect recordings
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of Surinamese Javanese. It took me around four weeks to get to know the country and community,
after which I started making recordings. The following two fieldwork trips in 2016 and 2017 were
fully dedicated to finding more speakers and elaborating the basic corpus of recordings, mostly in
Lelydorp.
The data on Indonesian Javanese were collected during two fieldwork trips in May-June 2015
and March-April 2016. The data that I collected in 2015 were part of my pilot studies, and were
not further analyzed in the case studies. All of the Indonesian Javanese data used in the analysis
presented here were collected in 2016.

4.2 Elicitation materials
For the recordings, I relied mainly on semi-structured elicitation tasks. This approach was chosen
for several reasons. The first reason was for the sake of comparison: most of these tasks were also
used in the data-collection in the Surinamese research project in 2011 (by Kofi Yakpo, Robert
Borges and Stanley Hanenberg), as well as in the projects on heritage languages in the Netherlands
with data from Ambon Malay (Moro 2016) and Spanish (Irizarri van Suchtelen 2016). Use of the
same tasks would then facilitate observation of possible parallel developments between the
different Surinamese languages, as well as other heritage languages in contact with Dutch. The
second reason for choosing these specific tasks was that they targeted the elicitation of certain
constructions, which would probably not occur so easily in spontaneous speech, such as
ditransitive and resultative constructions. Finally, the tasks took relatively little time (about 30-60
minutes per participant) and so were easy to plan into the schedule of most speakers.
I begin with an overview of the various tasks I used in the fieldwork, both in Suriname and
in Java, in 4.2.1 to 4.2.3. The socio-linguistic interview is described in 4.2.4, and 4.2.5 gives more
information on the other data that I collected.

4.2.1

Elicit Kit

The so-called Elicit Kit is a collection of 65 short video clips and 14 longer videos, which are to be
described by the speaker. This collection of video clips and pictures was assembled as a standard
elicitation kit for the Traces of Contact research group (2009-2013, ERC Project #230310), aimed
to establish criteria by which results from language contact studies can be used to strengthen the
field of historical linguistics. I made separate recordings of the short and long videos, so as to make
sure that the elicitation did not take too long. The shorter videos, task name clips, showed different
actions, targeting among others ditransitive, resultative and reflexive constructions. The longer
videos, referred to as stories, aimed at eliciting TMA-structures, showing longer episodes and
telling short stories, for example cartoons of a mouse and an elephant. This task was also used in
the 2011 data collection for the Suriname research project mentioned above. The stories were
described simultaneously, so as to ensure a more spontaneous language use. In the original
elicitation by Moro and Irizarri van Suchtelen, the description of the clips was done after watching
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two videos. However, I chose to let the participants describe while watching, since it turned out
to be difficult for especially older participants to remember what had happened in the previous
clip, and in this way it would become more of a memory test than a linguistic elicitation. I asked
participants to describe the clips shortly, in one or two sentences. For a complete overview of the
videos used in these stimuli and the correct credits, I refer to the Appendix A.

4.2.2

Focus pictures

This was a task designed specifically for the elicitation of voice constructions (see Chapter 8), a
topic much discussed in Austronesian linguistics. It was a slightly adapted version of Experimental
Task 3 by Skopeteas et al. (2006), and consisted of 30 sets of two pictures. In the first picture, either
the agent or patient of an action was given, whereas the other participant was introduced in the
second picture. Participants were asked to imagine that each set of two pictures belonged together,
and that they told one single story. A more detailed description is given in Chapter 8.

4.2.3

Frog Story

Frog Story (Mayer 1969): a wordless picture book, which has been widely used in language
description and comparative acquisition research. The book tells the story of a boy and his dog,
who are looking for the boy’s frog who escapes. The speaker retells the story in his own words,
and is free to choose how long he/she spends on the narration. This task was also used in the 2011
data collection for the Surinamese research project described above (Yakpo, Borges and
Hanenberg). Frog Story data were used in Chapter 6 on multi-verb constructions and Chapter 9
on speech rate.

4.2.4

The socio-linguistic interview

One of the parts of the Elicit Kit designed in 2011 was a standardized socio-linguistic interview,
aimed at gathering information on language history, language practices and preferences. I used an
adapted version of this interview in my data elicitation, adding questions like ‘Do you ever watch
or listen to Javanese television and radio programmes?’ for Surinamese speakers and ‘Do you know
about the Javanese in Suriname?’ for Indonesian speakers. For reasons of time, it was not always
possible to do the complete socio-linguistic interview, but in these cases, I always tried to make
sure to gather at least information about the languages the speaker spoke, the generation, and
language preferences. In cases with missing data, I always tried to contact the speaker afterwards
(usually through digital communication), and to ask additional questions through a questionnaire.
In most cases, this succeeded, but unfortunately there was still some missing data; see also 4.3.4.

4.2.5

Other data

For additional data, I made some other recordings. I chose to collect some procedural texts, mainly
recipes, since these are very important in Javanese culture, and everyone will know at least some
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recipes by heart. They are also quite short but give a lot of interesting information, such as
imperative constructions and constructions with a second person singular subject. Other
recordings consisted of things such as conversations and the explanation of certain rituals, and
non-linguistic events such as Javanese religious rituals or a theater play. The total length of these
recordings was approximately 5.5 hours in 2014, 38 hours in 2015 and 2.5 hours in 2017. These
recordings were not analyzed in the systematic comparison in Chapter 5 to Chapter 8, but they
were sometimes used to check certain assumptions and the occurrence of specific constructions
and loanwords.

4.3 Heritage speakers
4.3.1

Method of selection

During the fieldwork trips in Suriname, I collected data from as many different speakers as
possible, through quasi-random sampling: this meant that I tried to make the sample as diverse as
possible in terms of gender, age, social network and place of origin. I found the participants
through the social network approach, which meant that I was first introduced to the community,
after which I asked the people whom I interviewed whether they could help me finding more
participants among the friends or relatives in their network. Recruiting informants went mostly
through the personal network I built prior to and in the first few weeks of my stay. I lived with a
Javanese family in Paramaribo, which I had been referred to by Hein Vruggink. In this way, being
a friend of a friend, the family already knew what I was going to do in Suriname, and they could
help me finding other participants more easily. I interviewed the family members as well as some
of their relatives and friends, in Paramaribo and La Vigilantia (Para district). Outside of
Paramaribo, I was helped by Wonny Karijopawiro to find speakers in Rust en Werk and
Mariënburg (Commewijne district) and to build a larger network, by Antoon Sisal to find speakers
in Domburg and Tamanredjo (Wanica and Commewijne district), and by Elna Atmoredjo to find
speakers in Lelydorp and Para (Wanica and Para district).
Before leaving for the first fieldtrip, it was hard to estimate how difficult it would be to find
enough participants for the different tasks, and whether I could set strict criteria in the selection
of participants. It was already clear that the Surinamese Javanese community would vary
enormously in level of command and manner of acquisition of the language. As a result it is very
important to also acknowledge and describe this variation within the analysis of the language.
Therefore I decided that I would not beforehand place any selection criteria on the gender, age,
place of origin or level of command of my participants, but that I would try to make the group as
diverse as possible in terms of these criteria, using a ‘quasi-random’ approach. I did not use
proficiency measurements beforehand, but selected speakers on the basis of their linguistic
autobiography. In this, I followed Nagy (2015: 313), who takes the fact that speakers “consent to
spend about an hour speaking in their heritage language” as evidence that they are sufficiently
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proficient in the heritage language. Similarly, I took the fact that speakers self-identified as
Javanese, and agreed to be recorded while speaking this language, as a criterion that qualified
speakers as heritage speakers who could participate in the research. Soon after arriving at the
fieldwork site I decided to set one restriction: I wanted the informants to have had as little formal
education in the Javanese language as possible, ideally none at all. This was to avoid influence from
Indonesian Javanese as much as possible. I did not use any formal proficiency measures, which I
will explain in the next section.

4.3.2

Linguistic insecurity and meta-linguistic awareness

One of the issues that I had to deal with during data collection was the high sense of linguistic
insecurity that was especially apparent among younger speakers. This insecurity was expressed in
their self-evaluation: virtually everyone, especially in and around Paramaribo, constantly
emphasized that they were not really good at speaking Javanese, and they often tried to redirect
me to someone who was supposedly better at speaking proper Javanese (usually an older person
who knew krama or someone who had lived or studied in Indonesia). They would qualify their
own Javanese as broko broko (Sranan for ‘broken’), usually referring to the fact that they used
loanwords from Dutch and Sranan, and thus did not speak a ‘pure’ Javanese.
This linguistic insecurity is frequently observed in heritage communities, and can be seen as
a general sign of language shift (Ravindranath Abtahian & McDonough Quinn 2017). However, I
think it is reinforced specifically in the Javanese community by the general high sense of metalinguistic awareness (see also section 2.4.7), and the high sense of self-identification with language
use: correct or ‘pure’ language use (e.g. of the different speech styles) is connected to important
Javanese cultural values, such as politeness and grace. This is not unique for the Javanese in
Suriname. Zentz (2015) reports on similar phenomena among the Javanese in Indonesia,
concerning the proficiency in krama: younger speakers are told they do not speak krama well, they
are corrected by older speakers, and often downgrade their own ability of speaking krama,
especially in the urban centres. Instead of using krama, speakers in Indonesia now often choose to
use the more neutral Standard Indonesian to avoid these issues. I would say that this high sense of
linguistic correctness, originally related to the correct use of the speech levels, has remained a
characteristic of the Javanese community in Suriname, where, in the absence of widely spoken
krama, it is now projected on correct or ‘pure’ use of Javanese ngoko (i.e. without loanwords).
Apart from language shift and in-group judgments, this linguistic insecurity is also intensified
by the break in inter-generational transmission and resulting decreased language competence, as
well as by the overall stigmatization of the Javanese language in the Surinamese community (as
discussed in section 2.4.2). Something else that will probably have contributed to insecurity was
the elicitation context of the recordings: many people would associate this context, of an academic
researcher coming to study ‘the language’, to a school-like environment, and would think of it as
some sort of exam. All these associations made it harder to find participants, especially younger
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speakers. When people did want to participate, they often did not want to be video-taped. During
elicitation, they would try very hard to search for authentic Javanese words, even in cases when
there was none (e.g. in the case of the word ‘carrot’, in which Indonesian Javanese also uses the
Dutch loan wortel). In cases where they used loanwords or ‘flagged’ code-switches, these were often
accompanied with laughter or apologies, showing that speakers were highly aware of them.
In trying to deal with these issues, I first of all always explicitly told participants that the
recordings were no test, exam or whatsoever, that there was no right or wrong, and that I was
interested in the way that they spoke daily. I also told them that they were allowed to use whatever
language they were most comfortable in for certain words or expressions, although of course my
focus was on Javanese. This might have of course led to a sample in which some speakers codeswitch a lot and other do not, but for me, it was mostly important to avoid the risk of young
participants not wanting to participate at all. Instead, I decided to make use of these code-switches
and borrowings, by making them part of the research (see Chapter 9).
This linguistic insecurity is also one of the reasons why I chose not to work with proficiency
tests, grammaticality judgment tasks and elicited grammar judgments. I did not want to make the
speakers more insecure, but also wanted to avoid judgments which do not approach the natural
way of speaking (e.g. hypercorrection). Another reason not to use proficiency tests was to not
exclude less proficient, but possibly innovative speakers beforehand (Nagy 2015: 314). In order to
get an idea of the proficiency of speakers, I made use of post-hoc measurements, such as the speech
rate, also often used in heritage language studies (e.g. Polinsky 2008 see also Chapter 9 of this
thesis), as well as socio-linguistic characteristics, such as ‘language most spoken’.

4.3.3

Geographical spread

As mentioned in 4.3.1, I started out my data collection in Paramaribo, the capital of Suriname.
Since I expected there to be differences in language use and maintenance of Javanese between the
urban centres and other areas, I wanted to make my speaker sample as diverse as possible in terms
of place where the speaker lived. Suriname is administratively divided into districts, which are
different in terms of population composition: Paramaribo, Para, Wanica, Brokopondo,
Commewijne, Marowijne, Saramacca, Coronie, Nickerie and Sipaliwini. These districts are shown
in Figure 4.1, together with the approximate locations of my fieldwork sites.
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Figure 4.1: Districts of Suriname, red stars indicate the locations of my fieldwork (Source:
Wikimedia Commons, Map of the districts of Suriname in Dutch,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Suriname_districts_named.png).

One of the districts which traditionally has many Javanese inhabitants is Commewijne. I went to
several places in Commewijne to find speakers: first of all Tamanredjo, which was one of the
Javanese desas (village communities organized in a traditional Javanese fashion). The other place I
went to collect data is Rust en Werk, a former plantation with a lot of Javanese laborers, which
still live there relatively isolated (since it is only accessible over water). Mariënburg is a former
sugar plantation, which is a touristic site nowadays, where many Javanese still live in the former
worker homes. Another district I visited was Wanica, where I went to Domburg and Lelydorp.
Domburg is situated on the Suriname River, and is famous for its market which attracts a lot of
visitors from outside during the holidays. Lelydorp is the capital city of Wanica, and hosts some
hotels and casinos. It is situated halfway between Paramaribo and the airport (Zanderij), which
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means that practically everyone that arrives in Suriname will pass through Lelydorp at one time
or another. I therefore classified this town as somewhere ‘in between’ in terms of the traditional
Javanese/urban dichotomy. It is also the place where many Javanese ex-laborers settled after the
end of their contract.
The district Para is situated directly to the south of Wanica, and hosts the airport. It is more
scarcely populated than Wanica, and is more important in terms of mining and forestry. Here, I
went to visit a school in La Vigilantia, where I interviewed some of the teachers. I also interviewed
some speakers who lived just over the border with Wanica, close to Lelydorp, where the place
they lived was just referred to with ‘Para’ (no place name).

4.3.4

Overview participants

For the basic corpus, consisting of the four elicitation stimuli (see 4.2), I interviewed a total of 55
speakers of Surinamese Javanese in the course of three years of fieldwork. 26 Ideally, I would collect
the whole basic corpus set for every speaker, but due to practical reasons (mostly time during
individual appointments), this was often not possible. In those cases, I always tried to maintain a
balanced corpus by choosing the task of which I had the least recordings. The overview of speakers
and elicited recordings is given in Table 4.1. The total length of the recordings of Surinamese
Javanese in terms of time was approximately 28 hours, Surinamese Dutch 1:15 hour and
Sranantongo 1:40 hour.
Table 4.1: Overview of Surinamese Javanese speakers in basic corpus. Sp = speaker abbreviation,
Gnd = gender, F = female, M = male, Gnr = generation, Ntw = network, SJ = Surinamese Javanese,
SR = Sranantongo, NL = Dutch, -- = missing data.
Speaker characteristics
Sp

Age

Gnd

Recordings
Place

Gnr

Ntw

frog

clips

stories

story

26

focus
pictures

SJ-20-40136F

36

F

La Vigilantia

4

mix

SJ

SJ-16-40225F

25

F

Para

4

nonJV

SJ

SJ-42-50121F

21

F

Lelydorp

5/6

mix

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ-53-30035F

35

F

Rust en Werk

3

JV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-13-31239M

39

M

Paramaribo

3

nonJV

SJ

SJ

The original sample consisted of 57 participants, but two sets of recordings were excluded: one of them did
not finish the recording, and the other set consisted of recordings with two speakers at the same time, who
helped each other a lot.
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SJ-51-40229F

29

F

Lelydorp

4

nonJV

SJ
NL

SJ
NL

SJ
NL

SJ
NL

SJ-25-30229F

29

F

Domburg

3

nonJV

SJ-28-31162M

62

M

Paramaribo

3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-30-40151F

51

F

Lelydorp

4

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-27-31149F

49

F

Paramaribo

3

mix

SJ-29-x0076F

76

F

Tamanredjo

--

JV

SJ-11-31147F

47

F

Paramaribo

3

mix

SJ-34-30055M

55

M

Rust en Werk

3

JV

SJ-01-20083M

83

M

Tamanredjo

2

JV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-55-30037F

37

F

Lelydorp

3

JV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-54-40129F

29

F

Lelydorp

4

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-38-40146M

46

M

Lelydorp

4

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-15-40228F

28

F

Para

4

nonJV

SJ

SJ-21-20158F

58

F

La Vigilantia

2

--

SJ-48-30072M

72

M

Lelydorp

3

JV

SJ-06-20144F

44

F

Domburg

2/3

mix

SJ-31-50248M

48

M

Lelydorp

5

nonJV

SJ-23-30129F

29

F

La Vigilantia

3

mix

SJ-22-30223F

23

F

La Vigilantia

3

nonJV

SJ-32-30048F

48

F

Rust en Werk

3

JV

SJ-46-50231F

31

F

Lelydorp

5

nonJV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-50-30049F

49

F

Rust en Werk

3

JV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ
SJ
SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ
SJ

SJ
SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ
SJ

SJ
SJ
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SJ-39-30134F

34

F

Lelydorp

3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-17-40061F

61

F

Lelydorp

4

JV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-44-40232F

32

F

Para

4

nonJV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-09-40063F

63

F

Lelydorp

4

JV

SJ
NL

SJ
NL

SJ
NL

SJ
NL

SJ-18-30225F

25

F

Para

3/4

nonJV

SJ

SJ-41-30120F

20

F

Lelydorp

3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-05-20076F

76

F

Domburg

2

JV

SJ

SJ-14-21161M

61

M

Paramaribo

2/3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ
NL

SJ-49-50227F

27

F

Lelydorp

5

nonJV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-03-21164F

64

F

Paramaribo

2/3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-24-31129F

29

F

Paramaribo

3

mix

SJ-52-30049F

49

F

Rust en Werk

3

JV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-57-40117F

17

F

Rust en Werk

4

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-33-x0x79F

79

F

Rust en Werk

--

--

SJ-08-30065F

65

F

Lelydorp

3

JV

SJ

SJ-07-20066F

66

F

Domburg

2

JV

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-43-40137F

37

F

Lelydorp

4

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-47-30159M

59

M

Lelydorp

3

mix

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ-02-31168M

68

M

Paramaribo

3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-10-31152M

52

M

Paramaribo

3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ-36-30140M

40

M

Rust en Werk

3

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ-56-40128F

28

F

Lelydorp

4

mix

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ
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SJ-19-40236M

36

M

Para

4

nonJV

SJ-35-30048M

48

M

Rust en Werk

3

JV

SJ-04-31169M

69

M

Paramaribo

3

mix

SJ-26-41131F

31

F

Paramaribo

4

mix

SJ-45-40131F

31

F

Lelydorp

4

mix

SJ

SJ
SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ

SJ
SJ

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

SJ
SR

Every speaker here was given a unique code, in order to clearly see what their characteristics are.
This code was made as follows: for Surinamese speakers, every code starts with SJ, followed by a
unique speaker number, followed by three numbers representing the generation (between 2 and
5), the place of residence (0 = district, 1 = city) and network (0 = mostly Javanese, 1 = mixed, 2 =
non-Javanese), and finally the age and gender of the participant (e.g. 53F is a 53 year old female
speaker). For the Indonesian speakers (see 4.4.3), the code IJ is followed by a unique speaker
number, then a letter representing the region (E = East Java, C = Central Java), and finally age and
gender.
The mean age of the participants was 45.16 years. Overall, I interviewed more female
speakers than male speakers (40 female, 15 male). This had to do with the fact that male speakers
more often had a job outside of the house and therefore had less time. In addition, I had the
impression that women in general, especially among the younger speakers, were a bit more
confident about their proficiency in Javanese. Another explanation is that some of the locations
where I interviewed multiple speakers were places where naturally more women were present,
such as a primary school in La Vigilantia (where all the teachers were women and most children
were brought to school by their mothers) and a meeting on the topic of child nursing in Para. The
distribution over the ages turned out to be more or less balanced in the end, although it took a lot
of effort to find the younger speakers (and this was almost impossible in the urban areas).
I collected socio-linguistic meta-data by means of the questionnaire that was also used in the
studies by the other researchers in the Suriname project and projects on heritage languages in the
Netherlands (Moro 2016; Irizarri van Suchtelen 2016). Unfortunately, due to reasons of time it
was not always possible to get a complete socio-linguistic profile of everyone, since the complete
socio-linguistic interview would take up to 30 minutes. In these cases, I always tried to gather this
information afterwards (usually through digital communication and sending out questionnaires),
but this was not always possible, resulting in some empty cells (marked with ‘--‘). In these cases,
the recordings were used for linguistic analysis, but not for the correlations with social
characteristics.
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For the cases where their socio-linguistic background was known, all speakers claimed to

have Javanese, Sranantongo and Dutch in their repertoire. The Javanese they speak is mostly
ngoko: only twelve speakers (usually speakers above 50 from outside of Paramaribo) say that they
have some knowledge of krama, although most of them know it only passively. Thirty-five
speakers reported English to be in their repertoire. Other languages that speakers said to have
(some) knowledge of were Spanish (11 times), Portuguese (4), Sarnami (3), ‘Chinese’ (3, probably
Mandarin), Indonesian (1), Carib (1), ‘Indian’ (1, probably Arawak or Carib), Ndyuka (1) and
French (1). All speakers learned Javanese from birth within the family, as it was usually the
household language (often shared with Dutch and sometimes Sranan). Only four speakers
reported to have spoken mainly Dutch at home. However, Dutch was very often claimed as the
mother tongue (14 times), showing that the use and competence in Javanese was restricted for
these participants (to certain domains or interlocutors, e.g. grandparents). Javanese was claimed
to be the mother tongue most often (36 times), followed by Dutch. Two speakers claimed to have
a mix of Dutch and Javanese as their mother tongue. As language most spoken in daily life, the
language most frequently claimed was Dutch (16), followed by Javanese (12). Sranan was
mentioned as language most spoken only one time. Many speakers claimed to mostly speak a mix
of languages, mostly Javanese and Dutch (6), a mix of all three (5), of Dutch and Sranantongo (3),
or of Javanese and Sranan (2). As the preferred language, Javanese was mentioned 22 times,
followed by Dutch (14 times). Eleven speakers preferred a mix of Javanese and Dutch. Two
speakers had no preference for any of the three languages. One speaker claimed to prefer to speak
Dutch mixed with Sranantongo, and two speakers claimed English to be their preferred language
(probably for reasons of perceived prestige). The fact that Javanese is the most frequently
mentioned mother tongue as well as preferred language, while Dutch is the most frequently
spoken language in daily life, shows that there is some kind of conflict, or at least a split between
heritage loyalty on the one hand and daily reality on the other hand.
I used four main social characteristics to describe each speaker: generation, age group, place
and network. The categorization and motivation for these factors was as follows. For generation
(Gnr), I looked at how many generations were between the speaker and the original immigrants
from Indonesia. The immigrants themselves are Generation 1, their children Generation 2,
grandchildren Generation 3 etcetera. A mixed value (e.g. 3/4) means that one parent is of the third
generation, and the other of the fourth generation. When converting to categorical scores (for
calculations in later chapters), the speaker is taken to belong to the generation closest to the
original immigrants (in this case Generation 3). It is expected that later generations will show
more divergence from the homeland variety because of increasing language shift; with every new
generation, the probability that the language is not transmitted anymore, or to a lesser extent,
increases. This process, called intergenerational language loss, has been shown for example by
Hulsen (2000) for heritage Dutch in New-Zealand, where there is a gradual shift in language
change between the first, second and third generation.
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The motivation for the ranges of the age groups (<41; 41-60; >60), which will play a role in
the following chapters, follows this reasoning: speakers above 60 were born before the start of the
great exodus to the urban areas in the 1950’s, which led to more contact with people from outside
of the Javanese community, and therefore to more language contact. This contact is then expected
to have effected speakers below 60 more than those above 60. Speakers below 41 are expected to
show even more signs of language contact, since they have been born after Suriname became
independent of The Netherlands in 1975, after which Dutch has become increasingly important
for maintaining contact with family overseas and also as a household language.
The main distinction as for place of residence is between speakers who live in the capital
(Paramaribo, more mixed and therefore more language contact), and those who live outside in the
“districts” (smaller, less mixed communities and more language maintenance). It is assumed that
these latter speakers will show less effects of language contact.
As for network, I made a distinction based on the participants’ description of how often and
with whom they spoke Javanese: if this was only to one person (mostly a parent or grandparent),
and they also indicated their preferred language as other than Javanese, I classified their network
as “mostly non-Javanese”. If the participants indicated that their preferred and most frequently
used language is Javanese, and they speak it to the majority of their network, I classified their
network as “mostly Javanese”. Participants who said that they mostly spoke a mix of languages to
everyone, or different languages to all their interlocutors, were classified as having a “mixed”
network.

4.4 Homeland speakers
4.4.1

The problem of defining the baseline

As discussed in 4.1, the research design employed for this study requires that heritage speakers are
compared to speakers of the ‘baseline’ or ‘homeland’ variety. However, when we speak about
Javanese, it is not necessarily straightforward how to define the baseline. As discussed in Chapter3,
Javanese is a language with over 80 million speakers, with quite some dialectal differences.
Javanese dialects are usually classified according to their geographical origin. Most Javanese is
spoken in Central- and East-Java (in West-Java, Indonesian and Sundanese are more dominant).
Central-Javanese spoken in and around Yogyakarta is usually considered to be the standard, on
which most grammars of Javanese are based.
To establish which of these regional variants to take as the ‘baseline’, I used the numerical
distribution of the original immigrants. As discussed in section 2.2.3.3, the majority of the original
immigrants (around 66%) were from Central-Java, whereas an additional 20% were from EastJava, and only around 5% from West-Java. In selecting the baseline participants, I decided to
mirror this distribution by having around two thirds of participants from Central-Java, and one
third from East-Java, so as to not overlook certain dialectal influences from either of the two
varieties. As the representative area for Central-Java, I chose Yogyakarta, since this turned out to
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be also the region where many of the original immigrants came from. For practical and logistic
reasons, most of the speakers were from the city itself, but I tried to make the sample as diverse as
possible in terms of educational level, in order to avoid a bias of highly educated speakers. As
representatives for East-Java, I chose Malang, being a very vibrant urban area where the Javanese
spoken is truly different from Central Javanese. I also visited the city of Surabaya, where I also
found some participants to represent the Eastern Javanese dialect.

4.4.2

Method of selection

As discussed above, I tried to match the regional distribution of the original immigrants in the
baseline speaker sample. I furthermore tried to match the baseline speakers to the heritage
speakers in terms of gender (majority female) and age groups. My initial goal was to find at least
30 speakers in total, but since data collection in Indonesia turned out to be quite easy, I quickly got
to this amount. This was not only due to the fact that there are simply more speakers, but also
because the problem of linguistic insecurity, which I described in the previous section for
Suriname, does not seem to play a role in Indonesia. Even if some younger speakers might not be
so sure about their competence in krama, whether they are able to speak ngoko does not ever seem
to be under discussion.

4.4.3

Overview participants

As discussed in 4.1, I collected data in Indonesia in 2015 as well as 2016. In 2015, the data consisted
of eleven recordings of the Frog Story of young Yogyakarta speakers. These recordings were mainly
used in order to make some initial comparisons with the Surinamese speakers, and to indicate
some possible research topics, but they are not analyzed in the subsequent chapters. The data
collected in 2016 consisted of 42 speakers: 40 complete sets, one speaker who did all the recordings
except for the focus pictures, and one speaker with whom I only recorded the Frog Story. The
overview of speakers is given in Table 4.2. I interviewed more women than men, parallel to the
Surinamese group (26 female, 16 men). Mean age of the participants was 47.59 years.
All of the speakers learned Javanese from childhood onward in the family. Most of the
speakers felt most comfortable speaking Javanese (ngoko), six speakers were most comfortable
speaking Indonesian. All of the speakers spoke Standard Indonesian, and 22 of the speakers also
claimed English to be in their repertoire. Two speakers reported proficiency in Sundanese, one in
Madurese, and one in the Minangkabau language. Two speakers had some proficiency in Japanese,
and one of them also knew some Spanish. One other speaker said to know a bit of German, Dutch
and Mandarin Chinese.
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Table 4.2: Overview of Indonesian Javanese speakers in basic corpus, in alphabetical order. Sp =
speaker abbreviation, Gnd = gender, F = female, M = male, Reg = region.
Sp

Age

Gnd

Place

Reg

IJ-11-E-22F

22

F

Surabaya

east

IJ-15-E-63F

63

F

Malang

east

IJ-16-C-53F

53

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-17-E-60F

60

F

Malang

east

IJ-18-C-38F

38

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-19-E-26M

26

M

Malang

east

IJ-20-E-33F

33

F

Malang

east

IJ-21-C-26M

26

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-22-C-40M

40

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-23-E-28F

28

F

Malang

east

IJ-24-E-27F

27

F

Malang

east

IJ-25-C-32M

32

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-26-E-29F

29

F

Surabaya

east

IJ-27-E-56F

56

F

Malang

east

IJ-28-E-59M

59

M

Malang

east

IJ-29-C-74F

74

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-30-C-38M

38

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-31-C-66M

66

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-32-C-38F

38

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-33-C-77F

77

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-34-E-26M

26

M

Malang

east

IJ-35-C-78M

78

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-36-C-51F

51

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-37-C-54F

54

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-38-C-35F

35

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-39-C-17F

17

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-40-C-23M

23

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-41-E-61F

61

F

Surabaya

east

IJ-42-E-62F

62

F

Malang

east

IJ-43-E-65F

65

F

Malang

east

IJ-44-C-78M

78

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-45-E-62M

62

M

Surabaya

east

IJ-46-E-71M

71

M

Malang

east

IJ-47-C-50M

50

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-48-C-54M

54

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-49-C-55F

55

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-50-C-71F

71

F

Yogyakarta

central

Remarks

Only frogstory

No focus pictures
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IJ-51-E-54F

54

F

Malang

east

IJ-52-C-29M

29

M

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-53-C-59F

59

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-54-C-22F

22

F

Yogyakarta

central

IJ-55-E-27F

27

F

Malang

east

4.5 Control groups
The main comparison in this study will be between Surinamese Javanese and Indonesian Javanese
speakers. However, in order to identify the possible source languages of the divergences, it is
important to also compare data from the contact languages. Therefore, I used several control
groups: Surinamese Dutch speakers, European Dutch speakers and Surinamese Sranantongo
speakers. The data for European Dutch (10 speakers) used in Chapter 7 were taken from the corpus
collected for the thesis of Moro (2016). The data for Surinamese Dutch and Sranantongo used in
Chapter 7 were taken from the corpus collected by Stanley Hanenberg and Kofi Yakpo (2011, five
speakers for Dutch, nine speakers for Sranan, clips and stories). Note that in these recordings, the
researchers used a slightly different approach and the recordings are therefore not completely
comparable: they elicited all the clips and stories in one single session, and used a selection of the
videos. I therefore used this data only as additional data in Chapter 7 on transfer events, and not
for overall frequency counts. The data on Surinamese Dutch used in Chapter 5 to Chapter 8 were
collected by me in 2014 (1 speaker, focus pictures) and 2017 (two speakers, complete basic corpus).
The participants were 1 male and 2 female, mean age 50.33. The data for Sranantongo used in
Chapter 5 to Chapter 8 were collected by myself in 2017 (three speakers, complete basic corpus).
These were 2 males and 1 female, mean age 37. All the data elicited by me in 2014 and 2017 were
from speakers that also participated in the data elicitation for Surinamese Javanese (one from
Paramaribo, five from Lelydorp). This is also noted in the overview in Table 4.3. None of the
speakers participated in more than two languages (i.e. either Javanese and Dutch, or Javanese and
Sranan).
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Table 4.3. Overview of control groups (fs = frog story, cl = clips, st = stories, fp = focus pictures,
F = female, M = male).
Language

Corpus

Speakers

Recordings
fs

Surinamese
Dutch

Hanenberg &
Yakpo 2011
Villerius 2014
Villerius 2017

5

Sranantongo

Hanenberg &
Yakpo 2011
Villerius 2017

9

European
Dutch

Moro 2016

10

cl

Chapter
st

fp

5

6

x

1 (M)
2 (2 F)

x

x

x

x

8

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

3 (2F, 1 M)

7

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.6 Overview of corpora
For comparability of the corpora for the different languages, I have given the approximate corpus
sizes in number of recordings and number of words in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Overview of sizes of basic corpora collected for this thesis.

Surinamese
Javanese
Indonesian
Javanese
Sranantongo
Surinamese
Dutch

Frog
Story
40

Clips

Stories
36

Focus
pictures
45

Total
recordings
149

Total words
(approximately)
81,300

36

42

41

41

40

164

82,400

3

3

3

3

12

7,500

2

2

2

3

9

6,000

4.7 Procedures
For the audio recordings, I used a Zoom H4N-device, and recorded in WAV format. If possible, I
also recorded parts of the sessions on video in MPEG-II format, for which I used the Sony
Handycam HDR-CX210E. Before recording, I explained to the informant what the task would
entail, and explicitly stated that they were allowed to use different languages, and that I was not
interested in the pureness or correctness of their language, but in the way they used it. In
Suriname, the instructions were given in Dutch. I am aware that this might have influenced the
responses and code-switches of the participants, but since I am not proficient in any other language
of the country, and using Dutch in surveys is recognized as the standard local practice (Léglise &
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Migge 2015: 20), this seemed to be the best practical choice. But it is still likely that these recordings
echo a greater meta-linguistic awareness, a problem I also discuss in section 2.4.7. In Indonesia,
the instructions were given by an assistant, usually in Indonesian (the use of Javanese ngoko was
usually not appropriate because of age differences).
I started the recordings stating the date, place, type of recording and name of the speaker. I
tried to limit the sessions, which could consist of multiple tasks, to last no longer than 1.5 hours.
At the end of the session, I conducted the socio-linguistic interview (in Dutch in Suriname, in
Indonesian in Indonesia), and had the speakers sign a consent form. In this consent form, they
could choose whether they allowed the recordings to be archived, to be used by others in the
future, and whether they wanted to be anonymous. In total, 10 speakers disagreed to be filmed, 2
speakers wanted to remain anonymous, and 2 speakers did not want their data to become available
for future use by others.

4.8 The corpus
All of these recordings were transcribed using the transcription software ELAN (2018), which was
also used to search through the corpus. All of the recordings from Suriname were transcribed by
me. In the first stages, the transcriptions were completely checked by a native speaker of Javanese.
After confirming that the number of errors of my transcriptions was relatively low, the other
transcriptions were not checked as a whole, but only for the relevant points of doubt (such as the
nasal prefix for actor voice). The data for Indonesian Javanese were transcribed by a native
speaker, carefully instructed by me. I always checked these transcriptions before using them. The
data were analyzed using different statistical procedures, which are described in the relevant
chapters. All recordings will be archived in The Language Archive.
In this work, all examples taken from these recordings will contain a reference to the specific
recording. The filenames are built up as follows: the first three letters refer to the language, JVN
for Surinamese Javanese and JAV for Indonesian Javanese, following the classification in Simons
& Fennig (2018). The next part refers to the date of the recording, in the format YYYYMMDD,
followed by the speaker code. The final part refers to the type of recording, where focuspictures
refers to the focus pictures description task, clips to the Elicit Kit clips, stories to the longer Elicit
Kit videos, frogstory stands for Frog Story, recipe for a recipe (sometimes followed by the name of
the dish), and the ‘other’ recordings are given different names, depending on the content or type
of recording (such as narrative or conversation). The complete filename of a recording would then
be as follows: JVN-20170406-SJ-31-502-48M-clips.wav.

5. Locative constructions in Surinamese Javanese
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I will look at locative constructions in Surinamese Javanese. 27 The question how
languages express location, that is the relationship between an object or person and the ground to
which it is related, has been a widely studied topic. This area of grammar is of interest in the study
of language contact, because previous studies have shown that locative constructions in heritage
or bilingual speakers are susceptible to change, especially in a situation of variation where two or
more possible constructions compete (see for example Şahin 2015). In cases like these, bilingual
speakers will be more likely to select the construction in their heritage language which is also
present in the dominant language (Silva-Corvalán 1994; 2008; see “The Vulnerability Hypothesis”
in de Prada Pérez 2015; “The Alternation Hypothesis” in Jansen et al. 1981).
This has been shown to be the case in Suriname: Sranantongo originally allowed the use of
both post- and prepositions in locative constructions, but modern day Sranantongo speakers show
a high preference for prepositions, following the construction found in Dutch (Yakpo et al. 2015).
Yakpo, Van den Berg, and Borges (2015: 165) analyze this as a case of convergence, which in a
broad sense can be defined as the increase of “(partial) similarities at the expense of differences
between the languages in contact” (Weinreich 1953 in Yakpo et al. 2015: 165). The more narrow
definition of linguistic convergence, which they apply in their analysis, is “the adaptation of an
element in language A to match the scope and distribution of an element of language B that is
perceived to be its functional equivalent”. This phenomenon, where bilinguals copy the
(frequency) distribution of an element from one language to the other, has also been referred to
as “frequential copying” (Johanson 2002). This frequential copying usually entails
overgeneralization of a minor pattern in the affected language (“an element in language A”), to
imitate the distribution of a similar construction (“functional equivalent”) in the dominant
language. This “overgeneralization”, together with the process of “simplification”, has been
pointed out as an important process in bilingual speakers, coming from the need for “lightening
the cognitive load of having to remember and use two different linguistic systems” (Silva-Corvalán
1994: 3–6).
In the Surinamese Javanese speech community, the three languages Javanese, Dutch, and
Sranantongo are in constant interaction at the community level (multilingual language use and
language attitudes) as well as the individual level (code-switching and borrowing). The situation
in Suriname has been characterized as a case of language shift (Yakpo, Van den Berg, and Borges
2015: 166), in which Dutch and Sranantongo are becoming increasingly dominant. Heritage
speakers, such as the Surinamese Javanese, form a unique population to study the influence of
factors such as the nature of linguistic input, incomplete acquisition, universal principles, and
27

This chapter is based on Villerius, Sophie. 2018. The expression of location and space in Surinamese and
Indonesian Javanese. Wacana 19(1). 191–218.
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cross-linguistic transfer. What they all have in common is a reduced usage of the heritage
language, with Dutch and Sranantongo becoming more and more dominant. A typical outcome
of heritage language contact, especially in cases of reduced usage and imminent language shift, is
simplification of linguistic structures (Thomason 2001: 12; Silva-Corvalán 2008; Hickey 2010:
214).
What differences, if any, are there between the heritage and homeland variety in terms of
spatial reference? How are these related to direct influences from Dutch or Sranantongo? To what
extent are these differences linked to individual speaker characteristics such as age, generation,
network, and place of residence? By separating these different factors this study aims to contribute
to the understanding of direct cross-linguistic transfer on language change.
To examine spatial reference in heritage Javanese as spoken in Suriname, and compare it to
the strategies employed in baseline Javanese as spoken in Indonesia, the chapter is structured as
follows. Section 5.2 covers the typology of locative expressions in general. Section 5.3 presents the
possible constructions found in the three languages involved. Section 5.4 describes the
methodology employed, and section 5.5 reports on the results. This is followed by a discussion in
section 5.6 and final conclusions in section 5.7.

5.2 The typology of spatial reference
Spatial reference has been a widely studied topic in languages throughout the world, and there are
several features within this domain which are universal. The most influential typology is that by
Talmy (1985), who classified both events in which the location is stationary as well as those in
which movement is present under the broad category of “motion events”, composed of the same
basic elements (Talmy 1985: 61).
The main elements within these motion events are the “Figure” and the “Ground”. The Figure
is the object or being that moves or is located, whereas the Ground is the point of reference, with
respect to which the Figure moves or is located. The relationship between the two is expressed by
the “Path”, which in English is usually by means of a preposition. Examples of these three elements
for motion events in English are given in (31) for a stationary location, and (32) shows an event
involving movement.
(31)

Figure
The pencil

(32)

lay

Figure
The pencil

rolled

Path

Ground

on

the table (Talmy 1985: 61)
Path

Ground

off

the table (Talmy 1985: 61)

Another (optional) element of the locative construction is the Region or Search Domain, a notion
first introduced by Hawkins (1981, in Langacker 1987: 286). This element narrows down the
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location of the Figure (or trajectory, as Langacker calls it), as in (33), where the element the bottom
of narrows down the location of the mouse vis-à-vis the tree.
(33)

Figure
The mouse

is

sitting

Path

Search Domain

Ground

at

the bottom of

the tree

In the following section, I give a more detailed account of these constructions in the different
languages under discussion.

5.3 Locative expressions in Javanese, Dutch, and Sranantongo
This section discusses the main options for expressing location in the languages under study here:
Javanese, Dutch, and Sranantongo. This study focuses specifically on the part of the locative
construction that expresses the Path, i.e. the relationship between the Figure and the Ground. The
description will be limited to the types of spatial expressions elicited by the stimuli (see section
5.4.2), and if no reference is provided, examples are taken from the data that were collected for
this study. The section on Javanese is based on data from both Surinamese and Indonesian
Javanese; relevant similarities and differences between the varieties will be discussed in section
5.5.

5.3.1

Javanese

5.3.1.1

Complex and simple constructions

A locative construction in Javanese typically contains the following elements: the Figure in the
first position, followed by general locative preposition nang or a variant,28 an optional element
specifying the Region or Search Domain (a noun such as “top”, “bottom”, “side” etcetera) and finally
the Ground. The element specifying the Region or Search Domain has been called locative noun
(Sneddon et al. 2010: 195) or prepositional noun (Klamer 1998: 123) in Austronesian languages.
For reasons of convenience and comparability, I will refer to this element with the abbreviation
PrepN (from Prepositional Noun), and to the general locative preposition with the abbreviation
GenPrep (General Preposition). The GenPrep and PrepN together with the Ground form a
complex PP. This is schematically represented in (34).
(34)

28

Figure – [[GenPrep– (PrepN)]Path– Ground]PP

This general locative preposition can be realized as either nang, nèng or ning. These variants are only different
in their pronunciation according to region/dialect, although nèng is sometimes regarded as “more colloquial”
(Hermawan 2017: 47). Other locative prepositions can be ing or ana ing, but these were so infrequent in the
stimuli that I did not count them as a separate category. See also section 3.3.7 of this thesis.
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An example of a locative construction with a prepositional noun is given in (35), to be contrasted
with (36), where the PrepN is absent.

(35)

Figure

GenPrep

PrepN

Ground

Kayu

ning

ndhuwur

méja

wood

LOC

top

table

‘The piece of wood [is] on top of the table.’ (JAV-20160403-IJ-32-C-38F-clips)

(36)

Figure

GenPrep

Ground

Tiki

nang

méja

stick

LOC

table

‘A stick on the table.’ (JVN-20170406-SJ-31-502-48M-clips)
Since the construction in (36) requires the expression of fewer elements and is also less variable in
the sense that there is no lexical variation in the locative preposition, I label this the “simple”
construction. This construction can be considered structurally simpler than the construction in
(35), which is labelled the “complex” construction. Here, the PP is more complex since it consists
of more elements (GenPrep + PrepN + Ground).
Another optional element in these constructions is the existential verb. If it is present, it is
usually in sentence-initial position, directly preceding the Figure, which is then always indefinite,
as in (37). In these cases it is still optional, since a construction as in (35), with no existential verb,
is also possible. However, in cases where the word order is reversed, that is the Ground precedes
the Figure as in (38), the existential verb is not optional but is obligatory to introduce the Figure.

(37)

Figure

GenPrep

PrepN

Ground

Ana

kayu

ning

ndhuwur

meja

EXIST

wood

LOC

top

table

‘There is a piece of wood on top of the table.’ (JAV-20160406-IJ-21-C-26M-clips)

(38)

GenPrep

Ground

Nang

méja

ènèk

Figure
tiki

LOC

table

EXIST

stick

‘On the table there is a stick.’ (JVN-20140514-SJ-03-211-64F-clips)
5.3.1.2

Constructions with ‘place’

Another possible construction involves nggon ‘place’ in the position where the PrepN would
normally go, following ning as in (39).
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GenPrep
(39)

Ground

Figure

Ning

nggon

baskita

ènèk

sopi

LOC

place

basket

EXIST

liquor

‘At the place of the basket there is (a bottle of) liquor.’ (JVN-20170401-SJ-52-300-49Fclips)
At first sight one might think that this is a similar construction to the complex construction in the
previous paragraph, with nggon functioning as the PrepN. I however propose to categorize this as
a separate construction since nggon does not have the same status as the PrepN in example (35).
This is because, first of all, it does not specify anything about the Search Domain, but only makes
explicit that the following element (usually a noun) should be interpreted as a Ground. Secondly,
the use of nggon is not mutually exclusive with the use of a PrepN such as dhuwur ‘top’ or njero
‘inside’ as in (40) (see also Hermawan 2017), showing that it does not have the same status.
(40)

Terus

guwak

nèng

nggon

njero

ton

then

throw

LOC

place

inside

barrel

‘Then he throws it inside the barrel.’ (JVN-20170324-SJ-43-401-37F-stories)
5.3.1.3

Constructions with postposed Path

In some cases, the elements encoding the Path do not precede the Ground, but follow it:

(41)

Ground

GenPrep

PrepN

Figure

Iki

baskita

ing

njero-né

ènèk

botol

this

basket

LOC

inside-POSS

EXIST

bottle

‘This is a basket, on the inside there is a bottle.’ (JVN-20170325-SJ-45-401-31F-clips)
5.3.1.4

Other constructions

In the Javanese corpus, there were several locative constructions which did not fit into the above
categories. Since these were only marginally used, I will categorize them as other, except for the
construction in (42), which uses only PrepN, without the GenPrep (and can thus not be labelled
as ‘complex’). In these cases, the PrepN is usually marked with the nasal prefix.29 I will call this the
PrepN construction. The other constructions employed a verb instead of a preposition to encode
the Path, with the Ground bare as in (43), prenasalized as in (44) or with an existential verb
expressing the Path as in (45).

29

The insertion of the homorganic nasal on the noun expressing the Ground is common when it has initial
plosive or vowel (Arps et al. 2000: 204). This is not the same nasal prefix as the one indicating actor voice,
which is why it is glossed differently (simply as N).
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Figure

(42)

PrepN

Ground

Botol

di-dèkèk

n-dukur-é

méja

bottle

UV-put

N-top-DEF

table

‘The bottle is put on top of the table.’ (JAV-20160419-IJ-15-E-63F-clips)
Figure
(43)

Ground

Onok

wong

ng-gawa

botol

di-dèkèk

méja

EXIST

person

AV-carry

bottle

UV-put

table

‘There is a person who puts a bottle on the table.’ (JAV-20160425-IJ-43-E-65F-clips)
Figure
(44)

Ground

ng-gawa

andha,

di-dèlèh-ké

ng-wit

AV-carry

ladder

UV-put-APPL

N-tree

‘Carry a ladder; it is put at the tree.’ (JAV-20160410-IJ-30-C-38M-clips)
Figure
(45)

Path

Ground

bapak-bapak

ng-gawa

andha

di-sèndhèk-ké

ana

wit

father~RED

AV-carry

ladder

UV-put-APPL

be.at

tree

‘There is a man who carries a ladder and puts it against the tree.’ (JAV-20160405-IJ-37C-54F-clips)

5.3.2

Dutch

In Dutch, locative constructions usually consist of a positional verb in combination with a specific
locative preposition, in a position following the Figure and preceding the Ground, as in Javanese.
Examples of different prepositions are given in (46) and (47).
Figure
(46)

Positional verb

Path

Ground

Het

kopje

staat

op

de

tafel

DEF

cup

stands

on

DEF

table

‘The cup is on the table.’ (Van Staden et al. 2006: 486)
Figure

Positional

Path

Ground

verb
(47)

Het

gat

zit

in

mijn

linkermouw

DEF

hole

sits

in

my

left.sleeve

‘The hole is in my left sleeve.’(Van Staden et al. 2006: 486)
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The choice of the preposition depends on the relationship between Figure and Ground: contact
with the upper surface is op; Figure being inside the Ground is in, etcetera. As mentioned before
the verb in this construction is not a copula but a Positional Verb, the choice of which (“to sit”, “to
lay”, “to stand”) depends on the posture of the Figure as well as its relation to the Ground. There
is the possibility of specifying the Search Domain by adding an extra element to the preposition:
bovenop ‘up at the top’, onderin ‘in at the bottom’, binnenin ‘in the inside’, etcetera.

5.3.3

Sranantongo

Sranantongo locative constructions can consist of the following elements: the existential verb de
‘to be’, a general locative preposition na, and a nominal element which specifies the Search
Domain, such as ini‘inside’, tapu ‘top’, ondro‘under/bottom’. There are no general positional verbs
such as in Dutch. Speakers are quite flexible in which elements they can include, and thus different
combinations are possible, as shown by the examples in (48)-(50) below.

Figure
(48)

exist

GenPrep

PrepN

Ground

A

buku

de

(na)

ondro

a

tafra

DEF

book

be

LOC

bottom

DEF

table

‘The book is under the table.’ (Yakpo et al. 2015: 184)
Figure
(49)

exist

PrepN

Ground

Wan

tiki

de

tap'

a

tafra

INDF

stick

be

top

DEF

table

‘The stick is on top of the table.’ (JVN-20170407-SJ-45-401-31F-clips-sr)
Figure
(50) Wan frow
INDF

woman

GenPrep

Ground

e

pot' wan

la_

wan

trapu

na

a

bon

PROG

put

HES

INDF

ladder

LOC

DEF

tree

INDF

‘A woman is putting a ladder at a tree.’ (JVN-20170418-SJ-42-501-21F-clips-sr)
In older Sranantongo, these latter nominal elements (the PrepN) could both follow and precede
the Ground. However, Yakpo, Van den Berg, and Borges (2015) found that modern day
Sranantongo almost exclusively allows these elements to precede the Ground, a change which they
claim is due to convergence to Dutch word order.

5.3.4

Contact-induced change

Contact-induced change in grammatical domains such as these is often expressed as a change in
preference or frequency, where the use of the option which is shared by the two languages in
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contact is usually increased (Moro 2016). This has been shown to be the case for locative
constructions: modern-day Sranantongo almost exclusively expresses the Search Domain in a
position preceding the Ground, because of influence from Dutch (Yakpo et al. 2015). In a similar
study, Hermawan (2017) found that Surinamese Javanese speakers have a different preference for
locative constructions than homeland speakers, and that they prefer “simple” constructions.

5.4 The study
5.4.1

Research questions

This chapter addresses, then, the following questions: i) How do locative constructions in heritage
Javanese differ from those used in homeland Javanese? ii) Can these divergences be explained by
the influence of language contact, and if so, does the effect come from Dutch, Sranantongo, or
both? iii) What is the influence of the individual speaker factors age, generation and place of
residence, and can these be brought together to distinguish different types of speakers?

5.4.2

Stimuli

The stimuli were part of a larger set of videos and pictures, which are described in section 4.2 of
this thesis. The four stimuli chosen for further study in this chapter are all from the set of clips
(short videos), and they are the ones which consistently elicited locative constructions, with a clear
Figure and Ground. An overview is given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Overview of the stimuli used to elicit locative constructions.
Stimulus
1

Name
StickOnTable_Still

2

Bottle_Table

3

Basket_Still

4

Ladder_Tree_Lean

5.4.3

Description
A stick is lying on top of a table (no
movement)
Someone (not visible) places a bottle
standing on top of a table (movement)
A (wine) bottle is lying inside a basket (no
movement).
A woman carries a ladder and puts it against
a tree, then leaves the scene (movement)

Participants

I will compare speakers from two main groups: the heritage group (Suriname) and the baseline
group (Indonesia). The characteristics of both groups are described in Chapter 4, but below I give
a summary of the properties of each group. The baseline group consisted of 41 participants, of
which an overview is given in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Overview of participants in the baseline group.
Place of residence

Gender
male
11
5
16

Central-Java
East-Java
Total

Age group
>60
41-60
6
7
6
4
12
11

female
12
13
25

<41
10
8
18

The heritage group consisted of 41 speakers, of which an overview is given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Overview of participants in the heritage group.
Place of
residence

Gender
male female

City
District
Total

5
7
12

2
27
29

Age group
>60 4160
5
2
6
8
11
10

>41

Generation
2 3
4

5

Network
JV mix

0
20
20

2
3
5

0
5
5

0
7
7

2
12
14

0
14
14

7
19
26

nonJV
0
8
8

In the overview, the speakers are listed according to the social variables of age, generation, place
of residence and network. These factors are relevant for determining to what extent direct crosslinguistic transfer has played a role, and in distinguishing between the effect of Dutch and
Sranantongo. The variables and motivation for the division can be found in section 4.3. In order
to study within-group variation in a more general way, I created a combined measure out of these
four variables, to divide the heritage group into two main groups.
For the division in the two main groups, I gave all the participants a score for each of the
variables: 0-3 for generation (0 = generation 2, 3 = generation 5), 0-2 for age (0 = >60, 2 = <40),
0-1 for place (0 = district, 1 = city) and 0-2 for network (0 = Javanese network, 2 = non-Javanese
network). Then, I summed up the scores. Speakers with a score 3 or less were classified as
"conservative" (C, 16 speakers) and speakers with a score of 4 or higher were “innovative” (I, 19
speakers).
In order to confirm whether the expectations of Dutch and Sranantongo locative
constructions laid out in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 were justified, I also elicited some additional data
in these two languages for some of the participants. These are indicated in the final column of
Table 5.3; there were two participants interviewed also in Dutch and three in Sranantongo. I will
briefly discuss their answers in section 5.5.4 below at the point where the respective stimulus is
analysed.
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5.5 Results
5.5.1

Excluded responses

Responses that did not show any explicit expression of a relation between the Figure and Ground
were excluded. Examples of these responses are given in (51) and (52), which simply juxtapose the
Figure and Ground without any Path.
Ground
(51)

Figure

ènèk

méja

lan

kayu

EXIST

table

and

wood

‘There is a table and wood.’ (JVN-20140605-SJ-22-302-23F-clips)
Ground
(52)

Figure

Bak

sampah

ana

gendul-é

basket

waste

EXIST

bottle-DEF

‘(In the) waste basket, there is a bottle.’ (JAV-20160405-IJ-37-C-54F-clips)
In some cases, a speaker would use multiple constructions in one utterance, mostly because of selfrepair. Consider the following example, where a speaker first utters a “simple” locative
construction (including some signs of hesitation), which is then directly followed by a specification
of the location by means of PrepN dhuwur ‘top’. Because of their ambiguity, these constructions
were also excluded from the analysis.
(53)

eh

ènèk

tiki

nèng

eh

méja-né,

n-dhuwur

méja

HES

EXIST

stick

LOC

HES

table-DEF

N-top

table

‘Eh there is a stick on eh the table, top of the table.’ (JVN-20170323-SJ-42-501-21Fclips)

5.5.2

Overview of stimuli and possible constructions

This section gives an overview of the results in the included responses. I will first give an overall
overview of the different constructions, and then split up the responses according to the extralinguistic factors (age, generation, network, and place of residence) and per stimulus.
5.5.2.1

Overall results

The overall frequency of the different constructions in all groups is given in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Overview of locative constructions according to the speaker group.
Construction type

Indonesian Javanese

Simple construction
Complex construction
PrepN-construction
Construction with ‘place’
Postposed Path
Other
Total

20 (15.9%)
75 (59.5%)
9 (7.1%)
7 (5.6%)
10 (7.9%)
5 (4.0%)
126

Surinamese Javanese
Group C
Group I
34 (66.7%)
57 (83.8%)
9 (17.6%)
4 (5.9%)
1 (2.0%)
3 (5.9%)
5 (7.4%)
4 (7.8%)
2 (2.9%)
51
= 119

68

Comparing the homeland and the heritage group, we see a striking difference in the most
frequently used construction: while both of the heritage groups prefer the simple construction,
the homeland speakers use the complex construction for the majority of cases. This preference is
even stronger in the “innovative” group than in the “conservative” group. Since the other
constructions are substantively more marginal and very small in terms of absolute numbers, I will
not discuss them further since it is hard to draw any firm conclusions from this small data set.
In order to see whether the factors of age, generation, network, and place of residence on
which I based the division of the two groups of Surinamese speakers do indeed play the role we
assumed, I will split out the frequencies of the constructions according to these factors in the
following paragraphs.

5.5.3

Speaker variables

5.5.3.1

Generation

In Table 5.5, I split up the responses of the participants according to their generation. This table
shows that the frequency of simple locative constructions goes up the further the generations are
away from the first generation of immigrants. The frequency of the complex construction mostly
goes down for every subsequent generation. Generation 4 and 5 show a somewhat deviant
behaviour, since generation 5 has a higher frequency than 4, but it must be remarked that these
numbers are relatively small.
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Table 5.5: Overview of locative constructions according to the generation of participants.
Construction type

Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
Postposed Path
PrepN construction
Total
5.5.3.2

Surinamese Javanese
Generation 2 Generation 3

Generation 4

Generation 5

11 (68.8%)
3 (18.8%)
1 (5.6%)
1 (5.6%)

31 (77.5%)
1 (2.5%)
6 (15%)
2 (5.0%)

13 (86.7%)
2 (13.3%)

40

15

16

36 (75%)
7 (14.6%)
1 (2.1%)
3 (6.3%)
1 (2.1%)
48

Age

In Table 5.6, I present the usage of the constructions according to the age groups of the
participants, as it is assumed that younger speakers are increasingly dominant in Dutch and
Sranantongo because of language shift, and are likely to diverge further from the homeland
variety.
The fact that the simple locative construction is very common becomes quite clear here: it is
the dominant construction in all age groups. There does appear to be a clear relation to age: the
frequency of the construction goes up as the age of the participants goes down. On the other hand,
the usage of the complex construction is highest in the oldest age group and lowest for the
youngest speakers, while the middle ones are in between.
Table 5.6: Overview of locative constructions according to age groups of participants.
Construction type
Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
PrepN construction
Postposed Path

>60
19 (63.30%)
5 (16.70%)
2 (6.70%)

Total

30

5.5.3.3

41-60
19 (73.10%)
3 (11.50%)
4 (15.40%)

<41
53 (84.10%)
5 (7.90%)
2 (3.20%)
1 (1.60%)
2 (3.20%)

26

63

4 (13.30%)

Place of residence

Table 7 presents the responses of the participants classified by their place of residence. As expected,
the district speakers have a slightly higher preference for complex constructions and a lower
preference for simple locative constructions than the speakers in the urban area, although it must
be noted that the number of utterances in the “urban” group is very low.
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Table 5.7: Overview of locative constructions according to place of residence.
Construction type
Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
PrepN construction
Postposed Path
Total
5.5.3.4

District
78 (75.70%)
12 (11.70%)
7 (6.80%)
1 (1.00%)
4 (3.90%)
103

City
13 (81.30%)
1 (6.30%)
1 (6.30%)
1 (6.30%)
16

Network

Table 8 gives the responses according to the network classification of the participants. The
participants with the “mostly Javanese” network show the highest frequency for the complex
construction of all groups, while the participants with the mostly non-Javanese network show the
opposite: they have the highest frequency of simple constructions and the lowest for the complex
construction. The ‘mixed’ network participants are in between these frequencies for both
constructions.
Table 5.8: Overview of locative constructions according to the interaction network.

Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
PrepN construction
Postposed Path
Total

5.5.4

Mostly Javanese

Mixed

14 (58.30%)
6 (25%)
1 (4.20%)
1 (4.20%)
2 (8.30%)
24

55 (78.60%)
6 (8.60%)
5 (7.10%)

Mostly
non-Javanese
22 (88%)
1 (4%)
2 (8%)

4 (5.70%)
70

25

Results per stimulus

In this section I will discuss the results of every individual stimulus, and explore possible
differences. I will concentrate mainly on the ratio of the simple locative construction as compared
to the complex construction within and between each group, since these have been shown to be
the main construction which also shows most divergence, while the other constructions are more
marginal.
5.5.4.1

Stimulus 1: StickOnTable_Still

In this stimulus, the homeland group has a clear preference for the complex construction, where
the PrepN indicates the position of the stick as being on the “top” of the table
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((n)dhuwur(é)/(n)dukur(é) ‘high/top’). The “simple” construction of GenPrep-Ground is not very
frequent in the baseline group, but it is the preferred construction in the heritage group.
Table 5.9: Locative constructions per group elicited by Stimulus 1.
Construction type

Indonesian Javanese

Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
PrepN construction
Total

2 (7.1%)
23 (82.1%)

Surinamese Javanese
Group C
Group I
10 (76.9%)
14 (93.3%)
3 (23.1%)
1 (6.7%)

3 (10.7%)
13
= 28

28

15

Other, more marginal constructions are of the type PrepN-Ground as in (54). There is one
construction with (ng)gon ‘place’ in (55).
(54)

ana

juthik

n-dhukur-é

méja

EXIST

stick

N-top-DEF

table

‘There is a stick on top of the table.’ (JAV-20160421-IJ-46-E-71M-clips)
(55)

nang

nggon

méja-né

ènèng

eh

anu

ti_

tiki

LOC

place

table-DEF

EXIST

HES

what.is.it

HES

stick

‘At the table there is eh, what is it, a stick.’ (JVN-20170408-SJ-30-401-51F-clips)
In the Sranantongo utterances, there was one occurrence with only a PrepN (tap’ ‘top’), one with
an existential verb and PrepN (de tap’ ‘to be (on) top’) and finally one with an existential verb and
two PrepNs (de in’ tap’ ‘to be in top’).
As for the Dutch utterances, both of the speakers used a construction which did not fit the
canonical pattern described in section 5.3.2 (positional verb). Instead, they used an existential
construction without a positional verb, as in (56) below.30
exist
(56)

Path

Ground

er

is

Figure
een

stok

op

tafel

there

is

INDF

stick

on

table

‘There is a stick on the table.’ (JVN-20170418-SJ-51-402-29F-clips-nl)

30

Several contact scenarios could be hypothesized here for the emergence of the existential construction: there
may have been earlier influence from Sranantongo (existential verb de), as well as influence from Javanese
(existential verb ana).
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5.5.4.2

Stimulus 2: Bottle_Table

In this stimulus, the homeland speakers again have a clear preference for the complex
construction, although it is slightly less clearly pronounced than in Stimulus 1. A bit surprisingly,
the two groups of heritage speakers behave almost the same in their preference for the simple
construction, with the supposedly “conservative” group showing even a slightly higher frequency
(92.3% versus 89.5%). The use of the complex construction is still relatively more frequent in
Group C, although both groups only have a frequency of 1 occurrence (since Group C is smaller).
Group I also has one case of construction with ‘place’, alike the homeland group. This latter group
shows some more variation by usage of constructions without any locative preposition (“top
[table]”) or even PrepN (“[table]”).
Table 5.10: Locative constructions per group elicited by Stimulus 2.
Construction type

Indonesian Javanese

Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
PrepN construction
Other
Total

4 (10.8%)
28 (75.7%)
1 (2.7%)
3 (8.1%)
1 (2.7%)

Surinamese Javanese
Group C
Group I
12 (92.3%)
17 (89.5%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (5.3%)
1 (5.3%)

13
= 32

37

19

There is one example, rendered below, of an Indonesian speaker who only expresses the Figure
and Ground, connected by a verb of placement (classified as “other”).
Figure
(57)

Ground

onok

wong

ng-gawa

botol

di-dèkèk

méja

EXIST

person

AV-carry

bottle

UV-put

table

‘Someone carries a bottle (and) puts it on the table.’ (JAV-20160425-IJ-43-E-65F-clips)
All three Sranantongo speakers expressed the Path simply with PrepN tap’ ‘top’. As for the Dutch
utterances, one used preposition op ‘on’, while the other one was a juxtaposition of Figure and
Ground (“a table with a bottle”).
5.5.4.3

Stimulus 3: BottleInBasket_Still

For this stimulus, the homeland group again has a preference for the complex construction over
the simple construction. In the heritage group, the picture is largely similar to Stimulus 1, with a
preference for the simple locative construction in the “innovative” group. However, in the
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“conservative” group the preference is a bit different: the complex construction is more frequent
here than the simple construction.
Table 5.11: Locative constructions per group elicited by Stimulus 3.
Construction type

Indonesian Javanese

Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
Postposed Path
PrepN construction
Total

4 (10.8%)
20 (51.4%)
10 (27.0%)
3 (8.1%)

Surinamese Javanese
Group C
Group I
3 (21.4%)
10 (62.5%)
5 (35.7%)
3 (18.8%)
2 (14.3%)
1 (6.3%)
4 (28.6%)
2 (12.5%)
14
= 30

37

16

Other possible constructions are the postposed Path, and the construction with ‘place’ ((ng)gon) as
in (58).
(58)

ning

nggon

njero

kranjang

botol-é

LOC

place

inside

basket

bottle-DEF

‘At the inside of a basket is the bottle.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-33-C-77F-clips)
Two of the Sranantongo speakers used a construction consisting of the existential verb de in
combination with the PrepN in’ (de in’ ‘to be inside’). The third speaker uses the construction below
in (59), with only the PrepN without the existential verb:
Figure
(59)

Prep

Ground

wan

fles

wijn

in’

wan

mandje

INDF

bottle

wine

in

INDF

basket

‘A bottle of wine in a basket.’ (JVN-20170418-SJ-42-501-21F-clips-sr)
Both of the Dutch speakers used a juxtaposition construction (“basket with wine”).
5.5.4.4

Stimulus 4: Ladder_Tree_Lean

For this stimulus, all groups, including the homeland speakers, have a preference for the simple
locative construction, although this preference is visibly higher in the heritage groups.
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Table 5.12: Locative constructions per group elicited by Stimulus 4.
Construction type

Indonesian Javanese

Simple construction
Complex construction
Construction with ‘place’
PrepN construction
Other
Total

10 (41.7%)
5 (20.8%)
6 (25%)

Surinamese Javanese
Group C
Group I
9 (81.8%)
16 (88.9%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)

2 (11.1%)

11
= 29

18

3 (12.5%)
24

As for the complex constructions, there is quite some variation in the PrepN: I find cidèké
‘nearness’, ngisor ‘under’, as well as jèjèr ‘side’.

(60)

Figure

GenPrep

PrepN

Ground

onok

wong

wédok

ng-gawa

andha

nang

cidèk-é

pohon

EXIST

person

female

AV-carry

ladder

LOC

nearby-DEF

tree

‘There is a woman who carries a ladder towards the tree.’ (JAV-20160424-IJ-26-E-29Fclips)

(61)

Figure

GenPrep

PrepN

Ground

ana

wong

wédok

ny-eleh-ké

andha

ning

ng-isor

wit

EXIST

person

female

AV-put-APPL

ladder

LOC

N-bottom

tree

‘There is a woman who puts a ladder under the tree.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-38-C-35F-clips)

(62)

Figure

GenPrep

PrepN

Ground

wong

wadon

iki

n-dèkèk

anda

ning

jèjèr

wit

person

female

this

AV-put

ladder

LOC

next.to

tree

‘This woman puts a ladder next to the tree.’ (JVN-20140522-SJ-10-311-52M-clips)
There is one case of construction with only a PrepN, where the simple locative preposition is left
out:
Figure
(63)

PrepN

Ground

wong

wédok

n-dèkèk

andha

s_

jèjèr

wit

person

female

AV-put

ladder

HES

next.to

tree

‘A woman puts a ladder next to the tree.’ (JVN-20170413-SJ-55-300-37F-clips)
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Two of the Sranantongo speakers express the Path by means of a PrepN (sei ‘side’ and tap’ ‘on/top’
respectively), while the other one uses only the general locative preposition na (na a bon ‘at the
tree’). The Dutch speakers make use of specific locative prepositions (onder ‘under’ and voor ‘in
front of’).

5.5.5

Summary

For all four stimuli, heritage speakers have a preference for the simple locative construction of the
type Figure-GenPrep-Ground overall, where GenPrep refers to the general locative preposition
nang. Homeland speakers prefer the complex construction, Figure-GenPrep-PrepN-Ground,
where they specify the position by means of a nominal element referring to the exact position (for
example dhuwur ‘top’ in Stimulus 1 and 2 or njero ‘inside’ in Stimulus 3).
This difference in preference between the homeland and heritage group is especially strong
in cases where the position of the object is on top of something else (in this case a table); the stick
in Stimulus 1 and the bottle in Stimulus 2. This may be due to the fact that the position of the
Figure (on top) in these cases is more canonical or prototypical in reference to a table as Ground.
In Stimulus 3, picturing a bottle inside a basket, the preference of the Surinamese speakers
for the simple construction is also present. However, the difference between homeland and
heritage speakers here is less striking than for Stimulus 1 and 2. This may be because a position of
a Figure inside the Ground is less canonical than the Figure being on top of the Ground, as in 1
and 2.
As for Stimulus 4, where a ladder is being put against a tree, the Indonesian group has quite
a high frequency for the simple locative construction. This may be explained by the fact that the
position of the ladder vis-à-vis the tree here is not entirely clear; it is leaning against it, so could
be described as being at the bottom of the tree, next to it, or just in its nearness. This is shown by
the larger variety in constructions elicited by this stimulus, also in Dutch (voor ‘in front of’ and
under ‘under’) and Sranantongo (sei ‘next to’, tap’ ‘on’, na “LOC”).
Overall, the Surinamese speakers seem to generalize the (simpler) construction with the
locative preposition nang to all types of situations, whereas Indonesian speakers mostly prefer to
specify the position by means of a PrepN, which is different depending on the exact Path.

5.6 Discussion
As we have seen in the previous sections, Surinamese Javanese shows a higher preference for the
use of general or “simple” locative constructions as compared to Indonesian Javanese. I will first
discuss the general tendencies found in the whole data set, and then discuss the separate stimuli
and differences found between them.
Factors which play a role in the overall preference for simple constructions are speakers’ age,
generation, place of residence, and network. All of these factors are associated with a position
further along the path of language shift, towards the dominant languages Sranantongo and Dutch.
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The increased preference for simple constructions is mostly at the expense of the complex
constructions, where the location is specified by means of a locational word. This observation fits
well within the expected tendency of “simplification” within heritage speakers (Thomason 2001:
12; Silva-Corvalán 2008; Hickey 2010: 214). But how does this simplification arise exactly? And
why does it occur specifically in the locative construction? Below, I will give a more detailed
account of how this change may have come about.
When a speaker of Surinamese Javanese is describing one of these stimuli, he/she first selects
the order in which the elements of Figure, Path and Ground will appear. The fact that the order
[Figure-Path-Ground] is most frequent is probably favoured by both universal tendencies as well
as the fact that both Dutch and Sranantongo have this as their canonical linear order for locative
constructions.
When it comes to the selection of which elements to include in the expression of the Path,
multiple factors are at play. The multilingual speaker first selects the general locative preposition
nang, a choice which I suggest is favoured by three factors: first of all, the fact that nang (or a
variant), as a general locative preposition, is so widely applicable (in static as well as dynamic
motion events), and therefore requires a little cognitive load. The second factor favouring nang
might be its functional and phonological equivalence to Sranantongo na. Finally, the functional
category of nang, being a preposition, plays a role. To understand why this is the case, let us first
look at Dutch and Sranantongo more closely.
As discussed in section 5.3.2, in Dutch, locative constructions are usually encoded by means
of either an existential or posture verb and a locative preposition, for example in ‘in’ or op ‘on’. In
Sranantongo, a locative construction consists of optional de ‘to be at’ which combines with either
na ‘LOC’ or with a locative nominal element (PrepN), or with both. One of these locative elements
is ini, literally ‘inside’. According to Yakpo, Van den Berg, and Borges (2015: 186), ini is
grammaticalizing towards a prototypical preposition, under the influence of Dutch syntactic
structure and its phonological similarity to Dutch in ‘in’. As evidence for this assumption they take
the fact that na is frequently absent in sentences with ini. However, if we look at the small corpus
of Sranantongo locative constructions collected for this study, we actually see a similar
development in the case of tapu ‘top’ (see the examples in 5.5.4.1 and 5.5.4.2). Here, tapu is also
most frequently used on its own, without na. Another argument suggesting the
grammaticalization of tapu towards a more preposition-like element is the fact that it is commonly
phonologically reduced to tap’ (similarly to ini > in’), which is one of the signs of
grammaticalization (Heine & Kuteva 2005: 17). This could then lead to the speakers perceiving
tapu and ini as belonging to a preposition-like category, similar to Dutch prepositions, and
consequently being more prone to selecting a prepositional element in Javanese as well.
After the relatively straightforward selection of nang, the selection of PrepN is a bit more
complicated. This can be explained by two reasons; first, every situation/position requires its own
type of PrepN, so the speaker has to be very aware of the exact relation of the Figure to the Ground
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and also of course needs a wider vocabulary to select the correct PrepN. Second, most of these
PrepNs do not have an exact equivalent in Dutch and/or Sranantongo. This becomes clearer when
we look at the example of the stick on the table: this relationship (the Figure is on top of the
Ground) would be encoded by means of the PrepN dhuwur, which means ‘high’ (adjective) as well
as ‘top’ (noun) in Javanese. However, this association with the adjectival meaning ‘high’ does not
exist in Dutch op ‘on’ or Sranantongo tapu ‘top’. This word does therefore not have an exact
semantic equivalent in either Sranantongo or Dutch locative constructions. Sranantongo tapu
means only ‘top’, whereas Dutch op is a specific locative preposition expressing a relationship on
the Figure being on top of the Ground. Also, the word dhuwur is not very specific about whether
or not there is direct surface contact between the Figure and the Ground, which entails that it can
also be used in the meaning of the Figure ‘being somewhere above (e.g. hanging above)’ the
Ground. All of these semantic differences may make the selection of this PrepN more complex for
the speaker, and since it is only preferred in baseline Javanese and not strictly required, the most
natural possibility for these multilingual speakers is to leave out the PrepN altogether. This then
goes at the expense of the complex construction, whose usage frequency decreases. The preference
for the complex construction in baseline Javanese on the other hand may be strengthened by the
fact that in Indonesian, these types of constructions with prepositional nouns are very frequent,
e.g. di atas meja ‘LOC top table’.
There were also some differences in preference between the stimuli: in Stimuli 2 (bottletable) as well as Stimuli 4 (ladder-tree), the two groups of heritage speakers behaved very similarly,
while they behaved quite differently for the other two stimuli. One of the possible explanations
for this, as explained in section 5.5.5, is the canonicity of the position, and whether or not the
interpretation of the GenPrep was logically predictable. However, this only explains the
divergences found in Stimulus 4, since the position of the ladder vis-à-vis the tree is not entirely
clear, but in Stimulus 2, the position of the bottle vis-à-vis the table (on top of it) is not particularly
marked, but rather default. Therefore I would like to propose another factor: the presence of
motion. In both Stimulus 2 and 4, the Figure is being moved (by a human agent) towards the
Ground and then placed in a position relative to it. In order to use a PrepN here, a speaker would
have to be able to predict the final position of the Figure vis-à-vis the Ground, which is not always
obvious, especially for Stimulus 4. This also explains why in this particular Stimulus, even the
baseline group uses the simple locative construction frequently.
For individual speaker factors, it was found that use of the simple locative construction
generally increased at the cost of the complex construction when speakers were younger, of a
younger generation, living in the urban area or had a less Javanese-speaking network. This
confirmed our expectations as formulated in section 5.4, and suggests that this is indeed a change
(partially) caused by language contact and increasing language shift.
The difference between heritage and homeland is already visible in the conservative group
however, suggesting that this divergence may have already been taking place for a longer period
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of time. This may then suggest that it may have been caused initially by language contact with
Sranantongo, which has been in contact with Javanese ever since the beginning of the labour
migration. This major role for Sranantongo is further supported by the similarity of Javanese
preposition nang to Sranantongo na, while we find no such equivalence for Dutch.31 In fact, Dutch
canonical locative constructions with a positional verb do not occur at all in the corpus, and
therefore do not seem to play a role in the formation of locative construction for the heritage
speakers. On the other hand, the existence of complex locative constructions in Indonesian may
have played a role in reinforcing their usage in baseline Javanese.

5.7 Conclusions
This chapter looked at locative constructions in heritage Surinamese Javanese. My research
questions were threefold: (i) How do locative constructions in heritage Javanese differ from those
used in homeland Javanese? (ii) Can these divergences be explained by the influence of language
contact, and if so, does the effect come from Dutch, Sranantongo, or both? (iii) What is the
influence of the individual speaker factors age, generation and place of residence, and can these be
clustered to distinguish different types of speakers?
As for question (i), the difference between heritage and homeland Javanese lies mainly in
usage frequencies. While the homeland speakers prefer complex constructions including a PrepN,
heritage speakers most frequently use a simple construction with only a GenPrep. The answers to
question (ii) and (iii) are related: there is indeed evidence to suggest that this divergence is caused
by language contact, since factors that are associated to increased language contact (younger age,
lower generation, place of residence, and type of network) are all related to an increased usage of
the simple construction and a decrease in the complex construction. On the basis of this evidence,
it is most likely that this change comes from influences from both Sranantongo and Dutch, which
are interacting. However, I assume that Sranantongo may have played a bigger role, since it has
been in contact with Javanese for a longer period of time and because of the similarity between
Sranantongo na and Javanese nang.

31

As described in the beginning of this chapter, the general preposition can have variants nang, nèng and ning.
Because of the similary between nang and na, it may be expected that nang is the most frequent in the
Surinamese corpus. This is confirmed by preliminary counts: nang occurred 62 times, nèng 36 and ning 18
times. However, more detailed phonological analyses is necessary to confirm the value of these results.
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6. Multi-verb directional motion constructions in
Surinamese Javanese
6.1 Introduction
In the corpus of Surinamese Javanese, one may encounter sentences such as the example in (64),
used to describe an image depicting a dog chased by bees, and running from them (the “Frog Story”
(Mayer 1969)):
(64)

Asu-né

mlayu

lunga

dog-DEF

run

go

‘The dog runs away.’ (JVN-20140512-SJ-01-200-83M-frogstory)
In this example, the event of ‘running away’ is expressed by means of a multi-verb construction32
consisting of V1 mlayu ‘run’ and V2 lunga ‘go’. For an Indonesian speaker of Javanese, this
construction may sound a bit odd, although not strictly ungrammatical. However, the combination
of the two verbs could be classified as somewhat redundant, since both of them separately carry
the meaning of ‘run away/flee’. Indonesian speakers would rather produce a sentence as in (65),
with only one of these verbs:
(65)

Asu-né

mlayu,

wedi

tawon

dog-DEF

run

scared

bee

‘The dog runs away, scared of the bees.’ (JAV-201060405-IJ-36-C-51F-frogstory)
The difference between the Surinamese and Indonesian speakers lies in the fact that Surinamese
speakers prefer to separate the manner of motion (mlayu ‘run’) from the path or direction of
motion (lunga ‘go’) by using two verbs in a multi-verb construction, whereas Indonesian speakers
use one verb to express both the manner and direction of motion. The particular combination
used by Surinamese speakers becomes all the more striking when it is compared to descriptions of
the same scene by Sranantongo speakers, one of the contact languages of Surinamese Javanese, as
in (66):

32

This type of construction is also often referred to as serial verb construction (SVC), for instance in Caribbean
Creole linguistics. However, since the definition of this term may differ from language family to language
family, it may not be comparable across language families. Therefore I prefer to use the more neutral term
‘multi-verb construction’ here. I use V1 and V2 to refer to the first and second verb of a multi-verb
construction, respectively.
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(66)

A

dagu

lon

gwe

DEF

dog

run

go

‘The dog runs away.’ (JVN-20170407-SJ-45-401-31F-frogstory-sr)
The question that arises, and that this chapter seeks to answer, is whether these two constructions
in Sranantongo and Surinamese Javanese are related, and if there has been some form of crosslinguistic transfer from Sranan into Surinamese Javanese. To answer this question, it is important
to establish how widespread these constructions are in Surinamese Javanese. Are there other types
of motion multi-verb constructions related to Sranan constructions? Does the construction spread
into possibilities with other V1s? By comparing the multi-verb construction expressing ‘direction
away’33 found in Surinamese Javanese to similar cases in Sranantongo and Dutch, I will propose
that this is not just a coincidence: the use of this construction has been influenced by transfer from
Sranantongo, and reinforced by the existence of a similar (particle verb) construction in Dutch.
One of the ways in which the construction may have been transferred from Sranantongo into
Surinamese Javanese, would involve the notion of entrenchment. Entrenchment refers to “the
degree to which the formation and activation of a cognitive unit is routinized and automated”
(Schmid 2012: 119). The cognitive unit refers to a linguistic unit, be it a word or in this case a
construction or linguistic schema. The level of entrenchment of a construction increases with
higher frequency (not of the unit per se, but of the unit with that specific meaning) and recency,
i.e. how short or long ago it has been last encountered. Entrenchment is an important factor in
contact-induced change, since structures that a speaker encounters in the contact language(s), will
become more entrenched and subsequently have a higher probability of surfacing in the heritage
language. It has been used to explain the preference for finite subordination in Dutch heritage
speakers of Turkish (Onar Valk & Backus 2013) and for progressive constructions in Dutch
heritage speakers of Spanish (Irizarri van Suchtelen 2016).
Concerning motion events, the most influential typology is that by Talmy (1985), who
distinguishes first of all internal from external components of motion events (see also the
description of this typology in section 5.2 of this thesis). The internal components are the basic
elements Figure, Ground, Path and Motion (“presence per se in the event of motion or location”,
either ‘move’ or ‘be.at’.) The external components express the Manner and/or the Cause of motion
(e.g. run, be pushed etc). In this chapter, I will make a distinction between motion events focusing
on the Manner of motion (where the subject of motion I is an agent), as in (67), versus motion
events with Caused motion (where the subject of motion the keg is an undergoer) as in (68),
because as we will see, these constructions behave slightly differently.
33

Other terms used in the literature for the grammatical phenomena of direction away/towards are
itive/ventive, or sys-locative/trans-locative. Since I will not focus on typology and morphology in this chapter,
I will use the theoretically neutral terms ‘direction away’ and ‘direction towards’, simply referring to the
meaning of these constructions.
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(67)

Manner of motion (Talmy 1985: 63)
I

(68)

ran/limped/jumped/stumbled/rushed/groped

my

way

down

the

stairs

Caused motion (Talmy 1985: 63)
I

pushed/threw/kicked

the

keg

into

the

storeroom

This chapter is structured as follows: section 6.2 describes the specific methodology used for this
chapter. Then, section 6.3 presents the motion multi-verb constructions that have been
encountered in Indonesian Javanese. Section 6.4 gives an overview of the motion multi-verb
constructions of Sranantongo, and 6.5 gives the relevant motion constructions in Dutch. Section
6.6 presents the data from Surinamese Javanese and compares it to the Indonesian Javanese data.
Section 6.7 discusses the results and section 6.8 presents the conclusions.

6.2 Methodology and corpus
6.2.1

Materials

For exploring the frequency and types of motion multi-verb constructions in Surinamese
Javanese, I made use of the whole corpus of audio speech recordings, collected during fieldwork
sessions in 2014, 2015 and 2017. I used the corpora of all four languages, as described in section
4.6 of this thesis. Considering the small size of the corpora for Sranantongo and Surinamese Dutch
collected in 2017, I also used data collected by Kofi Yakpo and Stanley Hanenberg in Suriname in
2012 for additional examples of certain constructions, as will be indicated in the relevant sections.
These latter data were used only for qualitative comparison. All the examples in this chapter will
be from my own corpora, unless otherwise stated.

6.2.2

Participants

The corpora of the different languages were of different sizes, specified in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Corpora used for the study of multi-verb motion constructions for Surinamese and
Indonesian Javanese, Sranantongo and Surinamese Dutch.
Language
Surinamese Javanese
Indonesian Javanese
Sranantongo
Surinamese Dutch

Years collected
2014, 2015 & 2017
2016
2017
2017

Corpus size (approx. number of words)
81,300
82,400
7,500
6,000
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6.3 Multi-verb motion constructions in Indonesian Javanese
This section identifies the different types of multi-verb constructions that are found in Indonesian
Javanese to encode motion events. I also give an indication of how frequent/common the
constructions are in the corpus. I use the division between Manner of motion and Caused motion,
as explained in the introduction (Talmy 1985: 69).

6.3.1

Manner of motion

In the Indonesian Javanese corpus, there are several examples with multi-verb constructions
where the V1 is a manner of motion verb (i.e. walk or run) and the V2 expresses the direction of
the movement (i.e. go out or go up). Below are two examples.
(69)

Lha

kodhok

sing

ning

njero

toplès

mau

arep

mlumpat

metu

EXCL

frog

REL

LOC

inside

bottle

DEM

FUT

jump

go.out

‘Then the frog that was inside the bottle just now is going to jump out.’ (JAV20160331-IJ-18-C-38F-frogstory)
(70)

Ana

bocah

wadon

mlayu

medhun

ing

tangga

EXIST

child

female

run

go.down

LOC

stairs

‘There is a girl running down the stairs.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-40-C-23M-focuspictures)
These constructions are not frequent in the corpus; the only combinations found are the
following: mlumpat metu ‘jump go out’, mlayu metu ‘run go out’, mlayu medhun ‘run go down’, mlayu
munggah ‘run go up’. All of these combinations are found one single time in the corpus, with the
exception of mlumpat metu, which is found two times. This means a total occurrence of 0.06 times
per 1000 words.
There is one occurrence in the corpus of a multi-verb construction with V2 lunga, which is
given in (71). I do however not count this example as the same kind of multi-verb construction as
the example (64) above, but rather as two separate predicates. This is because the intonation
pattern is not the same as in one multi-verb construction (the speaker goes up on kabur, as at the
end of a clause and then up again at lunga), and there is a slight but audible pause in between the
two predicates.
(71)

Wis

kabur,

lunga

PRF

gone

go

‘(He) is already gone, away.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-18-C-38F-frogstory)
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One other example of a construction with lunga is given in (72). Here however, lunga is the V1,
which makes the construction different from the ones given above in (64). Furthermore, these
two predicates are separated by a pause, and have the same intonation pattern as described above
for (71), and therefore the example does not classify as a multi-verb construction.
(72)

Tikus-é

lunga,

mlayu

mouse-DEF

go

run

‘The mouse goes away, runs.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-35-C-78M-frogstory)

6.3.2

Caused motion

As for Caused motion, there are several examples of constructions where the V2 expresses the
Path, in this case lunga ‘go (away)’. The combinations are limited, the only V1s of Caused motion
found in this construction are gawa ‘carry’, as in (73) and surung ‘push’, as in (74) (usually occurring
with prefix di- ‘UV’ to indicate that the undergoer is the grammatical subject).
(73)

Bal

kuwi

mau

di-lebok-ké

kotak,

banjur

di-gawa

lunga

ball

DEM

DEM

UV-enter-APPL

box

then

UV-carry

go

‘That ball is put in the box, and then taken away.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-40-C-23M-stories)
(74)

Terus

di-surung

lunga

then

UV-push

go

‘Then (she) is pushed away.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-22-C-40M-stories)
Another case is formed by the constructions where lunga as V2 is combined with tinggal ‘leave’ as
V1, as in (75).
(75)

Lading-é

di-dèlèh

uga,

terus

di-tinggal

lunga

knife-DEF

UV-put

too

then

UV-leave

go

‘The knife is put down as well, and then is left behind.’ (JAV-20160403-IJ-48-C-54Mclips)
The combination ditinggal lunga ‘UV-leave go’ has been incorporated in the dictionary (Albada &
Pigeaud 2007: 1007) with the meaning ‘to be left behind alone’. It can be argued that in this case,
lunga has a different function than in the other combinations with a di-verb, since the act of ‘going
away’ here does not refer to the undergoer, as in the other combinations, but to the agent of the
clause (the two verbs thus do not have the same grammatical subject). This specific combination
occurs nine times in the Indonesian corpus, and the variant ninggal lunga and tinggal lunga occur
five times, thus a total of fourteen times (0.17 per 1000 words). The combinations digawa lunga
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and disurung lunga occur six times (0.07 per 1000 words) and one time (0.01 per 1000 words),
respectively. This means that more than half of the occurrences of this construction in the
Indonesian corpus consist of a fixed combination, which gives the impression that this
construction is not very productive in Indonesian Javanese.
In the other cases where Caused motion is expressed by a multi-verb construction, the V2
does not express the direction of movement, but rather the manner of movement, specifically of
the causer. The two predicates seem to express two simultaneous events (‘carrying while running’,
‘pushing while running’), rather than having a dependency relationship, i.e. the one specifying the
other (which is the case with directional V2s). See the examples below, where mlayu ‘run’ in (76)(78) and mlaku ‘walk’ in (79) describe the manner of motion of the respective causers menjangan,
wong, bocah lanang loro and gajah. Therefore, I would propose to classify these examples as
Accompanied motion, where the cause and causer move together, rather than pure Caused
motion, where the causer does not necessarily undergo any movement.
(76) Terus
then

bocah-é

di-gawa

mlayu

karo

child-DEF

UV-carry

run

with deer

menjangan

‘Then the child is taken away running by the deer.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-35-C-78Mfrogstory)
(77) Kenap di-jorog-ké
table

UV-push-APPL

mlayu

wong

ning

undhak-undhak-an

run

person

LOC

stairs-RED-AN

‘The table is pushed away by someone running on the stairs.’ (JAV-20160404-IJ-35-C78M-focuspictures)
(78) Terus
then

ana

bocah

lanang

loro

ng-gawa

mlayu

bal-é

kuwi

EXIST

child

male

two

AV-carry

run

bal-DEF

DEM

‘Then there are two boys that take away that ball running.’ (JAV-20160402-IJ-39-C-17Fstories)
(79) Kranjang-é
basket-DEF

mlaku,

di-gawa

mlaku

gajah

walk

UV-carry

walk

elephant

‘The basket walks, it is carried walking by the elephant.’(JAV-20160331-IJ-49-C-55Fstories)
The distinction between Accompanied motion and pure Caused motion is that in accompanied
motion, both arguments move along the same path, while in caused motion, the initiator (causer)
is only the cause of another argument’s (mover or causee) motion on a path (Xia 2017: 281). The
first category comprises verbs of continuous causation of accompanied motion (e.g. take, bring),
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whereas the second refers to verbs of instantaneous causation of ballistic motion (e.g. throw, poke,
slap) (Goldberg 1995: 126 following Pinker 1989). These verbs are claimed to have different
syntactic frames, and it is therefore relevant to distinguish them.

6.3.3

Interim summary

Multi-verb constructions expressing motion events in Indonesian Javanese are possible, but not
frequent in this corpus. Manner of motion verbs can combine with Path verbs to form a complex
predicate, but these combinations are limited and infrequent. No combination is found where
lunga meets the requirement of functioning as a Path verb in V2 position, which is to have a monoclausal intonation pattern with no pause. When multi-verb constructions occur to encode Caused
motion, the V2 usually refers to the motion of the causer: it either expresses the path of motion of
the causer (as in ditinggal lunga) or the manner of motion of the causer (V2 mlaku or mlayu). In
the latter case, the construction expresses Accompanied motion rather than pure Caused motion.

6.4 Multi-verb motion constructions in Sranantongo
In this section, I will give an overview of the multi-verb constructions encoding motion that were
found in the Sranantongo corpus. I will again focus on two subtypes: the first one expressing
Manner of motion, and the second one Caused motion.
Sranantongo is commonly described as having a wide range of serial verb constructions
(which I take as the equivalent of multi-verb constructions), and is said to express a whole range
of meanings with the constructions. The working definition used in Jansen, Koopman & Muysken
(1978: 125) states that serial or multi-verb constructions are those constructions that contain more
than one verb, usually one “lexical” and one more “grammatical” verb, and only one overt subject.
Constructions that are excluded from this definition are those that contain overt conjunctions or
complementizers, in which one of the verbs serves as an auxiliary or modal auxiliary to the other
verb, and those in which one of the verbs serves as an infinitive complement to the other verb. A
possible explanation for the abundance of multi-verb constructions could be the small lexicon and
general lack of word-deriving morphemes of Sranan (Sebba 1984). Since Huttar (1975) it has also
been stressed that West-African languages have been instrumental in the genesis of serial verb
constructions in the Surinamese creoles. See Muysken and Smith (2014) for further discussion.
One of the multi-verb constructions characteristic of Sranantongo is the directional multiverb construction, as in (80), where the V2 (komoto) indicates the direction (Yakpo 2017: 69;
Yakpo & Bruyn 2015: 150).
(80)

Mi

teki

a

moni

komoto

na

(ini)

a

dosu

1SG

take

DEF

money

come.out

LOC

inside

DEF

box

‘I took the money out of the box.’ (Yakpo & Bruyn 2015: 151)
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In the coming paragraphs, I will discuss the motion multi-verb constructions that occurred in the
Sranantongo data.

6.4.1

Manner of motion

Below are some examples of the first category of motion events, those expressing mainly the
manner of motion events, found in the Sranan corpus. These concern combinations where the V1
expresses the Manner of motion, while the V2 expresses the Path of motion. The combinations
are for example waka komopo ‘walk come.from’ in (81), lon komopo ‘run come.from’ in (82), lon go
and lon gwe ‘run go’ in (83) and (84) and waka gwe ‘walk go’ in (85).
(81)

A

man

waka

komopo

uit

a

oso

DEF

man

walk

come.from

out

DEF

house

‘The man walks out of the house.’ (JVN-20170406-SJ-47-301-59M-clips-sr)
(82)

A

meisje

lon

komopo

uit

a

trapu

DEF

girl

run

come.from

out

DEF

stairs

‘The girl runs down the stairs.’ (JVN-20170406-SJ-47-301-59M-focuspictures-sr)
(83)

A

dagu

lon

go

in’

a

busi

DEF

dog

run

go

in

DEF

forest

‘The dog runs into the forest.’ (JVN-20170406-SJ-47-301-59M-frogstory-sr)
(84) Dan
then

a

boi

e

lon

f_ e

lon

gwe

fu

a

owrukuku

DEF

boy

PROG

run

f_

run

go

for

DEF

owl

PROG

‘Then the boy runs f_, runs away for the owl.’ (JVN-20170410-SJ-42-501-21F-frogstorysr)
(85)

A

e

waka

gwe

DEF

PROG

walk

go

‘He is walking away.’ (JVN-20170407-SJ-45-401-31F-stories-sr)
The fact that the combination of lon and gwe is very common for Sranan speakers is confirmed by
the self-repair observed in (84): it seems like the speaker wants to start uttering the prepositional
phrase fu a owrukuku directly after the verb lon, but then self-repairs to add gwe, probably because
she considers it more correct.
As can be seen in these examples, the meaning ‘to go’ is expressed by two verbs in Sranan: go
and gwe. The difference between these two verbs is that go usually occurs in combination with a
Goal (location) as in (83) and (86), whereas gwe usually occurs without any following argument
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and has a more deictic meaning of ‘go away’. It is therefore most similar to the Surinamese Javanese
combination mlayu lunga, which also has a deictic meaning and does not usually have a Goal
argument.
(86)

E

waka

go

na

busi

PROG

walk

go

LOC

forest

‘He walks to the forest.’ (JVN-20170407-SJ-45-401-31F-frogstory-sr)
Other Manner of motion-verbs found as V1s in multi-verb constructions with gwe in the corpus
are frei ‘fly’ and dyompo ‘jump’. As for the expression of ‘direction towards’, Jansen et al. (1978: 140)
argue that Sranantongo can express this in a construction with kon as a V2, as in (87), where kon
only has an inherent locative deictic meaning without a Goal argument following it.
(87)

A

e

waka

kon

DEF

PROG

walk

come

‘She comes walking.’ (Jansen et al. 1978: 141)
In the corpus collected for this study, there are however no occurrences of a multi-verb
construction with kon as V2. I did find some sentences with kon as a V2 in multi-verb
constructions in the corpus of Yakpo and Hanenberg (2011), such as combinations with motion
verbs as waka ‘walk’ in (88) and fadon ‘fall’ in (89), the latter also with a Goal argument.
(88)

A

e

waka

go

waka

kon

DEF

PROG

walk

go

walk

come

‘He is walking back and forth.’ (SRA11cor-e1)
(89)

Wan

san

fadon

kon

a

gron

INDF

thing

fall

come

DEF

ground

‘Something falls to the ground.’ (SRA11cor-e1)
These constructions were not infrequent in these additional data, so they are definitely part of the
Sranan repertoire, but somehow did not show up in my own (admittedly limited) corpus. This
could also be a particular characteristic of these speakers, since all the speakers in my corpus were
Javanese speakers with possibly a different competence in Sranan than the speakers interviewed
by Yakpo and Hanenberg, but this question remains open to investigation.
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Caused motion

The second category concerns constructions that express Caused motion with ‘direction away’.
Here the V1 is a transitive verb followed by the object, which then becomes the subject of V2 gwe
as in (90). The transitive verbs used as V1 in this category are verbs expressing caused motion such
as trowe ‘throw’, pusu ‘push’ and bonk ‘throw’. This type of construction occurred seven times in the
corpus (0.9 times per 1000 words).
(90)

A

tyar’

a

boi

gwe

DEF

carry

DEF

boy

go.away

‘He carries the boy away.’ (JVN-20170407-SJ-45-401-31F-frogstory-sr)
(91)

Wan

man

pus’

a

meisje

komopo

uit

a

tafra

INDF

man

push

DEF

girl

come.from

out

DEF

table

‘A man pushes the girl from the table.’ (JVN-20170406-SJ-47-301-59M-focuspicturessr)
In the supplementary corpus of Yakpo and Hanenberg (2011), I also found occurrences of Caused
motion with ‘direction towards’, where a verb of Caused motion as V1 is combined with kon in
V2, as in (92).
(92)

Wan

fu

den

boi

e

tyari

wan

plata

dosu

kon

INDF

of

3PL

boy

PROG

carry

INDF

flat

box

come

‘One of the boys is carrying a flat box (towards the scene).’ (SRA11ger-ke)

6.4.3

Interim summary

In Sranantongo, multi-verb motion constructions expressing ‘direction away’ are formed with V2
gwe, both with Manner of motion and Caused motion constructions. The latter constructions have
the object in a position between V1 and the particle. Sranantongo also has the possibility to express
‘direction towards’ in a multi-verb motion construction, with V2 kon.

6.5 Motion constructions in Dutch
This section describes the constructions found in the Dutch corpus expressing the same types of
events as described in the previous paragraphs.

6.5.1

Manner of motion

Dutch does not employ multi-verb constructions to express motion events. Manner of motion
events similar to the ones above are usually encoded by means of a special kind of compound verb,
referred to as ‘particle verb’ (Booij 2007: 186) or ‘separable verb’ (Haeseryn et al. 1997: 12.2.2.1),
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such as wegrennen ‘run away’ or binnengaan ‘go into’. The essential characteristic of this type of
verb, comparable to English phrasal verbs such as look up, is that it consists of two parts, which
form one unit in the infinitive, but that can be separated in certain cases (Booij 2007: 22). This
separation happens when the verb is conjugated as in (93), or in the case of an infinitive with te
‘to’ or participle with prefix ge-: opbellen ‘call’ > op te bellen ‘to call’, opgebeld ‘call.PRTC’
(93)

Vanochtend

bel-de

ik

mijn

moeder

op

this.morning

call-SG.PST

1SG

1SG.POSS

mother

up

‘This morning I called my mother.’ (Usen et al. 2012: 104)
Examples from the Surinamese Dutch corpus, with the particle verb of movement wegrennen ‘run
away’ and wegvliegen ‘fly away’ are given below in (94) and (95). In both of these examples, the
particle weg which expresses Path, follows the main verb expressing Manner rent ‘run.3SG’ or
vliegen ‘fly’, although not completely separated from it by an intervening element as in the examples
above. This order, different from the one in the infinitive (wegrennen), shows the independent
behaviour of these two elements.
(94)

En

hij

ren-t

weg

and

he

run-3SG

away

‘And he runs away.’ (JVN-20170329-SJ-09-400-63F-stories-nl)
(95)

Alle

wespen

vlieg-en

weg

all

wasps

fly-3PL

away

(JVN-20170329-SJ-09-400-63F-frogstory-nl)
The similarity in linear order to the Sranan construction lon gwe when the verb occurs in second
position in main clauses is essential here: the manner of motion verb occurs first, followed by the
path, in this case a particle. Theoretically speaking, speakers could also produce or encounter
sentences where the verb and particle are not separated, for example when they are preceded by a
modal verb: hij wil wegrennen ‘he wants to run away’. However, all forms of this verb type occurring
in the corpus are conjugated and thus separated. This type of construction, movement verb + weg,
occurs nine times in the corpus (1.5 times per 1000 words). The verbs that are used are rennen
‘run’, lopen ‘walk’, vliegen ‘fly’, springen ‘jump and vluchten ‘flee’.

6.5.2

Caused motion

In the corpus, caused motion expressing ‘direction away’ can be encoded by the same construction
as Manner of motion: the combination of a verb (in this case transitive) + particle weg, which are
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usually then separated by the object. Example (96) shows a sentence where the main verb stoot
‘push’ is transitive and is separated from the particle weg by the object die doos ‘ that box’.
(96)

Hij

stoot

die

doos

weg

he

pushes

that

box

away

‘He pushes that box away.’ (JVN-20170329-SJ-09-400-63F-focuspictures-nl)
The construction with an object and transitive verb + weg (either together as an infinitive or past
participle or separated by the object) occurs 16 times in the corpus (2.7 times per 1000 words).
The transitive verbs used as V1 are halen ‘take’, gooien ‘throw’, schoppen ‘kick’, stoten/duwen ‘push’
and brengen ‘carry’. All of these occurrences have the order verb-object-particle weg.

6.5.3

Interim summary

In Dutch, motion constructions expressing ‘direction away’ are not multi-verb constructions, but
formed by using particle weg, both with Manner of motion and Caused motion constructions. The
latter constructions have the object in a position between V1 and V2.

6.6 Directionals in Surinamese Javanese
6.6.1

Manner of motion

As described above in 6.1, Surinamese Javanese speakers can express Manner + Path by means of
a multi-verb construction, where the V2 expresses the Path. Constructions with lunga ‘go away’ as
the V2 in a multi-verb construction are abundant in the Surinamese Javanese data, but much less
so in the Indonesian data. In the Surinamese corpus, this construction of Manner verb + lunga
occurs 75 times (0.9 time per 1000 words), against zero occurrences in the Indonesian corpus.
The verbs used as V1s are usually Javanese Manner of motion verbs such as mlayu ‘run’, mlaku
‘walk’, mencolot ‘jump’, mrobos ‘crawl’, mabur ‘fly’; however there is also one case where lunga is
combined with the Dutch verb sluipen ‘sneak’. Interestingly, this is almost the exact same set of
verbs that are used in constructions with gwe in Sranantongo (section 6.4.1) and with weg in Dutch
(section 6.5.1).
The case of mlayu lunga ‘run go.away’ deserves special attention. It is the most frequent of all
multi-verb constructions with lunga in the Surinamese corpus (43 occurrences, 0.5 per 1000
words), whereas it does not occur at all in the Indonesian corpus. Discussion with Indonesian
speakers showed that mlayu lunga as a combination is not considered ungrammatical. However, it
is not considered very natural to Indonesian speakers, because mlayu and lunga both already carry
some inherent locative deictic meaning of ‘off/away’, and combining them could be superfluous in
this sense. This is confirmed by Robson’s dictionary of Javanese (2002: 578), which gives ‘to run
(off, away)’ as the gloss for mlayu and ‘to go (away, out)’ for lunga (2002: 456). In Vruggink’s
dictionary of Surinamese Javanese, the first meaning of mlayu is ‘to run, to jog’, whereas ‘to flee,
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to run (away)’ is given as the second meaning. This possibly indicates a slight shift of meaning of
mlayu in Suriname, where it is less deictic and more purely interpreted as a manner of motion.
The verb lunga is glossed as ‘go, go away’.

6.6.2

Caused motion

Verbs in the second category are transitive verbs marked with the di-prefix (undergoer voice).
These are for example disurung ‘to be pushed’, digawa ‘to be carried’, dijongkrokké ‘to be pushed
from behind’ and disépak ‘to be kicked’. This set is also very similar to the ones used in
constructions with Caused motion verbs + gwe in Sranan (section 6.4.2) and Caused motion verbs
+ weg in Dutch (section 6.5.2). As can be seen in Table 6.2, these constructions are more frequent
in the Surinamese data than in the Indonesian corpus.
Table 6.2: Overview of Caused motion + lunga constructions in the Javanese corpora
(occurrences/1000 words).
Surinamese Javanese

Indonesian Javanese

di-verb + lunga

25 (0.31 / 1000 words)

16 (0.19 / 1000 words)

N-verb + lunga

4 (0.05 / 1000 words)

1 (0.01 / 1000 words)

ø-verb + lunga

0

4 (0.05 / 1000 words)

The combination digawa lunga ‘UV-carry go.away’ is frequently encountered and can be argued to
be a fixed expression for ‘carrying something away’ (confirmed by Indonesian informants). In all
cases of di-verb + lunga in the Indonesian corpus, it can be argued that lunga refers to the motion
of the actor and not of the undergoer. This brings us to a second distinguishing point between the
Surinamese and Indonesian speakers: Accompanied vs. Caused Motion.
Whereas in the Indonesian data all cases of di-verb + lunga express a kind of Accompanied
Motion (i.e. both the actor and the undergoer follow the same path of motion), in the Surinamese
data there are quite a few cases of Caused Motion (i.e. the movement of the undergoer/causee is
caused by the actor/causer, who do not follow the same path of motion). This is clear in examples
like disépak lunga ‘UV-kick go.away’ or dijongkrokké lunga ‘UV-push.over go.away’, where the
undergoer is the only argument that actually moves away, since the actor (the person kicking or
pushing) stays in one place.

6.6.3

Other cases

As was described in section 6.4, apart from the construction of verb + ‘go’ for direction away,
Sranan also has the possibility of expressing ‘direction towards’ with a multi-verb construction,
with V2 kon ‘come’. The question is whether a similar construction can appear in either
Surinamese or Indonesian Javanese.
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Both the Surinamese Javanese and Indonesian Javanese corpus include quite a few

occurrences of verbs of movement followed by teka, which can mean ‘come/arrive’. However, in
most of these cases, teka is used with a prepositional meaning to indicate the Source of movement,
as in (97). In these cases, it is basically a dialectal variant of seka/saka ‘from, out of’, which is
different from the verb teka ‘come’ (see the two different dictionary entries in Robson & Wibisono
2002).
(97)

metu

teka

omah

go.out

from

house

‘go out from/exit the house’ (JAV-20160420-IJ-27-E-56F-clips)
Cases where teka is combined with the Source, are common in both Surinamese and Indonesian
Javanese, but it should be noted that they are only found among speakers of the East-Javanese
dialect in the Indonesian corpus (which is congruent with the fact that Robson describes this usage
of teka with the meaning ‘from, out of’ as dialectal). The fact that teka behaves more like a
preposition in these cases becomes clear from the following example, where there is no indication
of movement at all but rather teka just expresses the point from where the bird is looking:
(98)

Manuk-é

darès

n-delok-ké

teka

wit

liya-né

bird-DEF

owl

AV-look-APPL

from

tree

other-DEF

‘The owl is watching from the other tree.’ (JVN-20140512-SJ-01-200-83M-frogstory)
This makes the construction obviously different from that with kon as V2 in Sranantongo, which
is used to indicate Goal and not Source in a multi-verb construction (Jansen et al. 1978: 140).
However, there are a few cases where teka is used without a location following it, all of which
occur in the Surinamese corpus. In these cases, it only has an inherent locative deictic meaning (of
movement towards the scene). The movement verbs which are combined with teka to form an
inherent locative deictic construction are mlayu ‘run’ and mlaku ‘walk’. These verbs are also the
most frequent in deictic constructions with lunga ‘go away’ (see 6.6.1). Examples are given below.
According to my informants, this deictic motion construction with V2 teka to express ‘direction
towards’ is not possible in Indonesian Javanese. It occurs a total of six times in the Surinamese
corpus (0.07 times per 1000 words).
(99)

Tyah

lanang-é

mlayu

teka

child

male-DEF

run

come

‘The boy comes running.’ (JVN-20170324-SJ-43-401-37F-focuspictures)
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(100)

Tikus-é

mlaku

teka

mouse-DEF

walk

come
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‘The mouse comes walking.’ (JVN-20170324-SJ-43-401-37F-stories)

6.7 Discussion
Comparing multi-verb motion constructions in Surinamese and Indonesian Javanese, several
differences can be observed. First of all, there is a difference in frequency: constructions with lunga
as a V2 expressing ‘direction away’ are more frequent in Surinamese Javanese, both with Manner
of motion as well as Caused motion verbs as V1. Especially the combination of Manner of motion
+ lunga seems to occur particularly often in Surinamese Javanese, while not occurring at all in
Indonesian Javanese. I would claim that this difference can be explained by cross-linguistic transfer
from Sranantongo, where the construction Manner/Caused motion verb + ‘go’ is also very
frequent to express ‘direction away’. Since Surinamese Javanese speakers have been in contact with
Sranantongo for a long period of time (since the beginning of migration), they will have
encountered this combination many times. By frequently hearing and producing it while speaking
Sranantongo, heritage speakers will transfer it into their heritage language as well. This change
can be classified as a pattern change: speakers copy “the organization, distribution and mapping of
grammatical or semantic meaning” without the phonological form itself, a process also referred to
as calquing, grammatical replication or relexification (Matras & Sakel 2007; Yakpo & Muysken
2014). In this case, the Javanese speakers copy the (frequency) distribution as well as the mapping
of semantic meaning from Sranantongo, which is how this construction has become so frequent
and common in Surinamese Javanese.
Secondly, there is the extension of the usage contexts: V2 lunga is combined with a wider
range of V1s in Surinamese Javanese than in Indonesian Javanese, where it is restricted to V1
surung ‘push’, gawa ‘carry’ and a fixed expression with tinggal ‘leave’. This is a form of semantic
extension, that can be classified as the first stage of contact-induced grammaticalization (Heine &
Kuteva 2005: 80). In this case, heritage speakers analyse a grammatical element differently from
baseline speakers: in this case, lunga is analyzed as an element expressing only direction or Path of
motion, and not Manner. This, I would say is caused by entrenchment, coming from both
Sranantongo and Dutch: in both of these languages, the schema Manner/Caused motion verb +
‘go’/’away’ is very frequent. The particularity of this construction is that the direction/path of
motion is encoded in a separate element; either a verb or a particle. Because of frequency and
recency of encountering this schema in both contact languages, it will become more entrenched
in the mind of the multilingual heritage speaker, and thereby more natural and frequent in their
heritage language. This leads to the preference of Surinamese speakers to ‘split up’ the notion of
path from the motion verb itself, while Indonesian speakers use one single verb to express both
aspects of the meaning. The main source language of this construction in Surinamese Javanese is
Sranantongo rather than Dutch, both because of the greater time depth of contact as well as the
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structural similarity (both lunga and gwe are verbs with a similar syntactic behaviour). However,
the schema of expressing ‘direction away’ by means of a separate element is further entrenched
and reinforced by the existence of the particle construction in Dutch.
Then, the third difference is in its meaning: whereas the constructions in Indonesian Javanese
usually describe either the Manner of motion of the causer in a Manner of motion construction,
or Accompanied motion in the Caused motion construction, in the Surinamese constructions the
V2 lunga always refers to the movement of the causee, or the undergoer of the movement, even
without referring to the motion of the causer. This is also similar to the constructions in
Sranantongo and Dutch; here the V2 gwe or particle weg also refers to the motion of the causee
rather than the causer. This is also a case of pattern replication, in this case of the semantics of this
particular element.
One preliminary, but promising observation was that in Surinamese Javanese, not only
‘direction away’ can be expressed by a multi-verb construction, but also ‘direction towards’. This
is likely also due to cross-linguistic transfer from Sranantongo, which has the possibility to express
‘direction towards’ in a multi-verb construction with V2 kon. The Surinamese Javanese speakers
may then replicate this construction in their heritage language, by using the verb teka ‘come’. The
possibility for this new construction is offered by the fact that the homonym teka ‘from, out of’ can
be in the same syntactic position (post-verbal), which reduces the step toward using teka ‘come’ in
that same position.
One thing that we do not see in Surinamese Javanese, as opposed to Sranantongo and Dutch,
is the intervention of the object in between the Caused motion verb and the deictic element, such
as pus’ en gwe ‘push him away’. Possibly, this is because the two verbs in Javanese still form a
stronger unit than the verbs in Sranan, or the verb + particle in Dutch, and that this is such a
strong syntactic feature that it does not change easily. Therefore, syntactic constraints still apply:
there has to be a free, possible slot offered by the heritage language structure as a starting point
for linguistic change.

6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, I aimed to answer the question whether the multi-verb motion constructions
expressing ‘direction away’ in Sranantongo and Surinamese Javanese are related. Has there been
some form of cross-linguistic transfer from Sranan into Surinamese Javanese, manifest in
frequency possible combinations? These questions should be answered affirmatively: the multiverb motion construction has become more frequent and has spread to more possible
combinations, mostly under the influence of the Sranan multi-verb motion construction. It has
been reinforced by the Dutch particle verb construction. These constructions have in common
that the direction is expressed by an element separate from the verb, a schema which is then
transferred into Surinamese Javanese through the mechanism of entrenchment.
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Questions for further research should be about whether the construction also has spread to
other verb pairs, as shown with the preliminary results about V2 teka, parallel to kon in
Sranantongo. It could even look beyond the realm of motion constructions, into other multi-verb
constructions, as these are very frequent in Sranantongo. A first pilot showed that the direction of
change in multi-verb constructions in Surinamese Javanese is not always from less to more multiverb constructions, but that it depends on the grammar of the contact language, in this case
Sranantongo: whereas Indonesian Javanese uses multi-verb constructions to express instrumental
relations (with V2 nganggo ‘use’), Surinamese Javanese prefers preposition karo ‘with’, parallel to
Dutch and Sranan. Therefore, there is probably not a simple overall typological tendency towards
more multi-verb constructions, but rather a series of highly constrained contact-induced change
phenomena, which require specific syntactic possibilities a priori in the target language as well as
an entrenched structure in the source language.

7. Encoding transfer events in Surinamese Javanese
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study how language contact influences the expression of transfer events in
Surinamese Javanese.34 Transfer events, expressed in a ditransitive construction, are particularly
interesting for the study of contact effects since they show grammatical variability. Variability or
the alternation of constructions is likely to be the locus of cross-linguistic influence, as maintained
by the Vulnerability Hypothesis (de Prada Pérez 2015) and by the Alternation Hypothesis (Jansen
et al. 1981). A number of studies have shown that when there is variability or alternation between
two or more grammatical constructions, bilingual speakers tend to use the construction that is
shared by both languages (Jansen et al. 1981; Silva-Corvalán 1994; Boumans 2006; Onar Valk
2015; Moro & Klamer 2015; Moro 2016; Kootstra & Şahin in press). The Vulnerability Hypothesis
also assumes a categorical-variable continuum, such that variable phenomena are prone to change
while categorical phenomena are not (de Prada Pérez 2015). The rationale behind this is that
variable constructions are difficult for multilingual (heritage) speakers to acquire, and
consequently it becomes the target of possible dominant language influence. For instance, Turkish
has two types of subordinate clauses, finite ones and non-finite ones. Turkish-Dutch bilinguals
living in the Netherlands have been found to overgeneralize the option that is also found in Dutch,
namely the finite subordinate clause (Onar Valk & Backus 2013).
Variable grammatical domains of language can undergo frequency change due to language
contact, so that the frequency distributions of the constructions in the heritage language become
similar to those of the dominant language. This kind of change is referred to as “frequential
copying” by Johanson (2002: 292): the frequential properties of a construction or pattern in the
dominant language are transferred into the heritage language. In this way, an existing pattern in
the heritage language which is infrequent (and thus marked) can become more frequent (and less
marked) under the influence of the dominant language.
From the perspective of variability, Javanese presents an interesting case as the expression of
transfer events shows variability in two dimensions: not only the clausal constructions used are
variable, but also the applicative suffixes on the verbs that are part of these constructions show
variability. Both variable dimensions are expected to be vulnerable, and to undergo linguistic
change. The first phenomenon, the clausal construction used, is expected to be affected more by
language external factors, such as cross-linguistic influence from Sranantongo and Dutch. The
second phenomenon, the variable use of applicative affixes, is expected to be affected by languageinternal developments reinforced by contact.
In other languages, the domain of ditransitive or transfer events has been shown to be
vulnerable to contact, since it often shows variability in the order and grammatical marking of the
34

This chapter is based on Villerius, Sophie, Francesca Moro & Marian Klamer. Under review. Encoding
Transfer Events in Surinamese Javanese.
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arguments. The term ‘transfer events’ is used here to refer to a specific subset of ditransitive verbs:
those that encode ‘give’ or ‘show’ events. In the expression of a transfer event, there can be
variation in the ordering and encoding of the Recipient-like argument (R) and the transferred
object or Theme argument (T). Cross-linguistically, the most frequently discussed structures to
express ditransitive events are those involved in the so-called ‘dative alternation/shift’ (Bresnan et
al. 2007; Colleman 2009; Broekhuis et al. 2015). In this alternation, there are two main
constructions. The first is the Prepositional Object construction (PO), in which R is marked with
a prepositional phrase (John gave a book to Mary). The second construction is the Double Object
construction, owing its name to the fact that both objects (R and T) appear unmarked, usually in
a fixed order following the verb (John gave Mary a book). The frequency and distribution of these
constructions is vulnerable to language contact, mostly affecting the preference of speakers for one
construction or the other. In a study of the PO/DO alternation among Ambon Malay-Dutch
bilinguals in the Netherlands, Moro and Klamer (2015) observed an increase in the frequency of
DO constructions, explained as a result of cross-linguistic influence from Dutch. A similar increase
in frequency under the influence of Dutch was found in Papiamento-Dutch bilinguals; but in this
case, it was the PO construction that was used more frequently (Kootstra & Şahin in press).
As we will demonstrate, Indonesian Javanese has a clear preference for encoding transfer
events by means of a Prepositional Object (PO) construction. Surinamese Javanese however, is in
contact with on the one hand Sranantongo, a language that strongly prefers Double Object (DO)
constructions, and on the other hand Dutch, a language with a preference for PO constructions in
certain elicitation contexts (but not in spontaneous speech, which is why it was given as an
explanation for the increase in DO in Ambon Malay). Given this multilingual context in which
Surinamese Javanese is spoken, the questions addressed in this chapter are thus: To what extent
has the encoding of transfer events in Surinamese Javanese been restructured as compared to the
Indonesian Javanese? And which role, if any, did contact with Sranantongo and Dutch play in the
restructuring?
The current study shows that the encoding of transfer events in Surinamese Javanese has
been restructured to the extent that Surinamese Javanese speaker use more DO constructions
compared to Indonesian Javanese speakers. This result indicates that variability in syntax indeed
makes a construction vulnerable to change in a contact situation. Our study also shows that
Surinamese Javanese has been mostly influenced by Sranantongo in its choice of preferred
construction for transfer events. We know that the contact with Sranantongo has been taking
place for a longer period of time than the contact with Dutch (see section 2.5 and 2.6 of this thesis),
which indicates that duration of contact is an important factor in grammatical restructuring.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 7.1 presents a general introduction into
constructions of transfer events in language contact situations. Section 7.2 gives a description of
ditransitive transfer constructions in the three languages of the contact situation: Javanese,
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Sranantongo, and Dutch. Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 outline the methodology of the present study,
and section 7.3.3 presents and discusses the results. Section 7.4 formulates the conclusions.

7.2 Transfer verb constructions in Javanese, Sranantongo and Dutch
This section presents a description of the structures used to encode transfer events in the three
languages that are in contact in Suriname: Indonesian Javanese (section 7.2.1), Sranantongo
(section 7.2.2) and Dutch (section 7.2.3). The different constructions mentioned here are the ones
that were found in the data. We will see that each language allows a variety of structures, and that
some of these occur across the three languages, while others are unique for an individual language.
We discuss the similarities and differences between the three languages, and frequency effects.

7.2.1

Javanese

The description below is based primarily on the possibilities and preferences of Indonesian
Javanese. However, all of the constructions occur in both heritage Surinamese Javanese and
homeland Indonesian Javanese. The examples presented below come from our own corpus of
Indonesian and Surinamese Javanese unless stated otherwise. In Indonesian Javanese, different
encodings of transfer events not only show variation in syntactic constructions (7.2.1.1-7.2.1.4)
but also show differences in the morphological shape of the transfer verb.
7.2.1.1

Double Object (DO) and Prepositional Object (PO) constructions

Indonesian Javanese uses both the DO and PO construction to encode transfer events (see
Ogloblin 2005: 602 for Standard Javanese; Arps et al. 2000: 435 for Central-Javanese; Hemmings
2013: 173 for East-Javanese; Conners 2008: 74 for Tengger Javanese). These constructions are
characterized by having a main verb with a nasal prefix35 which derives the so-called ‘Actor voice’
(AV). The AV-prefix on the verb licenses the actor argument of the verb to be the subject of the
clause, while its undergoer arguments are objects. The objects of AV-verbs of transfer are
expressed in either the DO or the PO construction. In a DO construction, both R (Recipient) and
T (Theme) appear as bare, unmarked, nominal constituents, following the verb, as illustrated in
example (101).36

(101)

R

T

Ibu

nge-kèk-i

[aku]

[dhuwit]

mother

AV-give-APPL

1SG

money

‘Mother gives me money’ (Arps et al. 2000: 435)

35

The nasal prefix ng-[ŋ] assimilates with the place feature of the following segment and is realised as ng-[ŋ],
n- , m-, or ny- [nj].
36
Orthographical conventions: è = [Ɛ]); é = [e]); ty = [tʃ], j = [dʒ], dh = [ɖ], th = [ʈ].
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In (101), the objects in the DO construction appear in the order R(ecipient)-T(heme). However,
the order T-R is also possible with AV-verbs of transfer as in (102)37:
verb-i DO Theme-Recipient
(102)

T

R

Wong

lanang-é

n-duduh-i

[klambi]

[tyah

lanang-é]

person

male-DEF

AV-show-APPL

cloth

child

male-DEF

‘The man shows (a piece of) clothing to the boy.’ (JVN-20150826-SJ-39-301-34F-clips)
In a PO construction, bare T follows the verb and R is the complement of the preposition nèng, as
illustrated in (103).

(103)

T

Prep

R

Ibu

nge-kèk-ké

[dhuwit]

nèng

[aku]

mother

AV-give-APPL

money

LOC

1SG

‘Mother gives money to me’ (Arps et al. 2000: 435)
Note that the Javanese DO-PO alternation goes hand in hand with using different (‘applicative’)
suffixes on the verb: in (101) the suffix -i licenses post-verbal R, in (103), the suffix -(a)ké licenses
post-verbal T. Thus, Indonesian Javanese has a DO-PO alternation that is reminiscent of the
‘dative alternation’ in English or Dutch, but the Javanese alternation is different in at least two
respects: (i) in Javanese, the order in which objects occur in the DO construction is variable, and
(ii) the morphology of the main verb plays a role in determining which object (R or T) is directly
adjacent to the verb.
The Javanese applicative suffixes -i and -ké are associated with a range of mostly valencychanging functions, of which an overview is given below in Table 7.1.
.

37

One reviewer suggested that the flexibility in the order of the R and T argument might be related to animacy
of the participants. However, since the arguments in this study were kept constant for animacy, it is not
possible to draw any conclusions here, and this remains an object for further study.
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Table 7.1: Overview of the functions of Javanese applicative suffixes -i and -(a)ké, with illustrations
(Robson 1992; Vruggink 2001; Ogloblin 2005; Ewing 2005; Hemmings 2013).
Suffix -i
• Causative: ng-resik-i (AV-clean-APPL) ‘clean up’
• Introduce recipient, goal or location argument:
ng-irim-i (AV-send-APPL) ‘send to X’
• Express pluractionality, repetition or intensity of
the verbal action: ng-usung-i (AV-carry-APPL)
‘carry with many people’
• ‘To provide X with, to apply to X’: ng-lenga-ni
(AV-oil-APPL) ‘put oil in X’

Suffix -(a)ké
• Causative: ng-lebok-aké (AV-enter-APPL) ‘to put
in’
• Introduce a benefactive: tukok-aké (buy-APPL)
‘to buy for X’
• Express ‘goal-orientedness’: krungu ‘hear X’ vs.
ng-rungok-aké (AV-hear-APPL) ‘listen to X’
• ‘To consider X as [base]’: m-bener-aké (AVright-APPL) ‘to consider X as right’

• ‘To act as’: m-bocah-i (AV-child-APPL) ‘to act
childishly’
• Indicate “a more specific relation with the object”
(Robson, 1992:57): ng-golèk (AV-seek) ‘to seek’
vs. ng-golèk-i (AV-seek-APPL) ‘to seek something
in particular’

From Table 7.1 it seems that, at least according to the literature, -i and -(a)ké have some
overlapping functions (for example, the causative function, and the function to introduce a type
of goal argument), but also that -i has a wider range of meanings associated with it than has -(a)ké.
Concerning the form of the suffix (a)ké: this is variable across the Javanese dialects, and it occurs
as -ké and -aké, but also as -na and -né. The suffix -na is the East-Javanese variant of -ké (Robson
1992; Arps et al. 2000) and the form -né may be considered a merger of this East-Javanese -na and
Central-Javanese -ké. This is relevant, since the present study assumes Surinamese Javanese was
based on the Central-Javanese dialect (see section 2.2.3.3 for an overview of the origin of speakers),
so that we do not expect the suffixes -na and -né to surface in our data.
When Javanese applicative suffixes are used with transfer verbs, the most important
semantic-syntactic difference between them is as follows. As a suffix to a transfer verb, -i licenses
an R object that is semantically a recipient, location or goal, and appears in a DO construction. R
can occur following T (in the construction “verb-i T R”), as in example (102) above, or directly
adjacent to the verb (in the construction “verb-i R T”), as shown in example (104)38.

38

Cross-linguistically, this is the most frequently used order in DO constructions (Haspelmath 2013).
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verb-i DO Recipient-Theme
R
(104)

T

Wong

lanang

nge-wènèh-i

[wong

wadon]

[dhus]

person

male

AV-give-APPL

person

female

box

‘A man gives a woman a box.’ (JVN-20140522-SJ-10-311-52M-clips)
The suffix -ké, by contrast, introduces a benefactive argument or a notion of increased ‘goalorientedness’ to the verb, and usually appears in a PO construction, where the PO containing R
follows T (in the construction “verb-ké T [Prep R]PO”), see example (105).
verb-ké T PO
(105)

T

R

Iki

ana

cah

lanang-é

nge-kèk-ké

[tas-é]

[karo

kanca-né]

this

EXIST

child

male-DEF

AV-give-APPL

bag-DEF

with

friend-DEF

‘Here is the boy giving the bag to his friend.’ (JAV-20150529-IJ-01-C-M-clips)
The data in the current study indicate that the association between having a verb with an –i suffix
and DO constructions on the one hand, and having a verb with a –ké suffix and PO constructions
on the other, is subject to change among heritage speakers of Javanese (see section 7.3.3.2).
Indonesian Javanese thus shows a PO-DO alternation, as well as variable orders within the
DO construction itself. Existing literature does not provide information on preferential
frequencies of these constructions among homeland speakers. For this reason we conducted a prestudy to examine patterns of frequency. We analyzed data from eight Javanese speakers from
Central and East-Java in Indonesia, who were asked to describe six video stimuli (the same as those
that were used in the exploration of the heritage data, see section 7.3.2.2). The results show a clear
preference for PO (78.8%), whereas no DO at all was found in the data. 39 As for the use of
morphology in the PO construction, in the majority of cases (61.5 %) a verb with the suffix -ké
introduces the T, while in the remaining 38.5% of the utterances the T is introduced by suffix -i.
Thus, in our elicited data set there is a preference for PO constructions with verbs suffixed with –
ké.
In sum, according to the literature, PO and DO are both possible in Indonesian Javanese. In
elicitation contexts, however, speakers prefer to encode transfer events by means of a PO
construction, with suffix -ké introducing the Theme argument.

39

The remaining 21% consisted of Argument omission constructions and Two-predicate constructions (see
section 7.2.1.2 and 7.2.1.4).
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7.2.1.2

Argument omission constructions

In descriptions of transfer events in Indonesian Javanese, one of the non-actor arguments may be
left unexpressed, even when they are clearly visible in the stimulus. We refer to these
constructions as ‘Argument omission constructions’. In example (106), the T of ngèki ‘give’ is left
unexpressed; in (107), it is the R of nduduhké ‘show’.
Theme omission
(106)

Ènèk

wong

lanang

karo

wong

wédok

ngadeg.

EXIST

person

male

with

person

female

standing

Wong

lanang-é

ng-èk-i

[wong

wédok]

person

male-DEF

AV-give-APPL

person

female

R

‘A man and a woman are standing. The man gives (something) to the woman.’ (JVN20140523-SJ-11-311-47F-clips)
Recipient omission
T
(107)

Wong

n-duduh-ké

[jas]

person

AV-show-APPL

jacket

‘A person shows a jacket.’ (JAV-20160407-IJ-53-C-59F-clips)
7.2.1.3

Undergoer voice

In Indonesian Javanese, the verb can have two voices: Actor voice (AV, with the nasal prefix
discussed in section 7.2.1.1) or Undergoer voice (UV). UV with a third person actor (as in the
examples from the corpus) is expressed with the verbal prefix di-. This prefix licenses an undergoer
argument to be the subject of the clause, and to occur in pre-verbal subject position. In UV-transfer
verb constructions, the subject undergoer can be either the R, as in (108), or the T, as in (109).
Recipient Undergoer as subject of di-verb
(108)

Ènèk

tyah

tyilik

karo

wong

lanang.

EXIST

child

little

with

person

male

R

T

[Tyah

tyilik-é]

di-kèk-i

[klambi]

child

little-DEF

UV-give-APPL

cloth

‘There is a child and a man. The little child is given (a piece of) clothing.’ (JVN20140605-SJ-22-302-23F-clips)
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Theme Undergoer as subject of di-verb
T
(109)

[Tas-é]

di-kèk-ké

wong

lanang-é

menèh

bag-DEF

UV-give-APPL

person

male-DEF

again

‘The bag is given to the man again.’ (JVN-20150826-SJ-39-301-34F-clips)
Different suffixes are used on the verb ‘give’ in (108) (di-kèk-i) and (109) (di-kèk-ké). Thus, the
question may be asked whether there is an absolute association between choice of suffix and
selecting either R or T as clausal subject. We believe the answer is negative. As described in Arps
et al. (2000: 435), the undergoer voice with suffix -i takes a recipient undergoer, and the verb with
suffix -ké takes a theme undergoer. However, as the data discussed in section 7.3.3.2 will show,
there is variation in the usage of these suffixes among homeland speakers (in PO constructions),
and the results are thus inconclusive. In this chapter we will therefore focus on the differences and
similarities between the heritage and homeland group with regard to these suffixes, which will be
discussed in section 7.3.3.2.
7.2.1.4

Two-predicate constructions

In Indonesian Javanese, the expression of a transfer event may also be split between two predicates,
where one predicate introduces T and the other R. More specifically, as can be seen in (110), the
first predicate involves an activity where an active subject handles T (which is the object), while
the second predicate involves a transfer event where T is the (implied) subject of the verb in
Undergoer voice, and R is the object.
Two-predicate construction
(110) Iki

V1

T

wong

lanang

loro,

ng-gawa

[kamplékan],

This

person

male

two

AV-carry

bag

V2

R

di-kèk-ké

[kantya-né

ling

liya]

UV-give-APPL

friend-DEF

REL

other

‘Here are two men, carrying a bag, [which is] given to the other friend.’ (JVN-20140514SJ-03-211-64F-clips)
Constructions involving two predicates to express a complex event are sometimes referred to as
‘serial verb constructions’, a term that will be encountered later in the discussion on Sranantongo
constructions. However, for comparative reasons, we choose not to use this term to refer to the
constructions found in the Javanese data. Instead, we prefer to use the broader notion ‘two-
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predicate construction’ to cover both serial verbs constructions as well as conjoined clauses where
the expression of same subjects is omitted, and which are not separated by an audible pause.

7.2.2

Sranantongo

This section provides an overview of the types of constructions used to encode transfer events in
Sranantongo. Illustrations are taken from the literature and from the data set described in section
7.3.2.1 (the latter are marked with ‘SRA11’).40
7.2.2.1

DO and PO constructions

In Sranantongo, the DO construction illustrated in (111) is the most common construction to
express transfer events (Voorhoeve 1964; Bruyn et al. 1999; Yakpo 2017). Sranantongo also has
the option to use a PO construction, where R follows T and is embedded in a prepositional phrase,
as shown in (112) with preposition na.

(111)

R

T

M

e

gi

[hen]

[wan

sani]

1SG

PRES

give

3SG

ART.INDF

thing

‘I give him a thing.’ (Voorhoeve, 1964:22)

(112)

T

Prep

R

Joe

ben

gi

[datti]

na

[mi]41

2SG

PST

give

that

LOC

1SG

‘You gave that to me’ (Arends, 1989:181)
The PO construction with preposition na is the one that has traditionally been described in the
literature. However, a recent paper by Yakpo (2017) suggests that there is another construction in
Sranan which has been reanalyzed as a PO: a construction with two predicates, where the first
verb is a verb of transfer, such as langa ‘hand over’, and the second verb is gi ‘give’. See example
(113) below. In these cases, traditionally analyzed as serial verb constructions in the literature, it
appears that synchronically, gi should be analyzed as a preposition, since the transfer event is
already encoded in the V1. Yakpo argues that this reanalysis took place under the influence of
Dutch, which has a strong preference for PO constructions.

40

Note on orthography: examples from the literature are given in the original source orthography, but with
standardized glosses. Examples from the data set are given in standard Sranan orthography.
41
A reviewer commented that constructions with preposition na are only attested in historical sources, and
are not encountered today.
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V1

T

V2

R

A

man

e

langa

[wan

tas]

gi

[a

trawan]

ART.DEF

man

IPFV

hand.over

ART.INDF

bag

give

ART.DEF

other

‘A man hands over a bag, gives it to the other.’ (SRA11edd-ke)
In terms of frequency, while DO and PO constructions are both possible, the literature suggests
that DO constructions are preferred (Winford & Plag 2013: e.g.). Voorhoeve’s (1964) description
of Sranantongo syntax contains a text with 21 occurrences of ditransitive constructions with the
verb gi ‘give’, and all of these are DO construction where R and T directly follow the verb. In the
corpus provided by Arends (1989), we find 17 DO constructions versus two PO constructions with
the verb gi ‘give’. In Yakpo (2017) ditransitive constructions in a corpus of spoken Sranantongo
are analysed.42 Counting 141 occurrences of 10 different ditransitive verbs, Yakpo shows that 64%
of these (90/141) occur in DO constructions (Yakpo 2017: 72, Table 6). The remaining 36%
utterances contain ‘serial verb constructions’, which he later goes on to classify as PO
constructions, by arguing that gi as a V2 has been reanalyzed as a preposition under the influence
of Dutch. Further evidence for the preference for DO in Sranantongo is provided by our own
analysis of a written source, Sye! Arki Tori!, a collection of stories by Aleks de Drie (1985), written
in Sranantongo. We did a search for ditransitive constructions in the first three chapters of this
source, and found that out of the 28 constructions with the verb gi ‘to give’, 25 were DO
constructions. The other three were cases of constructions with multiple predicates, with gi as V2,
which as we will see later can synchronically be classified as PO’s, following Yakpo (2017). The
only other ditransitive verb that was frequent enough (i.e. more than one occurrence) was the
verb of communication taygi ‘to tell’. This verb occurred seven times in a ditransitive construction,
all of which were DO constructions.
7.2.2.2

Two-predicate constructions

Another option to express transfer events in Sranantongo is through a two-predicate construction
where the first predicate is usually an object handling verb like teki ‘take’, tyari ‘carry’ or hori ‘to
hold’, and has T as its object, while the second predicate is a verb of transfer, such as gi ‘give’ or
sori ‘show’ and has R as its object. Examples are (114) and (115). These cases are arguably different
from the ones described above as PO constructions, since here the respective V2s gi and sori still
receive a literal meaning of expressing the transfer event.

42

Part of this corpus overlaps with the data described in section 7.3.2.1.
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(114)

V1

T

Kofi

tyari

[a

Kofi

carry

DEF

V2

R

nyan]

gi

[en

mama]

food

give

3SG

mother

‘Kofi brought his mother the food.’ (Sebba, 1987:113)

(115)

V1

T

V2

R

A

man

hori

wan

buku

sori

[a

trawan]

ART.DEF

man

hold

ART.INDF

book

show

ART.DEF

other

‘A man holds a book, shows it to the other man.’ (JVN-20170406-SJ-47-301-59Mclips-sr)
Constructions like these, where the verbs share at least one argument and are not connected with
any conjunction, are often referred to as ‘serial verb constructions’ in the literature on Sranantongo
(e.g. Sebba 1987). A type very similar to the constructions in (114) and (115) are cases such as (116)
below, where the verb types are the same but the two clauses are less tightly joined because of the
pronoun a which is repeated, and the pause after buku.
(116)

A

man

teki

wan

buku,

a

sori

a

trawan

ART.DEF

man

take

ART.INDF

book

ART.DEF

show

ART.DEF

other

‘The man takes a book, he shows to the other man.’ (SRA11MAL-KE)
As we have shown above, Javanese also has an option to encode transfer events by means of a
construction with multiple predicates; the Two-predicate construction (section 7.2.1.4). In this
construction, the two verbs do not necessarily share a subject and the clauses can be connected by
means of a conjunction. The essential similarity between the serial verb constructions in (114) and
(115), the construction in (116) and Two-predicate constructions in Javanese is that the
information of one transfer events is segmented into two predicates or clauses. Both subcomponents of the transfer-event are expressed by verbs. The first verb means ‘hold’, ‘take’ or
‘carry’, while the second verb is a verb of transfer, ‘give’ or ‘show’. For the sake of comparison, in
this chapter we will group all of these constructions together under the label ‘Two-predicate
construction’ .
As for the relative frequency of the two-predicate constructions expressing transfer events,
Bruyn et al. (Bruyn et al. 1999: 340) state that “the actual distribution of the DOC [=DO], the PDC
[=PO], and the SDC [=two-predicate construction] in modern Sranantongo usage” is “not quite
clear”. Most references, as said, suggest a preference for DO constructions (Voorhoeve 1964;
Arends 1989; Winford & Plag 2013; Bruyn et al. 1999 for older Sranantongo). From this we
conclude that the main construction in Sranantongo to encode transfer events is the DO
construction. The other constructions are less frequent nowadays. However, we assume that the
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Two-predicate construction with gi as a V2 was still more frequent when the Javanese contract
laborers arrived in Suriname a century ago, since the reanalysis of gi as a preposition seems to be
a recent development under the influence of Dutch. This is important, because we assume an
interlingual identification of kèk with gi.

7.2.3

Dutch

This section provides an overview of the types of constructions used to encode transfer events in
Dutch, where we aim to focus as much as possible on what is known about Surinamese Dutch.
Illustrations are taken from the data sets on Surinamese Dutch and Netherlands Dutch, described
in section 7.3.2.1.
7.2.3.1

DO and PO constructions

Like Javanese and Sranantongo, Dutch also has both a DO and PO construction to express transfer
events. In the DO construction, as in (117), the order of arguments following the verb is always
R-T. In the PO construction in (118), R follows T and is introduced with the preposition aan ‘to’.
R
(117) De
ART.DEF

T

ene man geeft

[de

andere man] [een

rugzak]

one man give.3SG

ART.DEF

other

backpack

man

ART.INDF

‘The one man gives the other man a backpack.’ (Moro and Klamer, 2015:272)
T
(118) Een
ART.INDF

Prep R

man geeft

[een

paar schoenen] aan

[een

vrouw]

man give.3SG

ART.INDF

pair shoes

ART.INDF

woman

LOC

‘A man gives a pair of shoes to a woman.’ (NED11sha2-ke)
Thus far, there have been few detailed studies of the syntax of Surinamese Dutch, with no specific
description of ditransitive constructions. Therefore, we assume that the same factors governing
the choice between DO and PO in Netherlands Dutch also hold for Surinamese Dutch. Factors
that govern the choice between DO and PO in Dutch include the length of the phrases expressing
the arguments, their animacy and the information packaging of especially of the R argument
(Moro & Klamer 2015: 272–273). As for the factor of phrase length it was found that the longer
the R phrase (e.g. a full nominal phrase), the more frequently it tends to be positioned at the end
of the clause. Shorter R’s (e.g. pronouns) will therefore have a higher probability to figure in a DO
construction where they precede T. As for animacy, an R argument is canonically animate and is
more likely to figure in a PO construction when it is inanimate, since a DO construction with an
inanimate R is infelicitous (for example: ?Ik geef de bibliotheek het boek ‘I give the library the book’).
Finally, since the animate (human) R is usually given and more topical than the T, a PO
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construction is more likely to be used when R is not topical but rather new information (for
example: Ik geef het boek aan hem, niet aan jou ‘I give the book to him, not to you’ rather than ?Ik
geef hem het boek, niet jou ‘I give him the book, not you’).
Dutch transfer constructions in elicitation show a stronger preference for PO (82.6%) over
DO (4.3%) (Moro & Klamer 2015: 279). This finding is in line with other studies which found a
strong preference for PO constructions in de-contextualized experiments (Colleman & Bernolet
2012: 96, 104), and a preference for DO constructions in corpora (Colleman 2009; Colleman &
Bernolet 2012: 94). In other words, the preference for either a DO or a PO construction in Dutch
is context-dependent. The elicitation context we are discussing here is similar to those of Moro
and Klamer (2015), so for the purpose of this study, we take PO as the preferred strategy for Dutch
transfer constructions.
7.2.3.2

Argument omission

Dutch also allows for the omission of an argument in a ditransitive transfer construction. Most
often this is the R, since this is canonically the more topical argument, as discussed above. An
illustration is (119).
T
(119)

Een

man

laat

[een

boek]

zien

ART.INDF

man

let.3SG

ART.INDF

book

see.INF

‘A man shows a book.’ (Moro and Klamer, 2015:272)
7.2.3.3

Object fronting

Another possibility in Dutch is to move one of the arguments to the initial position of the main
clause, preceding the verb, as illustrated with the T argument ‘the bag in his right hand’ in (120).
T
(120)

Prep

[De

tas

in

zijn

rechterhand]

overhandigt

hij

aan

ART.DEF

bag

In

3SG.POSS

right.hand

hand.over.3SG

3SG

LOC

[de

man

die

tegenover

hem

staat]

ART.DEF

man

REL

opposite

him

stand.3SG

R

‘The bag in his right hand he hands over to the man who stands in front of him.’
(Moro and Klamer, 2015:274)
The object-fronting construction in Dutch and the Undergoer voice construction in Javanese
(section 7.2.1.3) are similar in that both have R or T as the first constituent of the clause. The
crucial difference is that in Dutch object-fronting, the initial constituent is the grammatical object
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of the same verb that is used in unfronted constructions, while in Javanese Undergoer voice
constructions, it is the grammatical subject of an Undergoer voice verb. The two constructions
are thus distinguished on syntactic grounds.

7.2.4

Summary

Javanese, Sranantongo and Dutch all employ DO as well as PO constructions to express transfer
events. Javanese has a preference for PO (section 7.2.1.1), Sranantongo prefers DO (section
7.2.2.1). In Dutch, the choice is conditioned by a combination of formal, pragmatic and contextual
factors, but in the particular experimental context that is analysed here, Dutch prefers PO (section
7.2.3.1).
In addition, Javanese and Dutch share the possibility of omitting an argument, while Javanese
and Sranantongo share the possibility of using a two-predicate construction. Table 7.2 presents a
summary of possible and preferred constructions per language.
Table 7.2: Overview of the constructions available in the three languages to express transfer
events: + = possible, ++ = preferred.
Construction

Javanese

Sranantongo

Dutch

PO construction

++

+

++

DO construction

+

++

+

Argument omission

+

Undergoer voice

+

Object fronting
Two-predicate
construction

+
+

+

+

7.3 The study
7.3.1

Research questions

We have seen that Javanese allows a number of different constructions to encode transfer events,
namely constructions with PO, DO (Recipient-Theme), DO (Theme-Recipient), Two-predicate,
Argument omission and Undergoer voice (see Table 7.2 and section 3.1). Furthermore, a Javanese
transfer verb (‘give’ or ‘show’) can host two possible applicative suffixes, -ke and -i. As Surinamese
Javanese has developed mostly independently from the homeland variety since the end of
indentured labor migration, it is likely to have grown distinct from homeland Indonesian Javanese
(Chapter 2). The central question addressed here is thus whether the encoding of transfer events
in Surinamese Javanese has undergone restructuring when compared to the homeland Javanese
variety.
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To answer this question, we focus on two variables: (i) the frequency of various transfer
constructions; and (ii) the use of the applicative suffixes -ké and -i. We focus on these specific areas
as these are the domains where the variation between the two varieties is observed. Variable
structures like these are known to be vulnerable in language contact settings (Jansen et al. 1981;
Boumans 2006; Silva-Corvalán 1994; Silva-Corvalán 2008; Onar Valk & Backus 2013; Moro
2016).
Regarding the frequency of various transfer constructions, the ‘Alternation Hypothesis’
expects that if the heritage language offers an alternation between two constructions, heritage
speakers will tend to copy the frequency of the construction existing in their dominant language
(Jansen et al. 1981; Moro 2016). Thus, we investigate the frequencies of various transfer
constructions because we expect this to be a domain of cross-linguistic influence. When speakers
have various constructions available to express the same event, influence from (an)other
language(s) can affect their preferences, in such a way that bilingual speakers will more often select
the construction that is shared by both of the languages they speak.
Some of the transfer constructions that occur in Surinamese Javanese are shared with both
Sranantongo and Dutch (see Table 7.2, section 7.2.4). In Sranantongo, the DO construction
(Recipient-Theme) is most preferred (section 7.2.2.1). In Dutch, the PO construction is the
preferred construction in elicited data (section 7.2.3.1). Influence from the preferred patterns in
either Sranantongo (DO) or Dutch (PO) would thus result in overgeneralizing either DO or PO
in Surinamese Javanese.
Here we expect that Surinamese Javanese converges with Sranantongo more than with
Dutch, because Surinamese Javanese and Sranantongo have been in contact for over one hundred
years, while the period of contact with Dutch was only fifty years (see sections 2.5 and 2.6 of this
thesis). We thus expect a change in the DO/PO alternation, such that Surinamese Javanese
speakers will use DO (Recipient-Theme) constructions with a higher frequency than Javanese
homeland speakers, due to influence of Sranantongo. We also expect an increase in the frequency
of Two-predicate constructions in Surinamese Javanese, again due to the influence of
Sranantongo, where Two-predicate constructions were still very frequent in the 19th and the first
part of the 20th century, since the reanalysis as a PO construction is a later development.
Note however, that the frequency of DO, PO and Two-predicate constructions in a heritage
language can already shift significantly during a relatively short period of 50-60 years of
bilingualism, as Moro and Klamer (2015) have shown for heritage Malay in the Netherlands. Thus,
it is a matter of empirical evidence to determine whether Suriname Javanese is more influenced
by Sranantongo than by Dutch. For this reason, we also include Dutch data in our comparative
analysis.
The second variable phenomenon we investigate here is the use of the two applicative
suffixes –ké and -i in Surinamese Javanese transfer constructions. These suffixes have distinct but
overlapping functions, and their use varies even in monolinguals (see section 7.2.1.1). Structures
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that are variable in the monolingual grammar are more vulnerable to change in multilingual
speakers. This finding has been formalized in the Vulnerability Hypothesis (de Prada Pérez 2015).
The rationale behind this hypothesis is that for multilingual speakers variability in structure is
more difficult to both acquire and retain. Consequently, variable structures become the target of
incomplete acquisition, attrition or cross-linguistic influence. The non-transparent form-function
mapping of the –ké and -i suffixes is likely to pose a challenge to bilingual heritage speakers of
Surinamese Javanese. In addition, bound morphology is arguably one of the most fragile areas of
heritage languages: morphemes in heritage languages may be either lost or overgeneralized.
Morphological loss in heritage languages has been reported for heritage speakers of Arabic,
Korean, Russian and Spanish in the U.S.A. (see Benmamoun et al. 2013); morphological
overgeneralization has been observed in heritage speakers of Russian (Polinsky 2008).
These earlier heritage language studies lead us to expect changes in the use of –ké and -i
among Surinamese Javanese heritage speakers. We expect that one or both are lost, or their
function is overgeneralized. In addition, we expect that if one of the two suffixes is to be
overgeneralized, this will be -i, because -i has a wider range of functions than –ké in Javanese (see
section 7.2.1.1). Morphological change in speakers can often be seen as the result of languageinternal processes of change, rather than being the direct result of cross-linguistic transfer
(Thomason & Kaufman 1991: 115; Benmamoun et al. 2013 and references therein). In the case at
hand, the wide range of functions covered by ké- and -i makes these suffixes susceptible to the
(language-internal) mechanism of simplification. This simplification process is likely to be
reinforced by language contact, as heritage speakers of Javanese in Suriname are dominant in
Sranan and Dutch, two languages which lack suffixes with similar functions that could have
influenced the use of -ké or -i in Surinamese Javanese. Thus, when we expect that -i will be
overgeneralized, we do not claim that this is due to direct cross-linguistic influence from
Sranantongo or Dutch. Rather, we consider the different usage of the applicative affixes in
Surinamese Javanese as compared to homeland Javanese to be the result of a language-internal
process of morphological simplification triggered by contact.
In short, this chapter investigates possible restructuring in the expression of Surinamese
Javanese transfer events by focusing on two variable phenomena: (i) the frequency of various
transfer constructions and (ii) the use of the applicative suffixes -ké and -i. The first phenomenon
is expected to be vulnerable to language external factors, such as cross-linguistic influence from
Sranantongo and Dutch - with Sranantongo expected to have more influence than Dutch. The
second phenomenon is expected to be vulnerable to language-internal factors reinforced by
contact.
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7.3.2

Methodology

7.3.2.1

Participants

The research for this chapter involved five different groups of participants, as laid out in Table
7.3.
Table 7.3: Overview of participants in all groups.
Group

N

Male

Female

Mean age

Surinamese Javanese heritage speakers43

36

11

25

44.83

21

10

11

46.52

12

7

5

47.6

7

3

4

34.85

10

4

6

40

Central Javanese homeland speakers
Sranantongo speakers45
Surinamese Dutch speakers

46

Netherlands Dutch speakers47

44

The speakers of Surinamese Javanese originate from both urban (Paramaribo) and rural areas
(Lelydorp, Tamanredjo, Domburg, La Vigilantia) in Suriname. The homeland Javanese speakers
are all from Central Java, Indonesia. The Sranantongo and the Surinamese Dutch data consist of
two different data sets, all of which were collected in Suriname. These data were collected by
Yakpo and Hanenberg in 2011 and by the first author in 2017 (more on this in section 7.3.2.2). All
the speakers of Surinamese Dutch were also proficient in Sranantongo, and three of them were
also proficient in Surinamese Javanese. There is some overlap between the different groups; all of
the speakers of Surinamese Dutch and Sranantongo from the 2017 data set (two Surinamese Dutch
and three Sranantongo) also participated in the data elicitation for Surinamese Javanese as
informants. Two speakers that participated in the elicitation for Surinamese Dutch in 2012 also
took part in the Sranantongo elicitation. The main data set for Dutch are from Surinamese Dutch
speakers, as this is the variety of Dutch that the Surinamese Javanese speakers are in contact with.
Additionally, we used data from Dutch as spoken in the Netherlands. These data were collected
using the same stimuli and the same procedure as was used for the two Javanese groups. None of
the speakers of Netherlands Dutch had any knowledge of Sranantongo or Javanese.
Since the vast majority of Javanese speakers in Suriname originated from Central Java, we
consider this variety as our baseline homeland variety, and we interviewed speakers of Central
Javanese as our control group. At this point, it is important to emphasize that during the century

43

Data collected by Sophie Villerius, 2014, 2015 and 2017
Data collected by Sophie Villerius, 2016
45
Data collected by Yakpo and Hanenberg 2011 (9 speakers) and Sophie Villerius 2017 (3 speakers)
46
Data collected by Yakpo and Hanenberg 2011 (5 speakers) and Sophie Villerius 2017 (2 speakers)
47
Data collected by Rowan Soolsma and analysed by Francesca Moro (Moro and Klamer 2015, Moro 2016)
44
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in which the Javanese have been living in Suriname, the language of the homeland, Indonesian
Javanese, also underwent changes of its own. After Indonesia’s independence, Indonesian became
the national language of Indonesia, used in education and media; and all languages spoken in
Indonesia, including Javanese, have been influenced by it. However, Indonesian and Javanese are
genealogically closely related and typologically very similar in their phonology, morphology,
argument encoding, constituent order and TMA-marking (e.g. Sato 2008: 259). Since the area
under investigation here mainly concerns argument encoding and constituent order, we assume
that due to the similarity between Indonesian and Javanese in these domains the Indonesian
influence on Javanese in the expression of transfer events is virtually absent. If any influence did
take place, we believe that it would rather strengthen the typological patterns already present in
Javanese, as a type of structural reinforcement of pre-existing structures through contact
(Aikhenvald & Dixon 2006: 32).
7.3.2.2

Stimuli and procedure

The heritage and homeland Javanese, as well as the Netherlands Dutch participants were asked to
give an oral description of six video clips that depicted an event where one person gives or shows
an object (a pair of shoes, a bag, a book or a jacket) to another person. These six video clips were
taken from a larger set of 65 video clips as described in section 4.2.1 of this thesis. The six clips
were shown in random order, mixed with distractor stimuli. By using these clips, two of the factors
that have an influence on the choice on DO and PO: animacy and discourse accessibility (see
section 7.2.3.1), were kept constant. In the clips, A and R were always animate (humans), while T
was always inanimate (an object). As none of the clips had any discourse context and all videos
showed different situations and involved different participants, none of the participants could be
seen as previously ‘given’ and all of them had equal discourse accessibility. For these reasons, it
would be less likely that participants would use short terms such as pronouns to refer to the R or
T.
The Sranantongo and Surinamese Dutch data from 2011 were collected as part of the Traces
of Contact project (ERC Project #230310). This project involved different authors who employed
a slightly different procedure. The participants were presented with only three video clips
depicting transfer events (not six) and the clips were shown to the participants in sequence (as part
of a larger set), unlike our own data where the stimuli were presented in random order mixed with
distractor stimuli. The next section discusses the results.
We will complete this section with an explanation of which responses were included and
excluded. Only those responses were included which featured a verb expressing physical transfer
similar to ‘to give’ (kèk ‘to give’, wèh/wènèh ‘to give (to)’, tawa ‘to offer’, ulung ‘to give/hand over’,
serah ‘to hand over’) or visual transfer (duduh ‘to show’). Responses which used non-transfer types
of verbs, such as gawa ‘carry’, tyekel ‘hold’, ijol ‘trade/change’ were excluded. We also excluded
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reduplicated verbs which express a reciprocal activity more than a transfer-event; examples
include oper-operan ‘to exchange’ and ijol-ijolan ‘to exchange/trade with each other’ as in (121).
(121) Ana

wong

lanang karo wong

EXIST

person man

ijol-ijol-an

karo

sak-wijining tas

RED~trade-AN

with

one-certain

wédok, apa wong

with person female or

lanang loro,

person male

two

bag

‘There is a man and a woman, or two men, exchanging a certain bag.’

Other excluded constructions were those in which a speaker self-repaired, as illustrated in (122),
or where speakers mixed elements from different constructions, resulting in a hybrid construction
that could not be classified as one of the types described earlier. An example is given in (123).
(122) Ana

wong

lanang

karo

wong

wédok,

EXIST

person

male

with

person

female

Wong

lanang-é

kuwi

n-yerah-ké

sak

ker-,

person

male-DEF

that

AV-hand.over-APPL

one

box-

n-delok-ké

sak

ker-,

kerdus

ning

wedok-é

AV-look-APPL

one

box-

box

LOC

female-DEF

‘There is a man and a woman, the man gives a bo-, shows a box to the woman.’ (JAV20160402-IJ-39-C-17F-clips)
(123) M-enèh-na
AV-give-APPL

sepatu

ambèk,

ki

sepatu-mu,

sepatu-ku,

shoe

with

this

shoe-2SG.POSS

shoe-1SG.POSS

Sepatu-mu

di-ganti

apa

di-,

ng-anggo

iki

waé

shoe-2SG.POSS

AV-replace

or

UV

AV-wear

this

just

‘He gives the shoe to .., this is your shoe, my shoe. Your shoe is replaced or is.., he just
wears it’ (JAV-20160406-IJ-31-C-66M-clips)
Table 7.4 presents an overview of the number of valid and excluded responses in each group. In
the heritage group of Surinamese Javanese speakers, 33 responses were excluded: 27 responses
contained no verb of physical or visual transfer, five responses were classified as hybrid, and one
as self-repair. In the homeland group of Javanese speakers, two of the original 23 speakers were
excluded because they used too many hybrid or self-repair strategies (more than four out of six
responses). From the remaining responses, a further 24 were excluded: 22 had no verb of physical
or visual transfer, one was a hybrid construction and one was self-repair. As for the control groups:
for Sranantongo and Surinamese Dutch we excluded responses where no verb of visual or physical
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transfer was used; resulting in four exclusions in Sranantongo and five in Surinamese Dutch. For
Netherlands Dutch we adopted the exclusions proposed by the authors (see Moro & Klamer 2015).

Table 7.4: Overview of valid and excluded responses for transfer events in all groups.
Group

N of speakers

Responses

Surinamese Javanese heritage speakers

36

Valid

183

Excluded

33

Central Javanese homeland speakers

21

Valid

102

Excluded

24

Sranantongo speakers

12

Valid

41

Excluded

4

Surinamese Dutch speakers

7

Valid

22

Excluded

5

Netherlands Dutch speakers

10

Valid

46

Excluded

14

7.3.3

Results and discussion

In this section, we first compare the frequency of the various construction types in the five speaker
groups and point out relevant differences (7.3.3.1). Then we will look at the use of bound
morphology on the predicate in the heritage and homeland Javanese groups (7.3.3.2). Finally, we
will discuss and explain these results, and relate them to our initial research questions and
hypotheses (7.3.3.3).
7.3.3.1

Frequencies of transfer constructions

The frequencies of the different transfer constructions in the five groups are summarized in Table
7.5 and discussed below.
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Table 7.5: Overview of types and frequencies of constructions to express transfer events in all
groups.
Construction

Surinamese

Central

Javanese

Javanese

heritage

homeland

PO

24 (13.1%)

36 (35.3%)

DO

73 (39.9%)

5 (4.9%)

Argument

25 (13.7%)

50 (49.0%)

Sranantongo Surinamese

Netherlands

Dutch

Dutch

13 (31.7%)

18 (81.2%)

38 (82.6%)

23 (56.1%)48

4 (18.2%)

2 (4.3%)
4 (8.7%)

omission
Undergoer voice 22 (12.0%)

4 (3.9%)

Object fronting

1 (0.5%)49

Two-Predicate

38 (20.8%)

7 (6.9%)

5 (12.2%)

Total

183

102

41

2 (4.3%)
22

46

Comparing heritage Surinamese Javanese and homeland Javanese, we see some striking
differences. Concerning the DO/PO alternation, it is clear that the frequency of PO is significantly
lower in the heritage group than in the homeland group (t (283) = 7.175, p < 0.001). Conversely,
the frequency of DO is significantly higher in the heritage group compared to the homeland group
(t (283) = -10.202, p < 0.001). Argument omission constructions have a very high incidence in the
homeland group (49%) while they are much less common in the heritage group (13.7%) (t (283) =
10.634, p < 0.001). On the other hand, Undergoer voice constructions are much more frequent in
the heritage group (12.0%) than in the homeland group (3.9%) (t (283) = -3.286, p = 0.001). Finally,
Two-predicate constructions are used significantly more frequently in the heritage group than in
the homeland group (t (283) = -5.171, p < 0.001).
Comparing the control groups, we see that Sranantongo has a strong preference for DO
(56.1%), followed by PO constructions (31.7%) and Two-predicate constructions (12.2%). Of the
PO constructions, 11 are of the type described above as having developed from a serial verb
construction, with gi as the preposition. The prepositions in the other two cases are general
locative preposition na and fu ‘for’. The Surinamese Dutch and Netherlands Dutch groups behave
similarly: both have a higher preference for PO constructions (81.2% for Surinamese and 82.6%
for Netherlands), with DO being more marginal. The DO construction is relatively more frequent
48

Constructions such as A boi langa gi wan tas trawan (The boy hand.over give a bag other.one) were also
included under DO constructions, since the T and R directly follow the verb unmarked. There were two such
examples in the data set. One reviewer commented that in these cases, langa gi could indeed be analysed as a
compound verb.
49
This construction was similar to the Undergoer voice construction, with one of the arguments in first
position, while the verb is in the Actor voice. Because of the low relative frequency, we will not discuss this
construction further.
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in the Surinamese Dutch group (18.2% versus 4.3% respectively), which could be explained by the
fact that in the Netherlands group, there are some other constructions (Argument omission and
Object fronting), while these are absent in the Surinamese group. This could be explained by
differences in elicitation procedure. Within the Surinamese group, for most of the participants all
stimuli were presented in sequence rather than in random order mixed with distractor stimuli (see
section 7.3.2.2). When speakers then start using one construction, they will be more likely to reuse it for all consecutive stimuli, since it is still active in their mind, thus leading to less variation
in the responses.
Regarding the DO construction, it was observed (see section 7.2.1.1) that Javanese allows the
Recipient and Theme to occur in two different orders: R-T and T-R. The data are summarized in
Table 7.6 and discussed below.
Table 7.6: Overview of different orders in Javanese DO constructions.
Construction

Surinamese Javanese heritage

Central Javanese homeland

DO Recipient-Theme

50 (68.5%)

1 (20%)

DO Theme-Recipient

23 (31.5%)

4 (80%)

Total DO

73

5

The heritage Surinamese Javanese group has a preference for R-T order (twice as frequent), while
in the homeland Central Javanese group, the most frequent order is T-R. This difference is
significant (t (76) = 3.006, p = 0.04), although of course, the low number of observations in the
homeland group renders the comparison somewhat less reliable. As we have seen, R-T is the
canonical argument order in Sranantongo as well as Dutch (see section 7.2.2 and 7.2.3).
To sum up, heritage Surinamese Javanese speakers use DO and Two-predicate constructions
more frequently than homeland Central Javanese speakers, who, in turn, prefer PO. Within the
DO construction, heritage Surinamese Javanese also diverge from homeland speakers in showing
a significant preference for the Recipient-Theme order which is both Sranantongo and Dutchaligned.
7.3.3.2

Frequencies of morphemes -ké and -i in transfer constructions

This section discusses the frequency of the applicative suffixes -ké and –i in the different transfer
constructions in the heritage and homeland Javanese groups. We first present data from the three
Actor voice constructions, namely PO, DO and Argument omission. Recall that -ké selects the
Theme argument, and is, therefore, typically linked to a PO construction where the Recipient is
part of an adjunct phrase; while -i selects the Recipient argument and is thus expected to occur in
a DO construction (see section 7.2.1.1).
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As presented in Table 7.7, in PO constructions, homeland speakers behave as expected and
have a slight preference (21 out of 36) for -ké, while heritage speakers almost exclusively use –i,
which is unexpected.
Table 7.7: Overview of suffixes on PO constructions in heritage and homeland Javanese.
PO construction

Surinamese Javanese heritage

Central Javanese homeland

Suffix -i

22 (91.7%)

15 (41.7%)

Suffix -ké

2 (8.3%)

21 (58.3%)

Total

24

36

In DO constructions, shown in Table 7.8, both heritage and homeland speakers almost exclusively
use -i, as was expected in DO constructions. Note however that because of the small number of
observations, we cannot draw major generalizations about suffix use in the homeland group.
Table 7.8: Overview of suffixes on DO constructions in heritage and homeland Javanese.
DO construction

Surinamese Javanese heritage

Central Javanese homeland

Suffix -i

71 (97.3%)

5 (100%)

Suffix -ké

1 (1.4%)

No suffix

1 (1.4%)

Total

73

5

In Argument omission constructions, shown in Table 7.9, where the Recipient is omitted and the
predicate is followed by only the Theme, the heritage group prefers verbs with -i while the
homeland group shows a slight preference for suffixing verbs with -ké. Thus, according to the
homeland Javanese grammar (see section 7.2.1.1) the homeland speakers again behave as expected,
while the behaviour of the heritage group is slightly deviant. Both groups show only one case of
Theme omission, where the predicate is followed by the Recipient only. In this construction, the
verb is suffixed with -i in the heritage group and with -ké in the homeland group.
Table 7.9: Overview of suffixes on Argument omission constructions in heritage and homeland
Javanese.
Argument omission

Surinamese Javanese heritage Central Javanese homeland
Suffix -i

Suffix -ké

Suffix -i

Suffix -ké

Recipient omission

22

1

21

26

Theme omission

2

Total

24

1

21

1
27
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The data presented in Table 7.7, Table 7.8 and Table 7.9 show a similar trend: a preference for –i
among heritage Javanese speakers. This preference for suffix -i is regardless of whether it is part
of a DO or PO construction, or being followed by a Theme or a Recipient. There is only one of an
argument construction where the verb takes the suffix -ké. When we look at the homeland data,
we see that the connection of -ké to PO and -i to DO that was mentioned above, is a tendency but
not an absolute rule: there are many cases where a verb with -i occurs in a DO construction, but
also many cases where it occurs in a PO construction (see Table 7.7). However, -ké is almost
exclusively attested in a PO construction; there is only one case of it occurring in a DO
construction.
In the Undergoer voice construction, we also notice a difference in the use of the applicative
suffixes between heritage and homeland Javanese speakers. The data are summarized in Table 7.10
and discussed below.
Table 7.10: Overview of suffixes appearing on Undergoer voice verbs in heritage and homeland
Javanese.
UV constructions

Surinamese Javanese heritage

Central Javanese homeland

Suffix -i

Suffix -i

Suffix -ké

Recipient Undergoer

15

Theme Undergoer

2

5

Total

17

5

Suffix -ké

4
4

As we have seen in section 7.2.1.3, there is variability in the use of suffixes -i or -ké in Undergoer
voice constructions. In our heritage group, we see a clear pattern: UV verbs with -i go with
Recipient Undergoer constructions [Recipient UV-VERB-i Theme] as in (124) and -ké with
Theme Undergoer constructions [Theme UV-VERB-ké Recipient] as in (125). They thus behave
as expected. In the homeland group, all cases of UV constructions are Recipient Undergoer with
suffix –i; and all are uttered by the same speaker. Despite the limited number of instances, they
follow the same pattern as the heritage group.
Recipient Undergoer
(124)

Tyah

lanang

di-duduh-i

buku

child

male

UV-show-APPL

book

‘The boy is being shown a book.’ (JVN-20150911-SJ-41-301-20F-clips)
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Theme Undergoer
(125)

Tas-é

di-kèk-ké

wong

lanang-é

menèh

tas-DEF

UV-give-APPL

person

male-DEF

again

‘The bag is being given to the man again.’ (JVN-20150826-SJ-39-301-34F-clips)

In other words, the morphology in Undergoer voice constructions in both heritage and homeland
speakers follows the same pattern: verbs with -i go with Recipient Undergoers and verbs with -ké
go with Theme Undergoers. The only difference is one utterance in which a heritage speaker uses
suffix -i with a Theme Undergoer. This is congruent with the general preference for and tendency
to overgeneralize suffix -i in the group of heritage speakers.
To sum up, in all the constructions used to express transfer events (PO, DO, Argument
omission and Undergoer voice), heritage speakers of Javanese have a clear preference for verbs
ending with the applicative suffix -i. In contrast, homeland speakers of Javanese show a more
diverse use of the applicative suffixes, reflecting a preference for -ké in PO and Argument omission
constructions, and a preference for -i in DO and UV constructions. Heritage speakers appear to
overgeneralize the suffix -i to all contexts.
7.3.3.3

Discussion

In the preceding paragraph, we saw that heritage speakers of Javanese diverge from the homeland
speakers in two ways: (i) they show different frequencies of transfer event constructions, and (ii)
they show different uses of applicative suffixes. We will now discuss these two developments in
turn.
Concerning the frequency of transfer constructions, we observed three main differences: (1)
DO constructions are used significantly more by heritage speakers, (2) Two-predicate
constructions are used significantly more by heritage speakers (3) Undergoer constructions are
also used significantly more by heritage speakers.
The increase in the use of DO constructions as well as Two-predicate constructions among
Javanese heritage speakers in Suriname is congruent with our expectations that cross-linguistic
influence would cause Surinamese Javanese to converge to Sranan. Further evidence that
Surinamese Javanese has converged toward Sranantongo comes from the order of the arguments
in the DO construction: heritage speakers prefer the Recipient-Theme order, which is the only
possible order found in Sranantongo. The fact that this is also the only possible order in Dutch
may reinforce this trend. Another factor possibly influencing the preference for Recipient-Theme
order over the Theme-Recipient order is that the former is unmarked. Recipient-Theme order is
cross-linguistically the most common order in DO constructions, and it is the order that children
acquire first (Yip & Matthews 2007: 14). Since the sample of these specific constructions was very
small, this analysis remains qualitative here and is in need of further data.
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DO and Two-predicate constructions are the most frequent types of constructions in

Sranantongo (section 7.2.2). It can be assumed that heritage speakers of Javanese in Suriname,
who are also fluent in Sranantongo, transfer these preferences when speaking their heritage
language. This type of indirect transfer is made possible by the fact that Javanese and Sranantongo
both allow DO and Two-predicate constructions. As predicted by the ‘Alternation Hypothesis’
(Jansen et al. 1981; Moro 2016), heritage speakers tend to extend the frequency of the
constructions that are shared by both languages, a form of “frequential copying” (Johanson 2002:
292). Note that, since nothing new is really ‘transferred’ into the heritage language, this change
should be referred to as a so-called ‘system-preserving’ change, in which the system (type of
constructions) remains the same, but the frequency of the constructions varies (for an overview
of system-preserving frequency changes in heritage languages, see Moro 2016:13-16).
Interestingly, the increase of Two-predicate constructions in heritage Javanese is directly opposite
to the effect shown in heritage Ambon Malay (Moro & Klamer 2015), where the use of the Twopredicate construction actually decreases because of influence from Dutch. This further supports
our claim that Sranantongo exerts the strongest influence on Javanese in Suriname, because of the
length and intensity of the contact. Furthermore, it shows that the Two-predicate construction is
very vulnerable to cross-linguistic influence, and may increase (as in Suriname) or decrease (as in
The Netherlands), depending on the structures present in the contact languages.
Overall, Surinamese Javanese appears to have converged toward Sranantongo rather than
toward Dutch, at least in the domain of transfer events discussed here. Although the increase in
the use of DO construction may (partially) be related to Dutch influence (as Dutch also allows DO
constructions in spontaneous speech), the increase in the use of Two-predicate constructions
clearly points to Sranantongo influence. Even if nowadays the Two-predicate construction with
V2 gi is in some cases reanalyzed as a PO, this is a recent development and it can be assumed that
in the Sranan spoken during the early times of language contact, Two-predicate construction were
still common. Furthermore, the interlingual identification of Sranan gi with Javanese kèk
reinforces this construction in Javanese. In formulating our hypothesis in section 7.3.1, we
expected that the influence of Sranantongo on heritage Javanese would be relatively stronger than
that of Dutch. This expectation was borne out, thereby confirming that length and intensity of
contact are an important factor in the outcome of language contact.
An unexpected and remarkable difference between the heritage and homeland group is the
surprisingly high proportion of Undergoer voice constructions in the heritage group (Table 7.5).
This pattern might be explained by the fact that Javanese, as many Austronesian languages, is a
so-called “patient-prominent” language (e.g. Gil 2002; Goudswaard 2005). Properties of “patientprominence” include a high overall frequency of Undergoer voice constructions and an early
acquisition of Undergoer voice constructions by children (Gil 2002: 275). For example, in the
acquisition of Jakartan Indonesian, children acquire the Undergoer voice di- prefix earlier than the
Actor voice N- prefix (Gil 2008: 222). This is explained by two factors: the formal simplicity of di-
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in meaning as well as function,50 and its high frequency in adult input. An additional explaining
factor may be that the usage of di- involves no morphophonological constraints, in contrast to the
Actor voice N- prefix, which requires assimilation to the stem.
The fact that the Undergoer voice prefix is overused by heritage speakers in this study may
thus be due to the specific language acquisition path they underwent. Since heritage speakers shift
to the dominant language(s) before the acquisition of the heritage language has completed its
course, as adults they still rely on strategies that are otherwise typically found among (homeland)
children (Benmamoun et al. 2013: 151). One of these strategies is using the Undergoer voice prefix,
since this prefix has been mastered early on in acquisition. Another possible factor favoring the
use of this prefix may be its saliency: the prefix is phonologically salient (in contrast to the nasal
prefix, which assimilates to the initial consonant of the stem) and has a transparent meaning. A
reviewer suggested that it could also be the case that heritage speakers perceive the di-prefix as a
clear distinguishing feature of Javanese in contrast to the other languages, and use it to emphasize
this difference, as a sort of identity marker. This idea seems to be confirmed in Chapter 8 of this
thesis, which describes the use of voice in Surinamese Javanese. It was found that Surinamese
heritage speakers use the Undergoer voice with the same frequency as homeland Indonesian
speakers, but that older heritage speakers use it more frequently than younger speakers, which
could confirm this use as an ‘identity marker’, since older speakers may be more aware of and
willing to openly express this specific identity. This hypothesis would need further investigation,
but in any case, ‘Patient-prominence’ appears to be a basic and robust feature of Javanese, and has
become even more prominent in the heritage variety.
Next to these differences in structure, the heritage group also differs from the homeland
group in their use of bound morphology. The heritage group uses the suffix –i on transfer verbs
regardless of whether it introduces a Recipient or Theme argument, whereas the homeland group
follows the expected tendency that sees -ké introducing the Theme argument, and –i introducing
the Recipient argument. As mentioned in section 7.3.3.2, the use of -ké and –i with Theme and
Recipient arguments is just a tendency, and considerable variability is found among monolinguals
(as shown specifically for PO constructions). As predicted by the ‘Vulnerability Hypothesis’ (de
Prada Pérez 2015), the variability found in the homeland language may be the locus of languageinternal mechanisms leading to simplification, i.e. a reduction of the number of forms and
subsequent semantic overgeneralization of one form. We define language-internal here as cases
where there is no direct cross-linguistic transfer from the contact language into the heritage
language, even if the contact situation does provide the pressure to cause this change. Heritage
speakers overgeneralize this variability in favor of the suffix –i, as this suffix is associated with a
wider range of meanings than -ké and is thus more easily generalizable (see section 7.2.1.1). The
50

Gil (2002: 213) argues that in contrast to “passives in English and other similar languages”, “prefix di- is a
weak voice marker, associated with a relatively simple semantic function, namely asserting the existence of a
patient argument”.
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overgeneralization of –i may be indicative of a reanalysis of this applicative suffix by heritage
speakers, as a general argument-introducing suffix in PO and Argument omission constructions.
We propose that this overgeneralization may be explained by the Vulnerability Hypothesis: since
there is already some variability in the homeland grammar (the two suffixes do not map to
different structures one-to-one, but more as a general tendency), heritage speakers will have more
difficulty keeping these two suffixes apart, and therefore overgeneralize one of them.

7.4 Summary and conclusion
This study has shown that there are differences in the expression of the ditransitive events
between heritage Surinamese Javanese and homeland Indonesian Javanese speakers: on the one
hand, heritage speakers have changed the frequency of possible constructions under crosslinguistic influence, and on the other hand, heritage speakers are overgeneralizing applicative
suffix -i, a language-internal development reinforced by contact. The fact that Sranantongo exerts
a stronger influence on Javanese heritage speakers than Dutch does show that duration and
intensity of contact are an important factor in the outcome of language contact. Direct crosslinguistic transfer can lead to changes in frequency patterns, whereas language-internal
developments reinforced by contact can lead to changes in how multilingual heritage speakers use
morphology.
The data analysed in this study were limited in two ways: we only considered verbs of physical
and mental transfer, and animacy and discourse accessibility were kept constant. Animacy has been
shown to play a role in the use of the dative alternation in for instance English and Dutch (Bresnan
et al. 2007), and variation on this condition might have given a more nuanced result. Another
limitation was that we used only elicited data, which possibly yields different results than
naturalistic data, since the elicitation might be considered to be more of a ‘formal’ situation. For
example, it has been shown that for Dutch, there is some variability in the use of the dative
alternation between experimental settings and corpora of spontaneous speech (Colleman &
Bernolet 2012). Further research could focus on the exact role of animacy, involving a wider range
of ditransitive constructions, with the inclusion of naturalistic data. Ideally, it would combine
elicited data with naturalistic data.
Another issue that requires further study is the different role of Dutch and Sranantongo in
influencing Surinamese Javanese: in this study this difference has been inferred from the language
history only, but a follow-up study should ideally take into consideration the amount of codeswitches and the domains of use of the two languages in daily life (see Chapter 9 for a first attempt
at integrating these factors). Another option would be to do a priming study, to see which of the
languages shows the strongest priming effect, as has been done for example for Papiamento
(Kootstra & Şahin in press).
This study has shown that multilingualism and language contact may have effects on multiple
linguistic levels at the same time. A long period of contact with Sranantongo has structurally
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influenced the expression of transfer events in Surinamese Javanese. In addition, Surinamese
Javanese speakers overgeneralize one of the two applicative suffixes found in transfer
constructions, a phenomenon that results from simplification processes.

8. Voice and information structure in Surinamese
Javanese
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will analyze the complex phenomenon of voice in Surinamese Javanese and the
way it interacts with information structure.51 The voice alternation is shown in (126) and (127).
(126)

Tyah

lanang

ny-épak

botol

child

male

AV-kick

bottle

‘A man carries a child.’ (JVN-20140617-SJ-36-301-40M-focuspictures)
(127)

Botol-é

di-sépak

tyah

lanang-é

botol-DEF

UV-kick

child

male-DEF

‘The bottle is kicked by the child.’ (JVN-20170420-SJ-56-401-28F-focuspictures)
Several differences set (126) and (127) apart: in (126), the actor argument, wong lanang is the
grammatical subject of the clause and the verb is marked with the prefix ng-; the undergoer bocah
is in post-verbal position. In (127), the undergoer argument bocah is the grammatical subject, and
the verb is marked with prefix di- and followed by the actor argument wong lanang. This
typological feature of clausal alternation in Austronesian languages has been referred to with
different terms in the literature: voice, focus, case, topicalization, theme, trigger, verb class and
recentralization (Blust 2013: 437). The most commonly used term is voice, the term I will use to
refer to this general phenomenon found in Austronesian languages in this chapter.
Surinamese Javanese has undergone various contact phenomena, such as lexical borrowings
and frequent code-switching, but also differences in word order and the realization of ditransitives
(see the previous chapters of this thesis, as well as Villerius 2016; 2017a). The question this chapter
seeks to answer is whether the voice system of Surinamese Javanese, a typical feature of
Austronesian languages, has undergone changes in this contact situation. Examples (126) and
(127) may at first sight give the impression that nothing different is happening in Surinamese
Javanese, since voice is marked similarly to Indonesian Javanese (with prefixes). I will however
argue that this is not the complete story. Voice in Surinamese Javanese functions differently and
is less discourse-dependent than voice in Indonesian Javanese.
This chapter is structured as follows: section 8.2 gives an overview of voice and the relation
to other linguistic factors for Javanese, Dutch and Sranantongo. Section 8.3 then describes the
methodology employed in this study. Section 8.4 presents the results for all three languages, and
the relations to the linguistic factors. Section 8.5 discusses the results and gives the conclusions.
51

This chapter is partially based on Villerius, Sophie. In press. Voice and information structure in Surinamese
Javanese. Linguistics in The Netherlands.
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8.2 Voice
8.2.1

Voice in Javanese

As shown above, Javanese has two voices, which are both derived from the verb stem by
prefixation. They are commonly referred to as actor (126) and undergoer (127) voice. In the
undergoer voice, the actor argument can either appear as a core argument as in (127), or as an
oblique argument marked with a preposition as in (128). The undergoer voice is often most
naturally translated by an active clause in English, since the English passive is less frequent and
more marked than the undergoer voice in Javanese, which is argued to be equally basic as the actor
voice (see discussion below).
(128)

Saiki

botyah-é

di-gawa

karo

kidang-é

now

child-DEF

UV-carry

with

deer-DEF

‘Now the deer carries the child.’ (JVN-20140512-SJ-01-200-83M-frogstory)
Here I will use the terms actor voice and undergoer voice, or A-clause and U-clause, to refer to
these sentence types. The terms actor and undergoer argument are based on the macro-roles
introduced by Foley and Van Valin (1984:29): the actor is the participant which “performs, effects,
instigates, or controls the situation denoted by the predicate” whereas the undergoer “is affected
by it in some way”. They often overlap with but are not equivalent to thematic roles such as agent
and patient, since these macro-roles can have several thematic roles (e.g. an actor can also be an
instrument or a recipient/goal, and an undergoer can be a locative or source). I use undergoer
rather than ‘patient’ (Ewing 2005), since undergoer is more widely used in Austronesian linguistics
and refers to a broader range of arguments than patient only.
Within voice systems, a further subdivision can be made between symmetrical and
asymmetrical voice languages. In asymmetrical voice languages, such as English, there is only one
basic transitive construction (the active), from which the passive is derived. This is evident from
the different syntactic/morphological marking, as well as the fact that the arguments behave
differently, i.e. the actor argument in a passive clause is either oblique (as in The person was seen by
the child), or suppressed altogether. Symmetrical voice systems, such asmany Austronesian
languages, are defined by 1) having more than one transitive construction, 2) the arguments
behaving equally in all voices (e.g. the actor argument is always a core argument, and never
oblique) and 3) all voices being morphologically marked (Riesberg 2014: 10). Another important
characteristic of Austronesian voice systems is that sentences in the undergoer voice are transitive,
unlike their equivalent English passives (Gil 2002).
The question now is whether Javanese fulfils the requirements for being a symmetrical voice
language: in (126) and (127), it shows a symmetrical alternation, in which both voices are
morphologically marked by a prefix, and both arguments behave equally as core arguments. In
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(128) however, the actor argument is oblique and marked by a preposition. This marking is
optional, but still makes this example more like a regular passive. Javanese also has the possibility
to suppress the actor argument altogether. Riesberg (2014: 11) proposes a continuum within
symmetrical voice languages: some of the characteristics may only be found partially for a
language, which makes the language less symmetrical, but still crucially different from
asymmetrical voice languages. Some of these less symmetrical languages are Balinese and
Indonesian. I argue that Javanese also falls under this category, since it has both a symmetrical
voice alternation as well as an active/passive alternation, in line with analyses of Javanese in
Poedjosoedarmo (2002) and Ewing (2005).
8.2.1.1

Morphology

As shown in (128), the Javanese actor voice is marked by a nasal prefix, henceforth indicated with
N-.52 The undergoer voice is marked by di-, which is prefixed to the verb stem and does not have
variable forms. The overt expression of the actor is optional, but when expressed it usually follows
the verb directly, optionally marked by a preposition (usually karo or (k)ambèk ‘with’).
Apart from these two prefixes, there are other less frequent prefixes in Javanese, which are
all subtypes of undergoer voice. Examples (129) and (130) show first and second person actors,
marked with prefixes tak- and tok-53 respectively (Arps et al. 2000: 386; Vruggink 2001: lviii). Since
di- usually refers to a third person actor, it can be argued that these three prefixes form a
pronominal paradigm.
(129)

Becak-é

tak-undang

becak-DEF

1.UV-call

‘I call the becak.’ (Arps et al. 2000: 286)
(130)

Becak-é

tok-undang

becak-DEF

2.UV-call

‘You call the becak.’ (Arps et al. 2000: 286)
Prefix ke-, as in (131) is a special case of undergoer voice: actions marked with this prefix express
some kind of unintentionality, and this construction is referred to as the accidental or
nonvolitional passive (Davies 1995: 21). In these constructions, the actor is often not overtly
expressed, and if it is, it is often an inanimate ‘instrument’ argument (here jarum ‘needle’).

52

This prefix can take different shapes, depending on the initial consonant of the stem. It is realized as ngbefore vowels and liquids, and in most other cases assimilates to the place of articulation of the initial
consonant of the stem; if this initial consonant is voiceless or w-, it is elided: p- > m-, b- > mb-, g- > ngg-, c- > ny-,
k- > ng-, s- > ny-, t- > n-, d- > nd-, V- > ngV-, r- > ngr-, l- > ngl-, w- > ng-.
53
This prefix has several variants, such as mbok- and kok-.
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(131)

Apel-é

ke-coplos

jarum

apple-DEF

KE.UV-pierce

needle

‘The apple is (accidentally) pierced by the needle.’ (East-Javanese field data 2012)
When the prefix ke- is combined with the suffix -an, the event gains an extra meaning of being
undesirable or unpleasant, referred to as ‘adversative passive’. This construction usually has an
oblique argument as its subject, such as goal or locative (Davies 1995: 28).
(132)

Motor-é

Amir

ke-tiba-n

watu

car-DEF

Amir

KE.UV-fall-AN

stone

‘Amir's car got fallen on by a rock.’ (Davies 1995: 15)
Another type of prefixation is when verb stems are inherently marked with ke- and do not have
an equivalent marked with di-. An example is kenèk ‘to be hit by’, where the form ng-enèk-i ‘to hit
something’ exists, but there is no equivalent with di found in the data. Another example is katut
‘to be carried away’. These type of constructions will be marked as ke2- in the data analysis.
The verb in Javanese can also appear without prefixation. In A-clauses, this only happens
with a fixed set of verbs that do not have a prefixed form (e.g. tuku ‘buy’). In U-clauses, the verb
can occur without realization of the di-prefix, but this is very infrequent (Ewing 2005: 38–41).
Next to the importance of prefixal morphology, suffixes also play a role in the Javanese voice
system. Suffixes –ké and -i are often used in combination with voice prefixes, and have generally
been termed applicative suffixes (Arka 1998, Musgrave 2001, Ross 2002). As for their form, -i is
invariable, but -ké shows variation across dialects and registers: it occurs as -ké and -aké, but also
as -na and -né. The suffix -na is the East-Javanese variant of -ké (Robson 1992; Arps et al. 2000),
and the form -né may be considered a merger of this East-Javanese –na and Central-Javanese -ké.
Because most of the data in this study is from Central-Javanese, I will refer to this range of suffixes
with -ké.
The suffixes have some overlapping functions, such as causativization (ng-lebok-aké AV-enterAPPL ‘to put in’) and introduction of goal arguments (ng-irim-i AV-send-APPL ‘send to X’). A further

applicative function of suffix -ké is introduction of a benefactive argument (tukok-aké buy-APPL ‘to
buy for X’). Suffix -i is associated with some other applicative functions, such as introduction of
recipient and location arguments and indicating “a more specific relation with the object” (Robson
1992: 57) (ng-golèk AV-seek ‘to seek’ vs. ng-golèk-i AV-seek-APPL ‘to seek something in particular’).
The general function of these applicative suffixes is to foreground an oblique argument (location,
direction, beneficiary, instrument, topic of communication), so that it takes on a more significant
function in the clause, instead of being introduced by a preposition. These suffixes occur
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frequently together with the undergoer voice prefix, to allow a different argument than the patient
(e.g. the instrument or location) to become the subject of the clause.
8.2.1.2

Information structure and animacy

The use of the voice alternation in Javanese has been claimed to be related to information
structural factors, such as givenness of arguments. In fact, one of the differences between Javanese
voice and Indo-European passives is that “discourse factors determine the appropriate
morphology” (Davies 1995: 20). According to Arps (2000: 259), the undergoer voice is only used
when the undergoer argument is known from previous discourse (either explicitly or implicitly).
Javanese is often said to be a highly discourse-dependent language: understanding the clause
requires tracking the context, since “[i]t is not the case that speakers provide all the information
necessary for understanding a clause” (Ewing 1999: 3). In narratives, backgrounded information
is usually in actor voice, while foregrounded information (that ‘moves the story along’) is in
undergoer voice. Another factor associated with undergoer voice is backgrounding of the actor
(Davies 2005: 213).
The use of voice in Javanese is also related to animacy: in actor voice clauses, the actor is
generally animate, as it “enjoys control over the activity in question” (Gil 2002). From this, it
logically follows that events with an inanimate actor would elicit more undergoer voice clauses.
8.2.1.3

Word order and ellipsis

One other grammatical characteristic of Javanese which plays a role in the use of voice, is the issue
of subject ellipsis. It has often been noted that in conversation, Javanese speakers have a preference
for ellipsis of the subject (Ewing 2014). This is because “[u]nderstanding the referent of an ellipted
subject thus relies […] entirely on inferencing based on pragmatic understanding of the unfolding
discourse” (Ewing 2014: 50). Ellipsis seems to be the unmarked option, whereas overt topics mark
“a new segment in discourse” (Ewing 2014: 51). Ellipsis is not necessarily caused by politeness, but
is allowed thanks to the “abundant opportunity for ellipsis in its [=Javanese] grammar” (Ewing
2014: 61).
This preference for ellipsis also has implications for word order. Word order in Javanese is
sometimes said to be free and theoretically all orders are possible, but in general the subject is in
first position, followed by the verb and other arguments. This leads to a general preference for
(A)VU-order in A-clauses and (U)VA in P-clauses. In cases of subject ellipsis, this would be VU
and VA, respectively.

8.2.2

Voice in Dutch and Sranantongo

In a situation of language contact such as that of Surinamese Javanese, change because of crosslinguistic transfer may occur (see Moro & Klamer 2015 for an example of cross-linguistic transfer
from Dutch into Ambon Malay, resulting in more double object constructions). In order to
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formulate an hypothesis about the direction in which the voice system of Surinamese Javanese
may change, I will give a brief overview of the voice system of the contact languages Dutch and
Sranantongo.
Dutch has a syntactic passive, with a distinction between dynamic and stative passives
(Haeseryn et al. 1997). The dynamic passive, (133a), is formed with the auxiliary worden ‘become’
and the past participle. It entails a change of state, and implies an actor (here one could easily add
an actor argument such as ‘by her mother’). The stative passive in (133b), with auxiliary zijn ‘be’
resembles a resultative, where the actor is much less implied.
(133)

a.

Haar

hoedje

werd

vastgeknoopt

met

een

roze

lint

3POSS

hat.DIM

become.PST

tie.PTCP

with

INDF

pink

ribbon

‘Her hat was being tied with a pink ribbon.’
b.

Haar

hoedje

was

vastgeknoopt

met

een

roze

lint

3POSS

hat.DIM

be.PST

tie.PTCP

with

INDF

pink

ribbon

‘Her hat was tied with a pink ribbon.’ (Haeseryn et al. 1997)
Passive constructions in Dutch are used to: 1) foreground the event and/or focus on the object,
and 2) present the actor as new information (Haeseryn et al. 1997). These seem to be similar to
the discourse factors given in 8.2.1.2, although, considering that the passive is much less frequent
in Dutch than the active (unlike in Javanese), the givenness of the object/undergoer is by no means
a guarantee for consecutive use of a passive. The dynamic type in (133a) is more common in
written than spoken language, and since active constructions in Dutch are much more frequent,
passives are considered to be derived (Duinhoven 1988).
The other contact language, Sranantongo, does not have one specific construction dedicated
to express passives. Some structures may be interpreted as passives, such as imperfect/progressive
marker e in (134) and the adjective bradi in (135), interpreted as resultative because of the
perfective marker kba.
(134)

A

krosi

e

krin

DEF

clothes

IPFV

clean

‘The clothes are cleaned.’ (Winford 1997: 255)
(135)

A

libi

bradi

kba

DEF

river

wide

PFV

‘The river has already been widened.’ (Winford 1997: 255)
In sum, the active form is the default in both Dutch and Sranantongo. In Dutch, the passive is
marked by being less frequent as well as derived syntactically, whereas Sranan does not have a true
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passive construction. Note that the description of the passive in Dutch has been based on
descriptions of European Dutch. In this study, I will also look at data from Surinamese Dutch to
explore whether the assumptions made here are correct. Interestingly, for Surinamese Dutch, it
has been claimed that the passive is used even less, under influence of the non-existence of the
passive in Sranantongo (Bies 2008: xviii). All in all, this leads to the assumption that the passive is
less frequent in the contact languages than in Javanese.

8.2.3

Research questions and hypotheses

In sum, the key dimensions of the Javanese clausal alternation are as follows: the use of actor and
undergoer voice, morphology (pre- and suffixation) and the relation to information structure
(notably givenness of arguments). The question now is whether voice is used in the same way by
heritage Surinamese speakers as Indonesian speakers of Javanese. This brings me to the following
main research question:
1) How is voice used by Surinamese speakers of Javanese, and to what extent is this similar or
different from Indonesian speakers?
More specifically, the following questions can be asked:
2) Are there differences between Indonesian and Surinamese speakers of Javanese in terms of voice
realization and use of voice in relation to the linguistic variables ‘givenness’ and ‘animacy of
arguments’? If so, what are these differences?
3) Can these differences be explained by factors related to individual speakers within the
Surinamese speakers (e.g. age), and/or contact with Sranantongo and Dutch?
As discussed above, the voice system of Javanese acts on three different levels: morphology (preand suffixation), syntax (word order) and pragmatics (givenness of information). It has been
claimed that these types of phenomena, which are at the interface of different components of
language, are especially vulnerable to change in a contact situation (e.g. Sorace et al. 2009; Sorace
2011). Voice in Javanese involves at least three components. Multilingual speakers in Suriname
may have difficulty at the pragmatics/morpho-syntax interface, and thus their usage of voice may
differ, which may result in a different usage frequency or a different effect of givenness. Another
reason to expect changes is convergence: Johanson (2002) hypothesizes that in cases of
multilingualism, speakers may copy the frequency of a linguistic phenomenon from one language
to the other, so-called frequency-copying. In this case, speakers may copy the higher frequency of
actor voice clauses in Dutch in Sranantongo into Javanese.
It is not expected that the use of voice will have disappeared completely among the heritage
speakers. Both the actor and undergoer voice have a clear form and function. Prefix di-, even
though it has no direct equivalent in the contact languages, has been shown to be acquired early
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by children (Gil 2002: 275) and thus may be expected to remain stable in a contact situation. Apart
from this usage of voice in general, I will look at and compare three aspects of voice in Javanese:
givenness, morphology and subject ellipsis.
Givenness of arguments, I presume, plays a role in both groups, since this is a factor in
passivization in many languages around the world, including Dutch, as shown in 8.2.2. However,
the Surinamese group may be expected to be less discourse-dependent in this sense, parallel to
Dutch and Sranantongo, where the active is generally preferred. Thus, I expect givenness to play
a less important role in the Surinamese group.
My expectations about the morphology are as follows. Concerning prefixation, I expect that
both Indonesian and Surinamese speakers will make use of the same prefixes, notably N- and di-,
since these both have a clear form and function and therefore fulfil the requirement of
transparency, which seems to be important to predict the survival of certain linguistic features
among heritage speakers. Prefix ke- on the other hand may be more prone to disappearance among
heritage speakers, since it has a less general function, and no semantic equivalent in either
Sranantongo or Dutch.
As for suffixation, I expect that heritage speakers will use fewer suffixes overall, since these
are not very transparent in terms of their function, and therefore may pose difficulties for
multilingual speakers. I would also expect the homeland speakers to use more suffixation overall
and/or use more different variants.
As for ellipsis, following the Explicitness Hypothesis (Aalberse & Muysken 2013: 16), it is
expected that heritage speakers in general have a tendency to use more explicit structures and
overt elements in the heritage language. This is explained by a lack of confidence that their message
will be understood correctly. Given the overall linguistic insecurity of heritage speakers, which I
have clearly observed during my data collection (see 4.3.2), this lack of confidence is very plausible.
Furthermore, the contact languages Dutch and Sranantongo allow much less subject ellipsis.
Therefore, I expect that heritage speakers will show less subject ellipsis and produce more
complete clauses, with overt subjects.

8.3 Methodology
8.3.1

Participants

For this study, I elicited data from two main groups of participants: Surinamese Javanese heritage
speakers and Indonesian Javanese homeland speakers. More data on these speakers are given in
Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: Overview of participants for study on voice.
Group

N

Male

Female

Mean age

Surinamese Javanese heritage

45

13

32

45.6

40

15

25

46.8

Sranantongo speakers (SR)

3

1

2

37

Surinamese Dutch speakers (NL)

3

1

2

51

speakers (SJ)
Indonesian Javanese homeland
speakers (IJ)

The speakers of Surinamese Javanese (henceforth referred to as ‘SJ’) originated from both urban
(Paramaribo) and rural areas (Lelydorp, Tamanredjo, Domburg) in Suriname. The homeland
Indonesian Javanese speakers (IJ) were from both Central Java (Yogyakarta) and East Java (Malang
and Surabaya). Apart from these two main groups, I also elicited data in the contact languages in
Suriname: Sranantongo and Dutch. For these control groups, I interviewed speakers from the
same Surinamese Javanese group. As a result, there were several speakers who did the same
elicitation twice, but in a different language (always with at least several days in between the
sessions). These were six different speakers in total, since no speaker did the same elicitation in
more than two languages (always either Javanese and Sranantongo or Javanese and Dutch). All of
the data were collected by me, during field sessions on location in Java and Suriname between
2014 and 2017.

8.3.2

Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli set consisted of 30 sets of two pictures, 60 pictures in total, taken from the Information
Structure Questionnaire of Skopeteas et al. (2006, see Appendix A). Every first picture (henceforth
referred to as the a-stimulus) introduced a participant (e.g. a man), whereas the second picture (bstimulus) showed the action and introduced one new participant (e.g. the man from the first
picture pushing a girl). The stimuli varied on three conditions: (i) a_given [givenness of
arguments]; either the actor or undergoer was introduced in the a-stimulus (values: given [actor
given], new [undergoer given]); (ii) animacy [animacy of arguments]; either both arguments
animate or one inanimate (values: aa [both arguments animate], ia [inanimate actor], iu
[inanimate undergoer]); (iii) verb (values: pushing, lifting, holding/falling, kicking/hitting, the
meaning of the latter two depended on the animacy of the arguments). The stimuli were mostly,
but not completely balanced for all conditions; there were slightly more stimuli that were
undergoer given (16) than actor given (14). An overview of the stimuli with their arguments is
given in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2: Overview of stimuli and conditions for study on voice (arguments given in the order
actor/undergoer, with the given argument in bold).
Verb
animacy

a_given

aa - both

new

animate

Kicking /

Pushing

Pushing

Lifting

boy/man

man/girl

girl/boy

man/boy

man/boy

given

boy/man

man/girl

girl/boy

man/boy

man/boy

iu - inanimate

new

boy/bottle

man/box

girl/table

man/barrel

man/wheel

undergoer

given

man/box

girl/table

man/barrel

man/wheel

ia - inanimate

new

box/girl

ball/boy

balloon/boy

branch/man

box/girl

ball/boy

balloon/boy

branch/man

hitting

actor

falling on

pan/snake
given

8.3.3

bottle/man

Holding /

bottle/man

Transcription and analysis

All elicitation sessions were audio recorded with a Zoom H4N device, an average elicitation
session lasted five to ten minutes. The recordings were transcribed in ELAN by the author. They
were then corrected by a native speaker of Javanese, with special attention towards the absence or
presence of voice morphology. They were then coded for voice, prefix, suffix, preposition
introducing actor argument, overt expression of arguments, word order, definiteness of actor and
definiteness of undergoer. The data were analyzed in Excel and statistically in SPSS and R.
After transcription, three participants in the baseline group were excluded, since they were
not performing the task as intended; they did not show any signs of recognizing that the arguments
of the a- and b-stimulus in every set were the same (e.g. by the use of definite markers,
demonstrative pronouns or ellipsis), and had been describing every image separately. The total
number of participants is thus 37 Indonesian Javanese homeland speakers and 45 Surinamese
Javanese heritage speakers.
Coding of the responses for the variable voice was done first on the basis of morphology: in
case of the N- prefix on the verb, the clause was coded as A-clause. In case of the di-, ke-, or takprefixes, the clause was coded as U-clause. In case of unprefixed verbs the voice was coded on the
basis of word order. When a bare verb appeared in AVU, AV or UV-order, it was coded as Aclause, and in UVA, UV or VA-order it was coded as U-clause. In the case of a bare verb stem with
no overt arguments, the clause was excluded (two cases in the data).
In cases of multiple target responses per stimulus (sometimes differing in voice morphology),
the default procedure was to count only the first target response. An exception was made for clear
cases of self-repair, where the speaker produced a more complete clause in the second response.
Since Surinamese Javanese speakers borrow elements from Sranantongo and Dutch in their daily
speech, loans are also frequent in the data. If more than one of the three main clause components
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(actor, undergoer and verb) was expressed in Dutch or Sranantongo, the response was excluded.
See the example in (136), where both the verb (stoot) as well as the undergoer (die doos) are
expressed in Dutch.
(136)

Wong

lanang-é

stoot

die

doos

van

die

méja

person

male-DEF

push

DEM.DIST

box

from

DEM.DIST

table

‘The man pushes that box from that table.’ (JVN-20140603-SJ-15-402-28Ffocuspictures)
Clauses were counted as valid only when they included a transitive predicate, with an
interpretation of the action depicted according to the argument structure laid out in Table 8.2.
Responses that did not use an exact equivalent of the target verb, but did have the target argument
structure were included in the analysis. For instance, when the verb in the stimulus was supposed
to depict an act of ‘holding’, but the speaker interpreted it as ‘throwing’ and used a transitive
construction with the same argument structure as, as shown in (137), the response was counted
as valid.
(137)

Wong

lanang

ng-guwak

tyah

lanang-é

person

male

AV-throw

child

male-DEF

‘A man throws the child.’ (JVN-20170418-SJ-51-402-29F-focuspictures)
Cases with a transitive clause, but a different argument structure were excluded from the analysis.
For instance, when the stimulus which was meant to show the action ‘kicking’ with ‘boy’ as actor
and ‘man’ as undergoer was described by a speaker as ‘a boy putting his foot on a man’, this was
counted as non-target. In the remainder of this chapter, I will only consider the set of valid
responses, as shown in
Table 8.3 (943 + 1065 = 2008 responses in total).
Table 8.3: Overall results for study on voice: valid and excluded responses.

responses

Indonesian Javanese

Surinamese

Javanese

excluded

167

15.0%

285

21.1%

valid

943

85.0%

1065

78.9%

Total

1110

1350
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8.4 Results
8.4.1

Dutch and Sranantongo

I will first discuss the results from the Dutch and Sranantongo data set. This will serve as a
qualitative comparison. Due to the low number of speakers, these results will not be analyzed
statistically.
In total, the Dutch and Sranantongo data set consisted of 3 x 2 x 30 = 180 responses. Of the
responses in the NL-set, 34 were excluded and 56 responses remained. Of the SR-responses, 28
were excluded and 62 were valid. An overview of the clause types according to voice is given in
Table 8.4.
Table 8.4: Overall frequency of A- and U-clauses in Dutch (NL) and Sranantongo (SR) responses.
NL
voice

SR

A

44

78.6%

62

100.0%

U

12

21.4%

0

0.0%

Total

56

62

All of the Sranantongo clauses were A-clauses, meaning that the actor argument was the subject.
Of the Dutch clauses, a small part had the undergoer as the subject and was counted as U-clause
such as (138), but the A-clause is clearly default with more than three quarter of the total clauses.
(138)

de

doos

wordt

geduwd

door

de

man

DEF

box

become.3SG

push.PTCP

by

DEF

man

‘The box is pushed by the man.’ (JVN-20170418-SJ-51-402-29F-focuspictures-nl)
When a speaker in Dutch produced an A-clause after the given argument is the undergoer (and
thus a U-clause would be possible), an often used strategy to emphasize this givenness is the use
of definiteness: the given argument, the undergoer in this case, is marked by the demonstrative
pronoun die ‘that’ in (139), the definite article de as in (140) or personal pronoun hem ‘him’ in (141).
(139)

en

een

meis-je

stoot

die

tafel

omver

and

INDF

girl-DIM

push.3SG

DEM

table

over

‘And a girl pushes that table over.’ (JVN-20140602-SJ-14-211-61M-focuspictures-nl)
(140)

de

man

houd-t

de

vat

omhoog

DEF

man

hold-3SG

DEF

barrel

up

‘The man holds up the barrel.’ (JVN-20170418-SJ-51-402-29F-focuspictures-nl)
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(141)

een

ander

meneer

schop-t

hem

van

achter

INDF

other

mister

kick-3SG

him

from

behind

‘Another man kicks him from behind.’ (JVN-20170418-SJ-51-402-29F-focuspicturesnl)
In Sranan, speakers also used this definiteness strategy: they frequently used the indefinite
pronoun wan for the new argument, whereas the given argument was marked with the definite
pronoun a; as in (142) where the undergoer is given, and in (143) where the actor is given.
(142)

wan

man

skop’

a

[fles

wijn]

INDF

man

kick

DEF

bottle

wine

‘A man kicks the bottle of wine.’ (JVN-20170410-SJ-42-501-21F-focuspictures-sr)

(143)

now

a

man

hor’

wan

banti

now

DEF

man

hold

INDF

tyre

‘Now the man holds a tyre.’ (JVN-20170407-SJ-45-401-31F-focuspictures-sr)
Scores for the frequency of overt subjects are given in Table 8.5. The use of overt subjects is the
default, occurring in 83.9% of the Dutch responses and in 93.5% of the Sranantongo responses.
Table 8.5: Overall frequency of overt subjects in Dutch (NL) and Sranantongo (SR) responses.
NL

SR

Subject

not overt

9

16.1%

4

6.5%

expressed

overt

47

83.9%

58

93.5%

Total

56

100.0%

62

100.0%

8.4.2

Javanese

8.4.2.1

Overall use of voice

Table 8.6 shows the overall frequencies of A- and U-clauses in the Indonesian Javanese (baseline)
and Surinamese Javanese (heritage) group. Both groups have a slight preference for U-clauses over
A-clauses. The frequency of A- and U-clauses is almost completely similar between the two groups
of speakers, and the difference is not significant.
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Table 8.6: Frequency of A- and U-clauses in Indonesian Javanese (IJ) and Surinamese Javanese (SJ)
responses.
IJ
voice

SJ

A

414

43.9%

464

43.6%

U

529

56.1%

601

56.4%

Total

943

1065

Table 8.7: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable voice (Significance codes:
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

1.6099

0.5627

2.861

0.00422 **

group

-2.0538

0.5100

-4.027

5.65e-05 ***

a_given

-6.3681

0.7424

-8.578

< 2e-16 ***

animacy=iu

1.9698

0.6976

2.824

0.00475 **

animacy=aa

0.6555

0.5838

1.123

0.26153

age_score=1

-0.7705

0.5191

-1.484

0.13774

age_score=2

0.4121

0.4849

0.850

0.39533

group*a_given

2.3529

0.4966

4.738

2.16e-06 ***

a_given*animacy=iu

-0.4599

0.8936

-0.515

0.60679

a_given*animacy=aa

1.7834

0.8022

2.223

0.02621 *

group*age_score=1

1.2294

0.6804

1.807

0.07079 .

group*age_score=2

1.4111

0.6176

2.285

0.02233 *

In R (version 3.4.3), I used the function glmer in the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) to model the
data by means of a generalized linear mixed-effects analysis, with voice as dependent variable. As
random effects, I had intercepts for item and speaker, as well as random slopes for the effect of
a_given and animacy on speaker. For the fixed effects, I used both linguistic factors (item
properties) as well as social factors (speaker properties). The best fitting model, with an AIC of
1638.7, was found to have as Fixed effects the interaction effects a_given*group, a_given*animacy
and group*age_score.54 This model is given in Table 8.7. I will discuss these interaction effects one
by one in the paragraphs below.
54

In some of the models, I took verbtype as a fixed effect. These analyses showed some effect of verb type:
overall, hold elicited the most A-clauses, whereas kick and push elicited the most U-clauses, possibly because
they are less neutral and more ‘disadvantageous’ for the undergoer. However, I chose to leave this variable out
of the analysis, since the experiment setup was not adequate to control for the factor of animacy: there was
considerable variation between the animacy conditions, and the interpretation of the verb seemed to depend
mostly on the animacy configuration. For example, the verb ‘to hold’ in a configuration where the actor was
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Givenness and group

Table 8.8 shows the overall effect (in both speaker groups) of a_given on voice, which is as
expected: when the actor is given (a_given=given), speakers use more A-clauses, whereas when
the undergoer is given in the a-stimulus (a_given=new), speakers tend to prefer a U-clause.
Table 8.8: Overall relation of givenness and voice (main effect).
a_given
given
voice

new

A

679

74.5%

201

18.3%

U

233

25.5%

897

81.7%

Total

912

1098

The interaction of a_given*group means that the effect of a_given is different between the groups,
as visualized in Figure 8.1. Among Indonesian Javanese speakers, the effect of a_given is stronger:
the difference between the ratio of A-clauses in the two conditions is larger than for the
Surinamese Javanese speakers, whose average values for both conditions are closer together. The
difference between the two groups is close to a categorical difference, since the confidence
intervals are almost not overlapping. In other words, givenness of arguments plays a larger role in
voice selection for Indonesian Javanese speakers than for Surinamese Javanese speakers.

inanimate could be more easily interpreted as ‘falling on’ (e.g. a branch falling on a man instead of a man
holding a branch). I think the meaning and interpretation of the verb is so much mediated through animacy,
that in this experiment, the effect of animacy is more important to consider than that of verb type.
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Figure 8.1: Plot of the interaction effect of group*a_given on the probability of producing an Aclause, with error bars.

8.4.2.3

Givenness and animacy

The interaction between the linguistic variables a_given and animacy is visualized in Figure 8.2.
The overall effect of givenness is clearly visible: the probability of producing an A-clause is much
higher for all animacy-conditions in the a_given=given condition than in the a_given=new
condition. The behavior of the animacy-configurations is not the same in both givennessconditions. In both conditions of a_given, the condition where the actor is inanimate trigger less
A-clauses than the conditions in which the actor is animate. In fact, in the a_given=new condition,
it is almost at floor level, as is clear from the very small confidence interval. However, the behavior
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Figure 8.2: Plot of the interaction effect of a_given*animacy on the probability of producing an Aclause.

of the two conditions with animate actors was different according to the givenness of arguments:
in the cases where the actor was given, stimuli where both arguments are animate elicit less Aclauses than stimuli in which the undergoer is inanimate. In cases where the undergoer was given,
this is the other way around: here stimuli with both arguments animate elicit móre A-clauses than
stimuli with an inanimate undergoer. This can be seen in the plot by comparing the data points:
the solid line (a_given=given) is lower for animacy=aa than animacy=iu, whereas the dotted line
(a_given=new) is higher for animacy=aa than animacy=iu. This effect was found for both speaker
groups, and was independent of speaker variables.
This different behavior of the aa-configuration can be understood as a sort of ‘shift of focus’:
when both arguments are animate, it is easier to ignore the effect of givenness, and ‘shift’ the
attention towards the newly introduced participant. In the given-condition, where the animate
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actor is given, as soon as an animate undergoer is introduced, speakers more easily take this new
argument as the subject and produce a U-clause. Likewise, in the new-condition, where the
animate undergoer has been given, subject prominence is more easily given to the animate actor,
the newly introduced argument, producing an A-clause. The very high probability of producing
an A-clause in the iu+given-condition (almost at ceiling level) can be understood in a similar vein:
with a given animate actor, there is no reason to shift the attention towards the newly introduced
participant, which is an inanimate undergoer and thus produce a U-clause.
8.4.2.4

Group and age

The interaction between the speaker variables group and age_score is given in Figure 8.3. Both
groups show differences between the age groups, however there are differences in the direction
of this effect. In the Indonesian Javanese speaker group, the values of all three age groups are
overall closer together and do not show a clear linear tendency. Among the Surinamese Javanese
speakers, the differences between the youngest speakers (<41) and oldest speakers (>60) are much
more extreme, and there is a clear linear tendency: the younger the speaker category, the higher
the probability of producing A-clauses.
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Figure 8.3: Plot of the interaction effect of group*age on the probability of producing an A-clause.

This effect is confirmed when fitting separate models for the two speaker groups, meaning that I
looked at the variables with main effects in both groups. The best fitting model of linguistic
variables for the Indonesian group was found to be the one with a_given and animacy as fixed
effects, as well as random intercepts for item and speaker, and random slopes for the effect of
animacy and a_given on speaker. AIC = 692.8. Adding age_score as a fixed effect did not improve
the model (χ2(2)=4.03, p=0.1334), confirming that it should not be added to the final model, and
that age is not a relevant predictor variable for the Indonesian Javanese speakers. The model scores
are given in Table 8.9.
For the Surinamese Javanese group, the best fitting model with only linguistic variables was
found to be the one with a_given*animacy as main effect, with random intercepts for item and
speaker, and a random slope for the effect of animacy on speaker. AIC = 987.1. Here, the addition
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of age_score as a fixed effect did improve the model significantly (χ2(2) = 20.03, p < 0.001),
suggesting that it should be added to the final model. Model scores are given in Table 8.10.
When we compare the two models, it is interesting that in the model for the Indonesian
speakers, the interaction of a_given*animacy is not significant: the model with the interaction as a
fixed effect had an AIC of 694.26, which is higher than the one without the interaction (the AIC
should be as low as possible for the best model fit). A possible explanation for this may be the
strength of the effect of a_given in this group: because this is so strong (as shown in Figure 8.1), it
overrules all of the other effects. The effect of animacy in the Indonesian group, given together
with the effect of givenness in Figure 8.4, is the same as the one under the condition a_given in
Figure 8.2: both the iu- and aa-configuration have a higher probability of producing an A-clause
than ia. The interaction of a_given*animacy in the Surinamese group, given in Figure 8.5 shows
the same picture as the overall effect in Figure 8.2.
Table 8.9: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable voice in the IJ-group
(Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

1.3454

0.4938

2.725

0.00643 **

a_given

-.4128

0.578

-.365

< 2e-16 ***

animacy=iu

1.6197

0.653

2.48

0.01313 *

animacy=aa

1.3597

0.5522

2.462

0.0138 *

Table 8.10: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable voice in the SJ-group
(Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

-0.1499

0.5216

-0.287

0.7738

a_given

-4.0947

0.6977

-5.869

4.38e-09 ***

animacy=iu

1.8214

0.8294

2.196

0.0281 *

animacy=aa

0.5541

0.6838

0.81

0.4178

age_score=1

0.1777

0.4372

0.406

0.6844

age_score=2

1.5553

0.3897

3.991

6.57e-05 ***

a_given*animacy=iu

-0.2594

0.9645

-0.269

0.788

a_given*animacy=aa

2.0126

0.8598

2.341

0.0192 *
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Figure 8.4: Interaction of a_given and animacy in IJ.

Figure 8.5: Interaction of a_given and animacy in SJ.
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Prefixation

For a closer inspection of the use of prefixation in the data, it is useful to split the data set into two
sets according to voice, since these imply different prefixes. Because of this split in voice-type, I do
not use a_given as an independent variable in these analyses, since it is assumed to be highly
correlated to voice (as shown above).
As for the prefixes used in the U-clauses, given in Figure 8.6, the distribution at first sight
seems very similar between the two groups (note that the category prefix=N concerned only 1 case
and is therefore not visible in the graph).
Figure 8.6: Distribution of prefixes in U-clauses for both speaker groups.

I did a separate binomial analysis for each individual prefix with the glmer function in R to test
whether they could be predicted by the effect of group and animacy. These factors were nonsignificant for prefixes ke2, N- and tak- as well as for the cases with zero prefix (prefix=0). Prefixes
ke- and di- depended significantly on animacy, and ke- also on group. Adding givenness as a factor
did not improve either of the models (in fact, they became less well fitted). Group estimates are
given in Table 8.11 and Table 8.12. The AIC scores were as follows: model for prefix di-: 605.1;
model for prefix ké-: 493.1.
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Table 8.11: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable prefix di- in U-clauses
(Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

-0.5373

0.4153

-1.294

0.196

animacy=iu

5.0532

0.7059

7.159

8.14e-13 ***

animacy=aa

5.3303

0.7010

7.604

2.87e-14 ***

Table 8.12: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable prefix ke- in U-clauses
(Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

0.4113

0.5653

0.728

0.4669

group

-1.1923

0.4804

-2.482

0.0131 *

animacy=iu

-6.9931

1.2057

-5.800

6.62e-09 ***

animacy=aa

-6.4648

1.0535

-6.137

8.42e-10 ***

Figure 8.7 gives the effect of animacy for both prefixes. As can be seen from these graphs, the effect
of animacy has the inverse effect for these prefixes: whereas the ia-configuration elicits less di-, it
elicits more ke-. In fact, the effect is almost the complete opposite in the iu- and aa-configuration,
where the use of di- is at ceiling level, while the use of ke- is at floor level. This is in line with the
description of ké- above, which was related to inanimate actor (often instrument) arguments.
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Figure 8.7: Effect of animacy on probability of prefixes di- and ke- in both Indonesian and
Surinamese Javanese speakers.

As for group, Figure 8.8 shows that the Surinamese speakers use ké- less frequently than
Indonesian speakers.
Figure 8.8: Effect of group on use of prefix ke-.
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Now I turn to the use of prefixation in the A-clauses. Through visual inspection of Figure 8.9, it
already becomes clear that there is a difference between the groups: the Surinamese speakers
appear to use zero-prefixation more frequently.
This was indeed confirmed when modeling the data: the best fitting model for the dependent
variable zero_prefix in the A-clauses was found to be the one with fixed effects for group and
givenness, where group has the most significant effect. AIC=230.9. Adding animacy as a fixed
effect did not improve the model. I added random intercepts for item and speaker; random slopes
did not improve the model. The model estimates are given in Table 8.13.
Figure

8.9:

Distribution

of

prefixes

in

A-clauses

for

both

speaker

groups.

Table 8.13: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable zero_prefix in A-clauses
(Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

-7.8256

1.4529

-5.386

7.2e-08 ***

group

2.5137

1.1884

2.115

0.0344 *

a_given

0.7228

0.4341

1.665

0.0959 .
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Figure 8.10 shows the main effects of group and a_given. Givenness of A has a small, almost not
significant effect on prefixation: when A is new (and undergoer is given), the probability of zero
prefixation is slightly higher. Note that this still only concerns the set of A-clauses: so these are the
cases where the undergoer is given, but speakers produce an A-clause. In a way, these are already
a-typical in the sense that after a given undergoer, a U-clause would be more expected. In a sense
it is not unexpected that the A-clauses produced in this condition also have a higher probability of
not having a prefix, since they are probably more frequently produced by a-typical speakers, who
use A-clauses more frequently overall (e.g. the lower age group of Surinamese speakers).
The effect of group is more significant: Surinamese speakers are much more likely to produce
A-clauses with zero-prefixation than Indonesian speakers.
Figure 8.10: Plots of the main effects of group and a_given on the probability of producing an Aclause with zero prefix.

8.4.4

Suffixation

Suffixes were used very frequently. However, there were not many verbs that could occur both
with and without a suffix. 87.5% of all verb forms were invariable for suffix: one lexical item
occurred always either with or without a suffix in the data. This was for example the case with the
verb jongkrog ‘push’ which always occurred in combination with the suffix -ké, both in the A- and
U-clauses, as in (144) and (145) respectively.
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(144)

méja-né

di-jongkrog-ké

karo

tyah

wédok-é

table-DEF

UV-push-APPL

with

child

female-DEF

‘The table is pushed by the girl.’ (JVN-20170408-SJ-30-401-51F-focuspictures)
(145)

wong

n-jongkrog-ké

botyah

person

AV-push-APPL

child

‘A person pushes a child.’ (JVN-20140617-SJ-35-300-48M-focuspictures)
The function of the suffixes could also be to turn an intransitive predicate into a transitive one, as
in (146) and (147) with the verb tiba ‘fall’. In these cases, the suffix always occurred in combination
with a voice prefix.
(146)

botol-é

n-iba-ni

wong

lanang-é

bottle-DEF

AV-fall-APPL

person

male-DEF

‘The bottle hits the man.’ (litt.: falls on) (JVN-20170326-SJ-54-401-29F-focuspictures)
(147)

ula-né

di-tiba-ni

pan

snake-DEF

UV-fall-APPL

pan

‘The snake is hit by a pan.’ (litt: fallen on) (JVN-20170408-SJ-30-401-51F-focuspictures)
Apart from these applicative suffixes -i and -ké, there was the suffix -an, which always occurred in
combination with prefix ke- to indicate that something happened inadvertently, as in (148).
(148)

ula-né

ke-tiba-nan

panci

snake-DEF

KE-fall-AN

pan

‘The snake is (accidentally) hit by a pan.’ (JAV-20160331-IJ-54-C-22F)
Figure 8.11 shows the overall use of suffixation for both groups. As for the use of the suffixes -an,
-i and -ké, the percentages are very similar in both groups. However, there is a difference between
the groups in the sense that the Indonesian Javanese speakers have a suffix that is not used in the
Surinamese Javanese group: -na, the East-Javanese variant of -ké.55 Instead, the Surinamese
Javanese speakers use more zero-suffixation.

55

There were also 4 cases of suffix -né in the data, but because of the low frequency, these were counted into
the same category as -ké.
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Figure 8.11: Distribution of suffixes in all clauses for both speaker groups.

Table 8.14: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable zero_suffix
(Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

-0.8681

0.5714

-1.519

0.12868

group

0.8022

0.4108

1.953

0.05087 .

animacy=iu

2.2600

0.8156

2.771

0.00559 **

animacy=aa

1.5155

0.7682

1.973

0.04852 *

group*animacy=iu

0.9392

0.5543

1.694

0.09018 .

group*animacy=aa

1.2762

0.4686

2.724

0.00646 **

Since one of the expectations was that the heritage group would use less suffixation, it is useful to
model the use of zero suffixation. The best fitting model for zero suffixation was found to be the
one with an interaction effect of group*animacy, with random intercepts for item and speaker, as
well as random slopes for the effect of a_given and animacy on speaker. Adding a_given as a fixed
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effect did not improve the model. The estimates are given in Table 8.14, the interaction effect is
plotted in Figure 8.12 (AIC = 1756.4).
Figure 8.12: Plot of the interaction effect of group*animacy on the probability of producing a
clause with zero suffix on the verb.

The use of zero suffixation in the Surinamese group is especially high in the iu- and aa- conditions,
with an animate actor. In these conditions, the Surinamese Javanese speakers are even almost at
ceiling level. The ia-condition elicits the least zero suffixes for both the Surinamese and Indonesian
speaker groups. For the Surinamese group, both the aa- and iu-condition trigger approximately
equal rates of zero suffixes, while the IJ-group uses more suffixation in the aa-condition than in
the iu-condition. Further analyses into specific responses suggest that these differences can be
explained by verb types: the SJ-speakers mostly use the same verbs in both conditions, which are
by default used without suffix (e.g. surung ‘push’, sépak ‘kick’ and junjung ‘lift’). In contrast, IJspeakers differentiate between animate and inanimate undergoers: in the stimuli with an
inanimate undergoer, they use more verbs with default zero suffixation (e.g. surung ‘push’, angkat
‘lift’ and gawa ‘carry’). In the stimuli with an animate undergoer, they are more likely to use verbs
which take an applicative suffix, such as jongkrok-ké ‘to push someone from behind’. They thus use
different verb forms to express the meaning of ‘push’ according to the animacy of the undergoer.
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One other way of exploring the difference in suffix usage between the two groups, is by

looking at the variability within speakers, i.e. how many different suffixes they use. As is clear
from Figure 8.11, the Surinamese Javanese group uses less different suffixes than the Indonesian
Javanese group. The question however is whether this difference pertains only to the group level
(meaning that the suffixes are distributed among the speakers) or whether the difference lies on
the individual level, i.e. that the Indonesian speakers also use more different suffixes per speaker.
To explore this, I counted the number of different suffixes for every speaker. The results are given
in Table 8.15.
Table 8.15: Number of different suffixes per speaker in Indonesian and Surinamese Javanese
speakers.
Number of speakers
Different suffixes

Total

IJ

SJ

0

1 (2.7%)

5 (11.1%)

6

1

1 (2.7%)

13 (28.9%)

14

2

10 (27)

15 (33.3%)

25

3

25 (67.6%)

12 (26.7%)

37

37

45

82

Total

As is clear from this table, there are more speakers in the Surinamese group than in the Indonesian
that use 0 or only 1 suffix. Most of the Indonesian speakers use either 2 or even 3 different suffixes.
The difference in distribution in this table is significant: χ2 (3) = 17.910, p < 0.001. This means that
Indonesian Javanese speakers show more variability in their suffix usage than Surinamese
speakers.

8.4.5

Subject ellipsis

For the study of effects relevant for subject ellipsis, I defined subject ellipsis as being the case either
when the subject had only been expressed in the description of the a-stimulus (coding p) or when
the subject had not been expressed at all (coding n). Under ‘Overt subject’ both cases of subject
expression within the same clause (coding y) as well as cases where the subject was expressed in
the same stimulus, but outside of the clause boundaries (coding c) were counted. This gave the
distribution as in Figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.13: Distribution of overtness of subjects in both speaker groups.

At first sight, there seems to be a difference between the groups, with Surinamese speakers
producing more overt subjects. For modeling this data in R, this time I chose as linguistic effects
voice and not a_given, since it is relevant to take into account what clause the speakers actually
produced instead of which of the arguments was given.
Modelling showed that the best fitting model had as main effects the interactions of
group*voice, voice*animacy and voice*given, with random intercepts for item and speaker. Adding
random slopes did not improve the model. The model estimates are given in Table 8.16, and the
visualization of the model effects in Figure 8.14 (AIC = 1749.6).
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Table 8.16: Fixed effects estimates of the model for the dependent variable overt subject
(Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
B

SE

z-value

p

(Intercept)

0.9130

0.4745

1.924

0.054349 .

group

1.8514

0.5117

3.618

0.000297 ***

voice

0.9797

0.4143

2.364

0.018055 *

animacy=iu

-2.0011

0.4224

-4.737

2.17e-06 ***

animacy=aa

-2.34

0.4128

-5.669

1.44e-08 ***

a_given

2.4629

0.3876

6.354

2.10e-10 ***

group*voice

-0.6259

0.2695

-2.322

0.020227 *

voice*animacy=iu

3.3597

0.495

6.787

1.15e-11 ***

voice*animacy=aa

2.4188

0.4733

5.11

3.22e-07 ***

voice*a_given

-5.1693

0.4462

-11.584

< 2e-16 ***

Figure 8.14: Plot of main effects of group and animacy on the probability of producing an overt
subject.
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The effect of group is clear: in the SJ-group, both the A- and U-clauses have an overall higher rate
of overt subject than the IJ-group, and the rate in both clause-types is more or less the same; i.e.
SJ-speakers produce overt subject in A- and U-clauses with approximately equal frequency.
However, for the IJ-speakers there is a difference: in A-clauses, the subject is more easily elided
than in U-clauses. This may have to do with prototypicality of A-arguments as subjects, which is
somehow more expected and therefore it is less informational to express them explicitly, while Uarguments are still a somewhat more exceptional subject and therefore it is useful to overtly
express them. IJ-speakers thus seem to be more sensitive for the informational status of the
arguments.
Figure 8.15: Interaction effect between animacy and voice on the probability of an overt subject
in Surinamese and Indonesian Javanese groups.

As for the interaction between animacy and voice, shown in Figure 8.15, it can be seen as follows:
in both conditions (aa and iu) with an animate actor, A-clauses will have less overt subjects than
U-clauses. For the ia-condition, with an inanimate actor, this is different however. So if speakers
take the animate actor as a subject, these are more likely to be elided than when they take the
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inanimate actor as a subject. This is possibly explained by the fact that inanimate actors are less
prototypical and therefore more relevant to express overtly.
Figure 8.16: Interaction between voice and givenness on probability of overt subject in
Surinamese and Indonesian speaker groups.

The last interaction is between voice and givenness, given in Figure 8.16: when the actor argument
is given, A-clauses will yield significantly less overt subject than U-clauses. When the undergoer
argument is given, this is the other way around: U-clauses will yield less overt subjects than Aclauses. This is very understandable from the viewpoint of information structure: when a speaker
produces a sentence in which the subject is new information, he/she is more likely to express it
overtly, in order to mark the change of subject.

8.4.6

Co-variance

In the previous paragraphs, I have described the distribution of the four outcome variables: voice,
prefixation, suffixation and overtness of subject. These can be linked to ‘less prototypically
Javanese’ and more ‘contact-like’ features. It turned out that for all of these factors, group
(Surinamese heritage or Indonesian baseline) had a significant effect: the interaction of group and
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givenness had an effect on the use of voice, and the Surinamese Javanese speakers overall used less
prefixes, less suffixes and more overt subjects than the Indonesian Javanese. This confirms the idea
that the clauses produced by SJ speakers are influenced by Dutch and Sranantongo. But how do
these variables relate to each other? Is it the same ‘group’ of speakers that produces these variables,
or are they randomly distributed among speakers?
In order to find out the possible relations between these variables, I did a correlation analysis
for both groups, with Pearson Correlation in SPSS. This analysis was done on the rates of the
variables for each speaker, with value 1 representing the ‘contact-induced’ feature (e.g. if a speaker
produced 24 out of 30 A-clauses, the rate for A-clauses would be 0.8). I added age as a continuous
variable to investigate any possible correlations. First of all, I conducted an analysis for the whole
speaker group overall. The results are given in Table 8.17.
Table 8.17: Correlation of variables within all speakers. r = Pearson Correlation, p = p value (twotailed).

A-clause
zero prefix
zero suffix

A-clause

zero prefix

zero suffix

overt subject

Age

r

r

p

r

p

r

p

r

.440**

.000

.207

.062

.166

.136

-.439** .000

.193

.083

.131

.241

-.289** .008

.205

.065

-.213

.055

.021

.854

1

p

1

1

overt subject
Age

1

p

1

Overall, rate of zero prefix correlates with rate of A-clause, as well as with Age. Age also correlates
with the rate of A-clause. In order to see the strength of these correlations in the separate groups,
separate analyses were done on the Indonesian Javanese speakers and the Surinamese Javanese
speakers.
For the Indonesian Javanese speakers, no correlations between the variables were found
when analyzed separately. The values are given in Table 8.18.
.
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Table 8.18: Correlation of variables within the SJ group. r = Pearson Correlation, p = p value (twotailed).
A-clause
r
A-clause

p

1

zero prefix

zero prefix

zero suffix

overt subject

Age

r

p

r

p

r

p

r

p

.001

.996

.012

.945

-.001

.993

-.256

.127

-.055

.749

-.180

.288

-.209

.214

.061

.719

.010

.953

.051

.766

1

zero suffix

1

overt subject

1

Age

1

For the Surinamese group, rate of A-clause was found to correlate significantly with rate of zero
prefix, rate of zero suffix and Age. Further, Age was found to correlate significantly with rate of zero
prefix and rate of zero suffix. Altogether, this indicates that the same speakers who use a lot of Aclauses also use more zero prefixation and suffixation, and that these tend to be the younger
speakers (since the correlation with Age is negative). The use of overt subject was not found to
correlate with any of the other variables, indicating that it was more of an overall feature of the
Surinamese speakers. The values are given in Table 8.19.
Table 8.19: Correlation of variables within the SJ group. r = Pearson Correlation, p = p value
(two-tailed), * = significant at the 0.05 level, ** = significant at the 0.01 level.

A-clause
zero prefix
zero suffix
overt

A-clause

zero prefix

zero suffix

overt subject

Age

r

r

r

p

r

p

r

.521** .000

.297*

.048

.281

.062

-.560** .000

1

.131

.39

.062

.685

-.399** .007

.102

.506

-.407** .006

1

p

p

1

1

-.011

p

.94

subject
Age

1

Figure 8.17 illustrates the correlations between rate A-clause and the variables rate zero prefix and
rate zero suffix. Figure 8.18 illustrates the correlations between on the one hand Age and on the
other hand the linguistic outcome variables rate A-clause, rate zero prefix and rate zero suffix.
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Figure 8.17: Correlations between rate A-clause and rate zero prefix and rate zero suffix.

Figure 8.18: Correlations between Age and rate A-clause, rate zero prefix and rate zero suffix.
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8.5 Discussion and conclusions
This chapter deals with the use of voice by Surinamese and Indonesian speakers of Javanese. The
main research question was whether there were differences in the use of voice between the two
groups. The two groups were surprisingly similar in the overall frequency of the different voices.
Both groups had a slight preference for the undergoer voice, which can be explained by the
properties of the stimuli: there were 14 stimuli in the a_given=given condition, as opposed to 16
in the a_given=new condition (which elicited more U-clauses).
One of the expectations of this chapter was to find a change in frequency, specifically more
A-clauses in Surinamese Javanese, based on the idea of frequential copying by Johanson (2002),
given that active clauses are the default in both Dutch and Sranantongo. Heritage speakers would
then copy that distribution from the contact languages into the heritage language. The fact that
no frequency change was observed can be explained by properties of the Javanese undergoer voice:
its high frequency, acoustic saliency, transparency and early acquisition. These factors can be
related, since acquisition is favored by high frequency in the input, saliency and transparency. It
has been shown that linguistic features which are acquired late are more vulnerable to change in
heritage speakers, such as case and gender assignment (e.g. Polinsky 2008 for Russian). This is
because heritage speakers often have an interrupted acquisition, and rely on strategies usually
found among child baseline speakers. It is therefore not surprising that Javanese voice, an early
acquired feature, remains stable among heritage speakers.
Within the Surinamese speaker community, there is however quite a bit of internal variation:
I found an age-effect, meaning that younger speakers used the actor voice significantly more
frequently than older speakers, even when taking into account linguistic factors such as givenness
and animacy. This suggests that there is a change in progress, where the usage frequency of
undergoer voice is decreasing.
Despite the similar behavior of both groups as regards voice usage overall, there was a very
important difference between the groups with respect to the effect of givenness: while the variable
had an effect in both groups, its effect was significantly stronger in the Indonesian Javanese
speaker group. In this baseline group, the scores were more extreme, whereas in the Surinamese
Javanese group, the scores in both the given and new-condition were closer to the mean. This
confirms the expectation that Surinamese Javanese speakers are less discourse-dependent, less
sensitive to pragmatic factors, in line with the interface hypothesis presented in section 8.2.3. The
fact that heritage speakers in general experience difficulties with connecting different interfaces is
independent of the specific language, but I would argue that the fact that Surinamese Javanese is
in contact with Dutch and Sranantongo also plays a role: neither language is as clearly ‘discourse
dependent’, and this is reflected in Surinamese Javanese.
As shown by the interaction between animacy and givenness, animacy is a factor which
requires further analysis. Its influence on clause structure should not be underestimated. When an
actor is animate, it tends to elicit more ‘active’-like clauses, which could be explained by the fact
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that a prototypical actor is associated with ‘control’ and therefore with higher animacy (Gil 2002:
262).56 When both arguments are animate, speakers tend to shift their attention towards the
newly introduced participant more easily, thereby producing a clause opposite to what would be
expected by givenness alone. This could suggest that animate arguments, even when they are
newly introduced, tend to attract more attention from speakers.
Further evidence suggests that the Indonesian speakers are more sensitive to
linguistic/information structure variables than the Surinamese speakers: they show a different
choice of verbs with animate or inanimate undergoers, a stronger effect of givenness on voice
overall, and a differential rate of overtness of subject between A- and U-clauses, since they seem
to be more dependent on the information structural status of the arguments.
Focusing on the morphology, the results show that Surinamese Javanese speakers use less
affixation than the Indonesian speakers: both for prefixes and suffixes, the group to which the
speaker belonged had a significant effect on the use of zero-affixation. This difference was
especially striking in the case of prefixation on A-clauses: Surinamese Javanese speakers used unprefixed verbs significantly more often, which can be explained as a development towards Aclauses being the default, without a need to mark them with a prefix. In the U-clauses, prefix kewas used significantly less by the Surinamese Javanese speakers. These speakers often used the
more general undergoer prefix di- instead. This is explained by the fact that ke- is less transparent,
in the sense that is has a semantically more complex function, and thus more difficult to learn for
heritage speakers, than di-. Concerning suffixation, Surinamese Javanese speakers showed less
variability of suffixes at the group as well as speaker level: there were less different suffixes used
overall, as well as fewer speakers using different suffixes than in the Indonesian Javanese group.
This can be classified as a type of simplification, where speakers show less variability/diversity
within a linguistic category (Alferink 2015: 16).
Overall, the Surinamese speakers have a preference for full clauses, with overt subjects. This
effect was expected by the Explicitness Hypothesis (Aalberse & Muysken 2013: 16), which states
that heritage speakers in general lack some confidence that their speech will be understood
correctly, and therefore prefer to be as explicit as possible. Indonesian speakers also produce overt
subjects, but seem to be more dependent on information structural factors: when the subject is the
undergoer, and thus less proto-typical and expected, they are more prone to produce an overt
subject, since the overt expression of the subject is in this case more relevant for the understanding
of the hearer. The animacy of the arguments plays a role in both groups: an inanimate actor is
expressed more overtly than in animate actor, since it is less proto-typical and therefore less
expected.
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One reviewer suggested that this association between animacy and voice has not been found in a more
symmetrical voice language such as Tondano (Brickell & Schnell 2017), so the question whether this
association is something typical for Javanese as a less symmetrical language remains a topic for further study.
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Looking at co-variation, among the Surinamese speakers the contact-induced features such

as higher use of A-clause, zero prefixation and suffixation are related and are more frequent the
younger the speaker is. The preference for zero suffixation in A-clauses seems to suggest that actor
voice is becoming the default: not only by an increase in frequency, but also by a decrease in
markedness. Thus, when speakers produce A-clauses, they do not feel as much need to mark the
verb overtly with a prefix, since they perceive it as the default. This seems to be the exact opposite
of what happens in related Austronesian languages such as Madurese: here, the bare verb form is
“rare, but when it occurs it usually has the function of undergoer voice” (Davies 2005: 212).
Likely, acoustic saliency also plays a role in this development: the nasal prefix is quite difficult
to distinguish from the bare verb with no prefixation, especially in cases where the initial phoneme
of the stem is a voiced consonant. Altogether, this suggests that there is a new variety of
Surinamese Javanese arising, characterized by bare verb forms in A-clauses, and converging
towards the default clause types of Dutch and Sranantongo.

9. Synthesis and conclusions
In this chapter I will summarize and synthesize the findings of the previous chapters, present my
main conclusions, and indicate directions for further research. Section 9.1 is devoted to a short
overview of the findings of each case study chapter, after which I come back to answering the
research questions posed in the Introduction in section 9.2. The answers to each research question
are related to existing theories and findings, and the relevant contributions of this thesis will be
identified. Then in section 9.3 I relate the findings to each other and to different fluency measures
and social factors. The chapter ends with the limitations in the scope of this thesis and suggestions
for further research in section 9.4.

9.1 Main findings: an overview
Chapter 1 of this thesis introduced some of the main conceptual distinctions and theoretical
notions from the language contact literature relevant for this study. Chapter 2 presented an
overview of the Javanese community in Suriname, its history and present sociolinguistic profile,
while Chapter 3 was dedicated to a comparative sketch grammar of Javanese, its dialects and the
preliminary classification of Surinamese Javanese. Chapter 4 described the fieldwork, research
methodology, and main analytic tools in this study.
Chapter 5 was dedicated to the study of locative constructions in Surinamese and Indonesian
Javanese; the constructions in the two groups were compared in detail. It was found that there are
two main constructions within Javanese: the complex locative construction, where the Search
Domain is specified by a locative noun, and the simple locative construction, which consists of the
general locative preposition + Ground. Comparing the two groups, it turned out that the
Surinamese group uses the simple locative constructions much more frequently and that this can
be related to the social factors of age, generation, network and place. A lower age, a generation
further away from the immigrant cohort, a less Javanese speaking network and residency in the
city all contributed to a higher usage of simple locative constructions. This can be explained as the
result of an interplay between a general simplification process in heritage languages, and crosslinguistic influence from both Sranantongo and Dutch. Both of these languages use constructions
which are structurally similar to simple locative constructions.
Chapter 6 explored the usage of multi-verb motion constructions in Surinamese Javanese.
Departing from the observation that Surinamese Javanese speakers tend to use the construction
with ‘run go’ frequently, I showed that this construction is in fact an exemplar of a larger process
of cross-linguistic transfer, where Surinamese speakers take over the schema of intransitive
motion verb + direction as well as transitive cause motion verb + direction away. The similarity
is found in the fact that the direction away is encoded in an element separate from the (Caused)
motion verb itself. I explained this through the notion of entrenchment: since this schema is very
frequent both in Sranantongo (through serial verbs) and Dutch (through verb-particle
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constructions), speakers of Surinamese Javanese have a higher probability of using it in their
heritage language. The higher frequency of this construction is classified as a type of pattern
change, due to cross-linguistic transfer from mainly Sranantongo, reinforced by the existence of a
similar construction in Dutch.
Chapter 7 focused on the expression of transfer events in Surinamese and (Central)
Indonesian Javanese speakers. The main alternation is between double object (DO) and
prepositional object (PO) constructions. It was shown that Surinamese speakers use DO
construction more frequently, which was explained by the cross-linguistic transfer from mainly
Sranantongo, in which DO is the most preferred option. The process at hand here is convergence
mainly towards Sranantongo, whereas the change itself was manifested as a change in frequency:
the increased usage of a formerly marked pattern. The fact that the expression of transfer events
is particularly vulnerable for language change is explained by its variability. In terms of
morphology, Surinamese Javanese speakers tended to use applicative suffix -i more frequently,
which was explained as a type of overgeneralization, also due to variability of applicative suffixes.
Of these two suffixes, -i was the most likely candidate for overgeneralization because of its wider
range of functions.
Finally, Chapter 8 discussed the usage and marking of grammatical voice in Surinamese
Javanese as compared to Indonesian Javanese. It was found that overall, both actor and undergoer
voices are used in the same frequencies in both language varieties. However, there were found to
be differences in the discourse dependency; the use of voice among Surinamese speakers is less
absolutely predicted by givenness of arguments. Further, there were differences in morphology
and syntax: Surinamese speakers use less prefixation and suffixation on the verb, and overtly
express the subject more frequently. All of these changes were seen as manifestations of language
contact, and they were related to the speaker variable of age. It was found that almost all of these
manifestations are correlated, meaning that there is a new type of speaker arising.
Due to the different structures and methods of the case studies, not all of the grammatical
topics have been studied in relation to the social speaker factors yet. This chapter aims at bringing
all these findings together, to discover the similarities and differences in distributional patterns
among heritage speakers between them, and relating this to fluency and code-switching.

9.2 Research questions
Recall that the research questions posed in the introductory chapter were the following:
[I]

Has Surinamese Javanese diverged from Indonesian Javanese?

[II]

If so, how are these divergences manifested on the levels of morphology, syntax and

pragmatics?
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[III]
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Which factors account for these divergences?

The first research question, whether Surinamese Javanese has diverged from Indonesian Javanese
in the more than one century after the original labor migration, can now be answered
affirmatively. One of the most striking features of Surinamese Javanese, present in everyday use,
is the mixing with the contact languages Sranantongo and Dutch, through the use of borrowings
as well as frequent code-switching, described in Chapter 2. These differences, classified as ‘matter’
changes (Matras & Sakel 2007), can be seen as more immediate types of contact interference,
requiring only short-term contact. However, as shown in Chapter 5 to Chapter 8, it is not just the
lexicon and code-mixing that sets Surinamese Javanese apart from its ancestor, but also
grammatical structure: ‘pattern’ divergences are found in the expression of locative constructions,
the use of motion multi-verb constructions, the expression of transfer events and the use and
expression of voice.
The answer to question II, concerning the way in which these divergences are manifested, is
that these divergences are in most cases manifested as changes in frequency: a formerly more
marginal pattern becomes more frequent and less marked. This can be seen as “frequential
copying”, as defined by Johansson (2002), a pattern often found in heritage speakers. This is the
case for simple constructions in locative constructions, multi-verb constructions with lunga in
motion constructions, DO-constructions in transfer events and A-clauses in voice among younger
speakers. A general change in frequency was however not found for the usage of voice among
Surinamese speakers overall, showing that it is not a general heritage language effect, but mediated
by social and linguistic factors. Simplification is most visible in the more frequent usage of simple
locative constructions without a locative noun. Convergence, which was defined as the increase
of “(partial) similarities at the expense of differences between the languages in contact” (Weinreich
1954 in Yakpo et al. 2015: 165), was observed in the transfer events (more DO under the influence
of Sranan), as well as in the use of multi-verb motion constructions, patterned according to Sranan
and Dutch constructions, with direction away expressed in a separate element. Both of these
convergence cases can be classified as a pattern change, where heritage speakers followed the
syntactic patterns used in Dutch and Sranantongo. The development of multi-verb motion
constructions also showed properties of reanalysis, which is “a mechanism which changes the
underlying structure of a syntactic pattern and which does not involve any immediate or intrinsic
modification of its surface manifestation” (Harris & Campbell 1995: 61). The meanings of both the
motion verb and the directional verbs became more specific, whereas they are broader (one verb
expressing both motion and direction) in Indonesian Javanese.
Research question III was concerned with the factors accounting for theses divergences. First
of all, we can distinguish different processes: these can be broadly divided between general features
of heritage languages, cross-linguistic influence, koineization and shift effects. One of the general
features of heritage languages concerns the manner in which they are acquired, usually
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characterized by reduced input and a switch to the dominant language at a young age, which can
lead to incomplete acquisition. Incomplete acquisition was not specifically addressed in this thesis,
but it is likely that the simplification of locative construction is related to an incomplete acquisition
by heritage speakers of all the types of locative nouns. Cross-linguistic influence is clear in
borrowing and code-switching, as well as in the increased usage of DO-constructions and multiverb motion constructions. The effect of koineization can be found in the mix of grammatical and
lexical features of both Eastern and Central Javanese, as described in Chapter 3. Shift effects are
visible in the increased usage of switches and borrowings among younger speakers, as well as the
age effect in some of the chapters, such as locative constructions and increased use of A-clauses.
The constraints that mediate these factors are cognitive (entrenchment), linguistic
(transparency and saliency) and socio-historical (length and intensity of contact; age, network and
place of speaker). First of all, the extent of entrenchment contributes to the relative stability of a
construction or pattern. Entrenchment can play a role in cross-linguistic transfer, such as in the
usage of multi-verb constructions to express direction away in Javanese, which are patterned upon
Sranantongo and Dutch constructions. This is a case of entrenchment in the contact language,
where the schema is then transferred into the heritage language. Entrenchment can also play a role
in stability, as can be seen in Chapter 8 on voice: since undergoer voice is so frequent and salient
in the baseline, it becomes more entrenched, making it more stable and resistant to change in the
heritage language. Transparency also plays a role in this case, to the extent that more transparent
features are more stable. Voice is considered to be very transparent: it has a clear form (prefixes)
and meaning and is acquired early by mother tongue speakers. Saliency also plays an important
role: the undergoer voice is frequent and salient (the prefix is easy to distinguish and produce),
and therefore stable in heritage speakers. Length and intensity of contact are important for
predicting the relative amount of influence of Dutch and Sranantongo: the contact with
Sranantongo has been established very early in the history of migration, while it has remained
relatively stable over the years. In contrast, contact with Dutch has increased significantly over the
last thirty years or so. This assumes different kinds of contact effects, which are also shown in the
data: whereas Sranantongo seems to have a more structural/grammatical effect, in DOconstructions, multi-verb motion constructions and possible influence on the reinforcement of
locative preposition nang, the influence of Dutch is more clearly visible in the use of loanwords
and code-switches, for which it is the main source language in most speakers. This will be
discussed in more detail below. In some cases the two languages may in theory have the opposite
effect: whereas influence of Dutch may lead to decreased usage of multi-verb constructions (as
found in Moro 2016), the influence of Sranantongo may lead to an increase in multi-verb
constructions. As shown in Chapter 6 and 7, Surinamese Javanese speakers generally use more
multi-verb or multi-predicate constructions than Indonesian Javanese speakers, suggesting that
Sranantongo has the strongest structural effect in this case. Speaker characteristics play a role in
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the amount of contact-induced change: the younger the speakers are and less Javanese-speaking
network they have, the more contact-induced their Javanese will become.

9.3 An integrative perspective
In the previous chapters, we have seen that there are divergences between Surinamese Javanese
and Indonesian Javanese in a number of grammatical domains: expression of locative relations
(Chapter 5), directional motion (Chapter 6), transfer events (Chapter 7) and voice (Chapter 8). In
some of the chapters, it was shown that variation in the linguistic variable under study could be
related to variation in speaker characteristics within the heritage group: the use of simple locative
constructions could be related to age, generation, network and place of residence, whereas the
more innovative use of voice (i.e. more A-clauses, more overt subjects, more zero-affixation) was
related to age of the speakers. The question remains how all these variables relate to each other,
and whether individual realizations can be predicted by social variables as well as by fluency. This
section aims at answering these questions, by bringing all these factors together, as well as adding
indicators of fluency as well as a composite measure of the degree of contact distinguishing the
heritage speakers.

9.3.1

Linguistic fluency

I did not use any explicit linguistic tests to measure fluency, for reasons explained in section 4.3.2.
In order to address the question of how and whether linguistic manifestations of change are related
to linguistic fluency, I will use speech rate, which is frequently used for measuring the degree of
fluency or competence in heritage speakers. Speech rate is usually operationalized as the words per
minute uttered in stretches of speech. As a measure of fluency in heritage speakers, it has been
found to correlate with manifestations of linguistic change, such as reanalysis of the gender system
for heritage Russian speakers (Polinsky 2008). Irizarri van Suchtelen (2016) finds a positive
correlation between speech rate, hesitations (which he labels the uh-rate) and level of exposure to
Spanish of heritage speakers of Spanish in The Netherlands.
I calculate speech rate on the basis of the retellings of the Frog Story, 39 in total for the
Surinamese speakers, and 37 for the Indonesian speakers.57 Of all the elicitation materials, this one
can be classified as the most spontaneous, thereby providing a more reliable measure than the
videos, where the speech rate is constrained by the speed of the events unfolding. This is in fact
the exact same narrative used to calculate speech rate by Polinsky (2008). In ELAN, I divided every
recording into the stretches of speech used to describe each of the pictures (29 in total). The pauses
within these picture descriptions were included, but not the pauses in between, since these were
sometimes very long, for reasons such as simply turning the page. In line with Irizarri van
Suchtelen (2016), I filtered out all the uh-like sounds (transcribed as eh or ehm), which represent
57

One frog story recording from the Surinamese group was excluded from this analysis because it was not told
as a narrative, but merely a description of the objects in the pictures.
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filled pauses. The resulting set of tokens was used to calculate the uh-rate. The stretches of speech
were not further filtered for other types of hesitations, self-repair, repetition of words,
borrowings, code-switches or (meta-linguistic) remarks, and should therefore be taken as a more
global measure. The total number of the 29 stretches of speech of each participant were then
divided by the total duration in seconds*60, resulting in the number of words per minute.
As can be seen in Figure 9.1, the speech rate of the different groups is different: it is higher
on average in the Indonesian group. The differences between the Surinamese speakers (M = 77.91,
SD = 14.89) and Indonesian speakers (M = 86.57, SD = 15.44) are significant; t (74) = -2.489, p =
0.015). Statistical analysis showed that there was a significant correlation between speech rate and
group: Pearson = 0.278, p = 0.015. In the Surinamese group, there is one outlier, a speaker with a
speech rate of 37.96 words per minute. This is the speaker with speaker code SJ-18-302-25F; a 25year old female speaker with a mostly non-Javanese network, from the third generation, living in
a district. Apart from this speaker, there are two other speakers in the Surinamese group with a
speech rate under 60, which is the lowest score in the Indonesian group; they are a 25-year and
27-year old female, with the same social characteristics as the speaker described above (mostly
non-Javanese network, living in a district), except that they are of the fourth and fifth generation.
The highest score for speech rate in Surinamese group is 108.50. There are two speakers in the
Indonesian group with a higher speech rate: one 60-year old female from East-Java, and one 23year old male from Central-Java.
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Figure 9.1: Distribution of speech rate in Surinamese and Indonesian speakers of Javanese
(numbered dot = outlier).

A further difference between the groups is that in the Indonesian group, there is a correlation
between speech rate and age. This is visualized in Figure 9.2. For Indonesian speakers, there is a
significant (Pearson) correlation between variables Age and speech rate of -0.392, p = 0.016. For the
Surinamese speakers, this correlation was absent (Pearson correlation 0.195, p = 0.235). This
means that for the Indonesian speakers, the speech rate decreases with higher age, meaning that
younger speakers generally have a higher speech rate than older speakers. This is a common
pattern in L1 speaker populations, reported for example in Verhoeven et al. (2004), Quené (2007)
and Yuan et al. (2006). Reasons for this may be physiological, such as “visual acuity, processing
time, general neuromuscular slowing, peripheral degeneration of the speech mechanism, and
psychosocial variables” (Ramig 1983, in Jacewicz et al. 2009). For Surinamese speakers, there is no
such relationship, and speech rates are more equally distributed. In fact, the speakers with the
lowest speech rates are also some of the youngest, shown for example by the outlier above. This
means that they do not follow the general pattern of speech rate distribution: the younger speakers
are probably less fluent than older speakers.
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Figure 9.2: Correlation between speech rate and Age in Surinamese and Indonesian speakers of
Javanese (correlation is significant for Indonesian speakers).

Looking further into the relations between the fluency measures, it was found that the uh-rate
among the Surinamese speakers correlates with the speech rate (Pearson correlation = -0.622, p =
0.000), meaning that a lower speech rate goes hand in hand with a higher uh-rate. This is a result
also found in Irizarri van Suchtelen (2016: 120), although there it was more of a tendency, since
the correlation was not significant. This suggests that indeed both the speech rate and the uh-rate
are valid measures for fluency, or at least signal the same type of speaker characteristics. For the
Indonesian speakers, I did not establish a correlation between uh-rate and speech rate, since the
transcriptions were done in a slightly different way, and therefore I could not ensure that they
were reliable in terms of transcriptions of uh-like sounds.
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Figure 9.3: Correlation between speech rate and uh-rate in Surinamese speakers of Javanese
(correlation = significant).

9.3.2

Measure of contact: code-switching and borrowing

As discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, code-switching and borrowing are essential features of the
language use of the Surinamese Javanese, and the way in which they relate to other linguistic and
social variables remains understudied. As a first attempt to fill this gap, I would like to propose a
new measure: the ‘switch rate’, which takes into account the number of borrowings and codeswitches of the heritage speakers. For transparency, I do not calculate a single switch rate, but
rather operationalize this concept in terms of multiple switch measures, according to language and
type of switch. These can then be related to the other linguistic variables and social factors.
Borrowing and code-switching can be seen as ‘live manifestations’ of cross-language activation
and linguistic interference. It can be argued that these live manifestations, such as cross-linguistic
priming, are related to a higher degree of contact-induced language change (Kootstra & Şahin in
press). In this way, recent or short-term manifestations of contact (such as borrowing and codeswitching) may be related to more long-term structural effects, such as changes in the grammar.
In order to contribute to our understanding of these mechanisms, I designed this contact
measure. Using the same material as for the speech rate, I looked at the number of borrowings and
code-switches (simply referred to as ‘non-native items’) in the retellings of the frog story. First of
all, I filtered out all meta-linguistic comments that were not a part of retelling the story but were
usually directed at the researcher (and therefore always in Dutch). These included utterances such
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as ja maar ik kan het niet ‘yes but I cannot’, ik weet niet hoe ik verder moet ‘I don’t know how to
continue’, but also questions or comments about the story which are clearly directed to the
researcher, such as someone asking wat is [X] in het Javaans ‘what is [X] in Javanese’ (X was usually
the name of an animal) or is een beest no? ‘is an animal, right?’ These comments were set apart and
counted for each speaker.
As for the non-native items which were part of the story, I differentiated between multiword and single-word switches, following the distinction made in section 1.3.5. Single-word
switches were classified as either Dutch, Sranantongo or as a third category: homophonous
diamorphs. This included items which are the same or almost indistinguishable in Dutch and
Sranan, such as the word ma ‘but’ (except if it was clearly pronounced as Dutch maar). Dutch
borrowings that are also used in Indonesia, such as gelas ‘glass’ or wortel ‘carrot’ were not counted
as single-word switches. Another special case concerns the homophonous diamorphs between
Dutch and Javanese. These include for example ja/ya (Dutch/Javanese) ‘yes’, which can be
pronounced as [ja] in both languages, as well as discourse marker toch/toh ‘right’ (asking for
confirmation), where in most cases it was impossible to distinguish between Dutch pronunciation
[tɔx] and Javanese [tɔh], since the pronunciation was usually somewhere in between. They were
marked in the transcription, but not counted for the switch rate.
As for the multi-word switches, these included all utterances which consisted of more than
one word, of which the majority was in one single language (either Dutch or Sranan). In this way,
utterances which consisted of two consecutive words, of which one was Sranan and one Dutch
were not counted as a multi-word switch, since there is no reason to assume that Dutch and Sranan
form one linguistic unit as opposed to Javanese. However, if a switch to either Dutch or Sranan
included one word from the other language which could be considered a diamorph (e.g. an
utterance in Sranan which included the Dutch word en ‘and’), this was counted as part of the whole
multi-word switch. Utterances which consisted merely of a repetition of the same word (either
because of self-repair/hesitation or because of reduplication) were not counted as multi-word
switches.

9.3.3

Relations

Table 9.1 gives the most important scores for the participants: the single rate is the number of
single switches divided by the total number of words (minus filled pauses), the multi rate is the
number of words in multi-word utterances divided by the total number of words (minus filled
pauses). The speakers are ordered from lowest speech rate to highest speech rate. The complete
list of scores is found in Appendix B.
From this table, it can be seen that the speakers with the highest multi-rate (SJ-13-312-39M,
SJ-15-402-28F and SJ-18-302-25F) are also among those with the lowest speech rate. In general,
both the single- and multi-word switches seem to favor Dutch as the source language. For the
multi-word switches, there are no speakers with more than one multi-word switch in
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Sranantongo. There are only fifteen speakers with more Sranan single-word switches than Dutch
and five which have the same amount in both languages. There are some outliers in the data, which
have very high scores for single rate, multi-rate, or both: SJ-18-302-25F, SJ-16-402-25F, SJ-13312-39M, SJ-15-402-28F and SJ-44-402-32F. These speakers will be left out of the correlation
analyses concerning switch rates, to make sure that they are not solely responsible for the
correlations because of their extreme scores.
Table 9.1: Overview of switch rates of Surinamese Javanese speakers.
speaker

speech rate

uh rate

single rate

multi rate

SJ-18-302-25F

37.959

0.115

0.045

0.433

SJ-16-402-25F

43.184

0.179

0.133

0.075

SJ-49-502-27F

59.307

0.039

0.056

0.050

SJ-42-501-21F

64.439

0.063

0.088

0.028

SJ-13-312-39M

66.095

0.053

0.014

0.228

SJ-38-401-46M

66.186

0.010

0.061

0.007

SJ-15-402-28F

66.233

0.102

0.014

0.488

SJ-01-200-83M

66.823

0.042

0.020

0.000

SJ-10-311-52M

67.784

0.033

0.014

0.000

SJ-52-300-49F

68.261

0.006

0.029

0.000

SJ-05-200-76F

69.258

0.002

0.040

0.018

SJ-19-402-36M

69.477

0.051

0.043

0.022

SJ-28-311-62M

70.284

0.006

0.022

0.011

SJ-54-401-29F

70.426

0.031

0.032

0.000

SJ-46-502-31F

71.297

0.091

0.086

0.030

SJ-04-311-69M

71.705

0.011

0.013

0.000

SJ-44-402-32F

72.959

0.073

0.129

0.048

SJ-47-301-59M

76.711

0.012

0.035

0.000

SJ-14-211-61M

77.323

0.009

0.003

0.000

SJ-51-402-29F

79.468

0.103

0.029

0.008

SJ-07-200-66F

80.927

0.006

0.027

0.007

SJ-03-211-64F

81.030

0.024

0.004

0.026

SJ-45-401-31F

81.840

0.061

0.018

0.003

SJ-41-301-20F

82.382

0.006

0.026

0.019

SJ-57-401-17F

82.903

0.008

0.097

0.000

SJ-50-300-49F

83.002

0.000

0.049

0.004
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SJ-11-311-47F

83.295

0.013

0.061

0.005

SJ-55-300-37F

83.423

0.004

0.051

0.000

SJ-17-400-61F

84.063

0.020

0.030

0.000

SJ-53-300-35F

89.971

0.016

0.012

0.008

SJ-30-401-51F

90.330

0.020

0.027

0.003

SJ-31-502-48M

90.422

0.012

0.052

0.010

SJ-39-301-34F

90.830

0.005

0.066

0.005

SJ-02-311-68M

91.066

0.020

0.021

0.000

SJ-48-300-72M

93.352

0.005

0.009

0.000

SJ-56-401-28F

95.063

0.000

0.014

0.000

SJ-43-401-37F

105.445

0.003

0.022

0.006

SJ-09-400-63F

105.528

0.025

0.016

0.016

SJ-36-301-40M

108.497

0.017

0.022

0.000

To check whether the fluency measures and switch measures are related, I performed a correlation
analysis (Pearson) between them. For this analysis, I first transformed some more of the switch
measures to rates: NL or SR single rate total equals the total number of single switches in that
language divided by the total number of words (minus filled pauses); the total switch rate is the sum
of single switch rate and multi-switch rate. The correlations are given in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2: Correlation (Pearson) between fluency and switch measures for Surinamese Javanese
speakers (* = significant at .05 level, ** = significant at .01 level, two-tailed).

Single

Multi

speech rate

uh-rate

Single rate

-0.283

0.213

Total number single switches

-0.295

0.102

Total number single switches NL

-0.311

0.333

Total number single switches SR

-0.143

-0.252

NL single rate total

-0.273

0.365*

SR single rate total

-0.104

-0.201

Multi-rate

-0.354*

0.398*

Total number of multi switches

-0.363*

0.320

Number of multi-switches NL

-0.355*

0.359*

Number of multi-switches SR

-0.015

-0.167

Number of words multi-switch

-0.360*

0.230

Mean length multi-switch

-0.191

-0.033

Switch rate total

-0.363*

0.325
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As is clear from this table, both of the fluency measures are correlated with some switch measures:
of the single switch measures, only NL single rate total correlated to uh-rate. Of the multi-switch
measures, almost all are correlated to one of the fluency measures except for the multi-switches
pertaining to Sranantongo and the mean length of multi-switches. The total switch rate is also
correlated to speech rate.

9.3.4

Linguistic variables and speaker groups

Social factors have been shown to predict the outcomes of language contact to a certain extent.
This was shown for example in Chapter 5, for the use of simple locative constructions. In the
coming sections, I will look at the relations between the social variables age, place of residence,
network and generation, and their relations with linguistic measures of fluency and contact
(speech rate and switch rates) as well as manifestations of contact. As measures for the
manifestations of contact, the outcomes of the previous chapters were chosen: rate of simple
locative constructions (simple loc, Chapter 5), rate of multi-verb motion constructions (multi-verb,
Chapter 6), rate of DO constructions (DO, Chapter 7), rate of A-clauses, rate of overt subject, rate
of zero prefixation and rate of zero suffixation (A-clause, zero prefix, zero suffix, overt subject)
(Chapter 8). The variables were calculated as a rate, meaning that they represent the ratio of the
number of ‘contact-induced’ responses divided by the total number of experimental items. The
total number of experimental items differed between these variables: for locative constructions,
there were four items in total, for transfer constructions six items, and all variables related to voice
(A-clause, subject expression, zero prefixation and zero suffixation) were measured in a total of
thirty items. For multi-verb motion constructions, the rate was calculated by dividing the number
of Manner motion constructions (only direction away) by the total number of words for each
speaker. All of these variables are then represented by a number between 0 and 1, where 1 stands
for the most contact-induced and 0 for the least contact-induced score. These scores were then
correlated to the linguistic measures discussed in 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 (fluency and code-switch) as well
as to the social factors discussed in 9.3.5 (age, generation, network and place). Where relevant and
possible, the scores were compared with the Indonesian speakers. These two analyses will be
discussed in turn.
A useful way to look at the relations between linguistic variables as indicators of linguistic
change, is by means of a cluster analysis. This was first done by Moro (2016: 221), who showed
that features of heritage languages which are seen as more ‘contact-like’ often cluster together (i.e.
are used by the same speakers), as opposed to features which are more ‘homeland-like’. This
supports the idea that contact features are caused by the same factors, such as cross-linguistic
influence.
For this thesis, I performed a cluster analysis of all speakers on the basis of the linguistic
contact-induced variable scores, to see whether certain speakers group together on the basis of
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their scores. This cluster analysis was done over all speakers, including the Indonesian speakers.
The results are shown in Figure 9.4. Note that only 31 of the Surinamese speakers are included in
this analysis, since it is required that all data points are filled, meaning that the speakers should
have been included in the analysis of all chapters (i.e. the recordings for the speakers should include
the frogstory for speech rate, and the clips as well as focuspictures).
From this figure, it is clear that there are two large clusters (cut-off point between 10 and 25).
As I had expected, the two clusters are mostly based on the division in heritage versus baseline
group. The first cluster consists of all of the Indonesian speakers, plus five Surinamese speakers.
The second cluster consists only of Surinamese heritage speakers. Looking at the Surinamese
speakers that are included in the Indonesian cluster, we can see that they are generally of a higher
age; three of them are of the highest age group (69, 72 and 83). Four live in a district, and four are
from the second or third generation, the other speaker is from the fourth generation. All of them
have either a Javanese speaking or mixed network. Considering that Surinamese speakers show a
certain set of contact-induced features, it is not surprising that we do not find any Indonesian
speakers in this cluster, since these are not expected to show any of these features. Reversely, it is
not surprising that there are some speakers of the Surinamese group that group with the
Indonesian speakers, since it is likely that there are some speakers who have not completely taken
over these contact-induced features.
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Figure 9.4: Cluster analysis of Javanese speakers on the basis of the linguistic variables (simple loc,
multi-verb, DO, A-clause, zero prefix, zero suffix, overt subject).
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Variation within heritage speakers

In order to explore the internal differences that exist within the Surinamese group, I looked at the
correlation between the fluency and switch measures described in 9.3.1 and 9.3.2, and the
outcomes of the contact-induced variables. Table 9.3 gives the correlation between the measures
and variables for the Surinamese speakers, and Table 9.4 gives the correlation between the fluency
measures and variables for the Indonesian speakers (for whom switch measures to Sranantongo
and Dutch do not apply). The switch rate total is the sum of single switch rate and multi-switch
rate (or: all words in either a single or multi-switch divided by the total number of words).
Table 9.3: Correlation (Pearson) between contact variables and fluency/code-switch measures
among Surinamese speakers, without outliers.

Fluency
Single
switch
Multiswitch

multiverb
0.001

DO

speech rate

simple
loc
-0.004

-0.191

Aclauses
-0.184

zero
prefix
-0.310

zero
suffix
0.192

overt
subject
0.104

uh-rate

-0.040

-0.144

0.331

0.424*

0.174

0.015

0.142

Total rate

0.338

-0.086

0.433*

0.276

0.203

0.395*

-0.227

NL rate

0.243

-0.043

0.363*

0.359*

0.193

0.332

-0.009

SR rate

0.284

-0.076

0.255

-0.009

0.117

0.203

-0.353*

Total rate

0.182

-0.153

0.182

0.252

0.644** 0.060

-0048

Number NL

0.044

-0.179

0.100

0.231

0.467** 0.196

-0.061

Number SR

0.304

0.083

-0.029

-0.207

-0.050

-0.136

-0.160

0.343

-0.128

0.418*

0.319

0.411*

0.341

-0.201

Switch rate total

Table 9.4: Correlation (Pearson) between contact variables and fluency measures among
Indonesian speakers (a = cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant).
simple loc
sp rate
eh_rate

0.271
-0.063

multiverb
--a
--

a

DO

A-clauses
-0.321

zero
prefix
0.051

zero
suffix
0.299

overt
subject
-0.303

-0.054
0.045

0.074

0

0.069

0.104

Looking at these tables, it is first of all clear that there are no correlations between the fluency
measures and contact-induced variables in the Indonesian speakers. This is different for the
Surinamese speakers: here, several measures and variables are related. Especially variables related
to voice (A-clause and zero prefixation) are correlated with fluency measures (speech rate), as well
as with general switch rates (single, multi and total) and switch rate to Dutch (single as well as
multi). The only correlation found for a switch measure of Sranantongo is that between single SR
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rate and subject expression (discussed in Chapter 8 on voice), which is negative, meaning that
participants who use more single switches to Sranan have less overt subjects. Overall, the general
switch rates and NL switch rates seem to correlate best with contact-induced variables. The
variables simple loc, multi-verb and zero suffix are not related to any measure, which may suggest
that they are very widespread, possibly among the earlier features setting Surinamese Javanese
apart from its Indonesian ancestor, which are not related to fluency or switch rates synchronically.
Now we turn to the relation between the social variables of Age, Generation, Network and Place
on the outcome of the contact variables. The correlations are given in Table 9.5.
Table 9.5. Correlation (Pearson) between contact variables and social factors among Surinamese
speakers (Gnr = Generation, Ntw = Network).
simple loc

Azero
clauses prefix
-0.636** -0.403*

zero
suffix
-0.413*

overt speech uh-rate
subject rate
-0.003 0.195
-0.440**

Age

-0.390*

multi- DO
verb
-0.038 -0.368*

Gnr

0.201

-0.074 0.360*

0.258

0.354*

0.177

0.022

-0.033

0.352*

Place

0.093

-0.127 -0.339*

-0.192

-0.209

-0.273

0.02

-0.064

-0.158

Ntw

0.309

-0.172 0.047

0.496** 0.476** 0.132

0.075

-0.041** 0.637**

Of the four social factors, Age is the one most strongly correlated with the contact-induced
linguistic variables: it is correlated with four out of five. Generation and Network are partially
correlated, and place has the weakest correlations, with only one significant correlation. Stepwise
regression analyses showed that for most of the linguistic variables, Age was indeed the most
contributing factor to the variation observed. The only exception was zero prefix, where Network
was found to be the most important factor. The fact that Age turned out to be so strong is also
caused by the internal correlation of the factors, where Age was shown to correlate with all other
social factors, which in turn leads to the decrease of their individual influence.
As for the fluency measures, both the speech rate and uh-rate are correlated significantly to
Network in the expected direction: the less strong the network (thus the higher the score), the
lower the speech rate, or the higher the uh-rate. The uh-rate is more strongly correlated to social
factors than speech rate; uh-rate is also correlated to Age (the younger the speaker, the higher the
uh-rate) and to Generation (the more generations away from the original immigrants, the higher
the uh-rate). Again, multi-verb is not related to any social factor, providing more evidence for the
idea that it may be a more widespread, earlier change. This also goes for overt subject, which was
also shown in Chapter 8 not to be involved in the co-variance analysis, being more independent
of speaker characteristics.
This importance of Age as a predicting factor confirms the observation made in Chapter 8 on
voice, where it was shown that age was an important predictor for the quantity of contact-induced
features, and that the younger speakers generally show more contact-induced features. Again, the
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variable multi-verb is not correlated to any social factors, suggesting that it may be an earlier, more
widespread feature of Surinamese Javanese. The variable DO on the other hand is correlated with
social factors, which indicates that the change is still ongoing. The correlation with Place is the
opposite of what I had expected: the correlation is negative, meaning that urban speakers use DO
less frequently, whereas theories of language contact would expect it to be the other way around
(since more language contact is expected in the city). This may be explained by the unequal
distribution of speakers in the corpus.

9.3.6

Conclusions

Overall, Indonesian and Surinamese speakers are clearly distinguished on the basis of fluency
measures as well as the outcomes of the contact-induced variables. This is shown by the difference
in speech rate (higher for Indonesian speakers) and the cluster analysis on the basis of the linguistic
variables, where the Indonesian and Surinamese speakers largely pertain to two different clusters.
I would call this general dividing factor the ‘heritage factor’, which applies to Surinamese speakers
despite of their different social characteristics, showing that these developments are illustrative
for heritage processes in general.
Internally, among the Surinamese speakers, many of these linguistic variables are also related
to fluency and switch measures, as well as to social factors, as shown in the correlation analyses.
The fluency and switch measures are also mutually correlated, which is to be expected since less
fluent speakers will rely more on material from other languages. The most robust switch measure
seems to be the total switch rate as well as the switch rates related to Dutch, since these are
correlated to the most other linguistic variables as well as to fluency. The Sranan switch rates do
not show a very clear picture, probably because of the low number of occurrences of switches to
Sranan overall, relative to Dutch. This might in turn be related to the high number of female
speakers, who tend to speak more Dutch (see section 2.4.9). The linguistic variables simple loc,
multi-verb and zero suffix were not correlated to any switch measure, suggesting that they are older
changes, not depending on synchronic convergence processes nor on code-switching.
Most of the linguistic variables discussed in this thesis are significantly related to social
factors, notably Age and Network, where Age shows the most robust correlations. The factor Place
turns out to show the least correlation to linguistic variables, except with DO, where it is actually
correlated in the opposite direction of what one would expect: the urban environment shows less
contact-induced change. This may have been caused by the unequal distribution of urban versus
district inhabitants among the speakers, which contributed to an unclear picture of this factor.
Two of the variables, multi-verb and overt subject, are not related to any of the social factors. This
may indicate that they are more widespread among the Surinamese Javanese speakers, which could
in turn be an indication that these changes are less recent, but were already present in Surinamese
Javanese very early on. For multi-verb motion constructions, this hypothesis is consistent with
the assumption that its appearance in Surinamese Javanese is mostly caused by contact with
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Sranantongo; this contact is assumed to have been earlier, and therefore it is not surprising that
this change also seems to be ‘older’. This is confirmed by the finding that it was also not related to
any switch measure. The other variables are more likely to indicate changes still in progress, which
may even become stronger in future generations. The linguistic variables chosen in this thesis thus
illustrate a wide range of phenomena playing a role in Surinamese Javanese, and different
behaviors in terms of social distribution. The range of variables then gives a rather complex
picture of the different processes relevant for Surinamese Javanese, and all fall under the umbrella
of heritage phenomena, as shown by the cluster analysis.

9.4 Limitations and directions for further research
This thesis has tried to unravel the processes involved in the linguistic development of Surinamese
Javanese, and to shed light on the factors contributing to these developments. Most of the
divergences between Surinamese and Indonesian Javanese are visible through a change in
frequency, where one formerly marginal pattern becomes more frequent, caused by convergence
to the contact languages. The overall similarity between the changes is that there should always be
a possibility offered by the heritage language in the first place; the constructions should already
exist in some form in the baseline. By processes of entrenchment and convergence, these
constructions then become more frequent in the heritage language.
One of the aims of this thesis was unravelling the relative importance of Dutch and
Sranantongo in contact-induced change in heritage Surinamese Javanese. This thesis has made
some first steps on this path by developing a method for measuring the amount of contact from
both languages through looking at code-switches and borrowings. It turned out not to be possible
at this stage to make reliable statements on the relative importance of Sranantongo, due to the low
number of switches to Sranantongo in the data. This low number was likely to be due to the
elicitation context, which would favour a more Dutch-speaking result (since it was related to
school/formal situation, more female etc). For future research, this could be much extended: one
could look at code-switching in much more detail, considering also the function of switching, the
role of interlocutors, the topics and the positions of switching. A first exploration of a recording
of a semi-improvised theatre play (recorded in Lelydorp, 2015) shows that language choice
depends strongly on the interlocutor: whereas one of the main characters uses mainly Javanese
when speaking to the audience, this changes radically when speaking to his ‘son’ (in the play): here
the actor immediately switches to Sranantongo. This specific performance offers many
possibilities for studying the dynamics of code-switching, since it is more natural and may indeed
be representative of daily language use in the Surinamese Javanese community. One of the
promising approaches to this would be to look at gender, a topic which I have touched lightly upon
in Chapter 2, but the implications of which I expect to be more far reaching than I have been able
to lay out here.
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This brings us to the second point of further research, which would be to use natural speech.

For this thesis, elicited recordings were very useful because they targeted specific constructions
that were helpful in the formation and testing of hypotheses about possible domains of change.
Now that these first results show clear divergences, the research on Surinamese Javanese can be
widened to include natural speech and spontaneous conversations, to test whether the observed
phenomena are indeed as widespread as I assume them to be. This would contribute immensely
to our understanding of the dynamics between elicited and natural speech, an issue especially
relevant in the case of Surinamese Javanese, because of issues related to linguistic insecurity, as
discussed in Chapter 4. Including more natural speech would, I expect, also contribute to a better
understanding of the role of Sranantongo, since this language is disfavored by the elicitation
context, as explained earlier.
One of the domains of language not looked at in any case studies in this thesis, is phonology.
A pilot study by Irene Ossi Widyastuti and Zainur Rofiq, reported on in Villerius (2017a), however
indicated that there may be differences between Surinamese and Indonesian Javanese. The results
indicate that the distinction between retroflex and non-retroflex consonants may be disappearing
in Surinamese Javanese. For future research, it would be very valuable to conduct for example a
discrimination study, to explore this possible change in progress.
All in all, this thesis has aimed to contribute to the understanding of general heritage language
processes, convergence and general linguistic features. With these results, I hope to have shown
the importance of including individual speaker variables in analyzing the outcome of linguistic
change. The heterogeneity of heritage language communities is one of its essential features, and
should be turned into an instrument for the understanding of language change.
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Appendix A: Stimuli
1. Clips58
Locative constructions (Chapter 5)59

Stick on table

Bottle in basket

Ladder tree lean

Bottle on table

Transfer constructions (Chapter 7)60

58

Screenshots and titles taken from Moro 2016.
Sources: F. Ameka, C. de Witte & D. Wilkins. (1999). Picture series for positional verbs: Eliciting the verbal
component in locative descriptions. In D. Wilkins (Ed.), Manual for the 1999 Field Season (pp. 48-54). Nijmegen:
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics.
B. Hellwig & F. Lüpke. (2001). Caused positions. In S. C. Levinson & N.J. Enfield (Eds.), Manual for the field
season 2001, (pp. 126-128). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics.
60
SOURCE: F. Jäger, E. Norcliffe, K. Housel, J. Bohnemeyer and colleagues, University of Rochester, NY,
USA, online URL https://hlplab.wordpress.com/2008/07/26/follow-up-experiments-on-sentenceproduction-in-yucatec/.
59
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Show jacket

Give 1 of 2 backpacks

Show book

Offer cereal

Give shoes

Give backpacks
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Appendix A: Stimuli
Other clips61

Sew

Swim

Write

Sit on table

61

Sources: M. Starren and the team members of the NWO Project “Grammaticised forms underlying
information structure: Hurdles for advanced learners in achieving native-like competence” (2005-2012),
online URL http://www.nwo.nl/en/research-and-results/research-projects/i/68/968.html.
N. Evans, S. C. Levinson, N. J. Enfield, A. Gaby & A. Majid. (2004). Reciprocal constructions and situation
type. In A. Majid (Ed.), Field Manual Volume 9 (pp. 25-30). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics.
D. B. den Ouden and colleagues, Northwestern University, IL, USA. See D. B. den Ouden, S. Fix, T. B. Parrish,
& C. K. Thompson (2009). Argument structure effects in action verb naming in static and dynamic conditions.
Journal of Neurolinguistics, 22(2), 196-215.
J. Bohnemeyer, M. Bowerman & P. Brown. (2001). Cut and break clips. In S. C. Levinson & N. J. Enfield (Eds.),
Manual for the field season 2001 (pp. 90-96). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics.
S. Kita. (1995). Recommendations for data collection for gesture studies. In D. Wilkins (Ed.), Extensions of
space and beyond: Manual for field elicitation for the 1995 field season (pp. 35-42). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics.
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Sleep

Cut off branch

Cut carrot

Tear magically

Cut fish

Throw ball

Tear cloth

Cut carrot
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Descend stairs

Lift bucket

Drink water

Handshake

Break rope

Break magically

Break pot

Break stick
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Hit ball

Smell flower

Kiss woman

Push man

Kick ball

Cut fish

Put apple

Put head
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Exit house

Enter house

Stick ground

Ball tree

Books

Take icecream

Remove head

Remove picture
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Take can

Put picture

Smile woman

Write board

Lick letter

Follow man

Sit down

Hug woman
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Sneeze

Applaud woman

Grab arm

Wash clothes

Sail

Write letter

Sail to shore

Sew pants
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Roll off

Swim to shore

Open cups

Cut finger

A man washes his hands

A man washes an apple and eats it

A man lights a match
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Stories (Chapter 6)62

The mouse wants to eat a banana

The mouse plays guitar

The mouse tries to cook a pancake

A fruit falls next to the mouse

The mouse tries to pick an apple from a
tree

The mouse tries to sleep but is disturbed
by the elephant

62

Sources: The German children’s series Die Sendung mit der Maus.
S. Kita. (1995). Recommendations for data collection for gesture studies. In D. Wilkins (Ed.), Extensions of space
and beyond: Manual for field elicitation for the 1995 field season (pp. 35-42). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics.
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The mouse wants to eat a cake but the
elephant, who is hiding behind the cake,
has already eaten half of it

The mouse tries to read, the elephant
annoys him by playing drum

A man puts three balls in a box but a boy
steals the balls

A man plays with a ball, two children
arrive and steal his ball

Two boys try to grab a t-shirt stuck on a
tree
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Focus pictures (Chapter 8)63
Both animate (aa)
Actor given

63

Actor new

Source: Skopeteas, Stavros, Ines Fiedler, Sam Hellmuth, Anne Schwarz, Ruben Stoel, Gisbert Fanselow,
Caroline Féry & Manfred Krifka (eds.). 2006. Questionnaire on Information Structure (QUIS): Reference
Manual. vol. 4. Potsdam: Universitätsverlag Potsdam.
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Inanimate actor (ia)
Actor given

Actor new
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Inanimate undergoer (iu)
Actor given

Actor new

Appendix B: Switch measure scores
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Summary
The aim of this thesis is to describe and explain the linguistic development of the Javanese spoken
in Suriname, and to determine to what extent the Javanese spoken in Suriname (Surinamese
Javanese) has diverged from that spoken on Java, Indonesia (Indonesian Javanese). Surinamese
Javanese is spoken by descendants of contract laborers from Java, who were brought to Suriname
in the period 1890-1939. It is spoken in a highly multilingual context, with its speakers usually also
fluent in Dutch and Sranantongo. In this situation of intense language contact, contact-induced
language change is expected to occur in Surinamese Javanese. The main questions that this thesis
addresses are: Has Surinamese Javanese diverged from Indonesian Javanese? If so, how are these
divergences manifested on the levels of morphology, syntax and pragmatics? Which factors
account for these divergences? These questions are answered on the basis of four case studies,
which are selected to cover a wide range of linguistic domains: morphology (voice and transfer
events), syntax (locative constructions, multi-verb motion constructions, transfer events and
voice) and pragmatics (voice). The results are analyzed mostly quantitatively, with the use of
statistic methods where applicable.
Chapter 1 introduces the linguistic theories and concepts on language contact and change
used in this thesis. The overarching context is the heritage language scenario, which may involve
processes of cross-linguistic influence, specific acquisition effects, shift and maintenance,
borrowing and code-switching and koineization. The principles constraining these processes can
be linguistic, such as transparency and saliency of linguistic elements; social or external, such as
length and intensity of contact; and cognitive, such as the entrenchment of certain linguistic items
or schemas. Individual speakers vary in age, generation, network, or place of residence, and this
influences their speech as well. The effects of these processes can surface as reduction/loss,
convergence to the contact language, consolidation or reanalysis. The working hypotheses
adopted to explain the contact phenomena are the Interface hypothesis, which assumes elements
acting at different interfaces or levels of language to be more problematic for heritage speakers;
the Vulnerability hypothesis, which assumes variable phenomena to be more vulnerable to
change; and the Explicitness hypothesis, which assumes heritage speakers to adhere to the
principle of explicitness in order to increase maximal comprehensibility.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the Javanese community in Suriname, its history and
present sociolinguistic profile. The Surinamese Javanese nowadays are usually trilingual, and
many of them have given up the Javanese language as a household language in favour of Dutch,
especially in the urban areas. Javanese is still frequently used in conversations with older people,
in religious and cultural institutions and celebrations, and as a daily language in the less urban
areas. An important difference between the two contact languages Dutch and Sranantongo is the
difference in time depth. Contact with Sranantongo started early, and has remained more or less
stable in terms of intensity. Older and younger generations have similar knowledge of
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Sranantongo, and use it approximately equally frequent. Contact with Dutch on the other hand,
has intensified over the last years, through increased schooling and societal participation of the
Javanese, and contact with family in The Netherlands. Therefore, younger generations speak
Dutch more frequently and more fluently than older generations.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to a comparative sketch grammar of Javanese. It describes the grammar
of the different dialects of Javanese (Central Javanese and Eastern Javanese), and tries to situate
Surinamese Javanese in the overall classification of varieties of Javanese. The majority of the
contract laborers who came to Suriname originated from Central-Java, and thus spoke a Central
Javanese dialect. It would therefore be expected that Surinamese Javanese would be most similar
to Central Javanese. This assumption was confirmed to some extent: Surinamese Javanese is very
similar to Central Javanese in phonology (lowering of /a/ only in non-suffixed contexts),
pronouns (kowé instead of Eastern Surabaya Javanese kon), TMA-auxiliaries (arep instead of (k)até
for future tense), applicative suffixes (-i instead of -na) and negators (preference for ora instead of
(ng)gak). However, the demonstrative system is clearly modeled more on the Eastern Javanese
system: the distal demonstrative is most frequently expressed with iku, instead of Central Javanese
kuwi. Surinamese Javanese can therefore be classified as a mixed variety, which is probably the
result of dialect leveling or koineization.
Chapter 4 presents the methodology used to collect the data for all the case studies of this
book. It first discusses the research design and fieldwork periods in Suriname and Indonesia.
Subsequently, the materials used for elicitation are described. The chapter then discusses the way
the speakers were selected, and gives an elaborate overview of the speaker sample. The final part
of the chapter is dedicated to the procedures used for data processing and analysis. The chapter
ends with an overview of the corpora used for this book, which include comparable data on
Surinamese Javanese, Indonesian Javanese and on the contact languages Surinamese Dutch and
Sranantongo.
Chapter 5 examines locative constructions in Surinamese and Indonesian Javanese. There are
two main constructions within Javanese: the complex locative construction, where the Search
Domain is specified by a locative noun, and the simple locative construction, which consists of the
general locative preposition + Ground. This chapter shows that whereas Indonesian Javanese
baseline speakers have a preference for complex constructions, the Surinamese Javanese heritage
speakers use simple constructions more frequently. This change is classified as a case of
simplification, which is a common type of change among heritage speakers. The
overgeneralization of the general preposition nang is explained by the fact that this preposition is
widely applicable and functionally and phonetically equivalent to Sranantongo na. The loss of the
locative noun is explained as a result of its having no equivalent in either of the contact languages,
as well as being complex to acquire. It is shown that the individual speaker variables age,
generation, place of residence and network play a role in explaining the usage of simple versus
complex locative constructions in Surinamese Javanese: when speakers are younger, of a younger
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generation, living in the urban area or have a less Javanese-speaking network, they use simple
constructions more frequently. This confirms the idea that (the amount of) language contact plays
a decisive role in this linguistic change. Since the difference is already visible among the speakers
who have had less language contact overall, it is assumed that it is a change that has been going on
for a longer time, probably under influence of Sranantongo.
Chapter 6 focuses on multi-verb motion constructions in Surinamese Javanese. These
concern constructions which express ‘direction away’ by means of two verbs, for example ‘run go’
for ‘run away’. In Javanese, the second verb (V2) in this construction is usually lunga ‘go away’. The
study shows that these multi-verb constructions expressing ‘direction away’ are both more
frequent as well as used with more different V1s in Surinamese Javanese than in Indonesian
Javanese. The frequency change is classified as a pattern change, and interpreted as a result of
cross-linguistic transfer from Sranantongo, in which multi-verb constructions to express
‘direction away’ are very frequent. The extension of the usage contexts to more V1s is a form of
semantic extension, the first stage of contact-induced grammaticalization. This is caused by
entrenchment of the schema motion verb + ‘away’, where the main feature is that the direction
away is encoded in an element separate from the (Caused) motion verb itself. Since this schema is
very frequent both in Sranantongo (through serial verbs) and Dutch (through verb-particle
constructions), speakers of Surinamese Javanese have a higher probability of using it in their
heritage language. The meaning of the constructions also changes: whereas the directional element
in Indonesian Javanese never refers to the causee alone, this is frequently the case in Surinamese
Javanese. Finally, some preliminary observations are made with respect to the possible
development of a parallel construction expressing ‘direction towards’ with V2 teka ‘come’, modeled
on the Sranantongo multi-verb constructions with V2 kon ‘come’.
Chapter 7 is a study of the expression of transfer events in Indonesian and Surinamese
Javanese. Indonesian Javanese has an alternation between Double Object constructions (DO, the
man gives the woman the book) and Prepositional Object constructions (PO, the man gives the book to
the woman) to express transfer events. In Indonesian Javanese, speakers prefer PO constructions.
It is shown that in Surinamese Javanese, there is a change in terms of frequency and of
morphological make up. The Surinamese Javanese have higher frequencies of DO, Two Predicate
constructions and undergoer voice constructions. The increased usage of DO and Two Predicate
constructions is explained as a result of both the variability in the baseline, which makes a
phenomenon harder to acquire for heritage speakers, and of direct cross-linguistic transfer from
Sranantongo, in which these constructions are very frequent. The increased frequency of
undergoer voice constructions can be explained by its formal simplicity and high frequency in the
input, and is thus related to the specific acquisition path of heritage speakers. As to morphology,
Surinamese Javanese speakers overgeneralize suffix -i, where -ké would be more appropriate. This
is explained by the fact that there is variability in the baseline, which makes speakers prone to
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overgeneralize one of the suffixes. Suffix -i is the most likely candidate because it is associated with
the widest range of meanings, whereas -ké is more marginal.
Chapter 8 discusses the usage and marking of grammatical voice in Surinamese Javanese as
compared to Indonesian Javanese. It focuses on three aspects: frequency of actor and undergoer
voice and its relation to discourse factors (i.e. givenness of arguments), morphological patterning
and use of overt subjects. The results show that Surinamese Javanese speakers diverge from
Indonesian speakers on all these aspects. Overall, the frequencies of actor and undergoer voice are
the same in both groups, but Surinamese Javanese are less sensitive to the discourse factor
‘givenness’, meaning that they score closer to the mean. There is also an effect of age: younger
speakers in the Surinamese Javanese group tend to use more actor voice clauses. Surinamese
Javanese speakers also use more zero-affixation, and are less variable in their use of suffixes. The
general undergoer voice prefix di- is overgeneralized at the cost of accidental passive marker kein Surinamese Javanese. In terms of subject expression, Surinamese Javanese speakers have a
tendency to express the subject, whereas Indonesian Javanese speakers prefer subject ellipsis. All
of these changes were seen as manifestations of language contact, and they were related to the
speaker variable of age. It was found that almost all of these manifestations are correlated, meaning
that there is a new type of speaker arising.
The last chapter, Chapter 9, summarizes and integrates the findings of the previous chapters.
It begins by answering the research questions posed in Chapter 1. The first research question (Has
Surinamese Javanese diverged from Indonesian Javanese?) can now be answered affirmatively.
Apart from clearly being influenced by Dutch and Sranantongo in terms of borrowings and
frequent code-switching, Surinamese Javanese has been found to diverge from Indonesian
Javanese in all four components analyzed in the case studies: the expression of locative
constructions, the use of motion multi-verb constructions, the expression of transfer events and
the use and expression of voice. The answer to the second question (If so, how are these
divergences manifested on the levels of morphology, syntax and pragmatics?) is that these
divergences are in most cases manifested as changes in frequency: a formerly more marginal
pattern becomes more frequent and less marked. Other observed results of divergence are
simplification, reanalysis and convergence to the contact language(s). The third question (Which
factors account for these divergences?) should be answered as follows: general features of heritage
languages, cross-linguistic influence, koineization and shift effects account for the divergences.
One of the general features of heritage languages is the way they are acquired, which is often
interrupted and leads to incomplete acquisition. Cross-linguistic influence is clear in borrowing
and code-switching, as well as in the increased usage of DO-constructions and multi-verb motion
constructions. The effect of koineization can be found in the mix of grammatical and lexical
features of both Eastern and Central Javanese, as described in Chapter 3. Effects of language shift
are visible in the increased usage of switches and borrowings among younger speakers, as well as
the age effect in some of the chapters, such as locative constructions and increased use of A-clauses.
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The constraints involved are cognitive (entrenchment), linguistic (transparency and saliency) and
socio-historical (length and intensity of contact; age, generation, network and place of speaker).
The next part of the chapter integrates all the findings. Measures for linguistic fluency
(speech rate) and measures of code-switching (to Dutch and Sranantongo) are taken into account,
as well as speaker-related factors. The results show that there is a relationship between fluency
measures on the one hand, and measures of code-switching on the other, meaning that speakers
who are less fluent also code-switch more frequently. A cluster analysis shows that the speakers of
Javanese studied can be divided roughly into Surinamese and Indonesian speakers on the basis of
a quantitative analysis of the features from the case studies (rate of Simple locative, Multi-verb
motion, DO construction, A-clause, Zero prefixation, Zero suffixation and Subject expression).
This validates the choice of these variables in this study. Most of these linguistic variables also
show some correlation to the code-switching measures; code-switching to Dutch is the most
strongly correlated. Of the speaker related factors, Age, Generation and Network are the best
predictors of language change. The chapter ends with suggestions for further research.

Nederlandse samenvatting
In dit proefschrift worden taalkundige ontwikkelingen in het Javaans van Suriname beschreven
en verklaard. In welke mate verschilt het het Surinaams-Javaans van het Javaans gesproken op
Java (het Indonesisch-Javaans)? Surinaams-Javaans wordt gesproken door de afstammelingen van
Javaanse contractarbeiders die naar Suriname zijn gebracht in de periode 1890-1939, en wel in een
meertalige context. De meeste sprekers gebruiken ook dagelijks Nederlands en Sranantongo. In
een dergelijke situatie van intens taalcontact is het te verwachten dat er taalverandering op zal
treden. De voornaamste vragen die dit proefschrift behandelt zijn: Verschilt het SurinaamsJavaans van het Indonesisch-Javaans? Zo ja, hoe manifesteren deze verschillen zich op de niveaus
van morfologie, syntaxis en pragmatiek? Welke factoren zijn verantwoordelijk voor deze
verschillen? Deze vragen worden beantwoord aan de hand van vier case studies, die samen een
breed domein van taalkundige onderwerpen omvatten: morfologie (actieve/passieve zinnen en
overdrachtsevenementen),

syntaxis

(locatieve

constructies,

meervoudige

werkwoords-

constructies, overdrachtsevenementen en actief/passief) en pragmatiek (actief/passief). De
resultaten worden voornamelijk kwantitatief geanalyseerd, waar mogelijk statistisch.
Hoofdstuk 1 behandelt taalkundige theorieën en concepten over taalcontact en -verandering.
Ik ga uit van het het erftaal (heritage language) scenario. Hierbinnen spelen directe
taalbeïnvloeding, specifieke effecten van taalverwerving, taalverschuiving en taalbehoud,
taalkundige ontlening, codewisseling en dialectnivellering een rol. De principes die de uitkomst
van deze processen bepalen kunnen taalkundig zijn, zoals transparantie en saliency
(‘opmerkelijkheid’) van taalelementen; sociaal, zoals de lengte en intensiteit van taalcontact; en
cognitief, zoals de mate van entrenchment (‘inslijping’) van bepaalde talige items of schema’s. Ook
sprekereigenschappen zoals leeftijd, generatie, netwerk en woonplaats kunnen invloed hebben op
het taalgebruik. Deze processen kunnen zich vervolgens manifesteren als reductie/verlies,
convergentie naar de contacttaal, versteviging of heranalyse. De werkhypotheses die worden
gebruikt om de contactfenomenen te verklaren zijn de Interface hypothesis, die aanneemt dat
elementen uit verschillende componenten van de taal problematischer zijn voor erftaalsprekers;
de Vulnerability of Alternation hypothesis, die aanneemt dat variabele fenomenen sneller
veranderen; en de Explicitness hypothesis, die aanneemt dat erftaalsprekers zo expliciet mogelijk zijn
om zo maximaal begrijpelijk te zijn.
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de geschiedenis en het hedendaagse
sociolinguïstische profiel van de Javaanse gemeenschap in Suriname. De hedendaagse SurinaamsJavanen zijn meestal drietalig. Veel van hen spreken inmiddels Nederlands in plaats van Javaans
als thuistaal, vooral in de stedelijke gebieden. Het Javaans wordt nog wel veel gebruikt in
gesprekken met ouderen, in religieuze en culturele instituten en vieringen, en als de dagelijkse
omgangstaal in de minder stedelijke gebieden. Een belangrijk verschil tussen de twee contacttalen
Nederlands en Sranantongo is de tijdsduur waarin zij in contact zijn geweest met het Javaans. Het
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contact met het Sranantongo is eerder begonnen, en is min of meer stabiel gebleven in termen van
intensiteit. Oudere en jongere generaties hebben ongeveer in gelijke mate kennis van het
Sranantongo, en gebruiken het ongeveer even vaak. Het contact met het Nederlands, aan de
andere kant, is de laatste jaren geïntensiveerd, door toenemende scholing en maatschappelijke
participatie van Javanen, en door contact met familie in Nederland. Jongere generaties spreken
daarom nu vaker en vloeiender Nederlands dan oudere generaties.
Hoofdstuk 3 bevat een vergelijkende grammaticale schets van het Javaans. De grammatica
van de verschillende Javaanse dialecten (Centraal- en Oost-Javaans) wordt beschreven, en ik
probeer om het Surinaams-Javaans hierbinnen te classificeren. De meerderheid van de
contractarbeiders die naar Suriname zijn gekomen kwamen uit Midden-Java, en spraken het
Centraal-Javaanse dialect. Het is daarom te verwachten dat het Surinaams-Javaans meer lijkt op
het Centraal-Javaanse dialect. Deze aanname wordt tot op zekere hoogte bevestigd: SurinaamsJavaans lijkt sterk op het Centraal-Javaans in de uitspraak, persoonlijke voornaamwoorden,
hulpwerkwoorden van tijd, werkwoordelijke suffixen en negatie-elementen. Daarentegen lijkt het
systeem van aanwijzende voornaamwoorden weer sterk op het Oost-Javaanse systeem.
Surinaams-Javaans kan dan ook worden geclassificeerd als een gemengde variëteit, die
waarschijnlijk het gevolg is van dialectnivellering.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de methodologie voor het verzamelen van de data in dit boek
gepresenteerd. Eerst bespreek ik het onderzoeksontwerp en de veldwerkperiodes in Suriname en
Indonesië, en daarna de elicitatie-materialen. Daarna wordt besproken hoe de sprekers zijn
geselecteerd, en wordt een uitgebreid overzicht van de sprekers gegeven. Het volgende deel van
het hoofdstuk is gewijd aan de procedures die zijn gevolgd bij het verwerken en analyseren van de
data. Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een overzicht van de data die gebruikt is in dit boek, dat
vergelijkbare data van het Surinaams-Javaans, het Indonesisch-Javaans, als ook van de
contacttalen Surinaams-Nederlands en Sranantongo omvat.
Hoofdstuk 5 gaat over locatieve constructies (voor het uitdrukken van plaats) in het
Surinaams- en Indonesisch-Javaans onderzocht. Het Javaans maakt een onderscheid tussen een
simpele locatieve constructie, met een algemeen voorzetsel, en de complexe locatieve constructie,
waarin een extra locatief naamwoord wordt gebruikt. In het hoofdstuk wordt aangetoond dat de
Indonesisch-Javaanse sprekers een voorkeur hebben voor complexe constructies, terwijl de
Surinaams-Javaanse erftaalsprekers de simpele constructies vaker gebruiken. Deze verandering
wordt geclassificeerd als een geval van simplificatie, een gebruikelijk type verandering onder
erftaalsprekers. De overgeneralisatie van het algemene voorzetsel nang wordt verklaard door het
feit dat dit voorzetsel wijd toepasbaar is en qua functie en klank lijkt op het Sranantongo na. Het
verlies van het locatieve naamwoord zie ik als een gevolg van het ontbreken van een equivalent in
de beide contacttalen, en daarnaast de complexiteit van verwerving. Ook de sprekereigenschappen
spelen een rol: naarmate een spreker jonger is, van een jongere generatie is, woont in een stedelijk
gebied of een minder Javaanssprekend netwerk heeft, gebruikt hij/zij meer simpele constructies.
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Dit bevestigt het idee dat (de hoeveelheid) taalcontact een cruciale rol speelt in taalverandering.
Aangezien het verschil ook zichtbaar is onder oudere sprekers, neem ik aan dat deze verandering
al langere tijd gaande is, waarschijnlijk onder invloed van het Sranantongo.
Hoofdstuk 6 zoomt in op meervoudige werkwoordsconstructies in het Surinaams-Javaans.
Dit betreft constructies die een weggaande beweging uitdrukken door middel van twee
werkwoorden, bijvoorbeeld ‘rennen gaan’ voor ‘wegrennen’. Het onderzoek toont aan dat deze
meervoudige werkwoordsconstructies voor het uitdrukken van een weggaande beweging zowel
vaker als in meer verschillende combinaties worden gebruikt in het Surinaams-Javaans dan in het
Indonesisch-Javaans. De toename in gebruik van de constructies verklaar ik uit beïnvloeding
vanuit het Sranantongo, waarin dergelijke meervoudige werkwoordsconstructies veel
voorkomen. De uitbreiding van de mogelijke combinaties is een vorm van semantische extensie,
de eerste fase van grammaticalisatie door taalcontact. Dit wordt veroorzaakt door entrenchment
van het patroon waarin de weggaande richting wordt uitgedrukt in een element (‘weg’) dat losstaat
van het bewegingswerkwoord (‘rennen’). Aangezien dit schema frequent is in zowel Sranantongo
(seriële werkwoorden) als Nederlands (partikel-werkwoord constructies), gaan sprekers van het
Surinaams-Javaans een dergelijke constructie ook in hun erftaal vaker gebruiken.
Hoofdstuk 7 is een studie van de uitdrukking van overdrachtsevenementen in het
Indonesisch- en Surinaams-Javaans. Het Indonesisch-Javaans gebruikt zowel de ‘Dubbele Object
constructie’ (DO, de man geeft de vrouw het boek) en de ‘Prepositionele Object constructie’ (PO, de
man geeft het boek aan de vrouw) om overdrachtsevenementen uit te drukken. In het IndonesischJavaans hebben sprekers een voorkeur voor PO constructies, terwijl Surinaams-Javaanse sprekers
vaker DO gebruiken. Dit wordt verklaard als een gevolg van de variabiliteit in het IndonesischJavaans, waardoor het moeilijker is om te leren voor erftaalsprekers, en daarnaast als gevolg van
taalbeïnvloeding vanuit het Sranantongo, waarin DO constructies zeer frequent zijn. Voor wat
betreft de morfologie blijkt het dat Surinaams-Javaanse sprekers het suffix -i overgeneraliseren,
waar -ké vaak meer passend zou zijn. Ook dit kan worden verklaard door de variabiliteit in het
Indonesisch-Javaans, waardoor sprekers geneigd zijn om een van de suffixen te overgeneraliseren
om dit systeem te versimpelen. Het suffix -i is hiervoor de meest aangewezen kandidaat omdat het
een groter aantal verschillende betekenissen heeft, terwijl -ké meer marginaal is.
Hoofdstuk 8 bespreekt actieve en passieve zinnen in het Surinaams- en Indonesisch-Javaans.
Hierbij komen drie aspecten aan de orde: frequentie van actieve en passieve zinnen en de relatie
met pragmatische factoren (bijvoorbeeld of de argumenten in de context gegeven zijn),
morfologische patronen en de expliciete uitdrukking van het onderwerp. De resultaten tonen aan
dat Surinaams-Javaanse sprekers verschillen van Indonesisch-Javaanse sprekers op al deze
aspecten. Over het geheel genomen zijn de frequenties van actieve en passieve zinnen in beide
groepen vergelijkbaar, maar Surinaams-Javaanse sprekers zijn minder gevoelig voor de context,
d.w.z. of de argumenten gegeven zijn. Ook is er een leeftijdseffect: jongere Surinaams-Javaanse
sprekers gebruiken meer actieve zinnen. Ook gebruiken Surinaams-Javaanse sprekers vaker
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werkwoorden zonder suffix, en minder verschillende suffixen. De algemene passiefmarkeerder diwordt overgegeneraliseerd ten koste van de ‘accidentele’ passiefmarkeerder ke- in het SurinaamsJavaans. Ook drukken Surinaams-Javaanse sprekers het onderwerp vaker expliciet uit, terwijl de
Indonesische sprekers dit vaker weglaten. Al deze veranderingen zijn aan leeftijd en onderling
gerelateerd, wat betekent dat er een nieuw soort spreker aan het ontstaan is in Suriname.
In het laatste hoofdstuk, Hoofdstuk 9, worden de bevindingen van de voorgaande
hoofdstukken samengevat en geïntegreerd. De eerste onderzoeksvraag (Is het Surinaams-Javaans
gaan verschillen van het Indonesisch-Javaans?) kan bevestigend worden beantwoord. Naast het
feit dat het Surinaams-Javaans duidelijk is beïnvloed door het Nederlands en het Sranantongo
middels leenwoorden en codewisseling, is ook aangetoond dat het verschilt van het IndonesischJavaans op alle vier de onderdelen die in de case studies zijn geanalyseerd: de uitdrukking van
locatieve constructies, het gebruik van meervoudige werkwoordsconstructies, de uitdrukking van
overdrachtsevenementen en het gebruik van actieve en passieve zinnen. Het antwoord op de
tweede vraag (Zo ja, hoe manifesteren deze verschillen zich op de niveaus van morfologie, syntaxis
en pragmatiek?) is in de meeste gevallen als frequentieveranderingen: een patroon wat voorheen
weinig voorkwam wordt frequenter en minder opvallend. Andere effecten zijn simplificatie,
heranalyse en convergentie naar de contacttaal/talen. De derde vraag (Welke factoren zijn
verantwoordelijk voor deze verschillen?) wordt als volgt beantwoord: algemene kenmerken van
erftalen, taalbeïnvloeding, koineisatie en effecten van taalverschuiving. Een van de algemene
kenmerken van erftalen is de manier waarop ze zijn geleerd: de taalverwerving wordt vaak
onderbroken en is zodoende incompleet. Taalbeïnvloeding is zichtbaar in ontleningen en
codewisseling, maar ook in het toenemende gebruik van DO constructies en meervoudige
werkwoordsconstructies. Het effect van koineisatie is zichtbaar in de mix van grammaticale en
lexicale eigenschappen van zowel Oost- als Centraal-Javaans. Effecten van taalverschuiving zijn
zichtbaar in het toenemende gebruik van codewisseling en ontleningen onder jongere sprekers,
als ook het leeftijdseffect in een aantal studies, zoals de locatieve constructies en het gebruik van
actieve zinnen. Vervolgens worden alle bevindingen samengevoegd. Hierbij kijk ik naar
spreeksnelheid, de mate van codewisseling (naar het Nederlands en het Sranantongo) en
sprekerfactoren. Er blijkt een relatie te bestaan tussen aan de ene kant spreeksnelheid en aan de
andere kant de hoeveelheid codewisseling. Dit betekent dat sprekers die minder snel spreken (en
dus minder vloeiend zijn) vaker codewisselen. Een clusteranalyse toont aan dat de onderzochte
sprekers van het Javaans ruwweg kunnen worden verdeeld in Surinaamse en Indonesische
sprekers op basis van een kwantitatieve analyse van de eigenschappen bestudeerd in de case
studies. Dit bevestigt de validiteit van de keuze voor de variabelen in deze studie. De meeste van
deze taalkundige variabelen zijn ook gecorreleerd aan de hoeveelheid codewisseling; de sterkste
correlatie wordt gevonden met codewisseling naar het Nederlands. Van de sprekerfactoren blijken
Leeftijd, Generatie en Netwerk de beste voorspellers van taalverandering te zijn. Het hoofdstuk
wordt afgesloten met een aantal suggesties voor vervolgonderzoek.

Ringkasan ing basa Jawa
Tujuwan tesis iki kanggo njlentrehake lan nerangake perkembangan linguistik basa Jawa sing
dipituturake ing Suriname, lan kanggo nentokake menawa basa Jawa sing dipituturake ing
Suriname (basa Jawa Suriname) wis menyimpang saka basa Jawa ing Indonesia (basa Jawa
Indonesia). Basa Jawa Suriname dipituturake dening keturunan buruh kontrak saka Jawa, sing
digawa menyang Suriname ing periode 1890-1939. Basa kasebut dipigunakake ing konteks sing
multilingual banget. Penutur basa kasebut biasane uga lancar ing basa Walanda lan Sranantongo.
Ing kahanan iki, owah basa krana kontak dijangka bakal kedadeyan ing basa Jawa Suriname.
Pitakon utama ing tesis iki yaiku: Apa basa Jawa Suriname wis menyimpang saka basa Jawa
Indonesia? Yen mangkono, kepriye panyimpangan kasebut ditampilake ing tingkat morfologi,
sintaksis lan pragmatik? Faktor apa sing nyatane iki? Pitakon kasebut dijawab kanthi basis saka
papat studi kasus, sing dipilih kanggo ngliputi ragam domain linguistik: morfologi (acara transfer
lan swara gramatikal), sintaksis (konstruksi lokatif, konstruksi gerakan multi-verb, acara transfer
lan swara gramatikal) lan pragmatik (swara). Asile dianalisis kanthi akurat, kanthi nggunakake
metode statistika sing bisa ditrapake.
Bab 1 ngenalake teori lan konsep linguistik ing kontak lan owah basa sing digunakake ing
tesis iki. Babagan mendalem ing skenario basa warisan, sing bisa ngliputi proses-proses pangaruh
lintas-linguistik, efek akuisisi tartamtu, owah-owahan lan pangopènan, borrowing lan alih-kode
lan koineisasi. Prinsip-prinsip sing mbungkem proses kasebut bisa linguistik, kayata transparansi
lan unsur-unsur linguistik penting; sosial utawa eksternal, kayata panjang lan intensitas kontak,
lan kognitif, kayata ketahanan unsur linguistik tartamtu utawa skema-skemane. Penutur individu
beda-beda ing umur, jaringan, utawa papan panggonan, lan iki uga mengaruhi pituturan masingmasing. Efek saka proses kasebut bisa muncul minangka reduksi/keilangan, percampuran
menyang basa kontak, konsolidasi utawa reanalisis. Hipotesis sing berlaku iki diadaptasi kanggo
nerangake fenomena kontak yaiku hipotesis Antarmuka, sing ngakoni unsur-unsur tumindak ing
antar muka utawa tingkat basa dadi luwih bermasalah kanggo pamicara warisan; hipotesis
Vulnerability, sing ngasosiasikake fenomena variabel dadi luwih gampang diganti; lan Hipotesis
Eksplisit, sing ngakoni pamicara warisan kanggo ngikuti prinsip eksplisitas supaya bisa ningkatake
pemahaman basane secara maksimal.
Bab 2 ngatonake gambaran masyarakat Jawa ing Suriname, sejarah lan profil sosiolinguistike
saiki. Ing jaman saiki, masyarakat Jawa Suriname biasane iku pinutur telu basa, lan akeh sing
nggunaake basa Jawa minangka basa ing omah, luwih ngisor saka basa Walanda, utamane ing
wilayah kutha. Basa Jawa isih kerep dipigunakaké ing obrolan karo wong tuwa, ing institusi lan
perayaan agama lan budaya, lan minangka basa saben dina ing wilayah kurang kutha. Perbedaan
penting antarane loro kontak basa iki, basa Walanda lan basa Sranantongo, yaiku beda ing jerone
wektu. Kontak karo Sranantongo wiwit awal, lan tetep kurang luwih stabil intensitase. Generasigenerasi sing tuwa lan enom nduweni kawruh sing padha karo Sranantongo, lan nggunakake
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kurang luwih padha frekuensine. Tapi liya karo hubungane karo basa Walanda, iku luwih intensif
ing taun-taun pungkasan, liwat paningkatan sekolah lan partisipasi sosial masyarakat Jawa, lan
kontak karo kulawarga ing Belanda. Mulane, generasi mudha ngucapake basa Walanda luwih
kerep lan luwih becik tinimbang generasi tuwa.
Bab 3 ditujuken kanggo mbandingake tatabasa singkat basa Jawa. Aku nerangake tatabasa
saka dialek-dialek basa Jawa (Jawa Tengah lan Jawa Wetan), lan nyoba nempatake basa Jawa
Suriname ing klasifikasi sakabehe variasi basa Jawa. Mayoritas buruh kontrak sing teka ing
Suriname asale saka Jawa Tengah, lan kanthi mangkono nuturake sawijining dialek Jawa Tengah.
Mulane bakal dikarepake yen basa Jawa Suriname bakal paling mirip karo basa Jawa Tengahan.
Asumsi iki dikonfirmasi nganti sawetara: basa Jawa Suriname mirip banget karo basa Jawa Tengah
ing fonologine (mudhune /a/ mung ing konteks sing ora ono suffikse), kata ganti uwong
(cenderung nganggo kowe tinimbang kon saka basa Jawa Timur Surabayaan), TMA-auxiliaries
(cenderung nganggo arep tinimbang (k)ate kanggo tense mangsa ngarep), suffiks aplikatif (-i
tinimbang -na) lan negator (cenderung nganggo ora tinimbang (ng)gak). Nanging, sistem
demonstrasie kanthi cetha luwih nggunaake sistem basa Jawa Wetan: demonstratif distal paling
sering diarani iku, tinimbang basa Jawa Tengah kuwi. Mulane, basa Jawa Suriname bisa
diklasifikasekake minangka jenis basa campuran, sing mbok menawa minangka asile penyetaraan
dialek utawa koineisasi.
Bab 4 nduduhake metodologi sing digunakake kanggo ngumpulake data kanggo kabeh studi
kasus ing buku iki. Bab iki mulane mbahas desain penelitian lan periode penelitian lapangan ing
Suriname lan Indonesia. Banjur, bahan sing digunakake kanggo elisitasi dijelasake. Bab kasebut
mbahas cara milih pamicara, lan menehi gambaran luwih lengkap saka sampel pamicara. Bagian
pungkasan saka bab iki diutamakake kanggo tata cara sing digunakake kanggo ngolah lan nganalisa
data. Bab iki rampung kanthi ringkesan korpora sing digunakake kanggo buku iki, kalebu data sing
bisa dibandingake ing basa Jawa Suriname, basa Jawa Indonesia, lan basa-basa kontak yaiku basa
Walanda Suriname lan basa Sranantongo.
Bab 5 nliti konstruksi lokatif ing basa Jawa Suriname lan basa Jawa Indonesia. Ana rong
konstruksi utama ing basa Jawa: konstruksi lokatif kompleks, ing ngendi Domain Panelusuran
dijlentrehake kanthi tembung aran lokatif, lan konstruksi lokatif sing sederhana, sing isine
preposisi lokatif umum + Ground. Bab iki nduduhake manawa pamicara asli basa Jawa Indonesia
cenderung nganggo konstruksi sing luwih kompleks, nanging pamicara warisan basa Jawa
Suriname luwih sering nganggo konstruksi sing sederhana. Owah-owahan iki diklasifikasikake
minangka kasus penyederhanaan, yaiku jinis owah-owahan sing umum ing pamicara warisan.
Panggunaan tembung nang ing akeh babagan bisa dipahami kanthi merhatikake kenyataane bahwa
preposisi iki bisa ditrapake sacara luas lan kanthi fungsional lan sacara fonetis setara karo tembung
ing basa Sranantongo na. Ilange tembung aran lokatif diterangake minangka asile ora padha karo
salah sijine basa kontak, uga minangka kompleks kanggo ndarbeni. Ing ngisor iki kapacak yen
variabel pembicara individu yaiku umur, generasi, papan panggonan lan jaringan nduweni peran
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kanggo njlentrehake panggunaan konstruksi sederhana lawan konstruksi lokatif kompleks ing
basa Jawa Suriname: nalika pamicara luwih enom, generasi mudha, manggon ing wilayah kutha
utawa duwe jaringan pemicara basa Jawa sing kurang, padha sering nggunakake konstruksi sing
luwih sederhana. Iki nandhesake yen ide (jumlah) kontak basa nduweni peran sing penting ing
owah-owahan linguistik iki. Wiwit prabedan wis katon antarane pamicara sing dianggep kurang
duwe kontak basa sacara sakabehe, iku dianggep minangka owah-owahan sing wis rada suwe,
mbok menawa disebabake pangaruh basa Sranantongo.
Bab 6 fokus ing konstruksi gerakan multi-verba ing basa Jawa Suriname. Hal kasebut ngliputi
konstruksi sing ngandhakake 'arah ngadoh' kanthi loro tembung kriya, umpamane ‘mlaku lunga’
kanggo 'mabur'. Ing basa Jawa, tembung kriyo kapindho (V2) ing konstruksi iki biasane ‘lunga’.
Panliten iki nerangake yen konstruksi multi-verbal sing nyebutake 'arah ngadoh' iku luwih kerep
uga digunakake lan nganggo V1 sing beda ing basa Jawa Suriname tinimbang ing basa Jawa
Indonesia. Pangowahan frekuensi iki diklasifikasikake minangka owah-owahan pola, lan diartiake
minangka asil transfer lintas-basa saka basa Sranantongo, ing ngendi konstruksi multi-verba
kanggo nyebut 'arah ngadoh' iku kerep banget. Peluasa konteks panggunaan menyang luwih akeh
V1 iku wangun ekstensi semantik, yaiku tahap pertama gramatikalisasi krana kontak. Iki
disababake dening entrenchment saka skema tembung kriya gerakan + 'ngadoh', ing ngendi fitur
utama yaiku arah adoh dikode ing sawijining unsur sing kapisah saka (disebabake) tembung kriya
gerakan iku dhewe. Wiwit skema iki kerep banget ing basa Sranantongo (liwat rangkaian tembung
kriya) lan basa Walanda (liwat konstruksi tembung kriya-partikel), pamicara basa Jawa Suriname
duwe kemungkinan luwih dhuwur nggunakake iku ing basa warisan mereka. Makna saka
konstruksi iku uga owah: manawa unsur direksional ing basa Jawa Indonesia ora tau nduduhake
penyebabe, iki asring ditemokake ing basa Jawa Suriname. Pungkasane, sawetara pengamatan
wiwitan digawe babagan kemungkinan pembentukan saka konstruksi parallel sing ngekspresikan
'arah menyang' nggae V2 ‘teka’, nyonto konstruksi multi-tembung kriya ing basa Sranantongo
nggae V2 kon ‘teka’.
Bab 7 minangka panliten babagan ekspresi acara transfer ing basa Jawa Indonesia lan
Suriname. Basa Jawa Indonesia nduweni alternasi antarane konstruksi Objek Direksional (DO,
wong lanang menehi wong wadon buku) lan konstruksi Object Preposisional (PO, wong lanang menehi
buku marang wong wadon) kanggo nyebut acara transfer. Ing basa Jawa Indonesia, pamicara luwih
milih konstruksi PO. Ing basa Jawa Suriname, ana owah-owahan saka segi frekuensi lan wujud
morfologis. Basa Jawa Suriname nduweni luwih akeh frekuensi DO, konstruksi Rong Predikat lan
konstruksi swara penerima. Paningkatan penggunaan konstruksi DO lan Rong Predikat Predikat
diterangake minangka asil saka variabilitas ing garis dasar, sing nyebabake fenomena iki luwih
angel kanggo diduweni pamicara warisan, lan transfer lintas-linguistik langsung saka basa
Sranantongo, ing ngendi konstruksi-konstruksi kasebut kerep banget. Frekuensi konstruksi swara
penerima sing meningkat bisa diterangake kanthi kesederhanaan formale lan frekuensi dhuwur
ing masukan kasebut, lan kanthi mangkono ana hubungane karo jalur akuisisi tartamtu saka
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pamicara warisan. Ing kaitan morfologis, pamicara basa Jawa Suriname ngembangake penggunaan
suffiks -i, ning panggonan sing luwih cocok nggae -ke. Iki diterangake kanthi kasunyatan bahwa
ana variasi ing garis dasar, sing ndadekake pamicara rawan ngembangake penggunaan suffiks.
Suffiks -i minangka kandidat sing paling apik amarga bisa digandhengake karo makna sing paling
wiyar, dene -ke luwih marginal.
Bab 8 nemtokake panggunaan lan menehi tandha saka swara gramatikal ing basa Jawa
Suriname tinimbang basa Jawa Indonesia. Iku fokus ing telung aspek: frekuensi aktor lan swara
penerima lan hubungane karo faktor wacana (kaya keterberian argumen), pola morfologis lan
panggunaan subyek sing terbuka. Hasil kasebut nduduhake yen pamicara basa Jawa Suriname
menyimpang saka pamicara basa Jawa Indonesia ing sakabehe aspek kasebut. Secara sakabehe,
frekuensi aktor lan swara penerima iku padha ing saben kelompok, nanging basa Jawa Suriname
kurang sensitif marang faktor wacana 'keterberian', tegese padha entuk skor luwih cedhak marang
nilai rerata. Ana uga efek umur: pamicara sing luwih enom ing kelompok basa Jawa Suriname
cenderung nggunakake luwih akeh klausa swara aktor. Pemicara basa Jawa Suriname uga
migunakake luwih akeh afiksasi-nol, lan kurang bervariasi nalika nggunakake sufiks. Swara
penerima yaiku awalan di- dienggo secara umum tinimbang penanda pasif ora sengaja -ke ing basa
Jawa Suriname. Ing kaitan ekspresi subyek, pamicara basa Jawa Suriname duwe kecenderungan
kanggo ngandhakake subyek, dene pamicara basa Jawa Indonesia seneng nganggo ellipsis subyek.
Kabeh owah-owahan kasebut katon minangka manifestasi saka kontak basa, lan padha ana
hubungane karo variabel pamicara umur. Ditemokake yen kabeh jinis manifestasi kasebut ana
hubungane, tegese ana jinis pamicara anyar sing muncul.
Bab pungkasan, Bab 9, ngringkes lan nyawiji temuan-temuan ana bab sadurunge. Iki diwiwiti
kanthi njawab pitakonan-pitakonan panliten sing diduduhake ing Bab 1. Pitakonan panliten
pertama (Apa basa Jawa Suriname menyimpang saka basa Jawa Indonesia?) saiki bisa dijawab
kanthi tegas. Saliyane dipengaruhi dening basa Walanda lan basa Sranantongo sajroning masalah
penyilihan tembung lan alih-kode sing kerep, basa Jawa Suriname ditemokake wis menyimpang
saka basa Jawa Indonesia ing kabeh papat komponen sing dianalisis ing studi kasus: ekspresi
konstruksi lokatif, panggunaan konstruksi multi-tembung kriya gerakan, ekspresi acara transfer
lan panggunaan karo ekspresi swara. Jawaban kanggo pitakonan sing kapindho (Yen mangkono,
kepiye carane penyimpangan kasebut katon ing tingkat morfologi, sintaksis, lan pragmatika?)
yaiku penyimpangan iki ing pirang-pirang kasus sing dicethakake minangka owah-owahan
frekuensi: pola marginal sing luwih lawas dadi luwih kerep lan kurang ditandhai. Hasil
penyimpangan liyane sing diobservasi yaiku penyederhanaan, reanalisis, lan konvergensi menyang
basa-basa kontak. Pitakonan kaping telu (faktor endi sing nyebabake penyimpangan iki?) kudu
dijawab kaya mangkene: fitur umum saka basa-basa warisan, pengaruh lintas basa, koineisasi, lan
efek pergeseran nyebabake penyimpangan. Salah siji ciri umum saka basa warisan yaiku carane
diduweni, sing asring disusupi lan ndadekake pemerolehane ora lengkap. Pengaruh lintaslinguistik cetha ing penyilihan tembung lan alih-kode, uga ing paningkatan digaene konstruksi-
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DO lan konstruksi gerakan multi-tembung kriya. Efek koineisasi bisa ditemokake ing campuran
fitur gramatikal lan leksikal dialek Jawa Timur lan Tengah, kaya sing dijelasake ing Bab 3. Efek
pergeseran basa katon ing paningkatan panggunaan pertukaran lan penyilihan tembung ing
antarane penutur sing luwih enom, uga umur efek ing sawetara bab, kayata konstruksi lokatif lan
paningkatan panggunaan klausa A. Masalah sing ditindakake yaiku kognitif (entrenchment),
linguistik (transparansi lan keutamaan) lan sosio-historis (dawa lan intensitas kontak, umur,
jaringan lan panggonan pamicara). Aku banjur nggabungake kabeh temuan ing tesis iki. Ukuran
kanggo kelancaran linguistik (tingkat tuturan) lan ukuran alih-kode (menyang basa Walanda lan
basa Sranantongo) uga faktor sing gegandhengan karo penutur iku didadikake pertimbangan.
Hasil kasebut nduduhake yen ana hubungane antarane ngukur kelancaran berbasa lan langkahlangkah ngukur alih-kode, tegese penutur sing kurang fasih uga nglakoni alih-kode luwih kerep.
Analisis klaster nduduhake yen penutur basa Jawa ing studi iki bisa dipisahake dadi penutur basa
Suriname lan penutur basa Indonesia kanthi basis analisis kuantitatif fitur-fitur saka studi kasus
(tingkat lokatif Sederhana, gerak Multi-tembung kriya, konstruksi DO, A-klausa, prefiksasi Nol,
sufiksasi Nol lan ekspresi Subjek). Iki ndukung pilihan saka variabel-variabel kasebut ing panliten
iki. Sabanjure rerata variabel–variabel linguistik iki uga nduduhake sawetara korelasi menyang
pengukuran alih-kode; alih-kode menyang basa Walanda iku sing hubungane paling kuat. Saka
faktor-faktor sing ana kaitane karo penutur, Umur, Generasi lan Jaringan minangka prediktor
paling apik kanggo owah basa. Bab kasebut dirampungake karo saran kanggo riset luwih lanjut.
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